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Sometimes small letters are used in place
of capital letters e.g. abl - ablative, cd - compound etc,
•North Eastern Group' is sometimes used as a synonym for 
the *Eastern Groupf#
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FOREWORD
Aryan languages offers much of interest. But, owing
to lack of adequate materials, there is no separate 
work on N.I.A. epigraphy as a whole nor on the epigraphy 
of a particular language of the N.I.A. with the exception 
of Sinhalese.
2. On the other hand, the languages of the South
Indian family, especially Tamil, Canarese and Telugu, are
comparatively rich in epigraphic materials, dating from
an early period. Unlike the Northern Indian languages
they were relatively free from the dominating influence
of Sanskrit and, as such, they developed literatures at
1
a comparatively early period.
1. The oldest Tamil literature is said to date from 
the early centuries of the Christian era, while the 
most ancient specimens of inscriptions in Canarese 
and Telugu are said to date from about the middle of 
the 5th and 7th centuries of the Christian era 
respectively. (See Introduction, SGLD.) With reference 
to Telugu it is also noted that the first instance of 
an inscription which is partly in Sanskrit and partly 
in Telugu dates from A.D. 846-848 and that the first 
instance of a Telugu verse in inscription dates a little 
later. (See p.25 AC.) Tikkana, the translator of the 
Mahabharatainto Telugu flourished during the last part 
of the 13th century, (p.73 ibid.)
\z
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3. Oriya and Marathi which are contiguous to
Telugu and Csnarese, possess a fairly large amount of
old literature, the beginnings of which may be traced
to the 13th century; they seem to be the foremost in
the N.I.A. family in possessing a number of early documents
on stone and copperplates. The latter fact may be partly
due to their coming in contact at an early period with
2
Telugu and Canarese possessing early inscriptions.
Speaking for Oriya inscriptions, neither many
students of Orissan history and literature nor many students
of Indo-Aryan linguistics seem to know of the existence of
such a large number of early inscriptions as are examined
3
or referred to in this thesis.
1. Namdev considered to be the first Marathi poet, some 
of whose stanzas are found in the Adigrantha of the Sikhs, 
belongs probably to the 13th century. Professor A.B.
Mahanty refers in the introduction to 'Ramabibha1, Cuttack 
1940, to Oriya lyrical poetry in praise of Narasimhadeva of 
the 13th century. Professor K. Kar in his thesis for the 
D.Litt. degree from ITtkal University entitled
1 As'caryacaryacaya1 concludes that some of the caryas are in 
Proto-Oriya.
2. See the Appendix entitled fNote sur quelques documents 
du vieux Marathe1 in LFM. I know of a few Marathi inscrip­
tions which appear to be of a later date. One is found in 
Orissa. I have come across a few inscriptions in some other 
languages of the N.I.A.
3. There are a few more early Oriya inscriptions e.g. S.I.I. 
VI, No. 1078 (in Telugu script), AR of 1933, wo. 395 etc. 
which are not examined in this thesis.
»3 
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4. In 1950 I began collecting the texts of 
Oriya inscriptions published up to that time* After
a search of the various Oriental journals e.g. J.A.S.B. 
(Calcutta), I.H.Q. (ibid.), J.B.O.R.S. (Patna), J.A.H.R.S. 
(Rajmundry), I.A. (Bombay), and the volumes of South 
Indian Inscriptions (texts), when a sufficient number of 
Oriya inscriptions from the 13th up to the 20th century 
was collected, it was decided to work on the earlier 
inscriptions.
5. I requested, on 30th May 1950, the Government
Epigraph!st^ India, to help me with facsimiles of the Oriya
inscriptions either published in SII vols. V and VI or
awaiting publication. In this connection I later sent
him the list of a few Oriya inscriptions, and some Telugu
and Tamil inscriptions of the G-ajapatis of Orissa, which
are noticed in the Annual Reports of South Indian £fcigraphy.
1
I also requested him to send me the facsimiles of the Puri 
and Bhuvanesver temple inscriptions.
1. Several years ago, I was shown by candlelight the 
inscriptions on the walls of the Jagannath Temple, Puri. 
But it was too dark to read them, even in the day time, 
due to the erection of other monuments in front. I am 
almost certain that these are some of the Inscriptions 
dealt with in this thesis.
14 
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6. The Government Epigraphist was kind enough to 
send me at intervals the facsimiles of the majority of 
these inscriptions and the photoprints of some others.
He also helped me by his calculations to settle the 
chronology of several early Oriya inscriptions written
in Telugu script and approved of my preparing photostatic 
copies of the facsimiles.
7. For this generous help, I am very grateful to 
the Archaeological Department, Government of India. Here 
I have to acknowledge the unfailing courtesy and helpful 
attitude of JSr. B. Ch. Chabra, the Government Epigraphist,
Sc*.£€.-*£>>f tn c U v if  f o r  H r .  3 .  C . S L r to t - f
and Mr. N.L. R a o , aooiotanfc. I must also thank their* “ A <\
office staff at Ootacamund and Madras.
8. About 40 Oriya inscriptions printed in Bevanagerl -
in SII V and VI have been edited in this thesis from the
1
materials supplied by the said authority. Only in respect 
of Serial Nos. 40, 44 and 45, no facsimiles or photoprints 
could be obtained. As regards the Oriya inscriptions in 
Telugu script, many of them deciphered in the Office of the 
Government Epigraphist, India, I have suggested emendations 
in the footnotes.
1. In some cases the text has been restored to a consider­
able extent, e.g. the text of Serial No. 41 (SII VI, 1162) 
consists of 4 lines in SII but the text as restored in the 
thesis consists of 12 lines.
15
9. The impressions of the Puri and Bhuvanesvara 
temple inscriptions supplied by this authority did not 
contain all the 14 inscriptions published by M.M.
Chakravarti in J.A.S.B. 1893. I therefore requested the 
Special Officer of Archaeology, Government of Orissa, to 
send me impressions of them. He sent me, rather late, 
some of these and the fragmentary reading of two others.
So 10 out of 14 inscriptions, referred to above, have been 
edited in the thesis and their text revised in the light 
of two sets of impressions taken at an interval of 50 
years, and in the light of previous readings. I am 
indebted to the Special Officer of Archaeology, Government 
of Orissa, for his help.
10. In the beginning of the long vacation of 1950,
I began indexing the words of the inscriptions from my copy
of the printed texts (or in a few cases from my reeding of
the published facsimiles), after arranging them chronologi- 
1
celly. So when the first lot of impressions reached me
in about August 1950 I had to correct my copy of the printed
texts in the light of reading from the impressions, revise
end proceed with the work of indexing. This procedure was
repeated when other sets of impressions or photoprints 
arrived.
1 . This chronological arrangement based on previous publi­
cations has not been dist^bed, though my reading of dates 
from the facsimiles differs in some cases from that of previous publications. xhis is done in order to avoid 
dislocation.
- 5 -
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1 1 . As 8lmost all the impressions were in a condition
too delicate for frequent handling, and as the photoprints 
(and photoplates of journals) were too small in size, and
as I also wanted to keep copies myself for constant refer­
ence, I requested the Goldsmiths Librarian, University of
London, to prepare for me photostatic copies of nearly all 
these. I am grateful to him for his preparing these copies 
so well for me, the originals of some of which were very 
long (from 4 to 6 ft.), full of creases and, as such, 
unwieldy.
12. Again in the light of fresh readings from the
photostatic copies, I had to revise the text and the Index 
which had been based on my readings from the impressions.
It is these photostatic copies which I consult repeatedly 
and correct the text and Index if necessary. One instance 
of correction may be cited here.
In Serial ho. 48, lines 7-8, the printed text
(SII V, 1161) reads fagrate Nayaka mule1 lit. 1 in the presence
• 4
with or under the charge of Nayaka1. When I compared the 
printed text with the impression and, after an interval, with 
the photostatic copy, the reading appeared to be authentic and 
I transcribed and translated accordingly. But, a few months 
later, when I again examined the photostatic copy, the read­
ing suggested was fAprate Nayaka mule1 i.e. with or under the
17 
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charge of Apart! Nayaka. Here the scribe equates 1Apart! 1 
- a familiar and significant name in Orissa - with *apratef 
and hardly distinguishes between the orthography of fpf 
and fg f as elsewhere in the inscription. The reading 
faprate* which fits in with the context has been accepted 
as final and authentic.
13. In editing the Oriya inscriptions of the Puri
temple from the readings of R. Mitra, M.M. Chakravarti, 
and from the estampages, I have realised the truth of
Mr. Masterfs communication to me that a very bad manuscript
sometimes preserves better readings than a very good manu­
script. For example I quote the following readings 
In the eighties of the 19th century, R. Mitra read 
fnigigiri bibho Jagannatha*. (24.5)
About 20 years afterwards M.M. Chakravarti, who was 
aware of R.Mitrafs reading, and whose readings on the 
whole, are much more authentic than R. Mitra*s read
'niyogibi bibho Jaganatha*.
The reading adopted in this work is
’nigirihibi bho Jagaranatha1
which means 11 shall punish (denominative from Sanskrit 
nigraha) Oh Jagejinatha. *
Here R. Mitra1s reading, though mostly meaningless and 
perplexing, is nevertheless more authentic than that of 
M.M. Chakravarti. The correct reading was arrived at in 
this case, as in some others, after repeated examination
10 
•> 3 **
and reflection, long after I first read the facsimile.
The text of the Narasimhanatha Temple inscription 
(Appendix No. 4) offered in this thesis is different in
0
some respects from its text published by other scholars 
since its discovery in the 19th century.
14. Apart from a few inscriptions which are published
*
here for the first time due to the courtesy of the 
Archaeological Department, the text of the rest, as given 
in this thesis, differs in many places from the text pre­
viously published. It has not been possible to note all
the readings of previous workers in all these cases. Where 
I was more or less doubtful as to my own reading or wnere 
citation of a previous reading may enable the reader to 
criticise my reading, I have tried to cite ’variants1 or 
alternative readings. But since the references to previous 
’publications have been noted, generally, at the beginning of 
the text of each inscription, they can be easily compared.
And for a critical examination of the texts offered here, 
an examination of the previous publications is indispensable.
7 MA set of selected plates, however, is submitted herewith.
15. I am obliged to the editors of the various Oriental 
journals and the publishers of the Nellore Inscriptions not 
only for having copied the text of some inscriptions as a 
preliminary to my study of the Oriya inscriptions but for
\ 9 
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having reproduced and enlarged some plates from their 
publications for my own purpose.
16. There are a few places where, chiefly owing to 
the defacement or illegibility of the facsimiles, the 
reading offered is doubtful and here I have tried to 
transcribe the text as it appeared to me and then to 
suggest other possible readings or my emendations.
17. All the inscriptions up to and including Serial 
No. 55 have been indexed, except for a few places where, 
at the time of indexing, the reading appeared very doubt­
ful. In some of these cases the Index has been supplemented 
and revised.
On the whole it may be stated that the text up 
to Serial No. 55 has been dissected and shown in the Index.
A few early Oriya inscriptions which are either too 
fragmentary or are not definite as to their date have been 
relegated to the Appendix. In a few cases I have allowed 
the reading of previous scholars to stand in the Index 
along with my latest reading, though the former may not 
appear in the text portion.
18. If the text and the facsimil e s of the inscrip­
tions or only the latter had been accessible to me at the
beginning of my work, I would have been saved from much 
trouble and worry and the arrangement, especially the
20
the chronological arrangement, in indexing would have been 
more satisfactorily followed. But this was unavoidable 
and I hed to index and even translate a few.inscriptions 
at the final stage.
19. I tried to get the facsimile of Serial No:.. 7
and 8 whieh ape the longest ©riya peeerds en -cepperplete-s
it isbut according to one source of information they are missing. 
But I have got good facsimiles of other contemporary copper­
plate grants in Sanskrit of the same royal house and in
S iw i lo i f
the same script. I have therefore suggested emendations 
in a few places in the readings of M.M. Chakrsvarti where 
his text is defective.
20. Of the inscriptions dealt with in this thesis
only six are inscribed on copperplates, viz. Serial Nos.
7, 8, 18A, 31, 45A, 45B. Of these 1 have got the facsimiles 
of No s.^18A, 31 and 45b and 45A. The
rest are inscribed on stone and mostly on stonewalls of 
temples. The stone-mason who belonged to the permanent 
staff of a great temple (cp. Appendix No. 6) must have been 
at a disadvantage to chisel his letters into the existing 
stone walls of the temple than his confrere who inscribed 
on copperplates. On the whole, it has been easier to 
decipher the copperplates thsn the lithic records.
21. Of all the 71 Oriya inscriptions whose text is
- 10 -
embodied in this thesis, only g have not been read by 
me from the facsimiles. They are Serial Nos. ?, 3, ,
, 7, , , 11, 12, : , 27, 30, , 40, 44-45, , ^
[ . t\y/. But by a comparative study, their text has 
been elucidated. This elucidation is embodied in the 
footnotes to the published texts which have been given 
in the thesis.
22. All the mistakes or scribal errors in the text,
especially spelling mistakes, have not been corrected in 
the footnotes. Most of them are quite obvious.
23. When the text of the published inscriptions was
first collected it appeared that a few inscriptions had 
been translated into English and the text of many others 
was so fragmentary and uncertain that it was not possible 
to give a consistent translation. But after reading from 
the facsimiles and making a critical examination of all 
the inscriptions, it is now possible to give the trans­
lation of all of them.
All the inscriptions from Serial No. A to Serial cwlvMo; Z
No. 55 and^a11 the Oriya inscriptions in the Appendix 
have been translated. Of these inscriptions not more 
than twenty had been translated before.
I have attempted as far as possible to give a 
literal translation so that by comparing the translation
21
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with the original one may have some idea of the language 
of the original# However, to get at the meaning of a 
particular word or expression, the glossary has also to 
he consulted*
24. The system of transliteration which is follpwed 
in transcribing the text of the inscriptions and indexing 
the inscriptional words and the linguistic discussions in 
the thesis has not generally been followed elsewhere with 
respect to proper nouns, e.g.
(a) lichen the word Kataka, referring to the capital of 
Orissa occurs in the text, it is transcribed in that form 
in the text, Index and in the chapters on linguistic dis­
cussion. Otherwise it is written Cuttack. Similarly with 
regard to such words as Bhuvanesvara, Chicacole, Puri, 
Marathi, Gujaratij in these cases diacritical marks are 
hardly necessary.
(b) Since the system is followed of putting diacritical 
marks in the text and in the inde^ which almost completely 
reproduces the text, it is not indispensable with regard
to the proper names in the Translations.
25. All dates in the thesis are approximate and
refer to the Christian era unless otherwise specified or
indicated from the context. For instance If it is stated
- 12 -
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that a particular king reigned from 1238 to 1264 A.D,, 
it may be that he reigned from 1237 to 1263 A.D.
Due to the fluctuation of political boundaries 
of taluks and districts and provinces or states during 
and after the British period, there may be some discrepancy 
with regard to the situation of the places where the 
inscriptions were found; similarly, with regard to the 
identification of places mentioned in the inscriptions.
Such discrepancy, if any, can be easily detected and 
reconciled.
The text of Serial Nos, 13 and 15 of the 
Appendix may be taken as tentative.
Finally, my thanks are due to the Librarians of the. 
of the School of Oriental and African Studies, India
C. W .-R  .House, the India Office, the British Museum and the 
Royal Asiatic Society for helping me with reference 
books and journals, and I close with a sense of gratitude 
to my teachers at the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, especially to Professor J, Brough who supervised 
this work,
K.B. Tripathi.
University Library,
London,
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CHAPTER 1 
An Introduction to the study 
of Oriya1 Inscriptions.
1. Orissa is comparatively rich in materials for
the study of Indian epigraphy. Her rocky hills, her
famous caves and temples, built of hard stone, contain 
inscriptions from the third century B.C. down to the 
modern period. The fourteen rock-edicts of the Emperor 
Asoka and his two special Kalinga edicts, all of the
third century B.C., were inscribed on the Dhauli hill
near BhuVanesvara in the Puri district and on the
2
Jaugada hill in the Ganjam district. They are written 
in the Brahmi script in an early form of a Middle Indo- 
Aryan language (cp. Turner, Gujarati Phonology, p.333) 
as opposed to Sanskrits Next we come to the unique and 
well-known Hatigumpha inscription of King Kharavela with 
its related minor group of inscriptions inscribed on the
3
twin hills of Khandagiri and Udayagiri near Bhuvanesvara.
The Hatigumpha inscription belongs to a date not later
4
than the first century A.D. It is also written in Brahmi 
script and in a language cognate to that of the aforesaid
1. Oriya is the principal language of the State of Orissa
on the east coast of India. In 1936, it was created a
separate province. In 1948 and 1949, about 24 small states
were merged with Orissa. It has an area of 59,869 sq. miles
and ?„?°Bul£tdon °f i£6 million?. For Oriya spoken elsewhere see LSl.,v,pt.2 and ROjC., p.4 ff.
2• C.I.I. 3. O.B.I. 4. O.B.I. p.281.
Z5
Asokan inscriptions but very different in style. Its 
language, remarkable at once for brevity and elegance, 
is very closely akin to Pali. Besides the minor Inscrip­
tions inscribed in Brahmi script, mentioned above, the 
caves of Khandagiri and Udayagiri contain also a few 
short inscriptions in Sanskrit, written in a script ap­
proaching the Devanagari script* They appear to belong
to a period of two centuries subseauent to the latter half
1
of the eighth century A.D.
2. For a few centuries after the dates of the last-
mentioned Brahmi inscriptions the history of Orissa appears
to be^dark, up to the beginning of the seventh century A.D*
A
Us stone or copperplate inscriptions of Orissa belonging to
the period (100 A.D* - 600 A.D.) haveye^ received the atten-
3
tion of scholars. However, we have the copperplate in­
scription of Maharaja Mahasamanta, Madhavaraja II, belong-
4
ing to A.D. 610-620, (dated in the Gupta year - three 
hundred), discovered in the district of Ganjam. The languc^ 
of the inscription is Sanskrit and the alphabet is in a
cxc u te  -arv^le <i,
transitional stage from the Gupta to the Nagapl alphabet.
- 2 -
1. E.I* Vol. XIII, 1915-1916, p.159-167, text, trans. etc.
with plates - Banerjee. 2. The recent excavations at
Sisupalagada, an early historical fort at Bhuvanesvara near
Asoka*s Dhauli edict, throws light on this dark period of
Orissan history. It was occupied between c.300 B.C. and
350 A.D. For coins etc. discovered here, see B.A.S.I. 1949.* But*ou)ck4a,*>***.<,. 3f Honble. H. Mahtab refers to a long undeciohered stone
inscription at Udayagiri in the district of Cuttack.(See over)
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As regards its orthography, we find that 'b is represented
throughout hy the sign for v 1 which, it may be noted,
characterises the orthography of the Oriya language• Prom
this time onwards almost up to the end orthe independent
sovereignty of Orissa, about 1568 A.D., we have a very
large body of Sanskrit inscriptions discovered throughout
1
Orissa (and elsewhere), either inscribed on Copperplates 
or hewn on stone slabs and stone walls of temples. Some­
times we find in them traces of Oriya words and expressions 
in current speech especially in the mention of place-names
and names of persons. For instance, in the Khurda copper- 
2
plate grant of Madhava, paleographically belonging to a
date not later than the seventh century A.D., the part of
the village granted is lkumbharacchjtl
(kumbhara being the Oriya word for Sanskrit
kumbhakara, a potter), situated in the district of Thorana,
- 3 -
(Continued from p.2. Note 3.) See H.O. (in Oriya), p.78, 
1948, Cuttack. 4. E.I., Vol. VI, 1900-1901, p.143-146. 
text, trans. etc. with plates - Hultzsch*
1. Some of these royal donors of Sanskrit copperplate
land grants were devotees of Buddha as Subhakaradeva who is s&id to have sent about 795 A.D. a Buddhist manuscript to
.the Chinese emperor. E.I*, XV, 1919-1920, p.1-8, text, trare
plates - Banerjee, p.363, Note - Levi. 2. J.A.S.B.,
Vol. LXXIII, 1907, p#282, text, trans. etc. with plates by
O.M. Laskar. It is interesting to find here
reminding us of expressions in the aforesaid Kharavela
inscription.
11
Again in the Mandasa plates of Anantavarmadeva of
A.D. 991 we find the Oriya word fbhituruf from Sanskrit
abhyantara, pandara (text - padnara) i.e. fifteen,
Sanskrit pancadasa. Here also b stands for b and v.
In S.1*1. Vol. V. No. 1121 (c. 1069 A.D.) the Oriya verb 
ctdipa1 (gave) is used. A Sanskrit coppearp 1 ate land grant 
of King Nrsimhadeva II (A.D. 1296) accidentally dug out of
earth at Kenduapatna, contains a number of Oriya words
2
(inter-woven in its Sanskrit texture).
3. The study of the aforesaid inscriptions written
3
either in early M.I.K languages or in Sanskrit with a 
view to finding out the light which they may throw on the 
evolution of the Oriya language is outside the scope of 
the present work, but some words of the said Asokan and 
Kharavela inscriptions will be mentioned in the thesis in 
connection with their cognate or similar forms occurring 
in Oriya inscriptions.
-  4 -
1
1. J.B.O.R.S. XVII (1931) p.175. text, notes etc. with 
plates by Ramdas. Mr. S.N. Rajaguru draws my attention to 
some Oriya words e.g. jana (person), dui (two), in the 
Kambakaya inscription of Udayaditya, a contemporary of 
Devendra Varma of the Ganga dynasty. Telugu-Bharati p.124, 
Vol. IV(ii) 1927. 2. J.A.S.B. Vol. LXV, 1896, p.229. -
N.N. Vasu. 3. Hon*ble. Mahtab refers to traces of Oriya 
phonology in Skt. copperplate grants of the Kings of the 
Soma or Kesari dynasty of Orissa e.g. jotita has been writta: 
for dyotita (illuminated), Yajati for Yayati (name of a king
H.O. (in Oriya) p.100.
4. Besides the large number of Sanskrit Inscrip­
tions either on copperplates or on stone belonging to 
the Ganga Kings of Orissa which have been discovered in 
Orissa and In the district of Vizagapatam in Madras
Presidency, we have a number of Telugu and Oriya inscrip-
1
tions belonging to the Ganga period of Orissan history 
(A.D* 1076 to A*D. 1435). The Oriya inscriptions of this 
period discovered so far are comparatively few and some of 
them are written in Telugu script perhaps due to the situ­
ation of the manuments in bilingual areas. About a dozen 
of the Oriya records belonging to the Ganga period, some 
of which are bilingual, are examined In this thesis.
Before passing on to the next period of Orissan history, 
it should be noted that a large number of Sanskrit works 
were written in Orissa during the Ganga period under royal 
patronage. Some of them have come down to us^  such as the 
Sahltya-darpana of VIsvanatha Kaviraja, Ekavali of 
Vidyadhara^ Sahrdayananda of Krsnananda, and the astronomica] 
work Bhasvatl of Satananda.
5. The next dynasty in the history of Orissa called 
the Solar dynasty which ruled from 1435 A.D. to about
- 5 -
1. S.1.1. Vol. IV, 19 2^iVol. V, 1926j Vol. VI . 1328 ;
Vol. X, 1948.
29
1540 A.D. for about a hundred years in Orissa and a part
1
of Bengal, and for about three quarters of a century,
in a large part of Southern India, has left us rich
epigraphic materials written not only in the Sanskrit
language but also in different modern Indian languages,
2 2 3
such as Oriya, Telugu and Tamil. During the early part
of the sixteenth century Virabhadra a prince of this line
as a Governor of Krsnadeva Raya, the great King of• • •
Vi j ayanagara, has also left us at least two inscriptions
4
in Canarese in Mysore.
6. The inscriptions of the kings of this dynasty,
popularly known as the Gajapati dynasty, especially of
Kapilesvaradeva (A.D. 1435-1467), the founder and most
powerful sovereign of the dynasty, have been discovered in
5
the district of M^dnapur in Bengal, in Orissa and in
different districts of Madras Presidency including the
6
Tamil district of Trichinopoly. A Telugu inscription of
Kapilesvara1s son has also been found in Warangal fort
7
in the state of Hyderabad.
-  6 -
1. I.H.Q., 30CII, No.l (Gajapati record of A.D. 1454, South
of the Krsna); S.I.I., X, 737 (Gajapati record of A.D. 1526
in Guntur District). 2. S.I.I., Vol. IV, 1924; Vol.V, 1926; 
Vol. Vl^S^ff ; Vol. X, 1948. 3. A.R., 1919, p. 52;
1938, p.16. 4.(a) A.R., 1918, para. 72; (b) E.C., 1903,
Vol. XI, p.127. 5. B.D.G.M., Calcutta 1911, p.179.
6. For the Gajapati record at Srirangam of A.D. 1464, see 
p.57 B.A.S.I. Jan. 1949. Srirangam is about 2^ miles north 
of the city of Trichinopoly. 7. S.I.I., Vol. VII, No. 733.
30
7. The Oriya inscriptions of the Gajapati kings
are not confined to the province of Orissa, A number 
of them are found in the district of Vizagapatam in Madras. 
In the trilingual copperplate grant of Kapilesvara, found
0Lin the Bapt^la taluk, in the Guntur district of Madras 
Presidency, a digest of the grant portion is given at the 
end, in the Oriya language and script. The third king 
of this dynasty - Prataparudradeva - has left us an in­
teresting copperplate land-grant written partly in Oriya
1
and partly in Telugu. This was found in the Nellore dis­
trict near Madras. His son Virabhadra, mentioned above, 
with many titles, including the title of Dravilamamdales- 
vara (the Lord of the Tamil province), in another copper­
plate land-grant discovered in the Nellore district, begins
1
the grant in Oriya and closes with Telugu. The aforesaid
Bapl^la grant (Oriya portion only) and these Nellore grants 4
are all examined in this work and the authors of the Nellore
2
grants have now been identified. The largest number of the 
Oriya inscriptions examined here belong to the Gajapati 
period of Orissan history.
- 7 -
1. N.I. Copperplate No. 21 (page 182), Copperplate 
No. 22. 2. A small group of Gajapati Oriya lithic records,
found at Kondapalli in the Kistitfa district and at 
Kondavidu have also been presented here.
31
8* It should be mentioned here that a few Oriya
lyrical verses of Kapilendradeva (Kapilesvaradeva) have
' * % 
survived to us embedded in his Sanskrit play -
Parasuramavijaya. To his son and successor Purusotta- 
madeva A.D. 1457-1496, the Madala Panji (the temple- 
chronicle of Puri) ascribes both scholarship ani encourage­
ment of scholarship; while to the next king Pratsparudra- 
deva (A.D. 1497-1540?), celebrated as a disciple of the 
famous Chaitanya and also as a patron of literature, is
1
attributed the authorship of the Sanskrit Sarasvatlvilasa, 
a legal treatise.
9. We have included in this work, about half a dosen
Oriya lithic records (among them a few sale deeds), all 
belonging to the reign of Govindadeva (A.D. 1541-1549),
a minister of the later Gajapatis, who usurped his master*s 
throne.
10. Mukundadeva (A.D. 1559-1568) formerly a minister,
supplanted, in turn, the short-lived dynasty of Govindadeva 
and reigned for about eight years and has left us lithic 
records in Oriya in the district of Vizagapatam and in 
Telugu in the district of East Godavari, both in Madras 
Presidency. His Oriya records have been examined here.
- 8 -
1. Ed. R.S. Sastry, Mysore, 1927
“
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This king is praised in the colophon of Prakrta-sarvasva
1
of Markandeya of the district of Puri.
When Makundadeva fell in a Civil War in 1568, 
there was anarchy in Orissa for a period of about twenty 
years after which it became a dependency of the Mogul 
Empire; but a considerable amount of authority and control 
was left to the later Maharajas of Puri and Khurda and the 
feedatory chiefs of Orissa in their states both during 
the Muslim period (circa A.D. 1590-1751) and the Maratha 
period (A.D. 1751-1803) of Orissan history.
11. Before briefly dealing with the later Oriya 
inscriptions, it should be noted that there is said to 
exist a lithic record in Oriya (an inscription on a
stone slab set up on the Markandeya river-bank) at Chapka,
2
"a village thirty-five miles from Jagadalpur" in Bastar
State in the Central Provinces (Madyha-pradesa)♦
3
12. At least three Oriya inscriptions, have been
found in a temple of village Kasiari or Kesiari situated 
ten miles northwest of Kharagpur in the Sadar sub-division 
of the Midnapur district in West Bengal. Two of them are 
dated in saka 1526 (A.D. 1604), and the third in saka 1537 
(A.D. 1615).
-  9 -
1. L.G.P. page 90. 2. A.R. 1909, page 113* I.C.P. 1932,
page 170. 3. H.R.C.P. Vol. XXI, 1944, p . 88 text, trans.
etc. Acharya; Vol. XXII, 1945, p.86-89, text, trans. etc. Acharya;
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13. There is one Oriya rock inscription near
Athagarh Fort, ten miles from the town of Aska in Ganjam,
1
dated smka 1512 (A.D. 1590) and a couple of Oriya stone
inscriptions at the village of Sirjang in the Sadar-
2
subdivision of the Balasore district, dated saka 1517 
(A.D. 1595) and also another pair of Oriya stone inscrip­
tions in the Siva temple at Purnapatna on the way to 
Parlakimedi from Naupada railway station one of which is 
dated saka 1713.
14. Besides these we have twelve Oriya documents, 
mostly.copp e r plates, belonging to the 17th, 18th and first 
half of the 19th centuries. In many esses reading from the 
facsimiles we find in them the specimens of Colloquial Oriya 
as in early Oriya inscriptions but diversified by the free 
use of words of Perso-Arabic origin. Sewell notes about 
three copperplate grants in Oriya (Nos. 153, 154, 215,
List of Antiquities, Madras, Vol. I, 1884). All of them
do not belong to the independent Hindu sovereignty of 
Orissa.
-  10  -
1. J.B.O.R.S. 1929, p. 195 Jagadev, p. 201 Banerji.
2. H.R.C.P. Vol. XXII, 1945, p. 86 and 
J.0.A. 1940, pp• 21—32#
34
Previous Works on Early Oriya Epigraphy
- 11 -
15* One of the earliest scholars interested in the
inscriptions of Orissa was Major Kittoe who, but for the 
intervention of the temple priests of Puri and Bhuvanesvar, 
would have taken in the early 19th century estampages of 
some Oriya inscriptions from th| Puri and Bhuvanesvar 
temples that are presented here* Beames, who had early 
vindicated the independent status of the Oriya language,
published with plates the copperplate axehead grant of
2
King Purusottamadeva. This grant was later published by
3
Sir Edward A. Gait. Beames also referred to the Sirjang 
4
inscription.
16. One of the earliest scholars, however, to work
on Oriya epigraphy was Rajendralal Mitra who brought to 
the notice of the world of letters twelve Oriya inscrip­
tions (A.D* 1438-1545) occurring on the jambs of the door­
way leading to the audience chamber of the famous
1* See J.A.S.B. No. 79 (July 1838), p.684; also J.A.S.B. 
Vol. VIII, part I (May 1839), p*368. Kittoe saw ”slabs 
of chlorite with inscriptions11 on the Konarka temple, which 
,fwere removed about 1815 or later by some European officer.”
2. I.A*, I. (1872), p#355, text, trans. etc* with plate, 
Beames* 3. J.B*O.R.S* XV (1918) pt« IV, p*361*
4* J•A.S*B* 1883, p•234•
3<5
Jagann8th temple at Purl. He published the text of the
inscriptions with a translation as an appendix to the
1
Antiquities of Orissa, Volume II# His reading would 
have been far more unsatisfactory than it actually is, 
had he not had the assistance of the Headmaster and the 
Oriya pandits of the Government school, Puri, for before 
receiving such help he wrote, "They (the inscriptions) 
are in the Uriya language and character, written in the 
most corrupt orthography and syntax and so faulty in con­
struction that ordinarily educated Uriyas can scarcely
2
make out their meaning.”
17# After a lapse of about one decade
M#M. Chakravarti published these twelve inscriptions of
the Jagannath temple along with two others of the
3
Lingaraja temple at Bhuvanesvar with English translations. 
The text offered by him differs considerably from that 
given by Mitra and is much more authentic. He also pub­
lished two long copperplate inscriptions of King
Nrsirahdeva IV of Orissa written partly in Sanskrit and
4
and partly in Oriya. These belong to A.D. 1383-1384
- 12 -
1. A.0. p. lo3. 2. ibid. p. 120.
3. J.A.S.B. Vol. LXII, 1893.
4. J.A.S.B. Vol. LXIV, 1895.
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and A.D, 1394-1395. The Oriya text written in prose is
devoted to the grant portion of the documents, covering
several pages in the printed journal. The grants show
the Oriya language akin to modern Colloquial Oriya apart
from a few archaisms. The same scholar also published a
very short, undated inscription on stone (14th century A.D.)
1
from the famous Konarka temple. All these inscriptions 
except the last were published by him without the facsimiles.
18. In 1916, a Tamil-Oriya bilingual stone-record, 
inscribed in Grantha cum Tamil and Proto-Oriya scripts was
accidently unearthed from Bhuvanesvar. This was published
2
by G. Sircar in 1924, with a large portion of the Tamil 
text, and with the complete Oriya text, as deciphered by 
Pandit H.P. Sastri.
19. The first attempt at philological study of the
Oriya text of this bilingual record as well as the copper
3
axehead grant was made by B.C. Mazumdar, and later another
attempt at interpretation was made by Professor A.3. Mahanty
4
a native Oriya scholar. This last attempt cleared away
-13 -
1. J.B.O.R.S. 1917, p.282. 2. J.A.S.B. (N.S.) Vol.XX, p.41.
3. T.S.ClL. Vol.Ill, introd. To this scholar we owe the notice 
of the Khamesvari temple rock inscription in Oriya at Sonepur 
belonging to the 12th century A.D. A portion of it reads 
tfye harai tahara mundare Brahmatala Rudratala padai" (trans­
cribed from B.C. Mazumdarfs quotation in Bengali * script). 
v^ ee p.249, H.B.L. 4. T.A.O.P.P. p.48.
37
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some doubtful points which had defied interpretation#
We also owe to B. Misra, an Oriya Pandit, a fresh reading
and an impression of the Narasimghanatha-temple stone 
1
inscription of the Sambalpur district which may belong 
to A.D. 1413 (Pandeya) rather than to A.D. 1359-1360 
(Bhandarkar).
20. While these scholars were gradually collecting
and publishing the Oriya inscriptions of the northern part
of Orissa, the Madras Epigraph!cal Department was busy
systematically collecting the inscriptions of the various
districts of Madras, including the Ganjam district and a
portion of the Vizagapatam district which have now been
amalgamated with the province of Orissa. About forty-
three Oriya inscriptions thus collected have been pub-
%
lished in South Indian Inscriptions, Volume V and Volume VI 
in Devanagari transcription, according to the readings of 
G. Ramdas. Speaking about the Oriya inscriptions, printed 
in S.I.I. Volume V, the editor commented inter alia that, 
nthe texts given there have to be considered as tentative# 
There are at least half a dozen early Oriya inscriptions, 
written in Telugu script, in the said two volumes. Some 
of them were transcribed at the office of the Government 
Epigraph!st for India. G. Ramdas and the Raja of Tekkali
1. I.H.Q. Vol. XII, 1936, p.485.
38
(L. Jagadeb) have also worked on later Oriya inscriptions 
which are not included in the scope of the present work* 
R.D. Banerji, G. Ramdas and R.S. Rao have also noticed 
a number of Oriya inscriptions as historians*
Though my reading of the inscriptions from 
facsimiles differs sometimes considerably from the texts 
offered by previous scholars I am much indebted to them 
as regards the inscriptions which have been previously 
publi shed*
21. The importance of the study of these inscrip­
tions is three-fold: linguistic, historical and
paleographical.
The earliest dateable work in Oriya literature 
is the version of the Mahabharata written by Sarala Dasa. 
He mentions, in the introduction to his work, King 
Kapilesvara (A.D* 1435-1467) as his contemporary, so that 
the work belongs to the middle of the 15th century* He 
refers in his work to *Kalasaf which appears to be the 
same as Kalasa Cmtisa, a lyrical work of thirty-four 
stanzas in alphabetical order, which has come down to us. 
*KesVba Koili1 a very popular lyric of the Cautisa type, 
may or may not be prior to the 15th century. At least 
nothing definite can be stated with regard to its date. 
Other well-known works of Oriya literature such as the
- 15 -
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  —Bhagabata of Jagannath^ Dasa and the Ramayana of Balarama
Dasa etc. are all subsequent to the middle of the 15th
century. Jagannath^ Balarama, Acyutananda.Yasobanta
n
and Ananta, all well-known authors, and all followers 
and contemporaries of Caitanya, belong to the close of 
the 15th century and the first half of the 16th century.
22. In Orissa It Is difficult to find early manu­
scripts of these authors on account of the ravages of
the damp climate and Insects. The printed texts of these
1
authors have been far from satisfactory for their text 
has been tampered with freely and modernised. No attempt 
at critical editions of these works has been made except
-  <x _perhaps in the case of Jagannath^s Bhagabata. Hence in 
order to investigate the evolution of the Oriya language 
a study of the inscriptions is very valuable. Many of the 
inscriptions which are studied here are contemporaneous 
with the earliest authors of Oriya literature and several 
of these inscriptions are much earlier. The importance 
of these "monuments descending to us directly from past 
times, monuments which did not pass from copyist to copyist,
2 ithrough a long chain of tradition" cannot be exaggerated.
1. T.A.O.P.P. Introduction, p.11. 2. L.S. p.141
3. The earliest Oriya inscription belongs to the 
eleventh century.
- 16 -
23. These Oriya inscriptions are written in prose
and in the spoken dialect of the common man and on the
whole are fine specimens of colloquial Oriya. Some of
3 £5
the inscriptions of the Ganga period, like Serial NoS
appear to be strongly dialectical.
The style of the Jagannatha temple inscriptions
appeared so different to Mitra as to elicit from him the
observation that they were written in the most corrupt
orthography and syntax and were so faulty in construction
that ordinarily educated Oriyas could scarcely make out
their meaning. These very inscriptions along with the
two Bhuvanesvara inscriptions, as published by Chakravarti,
and the copper axehead inscription, as published by
Sir Edward Gait, all dated between A.D. 1434 and 1550
1
were noticed by Dr. S.K. Chatterji and were thus appre­
ciated by him:
!,The early Oriya of these inscriptions is a living speech. 
Oriya in literature is more Sanskrit-ridden than Bengali 
and the language there is never so interesting as in these 
not very long specimens in the inscriptions; except that 
a few archaic or obsolete forms are preserved in the former 
(e.g. the conjunctive in -ina) and that in quantity it is
40
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1. O.D.5.L. p.107
4 1
18
quite a respectable body of national literature in the 
language.” The truth Is that modern Oriya, like her 
sister Bengali, has been too much dependent on Sanskrit 
and is like ”an overgrown child tied to its mother^ 
apron-strings, and always looking to her for help when 
it ought to be supporting itself.”
24. That the language represented in these inscrip­
tions was free from the overriding influence of Sanskrit 
and that it reflects the speech habits of the common man 
can be illustrated copiously:
Oriya Literary Forms (Usual) Inscriptional Forms
1 . Mahapatra MaJhapatra or - patre.
2. Kalasi Kalisi
3. Pattanayaka-nkara
4. Kapilesvara
«►
5. Krsna
Kapilesara
Patanae-nkara
6. ahite
7. rajye
8. drohl
anahite 
rai je 
doreha
9. bijaya
10. sukla
1 1. pataka
12. pataka
sukala
pateka
pateka
bije
41
13. Sandhivigraha Sanimigra or -bigra
14# Purusottama Dasa Prsotma Dasa• «
15. Karpura . Kapuru.
- 19 -
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CHAPTER 2
The Historical bearing of the Inscriptions
Inscriptions belonging to the reigns of the Ganga Kings.
1* Serial No. A appears to be a royal charter granted
in A.D* 1010 or A.D. 1051 by a king who is called 
Antantavarma in the charter. The introductory phrases of 
the charter are partly identical with those of Serial No. 
1133, S.I.I. Volume V. The records of the Ganga kings of 
Kalinganagara show that "Anatavarma is a title, borne by 
many kings of the dynasty. 11 The Anantavarma of our record 
then may be identified with a King Vajrahasta who is said 
to have ruled from A.D. 979 (?) to 1014 or another King 
Vajrahasta, one of his successors, who is said to have ruled 
from A.D. 1037 to 1070.
2. Whether the king mentioned in the record be
Vajrahasta of 979 (?) to 1014 or Vajrahast of 1037 to 1070,
it is definite that his kingdom included in the first half
of the 11th century a part of the Oriya-speaking region in
what is now the southern part or frontier of Orissa. He is
1
an ancestor of Codagangadeva (A.D. 1077-1147) who is cele­
brated as the conqueror of Utkal (the then Northern Orissa) 
and immortalised as the builder of the present Jagannatha
1. That he was born of a Cola princess is, perhaps, indicated
by the word Coda prefixed to his patriarchal name.
AA
temple of Puri. Codaganga removed his capital in A.D* 1135 
from Kalinganagara (now called Mukhalingam) 1 ' Southern•\ *v
Ibrl ssa to modern Cuttack, since then the capital of Orissa. 
His empire seems to have extended up to the Godavari in the 
south.
3. A genealogical table of the Ganga kings of
Cuttack is given below with approximate chronology in the 
Christian era:
Codagangadeva 1077-1147
r-------------- 1-----------1--- 1
Ksmarnnava Raghava Raje.raja Anangabhimadeva
1147-1156 1156-1170 1170-1194 1194-1198
IRajaraja
1198-1211
An angabhi mad e v a 
1211-1238
Naraskmhadeva I 
1238-1263
Bhanudeva I 
1263-1279
Narasimhadeva II 
1279-1305
Bhanudeva II 
1305-1328
IHarasimhadeva III
1328-1352
Bhanudeva III 
1352-^1378
Narasimha IV
-  2  -
1378-1405
Bhanudeva1405-1435
A 5
4. Estampages of several inscriptions of the
Lingaraja temple Bhuvanesvara (kindly sent by the Government
Epigraphist, India) contain records belonging to the reigns
of the early Ganga kings of Cuttack, These mostly record
votive offerings of land for the upkeep of perpetual lamps
and contain a large number of village names of philological
interest e.g, Hadakhanda, Botanda, Mandigula, Barijariga etc.
Some Oriya words e.g. dila (gave), debaka (should give),
tandakara (a punitive policeman) etc. are also found in # %
them. These inscriptions are mostly written in Sanskrit 
prose (though sometimes ending in an Oriya verb) and as such 
their text is not examined in this thesis. There is among 
them one fragmentary inscription in Oriya script and language
hops — f 1 f ' 5
^belonging to the reign of Kapilesvaradeva, who succeeded the
• I
last Ganga king.
Sor
Nene of these inscriptions (about twelve in number) 
are known to have been published and a few of them only are 
noticed in J.A.S.B. Volume LXXII, part I, 1903, p.115 ff.
The inscriptions belong to the reigns of Codagang, 
Raghava, Rajaraja, Anangabhima, and Vira Narasiraha.
Bhuvanesvar bilingual inscription (Serial No. 1) 
belonging to the reign of Vira Narasimhadeva is an important 
record said to possess some historical importance. The king
1 S ec  ^vxoU c* yx C o c U u 're . v o l. HI ( JtUif iq3G • A f W / < ? 3 7 )  Nos I - * ^ P . / I f
v e r t -  v / l I c« 3 a  - M  L( o j  . £ o w i«  c 4  w » y  -t c o l T) ' { * 0 1 * 3 1  v u  , .
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referred to in the record may be Narasimhadeva I (1238- 
1263) popularly known as !Langula Narasinghadeva*, the 
most powerful king of the Ganga dynasty and celebrated 
as the builder of the Konarka temple* The Madala Panji 
records that he spent twelve years in his expedition in 
the south and that his conquest extended from Gatfda (i.e* 
South West .Bengal) up to Setuvandha (Ramesvaram - Cape 
Commorin). His queen Sitadevi was the daughter of the 
King of Malava.
Whatever value may be attached to the statement 
of the Panji as to his southern conquests (vide also 
Nellore Manual), we are chiefly concerned here with explain­
ing the significance of the Tamil version vis a vis the 
Oriya version of the record under discussion*
It-may be pointed out that the Oriya version is
1
not a mere translation of the Tamil version* The Oriya 
version is definitely more lengthy and elaborate than the 
Tamil version, though the Tamil version contains one or two 
facts which are wanting in the Oriya version* The Tamil 
version briefly explains Ekadasa Rudrabhiksa and records 
that Uttaresvara Nayaka was the uncle of Durga Bhattacarya
1. The observation in D*H*N*I. page 479, Mthat it is a 
bilingual inscription in ’Bengali* and Tamil characters, 
the one being a translation of the other” obviously based 
on the first edition of the inscription requires modification
-  4 -
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which are wanting in the Oriya version. To some extent 
each version is a supplement to the other although the 
Tamil version is brief and straightforward. It is diffi­
cult to reconcile them and several months passed after 
my transcription of the text before a consistent trans­
lation of the Oriya version could be offered. It may be 
noted that the Oriya version records that T 
borrowed 150 madhas of gold, whereas the Tamil version 
records that he borrowed 140 madhas of gold.
The 240 acres of land granted by the king to 
the math do not belong to any of the countries of the 
South such as Coda, Kanui or Pandya countries as has been 
stated by the first editor, Uttaresvara and Durga Bhatta 
do not seem to belong to any of these countries as has 
been suggested. It is hazardous to draw any conclusion 
as to the native tongue of the king from the Tamil version 
of the text as is done by another scholar.
The plain facts may be stated thus. The king 
(whatever his relation with the Coda, Ksffci and Pandya 
countries may be) granted land to a Saivite Math at 
Bhuvanesvara for the feeding of the Saivite saints visit­
ing Bhuvanesvara from the far South, The twelve vatis 
(240 acres) of land granted by the king were situated in
-  5 -
a village called Bagharaara (which means literally in Oriya 
fthat which kills the tiger1 or simply fkilling the tiger1)•
The Tamil version also records that the land was situated 
v  •  —!in Vaghamara1. There are villages of this name in Orissa,
\
including one in the district of Puri not very far from 
Bhuvanesvara (see Index for identification). The abbot of 
the monastery contracted a loan from Uttaresvar Nayaka by 
mortgaging this land to his nephew (his sisterfs son) Durga 
Bhattacarya. Obviously then Uttaresvara and Durga Bhatta 
belong to Orissa. In Orissa there are even now Brahmins 
bearing military surnames such as Nayaka^Bahinlpati, Behera- 
Mahapatra etc. which were at one time official military 
titles.
As the land was granted for the charitable feed­
ing of the Saivite saints of the Tamil country, the grant 
is recorded in Tamil for their Information and the Oriya 
record is meant for the people of the province. The master 
of the monastery might have hailed from South India or from 
any other part of India. It may be noted that the famous 
town of Puri in Orissa contains the monasteries of many 
religious orders of India said to be founded by Sankara- 
carya, Ramanuja and others, and any Hindu of any part of 
Indis may become the head of a monastery provided he Is
4 «
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otherwise qualified according to the rules or conventions 
of the institution.
The Tamil version is the composition of a 
person who is acquainted with Sanskrit because it contains 
a large number of Sanskrit loan words and closes with the 
first 'pada1 of a well-known Sanskrit sloka. The last is 
wanting in the Oriya version.
The Tamil version is written in Grantha script. 
It is perhaps !the transitional Grantha? of Buhler, corres­
ponding to Burnell’s Cola or Middle Grantha which is found
in the inscriptions from the reign of the Bana King
1
VikramadiXya about A.D. 1150 (See E.I. 3. 75).
There is another grant in Telugu script of a 
Ganga king (S.1.1. . VI No. 1046), which helps us to know the 
significance of the Bhuvanesvara Tamil-Oriya inscription. 
Vira Bhanudeva, a descendant of Narasimhadeva of the Tamil- 
Oriya inscription, grants land in A.D. 1353 for ’Ganga- 
Narasimha-bhoga1, in the name of his parents, with a view 
to feeding, among others, the ’Tirupati Vaisna~vas. 1 
The grant is inscribed at the L.N. temple, Simhacalam, in 
the district of Vizagapatam, and the land seems to belong
49
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1. I.A. Vol. 33, 1904, Appendix, para. 31.C.
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to the same district, although the produce of the land 
is partly meant for the charitable feeding of the Vaisnava 
saints of Tirupati, which is a holy place named after the
Cv\ C ft Tii s»t",
deity Tirupati, near Madras. Similarly, the Bhuvanesvar
bilingual inscription records the grant of land in Orissa
for the feeding of the Saivite saints of Coda, Kariel and
Pandya countries at Bhuvanesvara, which is perhaps the
most famous *Saivite tirtha* on the east coast of India.
The document evidences cultural communication between
1
Orissa and the far South.
- 8 -
1. The Editor of Typical Selections from Oriya Literature, 
(Mr. B.C. Mazumdar) on p. 12, vol. Ill, writes "This Oriya 
text" Cihe Bhuvanesvara Tamil-Oriya inscription) "is a 
translation of the text which is in Tamil language and in 
Tamil script. Some other epigraphic records of the time of 
the Ganga Rulers also reveal to us that Tamil was the speech 
of the Gangas and the Tamil script was used by them in their 
documents though the royal seat of these rulers was in the 
Telugu speaking country". He again writes "The Gangas •••• 
utterly disregarded Telugu...." The same scholar repeats 
on p. 205 of his work "Orissa in the Making" Calcutta, 1925, 
"Some stone and copperplate inscriptions reveal in an 
unmistakable manner that though Ganga rulers of Orissa and 
their predecessors were well established at Mukhalingam in 
the Telugu speaking country, their language and script were 
not Telugu but were Tamil. The use of Tamil in the Ganga 
family can be definitely noticed in the time of Nrisimhadeva 
whose reign extended to 1305 A.D...." "Fully-formed Oriya 
letters of a time earlier than the middle of the 15th century 
have not hitherto been discovered." Again he continues on 
p. 207 "In all likelihood this chronicle now known by the 
name of Madia Panji was written up in Tamil script....."
(Continued overleaf)
6* Langula Narasimhadeva was succeeded by his son
Bhanudeva (1263-1279) about 1263 A.D. Serial No. 2 belongs 
to his reign. It is dated Samast 8 Srahi Makara, Kr 11 si, 
Ravibare, and corresponds to Sunday, 21 January, 1£63 A.D., 
as communicated to me by the Government Epigraphist, India. 
In that case it may not be in the eighth Anka year of the 
king.
(Note 1 Continued from p.8.)
The large number of Telugu inscriptions of the Ganga kings 
show that they used the Telugu language and script in the 
Telugu speaking regions of their dominion and the few Oriya 
inscriptions presented in this work show that they sometimes 
used the Oriya language in the Proto-Oriya script in Orissa*
I do not know any Tamil record except the Tamil version of 
Serial No. 1, belonging to the Ganga period or of any other 
period of Orissan history. There are, of course, a few short 
Tamil inscriptions on the Mahendragiri in the southern fron­
tier of Orissa and a few in the district of Vizagapatam. Cp. 
S.I.I. VI, Nos. 1144, 1175, 1214, 1215, which are at 
Simhacalam. Two Tamil inscriptions are also said to have 
been found on the Durga Hill to the south of Vizagapatam town. 
The Special Archaeological Officer, Orissa, cannot inform me 
of any Tamil inscription of the Ganga kings in Orissa. The 
Gangas are well-known as patrons of Sanskrit literature and 
language. The views of Mr* Mazumdar regarding attitude
of the Gangas towards Telugu and Oriya are untenable as 
pointed out by Dr. H.C. Roy (Dynastic History, I, p.468) and 
Professor R.S. Rao, respectively. "After their conquest of 
TJtkal about 1132" writes Professor R.S. Rao "the Eastern 
Gangas imbibed Oriya traditions and gradually became Oriyas
in language end traditions ...." J.A.H.S. vol. VI, p.214 ff.
I have, only to add that before removing their capital from 
Mukhalingam to Cuttack, the Ganga^ as rulers of a part of 
Oriya speaking territories, were more or less familiar with 
Oriya as is evidenced by Serial No. A of this thesis. Cp. also 
S.I.I* V, No.1121 of the reign of Anantavarma Vajrahasta which 
closes with the Oriya verb fdi%af (granted).
This record of Simhacalam registers the gift 
of *Nisanka Bhanu bhoga1 by two high officers to secure 
the long life of the king. So we know that Bhanudeva I 
bore the title of Nihsanka.
7. 'Nihsanka' Bhanu was succeeded by his son Vira 
Narasimhadeva II (1279 ? - 1305). Serial No. 3 belongs 
to his reign. Serial No. 4 an inscription at Mukhalingam 
belongs to ^ a King Vira Narasimhadeva but it is difficult
to identify him. Serial No. 3 belongs to the 13th (Anka ?) 
year of the king. The details of the date correspond to 
Saturday, June 19, 1288 A.D. (as kindly communicated to me 
by the Government Epigraphist, India.) It records the gift 
of two villages for the construction and maintenance of two 
pavilions (at Simhacalam) by Kalingapariksa Mahamandalika 
Jogi svaradeva.
The Sanskrit inscription (Appendix No. 1) dated 
1296 A.D. which contains a number of Oriya words belongs 
to this king.
8. Narasimhadeva II wa« succeeded fey Bhanudeva II
(1365-1328)'. Serial No. 10 found at the Kurmesvar temple
Srikurman, taluk-Chikacole, belongs to the 33rd (Anka) year
of the king. The details of the date correspond to Sunday, 
12 £March 19-, 1307 A.D. (as kindly communicated to me by the
52
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Government Epigraphist, India.) It records the gift of 
a Camara* to the deity and provides land etc. for the 
maintenance of the maid who Is to wave the camara. The 
donor is Gangadhara dasa Praharaja, a * Ealing a pariksa>! 
and a *Mahapatraf.
(  - 13 2. 8 ^  S o  y \  o ^  N  cw  a .  s c '•vi
9, Bhanudeva II was succeeded by his son
Narasimhadeva III (1328-1352). Serial No. 5 found at the 
Kurmesvar temple at Sri Kurmam in the Chicacole taluk belongs 
to the 4th (Anka) year of this king* It is dated saka 1252 
corresponding to 1330-1331-A.D* It registers the provision
U-of various articles of food for the deity by K/tppi 
1
sahasamalla.
10. Narasimhadeva III was succeeded by Bhanudeva III
(1352-1378). Serial No. 6 belongs to the 12th (Anka) year
of this king, corresponding to about 1361 A.D. It Is found
at the Kurmesvar temple at Sri Kurman, Chicacole taluk. It
registers the gift of one hundred cows with provision for
the milkman, who is to look after the cows, for the upkeep
of two perpetual lamps. The donor is Narayana Jena, the
1
chief of the village Tulasi.
1* As to the language of Serial Nos. 5 and 6 of this thesis, 
there is an unfortunate error in A.R. of 1896 (see under 
Nos. 277 and 331). The A.R. and the notice of No. 331 on 
page 488 of D.H.N.I. needs modification. The language is 
not, Hindi but Oriya.
The earliest Oriya inscription in cursive Oriya
vn
script, found at the village Pottangi of IchchapuraJ^f’ 
taluk Ganjam (Appendix No. 3), belongs to the 29th (Anka) 
year of this king, corresponding to 1376 A.D* It is dated 
in the Kaliyuga era (elapsed).
11. Bhanudeva III was succeeded by Narasimhadeva IV
(1378-1405). Serial nos. 7, 8 and 9 belong to his reign.
Nos. 7 and 8 are royal charters found at two maths in the
town of Puri and register the grant of 'sasanas1 i.e. rent
free land or estates, to N. Praharaja and Devaratha Acarya
respectively. No. 7 belongs to the 8th (Anka) year of the
king, corresponding to 1384 A.D. and No. 8 to his 22nd
(Anka) year corresponding to c. 1394-1395 A.D. The king
grants the land of the first charter while present at the
royal palace at Baranasi Kataka (modern Cuttack) with many
of his high officials in attendance. The village granted
is Kinnari, which is situated in the modern district of
1
Puri not very far from Bhuvanesvar. Serial No. 8 speaks
of the king's affirmation of the grant at Baranasi Kataka
• *
and subsequent confirmation at Debakuta Kataka, and at
• »
1. About four years ago the writer accompanied his colleagui 
Dr.^K. Kar to a village called Kenduri or Kenduli which is 
a 'sasana* near Bhingarpur which is not far from Bhusvanesvar 
and there he was shown the ruined building site of 'Hari 
Praharaja1 who is perhaps identical with the donee of the
charter under discussion. The locality is of some archaeological interest.
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Narayanapura Kataka. The last may be identified with
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modern Narayanagada (or -garh) a village with ancient 
fortifications, in the Midnapur sub-division, twenty- 
one miles south of Midnapur in Bengal (see B.D.G.M.).
A large number of officers with their titles are men­
tioned in the Oriya portion of the grant. It may be 
mentioned that the lengthy Sanskrit portions of these 
two grants preceding the Oriya portion describe in 
verse the lives and achievements of the ancestors of 
the royal donor.
Serial No. 9 is dated Samvata 1459 and saka 1325 
corresponding to 1403 A.D. It is a private record, regis­
tering a gift of r 100 goats for the upkeep of a perpetual 
lamp at the Kurmesvar temple of Sri Kurmam of Chicacole 
taluk. (For the Telugu version of No. 9, see Appendix 
No. 14). The donor seems to be an upcountry horsedealer 
as suggested elsewhere.
12. Narasimha IV was succeeded by Bhanudeva IV
(1405-1435), the last king of the dynasty. There is no 
Oriya inscription recording the name of this king In this 
the si s.
N tlaw janc
The Gajapati queen^mentioned in the short Oriya 
inscription (Appendix No. 10) seems to belong to the
56 
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, b -Ganga dynasty, for she is described as 1Atreyagotra^ati1 
and we know from Serial Nos. 7 and 8 that the Ganga kings 
belonged to !Atreya-gotra1.
The Narasimhanatha stone inscription of 
Vaijaladeva, son of Vatsaraja (Appendix No. 4) belonging 
to the district of Sambalpur, has been assigned to 1413 A.D. 
This date is acceptable from the standpoint of paleography. 
The donor may be identified with King Vijh(a)la, father 
of Parvati MahadeM, the Queen of Gajapati -Wrsimha IV 
mentioned in S.I.I. VI. No. 731 found at Simhacalara and 
dated 1405-1406 A.D. (sake 1328).
I. ^  q u e r n  N U c l  Co Wt S 33. Ml t N o j/o O g  (a-3>. /3 (0 7 2 ( 4^ .  i Lh 2>) .
S*te e^crw5 U bf M avtW Wao. . fc.,4.7) . 137^  _ c 4 $ ; L/e 5-'
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Inscriptions belonging to the reigns of the 
^uryavamsi1 Kings or Kings of the Solar Dynasty
CHAPTER 3
1. Most of the inscriptions dealt with in this
thesis belong to the reigns of the kings of the Solar
dynasty, whose genealogy is given below, with dates in
the Christian era.
Kapilesvara 
1435yl467
Purusottama
1457t1497
I 1
Prataparudra
1497-1540 (no inscriptions after 1531)
i-----------------------  1Cakapratapa Kakharua Pratapa Virabhadra
All the kings of this dynasty are described as
belonging to the Suryavamsa. Their epigraphlc records
mention as their remote ancestorsfMenu, ‘iksvaku and ^Rama^ ,
• *
cp. S.I.I. IV No. 1362, and Appendix No. 15 of this thesis.
1. The last great king, Prataparudra, was succeeded by his 
son or sons, but the kingdom seems to have been governed 
by the minister Govinda, who appropriated royal titles 
(cp. Serial No. 51) sharing them with a prince Pratapa, 
and in due course usurped the throne. We have, however, 
the Oriya cum Telugu inscription (Serial No. 54 B) of 
one of Prataparudra1 s sons, named Virabhadra, in fck:* capacity 
as his father*s Viceroy, and also a Canarese inscription in 
his capacity as a subordinate of Krsnadeva RayV the" king of Vijayanagara.
58
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The inscriptions of these kings are found in
1
the district of Midnapur in Bengal, in all the coastal
districts of Orissa, namely, Balasore, Cuttack, Puri
and Ganjam, and in the following districts of the Madras
Presidency - Vizagapatam, East and West Godavari districts,
. kt
Krsna, Guntur , Nellore, Kurnool, South Arcot and Trichi- 
nopoly and only one inscription at Warangal Port in 
Hyderabad. The inscriptions of Kapilesvara appear to be 
most widely spread.
2. Madala Panji records that Kapilesvara was adopted
as a son by Bhanudeva IV, the last king of the Ganga
dynasty. Serial No. 18 A mentions Belama and Jagesa (sva)ra
as the name of his parents (in whose memory land is granted 
to eighty Brahmins near the confluence of the Krsna and 
Venl.)
In this thesis Serial Nos. 11 to 25 belong to
the reign of Kapilesvara, the last being recorded In his
forty-first Anka year. Hence his reign appears to have 
lasted for about 33 years (41 Anka years) or 32 years 
according to one version of the Madala Panji.
1. For an Oriya inscription belonging to the time of 
Kapilesvaradeva at Gaganesvar, a village with a walled fort 
in the Midnapur subdivision situated 3 miles from Kesiari, 
see p.179, Midnapur District Gazeteer, 1911.
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In Serial No. 11 (4th Anka) the king warns the 
feudatory chiefs of Orissa against misconduct and treason 
on pain of banishment. In Serial No. 12, belonging to the 
same 4th Anka, the king remits the tax on salt and cowry- 
shells.
The epithet Gaudesvar is absent in the royal 
titles in Serial Nos. 11 and 12. For the first time it 
appears in Serial No. 14 belonging to the 19th Anka year 
(16th regnal year) corresponding to A.D. 1451. Serial 
No. 14 speaks of the king's conquest of Malika parisa who
(3 0  S 5was, evidently, the Muslim ruler of Bengal. Madia Panji
states that the king killed Malaka in his 21st Anka.
♦Serial No. 13, which appears to be dated in the 
18th Anka, according to the reading in S.I.I. VI, No. 1089, 
is really dated in the 28th Anka according to the reading 
offered here. The title of Gaudesvara which occurs in
1
Serial No. 13 confirms the date to be really the 28th Anka.
LSerial No. 18 A, found at Bapatyrla in the Guntur 
district, is the first Oriya inscription and the first 
record so far known to me where the king is called, inter 
alia, Navakoti Karnata Kalabaragesvara. This charter is 
dated A.D. 1458 (not 1448) corresponding to the 28th Anka
1. The index number was assigned before I could get the 
facsimile from India. Hence the number is retained in order 
to avoid dislocation.
- 3 -
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of the king. Hence, it appears that some time before 
April (Vaisakha) A.D. 1458, the king conquered Gulbarga, 
well known as the capital of the Bahmanis of Bidar, in 
Hyderabad (17, 19 N, 76, 54 E). The Telugu inscription 
of Kapilesvara1s son in the Warangal Fort in'Hyderabad,
S.I.I. VII. 733, and Ganadeva*s Sanskrit inscription,
Ind. Ant. XX. p.390, In Kistna district lend support to 
the king*s invasion and conquest of at least a part of 
the Bah8mani kingdom. For the significance of the phrase 
Navakoti Karnata (the name of other territories which the 
king conquered), see the notes and the literature referred 
to in the Glossary under Navakoti etc. The Madala Panji 
speaks of the king!s invasion of#Bidyanagara'(Vijayanagara) 
in his 24th and 29th Ankas. For the Gajapati invasion of 
the Vijayanagara kingdom, see also A.R. 1907, para. 56 and 
1929, para. 63). The trilingual inscription of which Serial 
No. 18 A is the last part^describes, in the Sanskrit portion, 
the king*s invasion of Hamba ("now village in Bellary dis- 
trict^Madras, site of Vijayanagara"), and his besieging 
the troops of Delhi by his Bhil troops. The Gopinathapur 
temple inscription found in the village of Gopinathapur 
ten miles north east of the town of Cuttack confirms some 
of the statements of the Bapatta trilingual inscription.
See Visvakosa (in Bengali) V, p. 532, cp. line 7 of the
[ Set Vol. , |> t. l  , P. 175 if .
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record wnioh is as followsi- ja«^c
'karraatojjas«8irans(h) &*lsbaraga(da->y<* Maiabadhvamsa111a-
Janghalo dauduaiardi lihramarabaranrpo dvasta-.Dllllndrabargah*1^  • « »
In view of these records and his son's inscription at the 
Srlrangsm tample in the XrioUinapali district, the state­
ment of the Madala Panji to the effect that "by the 55th 
Anka year of the king, in the region extending from the
Himalayas up to the Adam's bridge (betubandha), the order
1
of kapilendradeva prevails'1 seems to be substantially
correct*
in aerial Mo* 19, belonging to the 51st Anka, 
the king solemnly vows to bestow wealth on Brahmins and 
all his jewellsry for the service of the deity Jagannathe*
In Serial No* 24 (of the 55th Anka) the king prays to this 
deity before taking disciplinary action against his 
cisloy&l nobles and troops*
Serial No* 2d, dated the 41st Anka year, is 
perhaps a posthumous record enumerating the precious 
jewellery watch the king Dequestned for the service of the 
deity Jogannutha (In fulfilment of the promise in Serial 
No* 1%?) before he passed away on tae oanks of the krsna
• * * I
■ ' > . '• >• , £■* ■ *" . i i.«. ’*
1* P*44 Madala Panji* the statement of tne Panji ( on p*44) 
that the king, in hia 3rd Anka, granted a 'sasana' called 
Tulaslpura by the Canges has notbeenattested by the dis- 
oovery of % m §  grants*
*  • - ’ ■ 1 - ..
  . .  ^
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In the Deccan.
3. Purusottamadeva, the son of Kapilesvaradeva,
)5€Tlr\CX.f5S k
was crowned king on the banks of the Krsna. Serial\ * i »
Nos. 27 to 41 belong to his reign. The first belongs 
to his 2nd Anka and the last to the 381*1 Anka. The 
last is found at Simhacalam and records endowment
made by the king himself.
So it may be held that his reign lasted about 
31 years (equivalent to 38 Anka years) or 30 years 1 month 
according to one version of Madala Panji.
In Serial No. 27 the king confirms old grants 
to the deity Jagannath and provides new ones. Serial 
No. 28 records his gift of precious jewellery and articles 
e.g. a throne, etc. to the same deity.
In Serial No. 30 he exempts the Brahmins of the 
Southern part of his kingdom from the payment of the 
fChaukidari tax* (dandaasi) and prohibits, permanently, 
the appropriation of pasturage and cattle paths in the 
realm. Serial No. 31 records the king's grant on the
bank of the Granges of an estate of 28160 acres to a
Brahmin, Potesvara Bhatta, whose descendants, now a 
respectable family of Muhammadans, enjoy the same. In 
Serial No. 36 the king exhorts all future and subordinate 
kings of Orissa to give charity to Brahmins and to avoid
- 7 -
interfering with the wealth, woman, life and land of 
Brahmins•
Prom Serial No. 40 belonging to the 35th Anka 
we know that prince Prataparudra was acting as a Governor 
and the Sri Kurman temple in Chicacole lay within his 
jurisdiction.
acjoo-vist _ _
Purusottamadeva*s expedition inte Kanei 
(Conjeeverum) mentioned and depicted in the old Oriya 
literature including the Madala Panji is not attested by 
Oriya inscriptions.'
The grants of the king in languages other than 
Oriya have been found in East Godavari (S.I.I. IV No. 1362), 
in Guntur (Ep. Ind. XIII No. 12), (A.R. 1900, 65) and 
(A.R. 1936, 78).*
The grants of his subordinates have been found 
in Krsna district (S.I.I. X No. 729) and in Guntur district 
(A.R. 1916, 58).
Serial Nos.* 42 to 48 belong to the reign of 
Prataparudra, the son and successor of Furusottama. The 
first record, found at Puri, belongs to his 4th Anka and 
the last record found at Sri Kurman in Chicacole belongs 
to his 42nd Anka, according to the reading offered in this 
work. In the printed text (S.I.I. V 1151) the date appears 
as 41st Anka and needs correction. He therefore seems to
J Cj h e t J e v e T  a  c o ( 3 > « t | o I  c \ t e  i - n s c t i ^ . of the Kirxejjivx the Ovi '^ct  ) c u m a i  
'  $<k.koL\toL-r<K 2 8 ^ 0 , 7 ,  1 9 5 0 ,  C u l f a c K ,
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have reigned for at least 34 years corresponding to 
42 Anka years.
Serial No. 42 is a record of some significance.
It prescribes the singing of the Gita-Govinda of 
Purusottamadeva (Badathakura) during the evening before 
the deity Jagannatha. This is to be sung by all the 
three troupes of dancing girls. Four Vaisnavas sire also 
to sing the Gita-Govinda. There seems to be no distinct 
reference to the singing of the Gita-Govinda of Jayadeva.
With this may be compared S.I.I. VI No. 1052 
of c. 1350 A.D. where the chief queen of Narasimhadeva 
provides girls to play music at the L.N. temple, Simhacalam, 
and Serial No. 18 of the thesis belonging to the reign of 
Kapilesvaradeva which is a private endowment, making pro­
vision of a dancing girl in the last mentioned temple.
Serial No. 33 of the reign of Purusottama belongs to the 
same category.
S.I.I. VI 654 (Serial Nos. 44, 45 etc.) of the
15th Anka found at Kondapalli, Bezwada Taluk, mentions
— /  -  ___Bahubala Sripitemaha Maharaja, who was perhaps an uncle
of Prataparudra in charge of Kondapalli.
The short Oriya Inscription of Kondavidu
(Appendix No. 3 ), mentioning Sri Candana Mahapatra as
the officer in charge, may (from the paleographical point
-  8 -
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of view) belong to the reign of Kapilesvara or Purusottama 
rather than to the reign of Prataparudra* . S. ,
Serial No. 45 A belonging to the 19th Anka or 
the 16th regnal year of Prataparudra (A.D. 1513) and 
Serial No. 45 B belonging to the 23rd Anka year or 18-19th 
year (evidently of the same king) are interesting records 
both from historical and linguistic standpoints. They 
were discovered in the district of Nellore. Messrs. 
Butterworth and Chetty, the first editors of these copper­
plate grants, published them in Nellore inscriptions 
(see for reference, Serial Nos. 45 A and 45 B) in 1905.
They wrote ".... from Copperplate 22 it appears that he 
(Virabhadra, the donor) and Venkataraya Prataparudradeva 
were Kakatiya.” Fr-esi 1965 up fce new ne hieteri-an eee»e 
te harve tried te id-en-ti-fy them. Ne hieter4an ef Oris-e-a 
eeems te be aware ©f fche-ir existenee. Prom the transcript 
offered in this thesis of Serial No. 45 A and 45 B and a 
comparison of Serial No. 45 B with Appendix No. 15 
(Virsbhadra's Canares inscription) it is clear that the 
donor of 45 A is Prataparudradeva, the Survyavamsi king of 
Orissa and that the donor of Serial No. 45 B is his son.
The introductory phrases are distinctive of the grants 
of the kings of Orissa. In both the grants the first part, 
narrating the gifts, is written almost entirely in the
- 9 -
Oriya language. The second part containing the address 
of the royal donor to the donee is, naturally enough, 
written in Telugu. The phrases of this part were 
undoubtedly uttered by the donor during the formal cere­
mony of the gift. The last part consists of an impreca­
tory Sanskrit verse quoted from a Dharmasastra.
Serial No. 45 B is the last Gajapati record in 
1
the Nellore district and belongs to c. A.D* 1515. Soon 
after this (c. A.D. 1515-16) Krsnadeva Rayfr the great 
king of Vijayanagava, captured the forts of Udayagiri
2
and Kondavida by defeating the Gajapati prince Virabhadra 
and taking him prisoner. Before long peace was concluded 
between Prataparudra and Krsnadeva, the latter recovering 
the Gajapati territories south of the Krsna and appointing 
Virabhadra governor over a principality in his territories. 
It is in this subordinate capacity, the Canarese grant 
(Appendix No. 15 ) was issued by Virabhadra.
Of the several inscriptions belonging to the 
reign of Prataparudra discovered in the district of Guntur
66
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1. For Yelicherla copperplate of Prataparudra found to the 
North of Nellore cp. J.A.H.R.S. XI pts. 1-2, p.51. For a 
Telugu grant of Prataparudra in Nellore, see Nellore 
Inscriptions, p.538.
2. For Krsnadevaraya1s victory over Virabhadra and his father 
see Nellore Inscriptions, p.131. Copperplate No. 16, lines 
50-53; p.1386, Udayagiri, 40. S.3.3. EL , Has. &«?<<,^ <75^ .
G7 
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and published in S.I.I. X (1948), No. 737 is dated saka 
144(8) corresponding to A.D. 1526. No. 736 dated sa\ca 
1443, found in the same district, appears to belong to 
the reign of the same king. These indicate that some 
time after A.D. 1515-15 which is the date of Krsnadeva!s 
victory over Prataparudra, the latter regained some of 
the territories south of the Krsna. Krsnadeva is said 
to have passed away about A.D. 1529-30 and Prataparudra 
seems to have survived him for a few years.
Inscriptions belonging to the reign of the Kings of the
Ministerial ^Dynasties.
Govindadeva 1541-1549.
5. The next king who is mentioned in the
inscriptions is Govindadeva. Serial No. 49, found at 
Simhacalam, belongs to his 3rd Anka and Serial No. 54, 
found at the same place, belongs to his 8th Anka (6th 
regnal year). Serial No. 51 found at Purl is the only 
edict promulgated by the king himself. Others may be 
taken as private records.
According to oyxe tradition Prataparudra, 
the last great Gajapati king, retired as a monk towards 
the close of his reign. The administration of the king­
dom was perhaps carried on by Govinda, his minister, until 
c. A.D. 1541 when Prataparudra is said to have expired.
It appears from the Panji that he was succeeded
by two of his sons, one after the other, both of whom
within less than two years lost their lives due to the
intrigue of Govinda. The Panji adds that Govinda caused
the death of the thirty-two sons of Prataparudra#
Serial No. 51 is a record of some significance.
The constructions of the first part may imply that 
1
Govinda, assuming royal titles, was ruling for Pratapadeva 
Maharaja, who was perhaps a son of Prataparudradeva, if 
not Prataparudra himself#
This record seems to refer to the gift of the 
pilgrims from the Vindhyas up to Udayagiri and enjoins 
upon the kings of •. . . to obey the edict. Both the 
impressions of theftinscription (one taken about A.D. 1899 
and the other about A.D. 1949) do not justify the reading 
of ’Gadajatara rajamane* as published in J.A.S.B. 1893.
In this record the cryptic words of Govinda that there is 
everywhere hell except when he comes to the temple to 
offer his prayers to the deity, reflect his unhappy con­
dition. This is explicable by the antecedents of his 
life as recorded' in the Panji.
1. According to one version of the Panji, Govinda ruled 
for seven years; according to another version for eleven 
years and seven months. 2. The statement, regarding
the purport of this record as well as about the mention 
of the word Gadajata in this record, occurring in Histories 
of Orissa, needs modification.
6 2
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Serial No. 52, belonging to the 5th Anka of 
Govinda, records the gift of five villages for the 
offering of rice to the deity Narasimhanath at Simhacalam 
by ,fBalunki bhanja Haricandana Mahapatra who is a Behora 
Mahapatra over 700.” He may be identified with Haricandana 
Mahapatra of Serial No. 53 who tried to evict the priests 
from some fsasanaf lands. He may be identified with a 
person of the same name mentioned in the Panji as a ring­
leader and an ally of Raghubhanja, the refractory nephew 
of king Govinda. The latter, who was on an expedition 
against Golkunda, had to come back and quell the bloody 
revolution of Raghuy&nja and his allies Balunki Sri 
candana and one Abdul(l)i Saha.
6. Mukundadeva 1559-1568.
Mukunda, the minister of Govinda, assumed 
kingship after the descendants of Govinda reigned for 
very short periods.
Serial No. 55 and two inscriptions in the 
appendix belong to his reign. One of the latter is dated 
in his 11th Anka (9th regnal year). So he ruled for at 
least nine years. All these records are found at 
Simhacalam. Serial No. 55 and his inscription of the 
11th Anka record his endowment of several villages to the 
temple. Inscription No. 739 of S.I.I. X of this king
- 13 -
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discovered In the East Godavari district refers, among 
others, to his conquest of Gajidpjdesa). It contains the 
Oriya words ’dandapata* and !patakaf. The king*s grand­
father, father and mother are named as Simggaraja, 
Sarvaraja and Sarvadevi.
Mukunda was killed by one of his refractory 
nobles, who had aspired to succeed him, but in turn was 
killed on the same day by Muhammadans who had been already 
on the land.
cx-nol t w <x L
The two great^Hindu kingdoms of Orissa and 
Vijayanagara succumbed to the Muslim powers almost 
simultaneously.
- 14 -
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CHAPTER 4 
Paleography.
1* The scripts of India (apart from the Perso-Arabic
script which the Islam introduced into India) may be divided 
into two groups (a) The Northern Group and (b) The Southern 
Group*
1
The principal varieties of the Northern group 
are as follows
(1) Oriya
(2) Bengali-Assamese
(3) Maithill
(4) Kalthl
(5) Gujaratl
(6) Modi•
(7) Nagari
(8) Gurmukhi
(9) Mahajani
(10) Land a
(11) Takari•
(12)
s
Sarada.
The principal varieties of the Southern group 
are as follows
(1) Telugu )
1. For the alphabets and the places where they are used see 
paragraphs 132-133 and the charts in M.I.A.V* in I.A. 1932.
m- 2 -
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
Canarese )
Tamil
Crantha
Malayalam
Simhalese
2. All these scripts may be traced finally to the
northern and the southern varieties of the Brahmi script
which emperor Asoka used in his edicts in the third century
B.C. in Northern India and as far as Mysore in the Deccan.
£The Kharopbhi script which he also used in the North-west
on the borders of Afghanistan does not survive in India
in any form.
Professor Biihler, to whom we owe a scientific
study of Indian paleography, tried to show that the Brahmi
alphabets were elaborated in India out of the Semitic
alphabets ,fabout 500 B.C. or even earlier1 and that f,the
terminus a quo, about 800 B.C. may be considered as the
actual date of the introduction of the Semitic alphabets 
1
into India.'1
1. Last portion of Section 5. "Indian Paleography" by Buhler.
See "Indian Antiquary" Vol.53, 1904, Appendix.
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In spite of the discovery of writing in the
1
archaeological remains at Mahenjo&aro and Harappa, 
which are said to go back to the third millenium B.C., 
Buhler!s theory as to the Semitic origin, of the Brahmi 
script has not been disproved. Much depends on the 
satisfactory deciphering of this newly discovered writing 
and connecting it with the Brahmi of the Indo-Aryan.
Scripts used in the Text.
3. The Telugu Script:
SfXe i of the Oriya inscriptions and two Oriya cum Telugu 
inscriptions are written in Telugu script. The Oriya 
inscriptions in Telugu script date from the middle of 
the 13th century to the middle of the fifteenth century A . D .  
and are found in the Southern part or frontier of Orissa. 
Some of these have been deciphered by qualified scholars 
of the office of the Government Bpigraphist, India. I 
have enly suggested emendations to the text in the form 
of footnotes. Of the two Oriya cum Telugu inscriptions 
found in the Nellore district and published in f,The 
Nellore Inscriptions11 (Serial Nos. 45 A, and 45 B of this 
thesis) I have verified the published text of ene ©nly 
{Serial No. 4-5 B-} by reading from the facsimile.
1# See Chapter XXIII ”The Indus Script” by Dr. Langdon, 
in ”Mahenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization” by 
Sir J. Marshall, London, 1931.
3 -
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4. The Grantea and Tamil Scripts:
The Tamil version of the Bhuvanesvara Oriya 
inscription (Serial No. 1 ) of the 13th century is 
written in these scripts. Sometimes •lm f is written 
in Grantha form and at others in the Tamil form.
5* The Canarese Script;
Two inscriptions of prince Virabhadra, the 
son of Prataparudra deva and a subordinate of Krsna deva 
Raya, are inscribed in this script. I have transcribed 
the text of one only from the printed Canarese text, as 
it throws light on Virabhadra*s Oriya cum Telugu inscrip­
tion (Serial No. 45 B).
6. The remaining of the Oriya inscriptions are
inscribed in several mediaeval varieties of the Northern
group* They are:-
ch
(i) Southern Nagari (The later Kalinga script of Biihler)
(ii) Proto-Oriya (The Proto-Bengali script of Buhler)
(iii) Northern Nagari (almost identical with modern Nagari)
(iv) Oriya (more or less archaic).
The first variety is represented in this work by
only one inscription on stone which is dated saka 933** 973
°no5l
corresponding to A.D. 1010^ . This is found in village 
Urajam in Chicacole taluk, formerly in the district of
74
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Ganjam and belongs to the reign of a king of the Ganga 
dynasty of Kalinga who had his capital at Kalinganagara 
(modern Mukhalingam) in southern Orissa.
{?<vrU<4
This variety corresponds to the later Kalinga
script (7th - 12th centuries) of Biihler (cp. paragraph 30,
Indian Paleography) and as he says ,fhas been found hitherto
only on the copperplates of the Ganga kings of KalinganagaraS
This script is used in the undated Sanskrit
grant of Vajrahasta of the 1 1th century, edited by Kielhom
(E.I. III 220)# In this grant besides Nagari letters there
are many letters of different types of the south. It is
also used in the Nadagam plates of Vajrahasta, saka 979,
edited by Ramamurti (E.I. IV 183)# Here the Nagari fv*
symbol is employed for 'b1. This script is also used in 
1
the Mandasa plates of Anantavarmadeva, said to be of 
saka 913 (A.D# 991) edited by G. Ramadas (J#B#0.R#S. Vol. 
XVII, Parts 2 and 3)# From the paleographic point of view 
this grant is very interesting. The editor notes that of 
the l?738 letters forming the charter, 199 are (southern) 
Nagari, 59 Telugu, 101 Grantha, 157 Oriya and the rest are 
similar to those that are found in the charters of the 
earlier Ganga kings of Kalinga.” It appears to the editor
1. Mandasa is a Zemindari around Mahendragiri in the Ganjam 
district. Mahendragiri is 32 miles south-west of the town 
of Berhampur in Orissa,
75
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that *1* and 'l1 are distinguished in this grant. The 
use of the fv? symbol for fv f and fb f, the confusion with 
regard to the use of sibilants and of fy* and ‘j1, together
with the use of a few Oriya words, leads the editor to
conclude "that Oriya had been in use, though not wholly, 
in public documents even in the early part of the 10th 
century when this document was written. It must have been 
the home language of the people•"
In the first inscription (Serial No. A) of this 
thesis flf and 'l1 do not appear to be distinguished in 
orthography, though the Nagari fv! symbol does duty for fb»,
a phenomenon which has survived in Oriya.
Some letters like, Sa, Sri, ksa, tha are closely 
akin to or look like modern Oriya.
The following letters of this record differ from 
those of the second variety called Proto-Oriyaj 
initial a, a and u;
k*1* t, n, bh, r.
Most of the other letters are nearly identical with the 
letters of the Proto-Oriya script. The top-strokes are 
common to both but while the secondary sign of fe! is often 
subscribed above the right side of the top stroke in the 
former, it is shifted to the left of the letter concerned
77
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Sin the second variety, e.g. in the first variety
but C in the second variety,
Scrweh vwes
8. The second variety -^called Proto-Oriya in this
work - is called Proto-Bengali by Biihler and by R.D.
Banerji# This script seems to have been used from the 
eleventh up to the fourteenth centuries in Assam, Bengal 
ahd Orissa. Prom this script the modern Bengali-Assamese 
script and the modern Oriya script have developed but where­
as the former has retained the horizontal strokes or top 
strokes of the . original (Buhlerfs Proto-Bengali), the 
modern Oriya script has changed them to curves due to the 
exigencies of the writing materials, viz. the palm leaves 
and the iron stylus, in Orissa.
The copperplate grants and stone inscriptions 
1
of the kings of the Ganga dynasty of Orissa (A.D. 1077-
1434) are generally written in this script. The grant
portions of three of these copperplates are presented in
this work (Serial Nos. 7 and 8 in Oriya and Appendix No. 1
i sin Sanskrit). The facsimiles of the first twe not 
accessible to me. About a dozen inscriptions in this script 
are found on the walls of the Lingaraja temple at 
Bhuvanesvara. In the Tamil-Oriya (bilingual) lithic
1. R.D. Banerji, however, writes !tIn the south the Bengali 
script was used throughout Orissa. We find ... the modern 
Bengali alphabet In the grants of the Ganga kings 
Nrsimhadeva II and Nrsimhadeva IV.r! Page S. 0#B#S. 1919.
(Continued overleaf)
7 8
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inscription (Serial No, 1) the Oriya version is also 
recorded in this script. Broadly speaking the script 
of Serial No, 4 is affiliated to this.
In the facsimile of Serial No, 1, two distinct 
symbols are used for .'I1 and lll as in modern Oriya, The 
Nagari symbol for i 11 1 stands for retroflexed *1* i.e* 
for flT in the facsimile e,g, (phala) in lines
23-24, (mulakalantara) in line 17,
(kala) in line 33, In modern Oriya these words are 
pronounced with fl* sound and are written as era,
Q  , In the facsimile the Nagari symbol for 111 with 
a tail-like stroke attached to it stands for 1 , resembling 
the flf symbol in modern Oriya. In this form, 11 f occurs 
seven times in the record, e,g. oT (line 10-,
(lines 22-23), etc. Twice, however, this 
tail-like stroke' appears in the form of an angle or hook
^In modern
* -1
Oriya the fl! symbol with a tail attached to it stands
for V fl!, e.g. . It is clear that
in fact the Nagari Tlf symbol is retained in Oriya and is
(Note 1, continued from page 7).
Mr. Vasu, the editor of the grant of Nrsimhadeva II writes 
?,The character may be described as Bengali of the Kutila 
type of the 12th and 13th century A.D.” J.A.S.B. LXV p«231,
articulated as 1* whereas the Nagari f1 1 symbol with a 
tail-like diacritical mark attached to it marks a 
deviation from the Nagari and is articulated as 11*. In 
the Oriya symbols for*!* and l* the horizontal top stroke 
of Nagari Tlf has become a curve. So this inscription 
of c. 1250 attests the orthographic distinction between 
*lf and flf which continues in modern Oriya.
Compare however ddhilla 5.14 and dhilla 45 A.10, 
both written in Telugu script, both belonging to the 
Madras Presidency areas.
The scholar or scholars from Bengal who first 
interpreted this inscription transcribed rtT as *1 * and 
<*f or ^  as f 11* in conformity with the Bengali language 
which is devoid of *1* sound and symbol. The Oriya scholars 
also do not seem to have dissented from the interpretation.
After I had transcribed and typed the text of 
this inscription noting the use of distinctive symbols 
for !lf and flf in the footnotes to the text of the inscrip­
tion (see Serial No. 1 ), I came across Dr. Chatterjifs 
comments or observations on the inscription in the 
Sections rAdditions and Corrections1 of his well known 
work (Page 1062, O.D.B.L.)• In this inscription Mvery 
carelessly edited in the J.A.S.B. for 1924" writes
1 9
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Dr. Chatterji "the writing differentiates between the 
dental and cerebral *1 * sounds and the former marked 
with a diacritical sign below as in Modern Oriya • ••• 
has been wrongly transcribed as double ,1 1 ! in the 
verb past tense."
It may be added that in the Oriya inscription
to 1051
of A.D. lOlO^which antedates the Bhuvanesvar inscription 
by about 240 years, there is no doubling of fl! in the 
past tense of the verb, e.g. karila, dhila.
Serial No. 1 writes (in line 2)
for (Sanskrit vijajrT, thus equating' t\ with
as is sometimes done in Modern Oriya orthography. Hence,
ynck.\^by impli-oat-ion, the palatal semivowel !y* have been
represented by another symbol, perhaps by ZJ or 2^  as 
survives in Modern Oriya.
9. The third variety of the Northern group which
is used in the text is the Nagari script (of the Northern 
type) commonly called Devanagari. This script is repre­
sented in only one inscription i.e. Serial No. 9, dated 
Samvat 1459 (A.D. 1405). It differs but little from the 
modern Devanagari.
Prom the paleographic point of view this inscrip­
tion is very interesting. Its striking features are the
following:-
(i) This is the only script belonging to the
Northern group which distinguishes !b* from ,v l (the
fb ! symbol from the *v? symbol). The first i.e. the 
labial voiced stop is written as <c^ whereas the 
second i.e. the labial semivowel is written as cj 
(cp. L.17). The point of distinction between the two 
lies in a dot or s circular diacritical mark - placed 
under the loop of the symbol. This is how the 'vf 
symbol is written in modern Kaithi,
Cp. Table of Alphabets opposite to Page 2 
of “A Comparative Grammar of the Gaudian Languages, etc.” 
by Hoernle, London, 1880, or Griersonfs Charts in his 
essay on M.I.A.V.
(ii) This is the only inscription which represents
the * khf sound by the Nagari 's’ symbol e.g.
(lines 7-8) akhanda, (line 14) lekhal.
(iii) This inscription uses the pure Nagari numerals 
in recording the Samvat and saka years, whereas in others 
either the Oriya numerals or the Telugu numerals or both 
are normally used.
(iv) The symbol for fbh* (cp. bhai in line 7) differs 
from, that of the ordinary Devanagari and appears to have
«1
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some resemblance to the ^ h 1 symbol of the Gupta script* 
bhair fbrother*)*
These orthographical peculiarities together 
with its Using the samvat year, the omission of the 
regnal year of the reigning king, the use of the gen. 
sig. post.p. - ko which does not occur in other Oriya
A. CWft Ka or Kl
inscriptions but occurs in Hindi, impel me to suggestA
that the donor of this inscription, called Ladau Surathana,
a Brahmin by caste but a horsedealer by profession,
belonged to Northern India perhaps to Magadha and was in
the habit of visiting Kalinga for trade. In that case
tPatanaura* of the record may refer to modern Patna of 
' ’ 1 
Bihar.
10. The Early Oriya Script:
Most of the inscriptions of this thesis are 
inscribed in this script. It is used throughout the 
length and breadth of Orissa - in the coastal districts 
of Balasore, Ganjam and Puri and in the district of 
Sambalpur, far inland. It is also used in the Oriya 
inscriptions in several districts of the Madras Presidency 
namely Vizagapatam, Kistna and Guntur.
1. A great cattle fair, said to be ^ the biggest in India, 
is annually held at Sonpur opposite^atna and even now 
upcountry horse merchants occasionally visit Orissa with 
large stocks of horses for sale.
______________________________________________________________________ — A
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This script has evolved out of the Proto- 
Oriya (Proto-Bengali of Blihler) and has gradually trans­
formed into the modern Oriya script. A few letters of
the modern Oriya e.g. a, a, h, g, k§, appear to be
1
affiliated to Nagari. It may be called the archaic
2
or early or transitional Oriya script.
The modern Oriya script then is ultimately
connected with the Brahmi script of Asokan edicts
through the intermediate states of (I) transitional Oriya
(II) Proto-Oriya (iii) Kutila and (4) Gup tec scripts, all
of which are more or less represented in Orissan inscrip- 
3
tions.
The chief feature which distinguishes the early 
Oriya from the Proto-Oriya is its cursive forms, the 
horizontal top strokes of Proto-Oriya being represented 
by curves in the early Oriya, which is due to writing by 
an iron style on palmleaves of longitudinal fibre.
- 13 -
1. Grierson, however, observes "The Maithili and Bengali 
alphabets are derived from Buhler*s Proto-Bengali (op.cit57) 
The Oriya alphabet is, on the contrary, derived from Nagari 
and probably reached Orissa directly from the West." 
Paragraph 134, Supplement to Ind. Ant. 1932.
2. Some of the Buddhist Sanskrit Mss. got from Nepal exhibit 
a script akin to Oid-ya script (C.U.B.S.M. p.128). ,
3. I do* know aUy Orissan inscriptions in Gupta script 
the Patiakella copperplate grant of Maharaja SIvaraja of 
G.E. 283 (A.D. 602) Is written in the transitional Gupta 
script. Ep. Ind. Vol. IX, p.285. Ed. by Ba^net^i .
A
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The earliest specimen of the archaic or 
transitional Oriya script presented in this thesis 
is an inscription from the district of Ganjam 
(Appendix No* 3 ) dated in the Kali Yuga era (elapsed)
4477 (A.D. 1576). The Sanskrit copperplates of 
A.D. 1296 (Appendix No. 1) however indicate that the 
beginning of the archaic or early Oriya script dates 
from at least the last decade of the thirteenth 
century. (See footnotes to Appendix No. 1.).
Early Oriya not only maintains the orthographic 
distinction between the dental * l1 and the retroflex * 1 1 
as indicated above but also uses two characters, one for 
•y1 and another for V1 when it is pronounced like fjf.
The former is represented by 0  (cp. 927
of S.1.1. VI) and the latter by -£| e.g.
(Serial No. 29) A.D. 1467T ( Sanskrit-is born but 1 
pilgrim. The latter sound ia derivative 
(L.3.I. V. II p.379). In this work^ (modern Oriya ) 
is transliterated as Ty f whereas st is transliterated as 
fy f so as to distinguish the latter from •
The early Oriya script exhibits several 
alternative forms of one and the same letter. The follow­
ing letters have alternative forms;-
- 14 -
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a, a, k, c, j, p, b, bh, r, s, h, 1?.
It Is worth noting that modern Oriya uses two
types of script - the normal type, which is used in
printed books, in schools and colleges and the Karani
'  1
type, which is generally used by professional scribes.
Some of the lebters, however, are alike in the normal 
and Karani types.
The Karani forms of modern Oriya are clearly 
traceable in the inscriptions,
1 1 , I do not clearly find distinctive fif and fuf
symbols in their primary forms. In their secondary 
(subscribed) forms it is often difficult to distinguish 
them from f1 1 and ful# It is very difficult to trans­
literate them consistently. Indeed, the writing of ,il 
or 1i1, fuf or fu* (short or long forms) was immaterial 
to the engravers and they generally indicate the sub­
scribed forms of these vowels with the least effort.
The result is that these ambiguous marks are transcribed 
differently by different scholars or by the same scholar
1. For the normal and Karani forms of Oriya script, see 
J.B.O.R.S. Vol. X (1924) pp. 168 ff. "The Oriya Alphabet" 
by Sir H. McPherson. It contains an account of the alpha­
bet including the Karani variety with charts.
- 15 -
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at different times. The observation of Buhler that 
nIn writing Prakrit, these persons (i.e. the cler»ks 
and monks who possessed little or no education and who 
drafted the originals) adopted nearly throughout •••• 
the practically convenient popular orthography, in 
which the notation of long vowels especially i and u
and of anusvara, is occasionally neglected as a matter
1
of small importance and his remark about lfthe
frequent erroneous employment of the signs for the 
2
sibilants" apply fully to the Oriya inscriptions.
Vi/hat Professor Turner writes as to the want 
of "distinction of quantity or quality between long i
and short i, or between long u and short un in spoken
3
Nepali applies to spoken Oriya and the absolute con­
fusion in v/riting these in the old Oriya inscriptions 
indicates the loss of distinction of these in old Oriya.
It may be noted that the Kaithi script "makes no distinc­
tion between initial i and I or between initial u or u.
For the medial vowels, it employs i for both i and i and
u for both u and u .” (Paragraph 132, 3, M.I.A. Vernaculars 
by Grierson. Ind. Ant. Supplement 1932.)
1 and 2. Page 30. Indian Paleography, Indian Antiquary,
XXXIII, Apoendix. 3. N.D. Introduction p. xvii.Note:
Ariy inscrip11on, of which the script is not specified in 
the short introduction preceding each inscription, should 
be understood to have been inscribed in early Oriya script.
12. Punctuation.
Many of the Inscriptions do not’ follow any 
system ofpunctuation whatsoever. From the beginning 
to the end, the letters are inscribed without indicating 
the beginning or end of a word or a clause or a sentence, 
cp. Serial Nos. A and 1 (the earliest two inscriptions 
in chronological order).
In some inscriptions, however, we find punctua­
tion marks, which consist of either one or two !dandas*
1
(vertical strokes).
Inscription No. 9 Is one which uses throughout 
two dandas side by side. The first sentence of this 
is divided into various parts by double dandas, Indicating 
the interrelation of words which otherwise might have been 
confused. In the second part of No. 9 the sentences 
alone are divided by double dandas.
Inscription No. 24 uses throughout the single 
danda. A sentence is divided into many parts. Sometimes 
individual words are flanked by danda marks, e.g.
%  n
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Bho Jagarnatha saantaman&nku I muim I paika 
to the lords I I I infantry
rautaku i kari bibhaa dhili I
to cavalry | including wealth gave |
i.e. Oh Jagannath .....  I bestowed wealth on the nobles
1. In the typed script of the thesis, a !danda* is 
represented by a slanting stroke.
22
including the infantry and cavalry.
On the other hand Inscription No. 19, which 
like No. 24 contains king Kapilesvara1s prayer to the 
deity Jagannath, exhibits the danda mark only twice.
The absence of any punctuation in many of 
the inscriptions, the converging of different M.I.A. 
case endings and verbal endings to identical forms, the 
want of regularity in.the word order of the sentence, 
the conciseness of style and above all the diverse 
nature of the scripts, scribes and writing materials are 
some of the principal causes which lead to the difficulty 
of interpretation of these texts.
- 18 -
PALAEOGRAPHY OF EARLY ORXYA INSCRIPTIONS 
In the Thesis
"A STUDY OF EARLY ORIYA INSCRIPTIONS",
by
K.B. Tripsthi
( submittfedi to the University of London, London, forthe Ph.D. degree, 1952).
fihaBtoxa Saaifcali u &ba
4 Introduction (part X) 18
4  A . Introduction (part II)
[and suMaary of the result of 20
investigation]*
4  B Vowels (initial and medial) 15
4  C Consonants (including semi- 33vowels)
4  I) L ig a tu re s .  > numerals <£ coricJusioxi 8+7
aameameea*
Total IB
Grani Total 94*7=101
Notes Chapter 4 attempted iu London and the rest at the Office of the Government Epigraphist for India,
Ootucamuad.
October ,\952~ K.B. Tripathi,c/o». The Government 
Epigraphist for India, Ootaoamund (South India) 
INDIA.
* [Chapter 4 A^page l]
THE PALAEOGRAPHY 
of
EARLY ORIYA INSCRIPTIONS.
1 . The Oriya alphabet, like other sister alphabets,
is ultimately traceable to the Brahmi script of ancient
India* This script passed through various stages of
development from the 3rd century B*C. to about the 14th
century A.D* when it assumed the shape of cursive Oriya
script with curves forming the tops of letters. These
stages are exhibited by a large number of inscriptions
1
discovered in various parts of India including Orissa* The
scripts of these inscriptions may, therefore, be broadly
Classified into several types and be chronologically
arranged as follows:-
1 . The Brahmi script (circa 3rd century B.C. -
circa 3rd century A.D.)
2'. The so-called Gupta (c. 3rd century A.D.
script c. 6th century A.D.)
89
1. Some J)icto-graphic inscriptions are also 
found in Orissa. They are believed to be Pre-Brahml 
and girln to the Mahenjmdaro inscriptions. See the 
Vikramkhol inscription in Indian Antiquary, LXII, p.58.
90
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3. (The •acute-angled1 script (c.6th Century A.D,
( c.llth century A.D.)
 ^ "the(Tli-c including ^ nail-headed Cc.^.th cenvory A.D. 
or wedgheaded^script c. 2Ath ceiuitiry A.D.)
6. The •Proto-Bengali1script (c.llth century A.D.
c. 14th century A.D.)
5. The early Oriya script (c. 14th century A.D.
c. 16th century A.D.)
6. The modern wriya script (c. 16th century A.D.
up to the present)
Accurately speaking, there is a transitional 
stage between each preceding ana succeeding script for 
each merges into the other imperceptibly and gradually. 
Moreover the chronological periods mentioned above are 
only approximations and sometimes one period overlaps 
the other. It should be noted that the Proto-Bengali 
alphabets and possibly the aciutoangled alphabets in 
their later stage were sometimes influenced by Nigari forms.
2. From the first century B.C. the Brahmi script 
of Northernlndia begins to show certain changes which are 
well illustrated in Kusana records and therefore popularly 
associated with the Kusan*emperors. Hence the Brahmi 
script may be said to have two principal stages (l) the 
earlier Brahmi chiefly represented in the inscriptions of 
Emperor As'oka and therefore called the Mauryan Brahmi 
and (2) the later Brahmi or the Kusana Brahmi.
The Earlier Brahmi is represented in Orissa 
by the following inscriptions:-
(Chapter 4 A page 3)
(1) The rock-edifcts of Emperor As^ oka on the Dhauli 
and Jaugada hills in the Puri and Ganjam districts 
(3 century B.C.)
(2) The Hatigumpha inscription of Emperor Kharavela
at Udayagiri near Bhuvanesvara in the Puri district
with its related minor group of inscriptions, (circa
first century B.C.).
The early Brahmi characters as found in the
inscriptions of the age of Kharavela, however, exhibit
certain modifications of the original signs.
The Kusana Brahmi is represented in Orissa by
the Bhadrakha (Balasore district) inscription of Gana
dated in the 8th regnal year Maharaja Gana. It is a short
tolithic record palaeographically assignable circa 3rdA
century A.D. This awaits publication in the Epigranhia/
Indica.
3. The next stage in the development of the
script is well illustrated by the inscriptions of the
their subordinates 
Gupta Emperors/and contemporaries throughout Northern India.
Hence the epigraphic northern script of the Gupta period
is popularly known as the ‘Gupta script1. On the basis
of a few test-letters scuh as la, sa and ha, this script
admits of at least, two varieties, an eastern and a western .
' va:. ' ‘The Gupta alphabet* is
principally represented in Orissa by the following records.
(1) The Kalahandi copper plate grant of Maharaja
92
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Tustikara. It was discovered in 1947 at the then feudatory- 
state of Kalahandi, now merged in Orissa. It is published 
in J.K.H.R.S. (■Journal of the Kalinga Historical Research 
Society, Balangir-Patna, Orissa) September-December, 1947 
(Vol.II, Nos.2 and 3). Though the grant is undated, its 
palaeography indicates that it belongs to circa. 4th century 
A.D.
*(2) The Sumandala copper-plate grant of Dharmaraja 
of the Gupta Era 250 ("A.D.569-70) discovered from a mound
near the village Sumandala not far from Jaugada in the
v
Gan;)am district. This has been published with plates in 
Vol. I (No. I) of the Sanskrit Journal Manorama in 1949 from 
Berhampur, Orissa.
(3) The Soro copper plate of Maharaja Sambhuyasas, 
(G.E.) 260»(A.D.579-80). This was unearthed along with 
three other plates near Soro in the Balasore district (E.I. 
XXIII, p.197 ff.)
*(4) The Kanasa copper plate of Lokavigraha, dated G.E. 
280 ("A.D.599). This was discovered in the village Kanasa
* A critical edition of these plates awaits publica­
tion in the E.I. 30T , b- 79 Jf.
(Chapter 4 A page 5)
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in the Puri district and was published fcith plates and 
a palaeographical chart in J.K.H.R.S.(January 1950),
(5) The Patiakelia copper plate of Sivaraja (G.E.)
283 (■A.D.602), discovered in the Cuttack district (E.I.
IX, p.285)*
Some inscriptions of the Gupta times discovered 
in Ganjam-Chicacole region, e.g. those of the Mathara kings 
of Kalinga exhibit southern characters which contributed i
little to the development of the Oriya script, j
'The later Kalinga script1 (7th-12th centuries) j
See Buhler I,P. Section 30) which is also predominantly i
influenced by southern letters, developed in the same 
region. Some archaic forms found in the early Oriya script 
of Ganjam-Vizagapatam region may be traceable to this source. 
Sometimes charters of the later Gangas of Kalinganagara 
(e.g. No.fc of this Thesis) exhibit many Proto-Bengali forms.
4. From about the 7th century to about the 
Xlth century the alphabet used in a large number of ins­
criptions of North India shows certain prominent and distinct 
characteristics on the basis of which it is variously knwon 
as Wedge-headed, nail-headed, acute-angled, 'Siddhamatrka1
4
and 'Kutila'•.
During the 7th century the acute-angled characters 
are generally combined with wedge-heads< . Such characters 
are represented in Orissa by the early charters of the
94
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Sailodbhava dynasty e.g.
(1) The Ganjam copper-plates of Maharaja-Mahesamanta 
Madhavaraja of the time of Sasanka dated in the Gupta year 
300 = (619-20 A.D.) (E.I.VI, p\ 143 ff).
(2) The Khurda copper-plate of SainjcabhTta-tSdhavarafta 
(J.A.S.B., 1904, part I, p.234).
The acute- angled alphabets or the alphabets 
occupying an intermediate position between ac^ut^angled and 
Proto-Bengali (where the vedge-heads begin to give way to shcrt
h o r i ' Z . o n i  olI  K o p - s+rov<€S • arc -re f o r e s t
in Orissa by the charters of the Bhauma-karas (7th-9th 
centuries or 8th-10th centuries) and their contemporaries 
including those of the earli.er princes of the Somavamsa
m
(middle of the 10th to the beginning of the 12th century) 
and their contenporaries.
Some of these are the following:
A 1. The Neulpur plate of Subhakara.
E. I.XV, p.l ff. Ed. by R.D. Banerji.
m2. Two grants of Dandimahadevi.
E.I.VI, p. 133 ff. Ed. by Kielhorn.
B 1. The charter of Vidysdharabhanja.
J.A.S.B. LVI, pt.I, pi.IX, Ed. by tt R.L.Mitra.
2. Copper-plate grant of Nettabhanja .
J.B.O.R.S. XVIII, p.104 ff. Ed. by Misra.
C 1. Records of the Somavarasi kings of Cuttack.
E.I.III, p.323 ff. Ed. by Fleet.
95
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C 2. The Kudopali (Sambalpur) plates of Mahabhavagupta II.
E.I.IV, p.254 ff. Ed. by Kielhorn.
5 During the Vllth-^Xth centuries the acute-angled
alphabet or its varieties, prevalent in eastern parts of North 
India progressed and by the end of the Xth century assumed
distinct features leading up to the modern Bengali.2
Hence it is called 1 Proto-Bengali*.
In Orissa this script is represented by the charters
1. On the origin of Proto-Bengali, vide O.B.S. p.42 and 
of. !tWe find towards the end of the 10th century the birth 
of the Proto-Bengali alphabet11 J.R.A.S.B.IV (1938),p.365, 
para 1.
2. This name is not generic and therefore not entirely
\ *
satisfactory since the acute-angled script (the post-Gupta 
epigraphic script of North India of early medieval period) 
developed into what Buhler called 1 Proto-Bengali1 throughout 
North-Eastern Irtfia (in Orissa, Bengal, North Bihar ana Assam) 
and since Oriya, Bengali, Maithili and Assamese scripts are 
all derived from the socalled Proto-Bengali. Dr.D.C.Sircar 
prefer to substitute the term *Gaudl* for Buhlerfe Proto- 
Bengali on the authority of A1 Beruni (vide p.173, A1 Beruni*s 
India (Vol.I, by Sachau). I shall, however, use the term 
•Proto-Bengali*in the following palaeographical discussion.
 1
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of the later princes of the Somavamsa, the imperial Gangas 
(Xlth century to the early part of the XVth century) and other 
contemporary records* Nos* 1,4*3 and Ap*I of this Thesis 
represent this script* (See Section 7 below)*
The next atage when 'Proto-Bengali1 assumed the 
shape of early Oriya script, characterised by top-curves, 
is represented by the majoirty of the inscriptions of 
this Thesis. (XIV^XVI centuries). They will be dealt 
with in Section 7. Next, we briefly deal with the previous 
work on the palaeography of Orissa*
6 Buhler who in his 'Indische Palaeographie1
published in 1896 ifor English version vide 3.A* Vol.34, 
Appendix) dealt with the development of Indian alphabets 
(from circa B.C. 350 to circa A.D*1300), examined the Asokan 
Brahmi at Jaugada and the Post-AsoKan Brahmi of Hatigumpha 
at Bhuvanesvara and illustrated the alphabets in table II 
(cols.VI-VII and XXI-XXII). He also discussed 'the later 
Kalinga script' of the Ganjam-dhicacole region (See Section 
30, English version) and illustrated it in tables VII (col. 
XIX) and VIII (cols.X-XII). We do not find, however, in 
Buhler's work any reference to other inscriptions of Orissa si 
and there is even no mention of the Oriya script in it.
G.H* Ojha, on pages 79 and 131 of his "Pracina- 
lipimala', 2nd Ed* 1918 suggests the origin of the Oriya 
alphabet from Proto-Bengali, reproducing a part of the
$ 7
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inscription forming No.31 of this Thesis.
R.D. Banerji refers to the palaeography of some 
inscriptions of Orissa and observes "The modern cursive 
Odiya script was developed out of the Bengali after the 14th 
Century A.D. like the ttodern Assamese" (pp.6,11,12,27,28,
•The origin of the Bengali script’, 1919). 3.N. Chakravarti
concentrating on the "Development of the Bengali Alphabet" 
(J.R.A.S.B. 1938, Vol.IV, pp.351-391) refers only to two 
inscriptions discovered in Orissa. One of these is the 
Irda (Balasore) plate of Nayapaladeva showing "Proto-Bengali 
alphabet for the first time".
Since the observation of Ojha and Banerji about 
the origin of the Oriya script was not substantiated by them 
by adequate discussion and illustrative plates.ffrierson 
(who had included the Oriya language along with Bengali 
in the Eastern Group of Indo-Aryan as having very close 
connection with each other) wrote in 1932 that the Oriya 
alphabet is not derived from Proto-Bengali, but from Nagari 
(Vide p.13 chapt.4 of the Thesis, footnote).
Subsequent to the publication of Buhler*s work 
a very large number of Sanskrit inscriptions were discovered 
in Orissa. Some of these were edited by epigraphists like 
Fleet, Kielhorn and Hultsc^ who discussed their palaeography 
while editing them* But many of the inscriptions r*x were 
published either without plates or with unsatisfactory plates
$8
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and without palaeographic discussion. Some of the
.inscriptions recently discovered in Orissa have been
published without any discussion on their palaeography.
Of these, I have selected the Sumandala copper plate
inscription (569 A.D.) for frmpmtfc frequent reference.
document
(for a fresh edition of thii sbMUKt with pis. see,
•The Orissa Historical Research Journal1, Vol.I, No.I
ff.
(April 1952), p#66). Before vb pass on to deal with 
the scripts of the Oriya inscriptions in the next section 
Je should mention an article on *The Development of the 
Bengali script* by P.L. Paul, in Indian Historical Quarterly, 
Vol.XII (1936), pp.309-334, which contains reference to 
three inscriptions from Orissa.
7 Since writing Chapter 4 (introducing principally
the palaeography of the Oriya inscriptions), I have been
ab^l&to secure the facsimile of inscription No.'S, which
is the longest Oriya inscription of the Thesis. As a
result of my examination of this document said a study of
the palaeography of other inscriptions of the Thesis, I
1
would now Ad divide the scripts of Oriya inscriptions as 
follows*
 1   ----
1* The Telugu script in which six Oriya inscriptions, 
viz. f Nos.2 ,3,5.6,10,20 and two mixed Telugu-Oriya 
inscriptions, viz.T Nos.45 A and 45 B are written, will not be examined by me.
Chapter 4 A (p.11)
1 . Proto-Bengali Influenced by forms 'the later Kallnga script* (No.A 1&51 A.D.)
2. Proto-Bengali (No.I, c.1261?A.D.)
3. Proto-Bengali mldced with Nagari forms (No.8  
1395 A.D} No.4) date uncertain), c w  SCYi^t Mo.*7
*3 9>A €^rHa|3S Ccrvn-es tvvvolt-r'Uvld
4. Nagari (No.9, 1403 A.D.)
5. Early Oriya (5$ inscriptions distributed over 
the period from the about 1376 A#D# to 1556 A#D#)
Elsewhere in this Thesis (Chapt# 4, sec# 6)
I referred to the.script of No#A as •Southern Nagari1#
This inscription is found in the Chicacole taluk which 
is included in the region of the Later Kalinga script 
of Buhler#
The following letters of this record are Proto- 
Bengali and differ from the corresponding Nagari forms*- 
♦JaJ ^a*, •ija1, ,bhal, •sa*, •sa1, •kfa1} (sa and kja 
look like modern Oriya)# Though the following letters 
differ from the Proto-Bengali forms, they are more afcin 
to Proto-Bengali forms than to those of Nagari: initial 
•a1, faf, »U*, fkhaf, *gaf, *cafand lthal# Some
of these exhibit an earlier stage of development than 
the normal Proto-Bengali forms# Letters such as fkaf, 
•da1, fpa*, •ba*, •ma1, •la1, •ha', are common to 
Nagari and Proto-Bengali# The letter •ra* resembles the 
modern Nagari form and the medial vowel signs agree 
with those of Nagari# Initial • i1 and *taf are akin
99
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to the gfupta forms* The letter 9na9 shows a looped 
form and Is not found in Nagari or Proto-Bengali.
This letter together with initial 9a1, 9 a1, 9u9, 9kha9, 
9ga9, 9ca9| are found in the later Kalinga script of 
Buhler*
The date of No*I, the typical Proto-Bengali
1
inscription, inscribed in the 22nd year of Bafta-Nara-
simhadeva is uncertain9 Since there are four kings
named Narasimha of the imperial Ganga dynasty of
Orissa* I have tentatively identified the king with
A*D*
Narasimha I (Circs/1238-1263)*
No*8 contains the following typical Proto-Bengali
forms
initial fi9, 9u9, ftrnk 9of, 9cha9, 9jha9, 9]ja% 
9pha9* But it offers the following typical Nagari forms 
thereby disagreeing with No*Ii initial 9a1, 9a9>
9kha9, 9ta9, 9bha9, 9sa9, 9saf* Its medial signs of 9e9
1 Dr* D.C.Stcear drains my attention to the fact (c*1378-1405 A.D.) 
that Narasiijha IV/of the same dynasty is called Pedda
Narasiijha in No. 752 » &*I«I#Vol. VJ. The Telugu word
9pedda9 equates with the Oriya word 9bad&f«
I 01
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and *0* are identical with those of Nagari# On the
whole it is Proto-Bengali meiied with some NSgarl
1 is 2forms. This/a grant of King N^siijha IV of the imperial
Ganga dynasty. In the earlier grants of this dynasty
such Nagari form are not found. (See the grant of
Narasiijha II of A.D# 1295 in £#A#§> ,XVII, L# No#If
4 VI A|a .(No I*) 7h< s i £
1951 and the grant of Bhanu II in •Orissa in the 
Making9 by B#C# Mazumdar.
8 An investigation into the palaeography of Early
OriyA inscriptions shows that the alphabet which developed
into the modern Oriya script is traceable to the following
three sources:
Cl) Proto-Bengali {Eastern alphabet)
and Northern
(2) Nagari (Western/alphabet#)
(3) Later Kalinga script (Southern alphabet)
An overvhelming majority of the letters used
in the early Oriya inscriptions and forming modern Oriya
to Proto-Bengali .forms. These forms 
alphabet are distinctly traceable/may be divided into two
1 Foifca mixture of Proto-Bengali and Proto-Nagar-i 
forms” (cf. p.326, I.H.Q#, Vol.XII, 1936.)
2 A critical edition with plates of this grant is
2 8  b r  S p i n - .ready for publication in Eplgraphia IndiahT Vol./ *
Chapter 4 A (p.14) 
groups* One of them consists of forms which are common 
to Proto-Bengali and Nagari* The other group comprises 
letters which are found only in Proto-Bengali* The following 
letters may he listed as beldnging i«fcfcgxs to the latter' * • j ' to, aUj
group: initial 'aya', fi', V, 'e\ ai', o', W ,  mediaVkha, cha,
\
jha, ta,na, ta, bha, ra, sa, 1QXLXMSK The derivatives 
of all these are found in early Oriya inscriptions as well 
as in modern uriya while those of the corresponding Nagari 
forms, with the exception of the signs of initial 'a1 
and faf, 'sa1 and 'sa1 are not found in them. The 
Sanskrit and Oriya inscriptions discovered in Orissa clearly 
show how Proto-Bengali gradually developed into early Oriya* 
Broadly speaking, therefore, the Oriya alphabet may be said 
to have derived from Proto-Bengali.
Though the Oriya alphabet is mainly affiliated 
to Proto-Bengali}the influence of the Nagari is also noticed 
in early Oriya inscriptions. Some times we find Nagari 
forms in Orissan inscriptions written in Proto-Bengali 
(cf* No.8). All these forms have not survived in Modern 
°riya. But that some Nagari forms were occasionally used 
by the people, is indicated by the fact that a derivative 
of Nagari 'sa1 is used twice in an early Oriya inscription 
(Cf.No.35, ls*4 and 5) though this has not survived in 
modern , riya*
10 %
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In Oriya, many letters have alternative forms,
e.g. initial 'a1, 1sa1, etc.#Otf Ihe two forms of the same
letter, sometimes one is traceable to Proto-Bengali and
the other to Nagari. As will be shown below, the double
curve form of initial faf and the closed type of fsaf,
are derived from the corresponding Nagari forms of th©
letters. As stated above, there are some letters, the
forms of which are similar in Proto-Bengali and Nagari, e.g.
fka', fgha!, fjaf, '(Ja1, '(jha1, fdaf, •na*, •pa*, •ba1, fmaf,
•ya1, ‘la1, 1 §a* and fhaf. A question arises as to whether
these letters in °riya are derived from ^roto-Bengali or
Nagari. Bit considering the fact that Nagari influence
is confined only to a few letters of the °riya alphabet,
it is reasonable to hold that the Oriya forms of these 
come (town
letters have/through Proto-Bengali and not xxmecxtoon Nagari*
to the ->pmont of -'he mod-.v^ n Oriya alphabet is not
X  . ♦ \
As in the case of Nagari, the contribution of 
the Later Kalinga script (Southern alphabet) to the 
development of the modern °riya alphabet is not large.
As will be seen from our discussion below early Oriya 
inscriptions exhibits certain archaic forms, such as
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the medial 'a' up-stroke (Chapt. 4 B, p.9), the E - shaped
variety of 'ja' (Chapt.4 C, p.8), and a cursive form of ‘ha1
(Chapt. 4 C, p.32). These as well as a few other signs, (the
cursive form of 'ti' in No.l8A, as well as 'ni' in No.54,1.7,
N°.
the form of 'sa' in the ligature 'srl* ln/18 A) are traceable 
to southern alphabets (the Later Kalinga script).
The cursive variety of the Oriya alphabet styled 
Karaiji (i.e. 'scribal*) bears some additional traces of this 
southern influence, (cf. 'ja*, medial 'a' in 't^a', 'ba1, etc.)
Thus we see that the Oriya alphabet is Hxxsly mainly 
derived from Proto-Bengali, although it bears in some cases 
clear traces of the influence of Nagari and in a few also of 
the southern alphabet (Buhler's 'later Kalinga script').
9 Oriya and Bengali are both derived from Proto-
Bengali and as such Oriya is very closely connected with 
Bengali. But many letters of the modern Bengali alphabet 
have developed angular forms, and deviated considerably from 
the Proto-Bengali ariginals. (cf. 'ka', 'kha*, 'gha', 'ca1,
'ha', etc. in modern Bengali). Therefore, inspite of their 
Proto-Bengali origin, these letters in °riya together with 
a few others, apart from their top curves standing for the 
horizontal top matras, may ordinarily appear to be more akin 
to the Nagari forms of the letters.
1 o U
%
I
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The Oriya script is more akin to Proto-
Bengali than to aodern Bengali. It has preserved
many Proto-Bengali forms which Bengali has discarded.
Buhler observes "The most striking and important
among the peculiarities of Proto-Bengali, discarded in
the modern Bengali script, are the small triangles and
the 1 Nepalese hooks1 which are attached to the left of
1
the tops of various letters’* (Ind. Palaeography, Sec.26, 
para 3).
While Bengali has discarded this hook, it 
in
has been preserved/Oriya and has contributed to the
development of the horizontal top matra into a top curve.
(cf. the hook modified into a shallow curve in Nos.Ap*2
and Ap.4 and into a semi-circle in No.19). This might
have been partly due to the scratching of letters by an2
iron stylus on palm leaves.
1 It may be noted that the Proto-Bengali script 
with small triangles and 'Nepalese hooks' occurs in several 
Orissan inscriptions, e.g. Bhuvanesvara Lingaraja temple 
inscriptions • The Kendupatna plates of Njsimha II 
(1296 A.D.) show the* Nepalese hooks' very prominently.
2 Recently I came across a palm leaf Ms. written with 
an iron stylus in the Nagari script.
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Buhler noticed some abnormal single signs 
of Proto-Bengali, not surviving in modern Bengali, such 
as the forms of *1* in his plates V. (3. XVIII) and 
VI. (3.X), the curious •fa* of plate V.(20. XIX). These 
signs (together with others e.g. the form of 'naf with 
double curve, discarded in modern Bengali), have survived 
in early and modern Oriya.
10 Humber 3 of the Appendix of this Thesis is
the earliest dated record in the Qriva script, discovered 
as yet. It is a private record registering a gift in 
favour of a temple. Ife is dated in the Kaliyuga year 
4477 (=1376 A.D.)
No.8 is the longest Oriya record of the 
Thesis and forms a part of a royal charter. It is written 
in Proto-Bengali and bears a date 20 years later than that 
of the above-mentioned Oriya record.
This shows that Proto-Bengali continued to 
be used as a monumental script even after the round-hand 
letters of the Oriya alphabet had already come into use.
One of the Kendupatija inscriptions of 
N^siipha II, dated A.D.1296 (Ap.No.I of this Thesis) shows 
the shallow top-curve (which is a development of the 'Nepa­
lese hook1) above the letters in place of the horizontal
lo 6
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top-mitra* This indicates that the characteristics of 
the Oriya script began to develop as early as the 
thirteenth century#
1 1 My work on the palaeography of the inscriptions
naturally falls into two parts (1 ) Illustrative and (2) 
Descriptive and critical*
The first part, mainly, consists of ±2 twelve 
alphabetical charts* The first four of these, which 
illustrate the alphabets of the Proto-Bengali and Nagari 
inscriptions examined in the thesis have been marked 
(A)* Five inscriptions are represented in these charts.
The next four charts marked B,illustrate the alphabets 
of the early Oriya inscriptions* Eight select inscrip­
tions have been represented in them.
These charts are photographic copies of my 
tracings, (on transparent paper), of the letters as 
found in the original records. In these plates the 
Inscriptions-have been placed in different columns in 
their chronological order as far as possible.
The remaining four charts IffiffiKXKfc (marked C) 
which are eye-copies of early Oriya letters and numerals 
prepared by me, were reproduced by photostatic process in 
London*'
dealing with Palaeography 
. In the following chapters, I have often
I .  ^ l ^ e s e  afc-nr-e. U r L > H i H v t  S  »
I 0 7
I 0 8
referred to these twelve alphabetial charts* I have
also sometimes referred to other inscriptions in this 
palaeographical
/discussion. With the exception of 2 or 3, the impressions 
of these inscriptions have not yet been published* 
Photostatic copies of most of these epigraphs (74 plates 
in all) were submitted along with my thesis to the 
University of London!
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V T h e  f c t c s i w u l - e  of No 8 ( 3  pi cite s') u;hi ch a r e
n o w  s u b m i t t e d  h e r e u r d h  (vn a v  b-e ( o l a c e d  i n  t h e  C o v e r  
t o n b o d n i n q  t h e  7 -4  p l a t e s .  |orevlfrusly  SulrvWtt-ed .
(Palaeography continued)
VOWELS
A. katrkas or Radical signs.
¥k
1 . 1 a’
The vowel fa* has four forms in the 
illustrative plates showing Proto-Bengali and Nagari 
forms of letters. They are in No*A, i : 5Q in
No* I in No*8 and VJ in No.9.
All these have the common feature of a 
horizontal top stroke, a vertical attached to the 
latter on the right handside and a curve opening more 
or less to the left, in between the two* In No.A the 
curve shows a loop at the left end with an upward 
slanting stroke or tail* In No*9 the curve is bipartite 
like the English figure 3 (three).
In all the forms the curve is joined to the 
vertical by a small stroke which is horizontal in Nos.
8 and 9 but is slanting in Nos.A and I. In Nos.A and 
I a small slanting stroke joins the top of the curve 
with the horizontal top matra.
The Curve along with the stroke which joins 
the vertical, is ultimately traceable to the two slanting 
strokes which meet at the middle point of the vertical 
in Brahmi 1 a* from the left.
I o 9
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1 I o
The curve is visible in the Kuslii* inscriptions• —
(see Buhler*s pi.3). It also occurs in the records of 
the’Gupta age including those in Orissa, e.g. thai
Sumandala inscription (see aksepa in pi.3).
The horizontal top stroke is the elongation 
of the serif. That began to develop in Brahmi as early 
as the first century ,u.C.
In the early Oriya scripts found in inscriptions 
there are four varieties of ’a1.
The first variety occurs in No.51 (see pl.c) 
and with slight variation in No.App.lO (Pl.c) but with 
a tail added in No.31 (Pl.B). It is a derivative of the 
Proto-Bengali iafc *af which occurs in No.I. The 
horizontal top-stroke of Proto-Bengali 1 a.T has been 
changed here into a curvet The tail is traceable to an 
angular mark or slanting stroke sometime attached to the 
bottom of the vertical of the Proto-Bengali !a! (cf. faf 
in a- Bhuvanesvara Lingaraja temple inscription of the 
time of Bhlmadeva )•
The second variety of- faf occurs in Nos.14 and 
18. It consists of 3 parts:- (1) a curve opening towards 
the left or upwards (2) a vertical line to the right and 
(3) a central limb which joins the curve at its upper 
end, and the vertical at its lower end.
m
(Chapter 4 B. p.3)
This is also a derivative of the Proto-Bengali 
faf occurring in No.I. Here the Proto-Bengali horizontal 
top'stroke has been suppressed and the slanting stroke 
joining the curve with the vertical has developed into an 
ornamental mark with curves at either end, one on each 
side,
The third variety of faf where the curve opening 
towards the left is bipartite looking like the English 
figure 3, occurs in No.24 (see the world fbibhaaf). This 
appears to be a derivative of the Nagari faf ( ^  )
(cf.1af in No.9)
The fourth variety or form of ’a' with two 
curves at the top both opening downwards occurs in Nos.17, 
18A and 31 and is commonly used in modern Oriya. It is 
possibly a derivative of the Nagari !af (cf.’a1 in No.9 
where the bipartite curve opens towards the left).
2 "a*
f O T T T j  m  a p tThe p&Pa of a is distinguished from that of a
by a vertical added at the right hand side, parallel to
the vertical of af This vertical is joined to the right
hand top corner of 'a^y a short slanting stroke in No.A, 
by a short straight stroke in Nos.l and 9. In 8 the 
vertical remains seperate.
In the early Oriya epigraphy a (cf.pl.c )
j
(Chapter 4  B page 4 )  
the has the sign distinguishing it from 'a' exactly
as in the Nagari and Proto-Bengali forms. In the later Oriya»
epigraph* and £a modern Oriya this sign is not joined to the 
vertical of •a*.
3 * i ”
There are in the illustrative plates four forms 
of Proto-Bengali and Nagari i.
The form of 1 in No*A consists of tvo circles 
placed side by side, having a horizontal stroke over theiu
This form occurs in many inscriptions, eg* the 
Uccakalpa inscription circa 462-3 A.D. and in the Kzgheri 
inscription circa 851-877 A.D. (See Buhler, table IV Col*
IX, table V, Col.V).
The tvo circles at the base of this form of i are 
traceable to the tvo lover dots of the Brahmi 1 vhile the 
horizontal top-stroke is the development of its top-dot.
The tvo forms of notched 1 in Nos*I ( &  ) and
8 ( ) represent cursive developments of the Brahmi i,
and are due to tvo different vays of vriting, i.e. tracing 
the letters. Of the tvo,the form; of 1 in No«I appears to 
be a development of that : in No.8. In both, the tvo circles 
at the base and the upper curves represent the three dots of 
the Brahmi 1. The form of this letter in Valabhl grants of 
the 6th century exhibits an earlier stage of its development. 
See Bjahler, PI.VII.
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In No*8 the running hand starts with the left hand 
circle and ends with the right hand circle• In No* I w 
the right these loops are first drawn in the manner the 
English figure 8, when laid flat may be : drawn and then
the running hand draws the rest of the letter, it ihey are 
covered by a curve with a notch in the centre*
Xhe notched •i* of No*8 occurs also in the 
Bhuvanesvara Lingaraja temple inscription(of Bhlmadeva), 
and in the Kamauli plate of Vaidya(deva) inscription of 
circa 1142 A*D* (cf*Buhler, table No*V, col.XIX)*
The form of the letter 9it ( £ ) in No*9 is
eactly as in modern Nagari* For a discussion on its origin 
see Buhler, Ind. Palaeography, Sec.24, A , (4).
The Oriya 'i* found in early inscriptions is identi-
CCtL£4ed with the form that occurs in No* I*
In modern oriya >it consists of two loops forming 
the basepi, a curve over them joined to the left loop and a 
tail attached to the right end of the curve* This seems 
to be a derivative of the •i* in No*I, the top he?£«e&tal 
stroke of whieh has become a curve xndtxxxkaii with the 
addition of a ta£L*
For a tail like stroke ojUBuhler, table V, Col.XVIII 
(The Deopara inscription),
4 " I ”
In the illustrative plates of fee Nagari and
i »4
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forms
Proto-Bengaiy, I occurs only in No*9* A similar form 
is used in modern Nagari 1* It has been formed by putting 
a short wavy line on the horizontal top stroke of the 
Nagari i.
In early Oriya inscriptions the symbol £> which 
occurs in Nos, 14, 18, 18A and 49, seems to stand for I, 
for it is nearly identical with the modern Oriya I symbol
The difference between the symbols of i and I 
in modern Oriya lies in the loop or notch in the upper curve 
of I the tail being common to both of them*
5. u " ~
The Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates of the Thesis 
offer two forms of u, one fbrm with a tail, the other 
without it* The first form occurs in Nos.A.I and 8* The 
second which is used in modern Nagari occurs in No*9*
Both the forms have the common features of a horizontal 
top stroke, *  ehert and slanting and a curve opening towards 
the left w&lch hangs down from the horizontal top-strole 
by means of a short slanting stroke.
The curve of u appears in many records of the 
Gupta age, e*g*, the Ucchakalpa inscription of about A*D* 
462* (See Buhler, table IV)* <4 ^ ,
7 offer Tu^ firrms
The early inscriptions in the Oriya script of
(Chapter 4 B page 7) 
u, both with a tall (see No*18A), viz*, 3 and g> • The 
first is a derivative of the Proto-Bengali V  (which odors 
in Nos#I and 8)3 the top horizontal stroke of the latter 
transforming into a curve# The second which survives in 
modern Oriya is a derivative of the first , being its 
cursive form*
6 M m  wu
The vowel u 'does not occur initially in any of 
the Oriya inscriptions examined by me*
In modern Oriya, the length of the vowel is 
indicated by n an inward loojjbr bend made in the upper 
curve of (u' above the point of its junction with the tail.
*7 t u
Initial r does not seem to occur initially in
•  * —  ^
the Inscriptions examined in the thesis* Bat In the 
expression 'desaru* In S.No.53, line 13, the sign for'ru' 
may he read as . The proto-Bengali form of this vomsL is,
it) mhowever, found such medieval 6rissan records as the Nagari 
plates (Saka 1230-31) of inangabhima III (E*I.Vol.XXVIII).
8 .VI"
o
The sign of this liquid vowel occurs Initially 
only when it is used for lu ( ^  )• Its sign is identical
with the negative of the Roman letter S. Sometimes it shows 
a tail-like mark at its bottom. (For similar forms see 
Biihler PI. vi ).
It S  ■
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Initial e occurs in Nos.l and 8 although offerA
slightly differing forms of the vowel* In No*8 it consists 
of a small horizontal forming the base with a vertical 
at its right extremity standing perpendicularly* The erds 
of the horizontal and vertical have small inward curves or 
betids* In No*I, the curve of the horizontal is suppressed*
Both these forms of "e"are derived from the
triangle-shaped Brahmi fef with a partial suppression of one 
side of the triangle*
The letter in Early Oriya as well as proto-
Bengali is the same as in modern Oriya > Bengali and Mai thill
10 - ai "
Initialr ai* does not occur in the inscriptions, 
Examined in the Thesis, but the proto-Bengali form of
u /h tc h  ^the vowel is practically the same as in modern Oriya
Bengali, and Mai thill, is found in such medieval Orissan
H<* \r\ X .b 'O .R .S ,X V M ,)*X  (See U « t Uo) .
inscription as (See £*I*III,p*332)*
11 ' o '
Initial" O ’occurs in line 12 of No*A (not re­
produced in the plate) and in No*8* It also occurs in 
early Oriya inscriptions* In all these it resembles the 
English numeral 3 having the; two curves opening towards 
the left*
18 " 2ft M
Initial* does not occur in the inscriptions
I
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• -
examined in the Thesis, but the Proto-Bengali form of 
the rovel which is practically the same in modern Oriya, 
Bengali and Maithili is found in medieval Orissan ins­
criptions* (Vide J*A*S*XVII, 1951, p*20)*
B. "MEDI1L VOWELS"
1 9a9
Medial*a'has no sign of its own since it is 
considered to be inherent in every consonantal sign* Its 
absence is indicated by the sign of Virama (am short 
slanting stroke) placed below the consonant*
2 ,at
The sign of medial'a in the Proto-Bengali, Nagari 
and Oriya scripts, consists of a vertical stroke placed 
to the right of the consonant. But rarely this takes 
the form of a short upward stroke attached to the top of
' •nou* Irt 2*. 7.0
the consonant as in 'bha1 in the word 9bhata9 in an early 
Oriya Inscription at Siahacalam. This is an early form 
preserved In the Kalinga script and Is due to the influence 
of the latter. »-n
Sometimes the vertical medial'a is slightly 
curved (See 9bha9 in line 12 of No*A)* In Proto-Bengali 
Nagari and early Oriya, this vertical is, generally, 
joined to the right hand top corner of the consonant by 
a short slanting stroke*
117
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In modern Oriya, this ttroke is suppressed*
In early Oriya, the vertical sign of medial a,
does not always descend as to cover the full length of the
■consonant but stops half way as In ka of No*2* This short 
a stroke is usual In the Gupta script* See Sumandala 
inscription*
In Oriya inscriptions as well as in modern 
Oriya, all the consonants may be divided into two groups 
One group, consists of letters which have a vertical at 
the right hand side and the other group,of letters which 
have no such vertical*
The letters included in the first group are 
kha, ga, gha, na, tha, dha, pa, pha, ma, ya, ya, sa, fa, sa*
Zt has been stated above that the vertical sign 
of medial a may be joined to the letters by a short slanting 
stroke at the right hand top corner or may stand separate.X some 
letters of the second group, however, the vertical is 
joined to the right side of the letters so as to become a 
sort of ligature with them*
The following may be noted as examples:
C_f ■H-it ■ Vtrcttcoj. o f ' l>n
ra in 33*1, la in 33*10, ^ bhoga in 31*2 etc*
3 " i “
In the Illustrative Proto^Bengall and Nagari 
plates the medial*i’ sign usually consists of a vertical to 
the left of the consonant with an upward elongation in the
119
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twhrtiwk f o n  of a curve so as to cover at part of the 
top of the consonant* In No.A the vertical Is curved. |
In early Oriya inscriptions written in the Oriya 
script the vertical assuming a slightly curved form is 
visible as in 'dhi1 in Ap.2. See also plate of No.19 but 
later it was gradually suppressed so that the medial i I
symbol in later Oriya inscriptions and in modern Oriya 
consists of an arc over the top of the letter. It is thus 
partially restored to its original form of the Gupta age.
In Oriya letters which have curved or round tops 
and which are without full-length verticals this arc is 
joined to the top curve of the letter which ,in its turn, 
is partimily suppressed, e.g. §  (ki) > ft (ki) >
Q  (ki) .
In letters which are open at the top e.g. in ' tha'ani 
•dha', the medial 'I1 sign (consisting of an are) is, sometimes 
in the inscriptions and usually in later Oriya, attached to 
the bottom of the letters, cf. •dhi« in No.8. In the 
interesting ligature for tnitt 'pal' jucfAkxxaubcra (cf. 53.1 3)
'ii takes the fora of a pr§tha-matra; Perhaps the latter stands 
for (longl).
4 * I "
♦
In Proto-Bengali and Nagari the sign of medial*I' 
consii*lsts of a vertical at the right hard side of the 
consonant with an upward elongation in the nature of a curve
912.0
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over Its right hand top corner*
The vertical of medial 9I9, unlike that of
medial 9i9 As fully retained in Oriya inscriptions as well
as in modern Oriya* In the latter, the curve narrows downmerely a hook and is 
to such an extent that sometimes if is/difficult to be
distinguished from the sign of medial a • Sometimes this
hooked form of medial9 I 9 stands separate from the
consonant*
In inscriptions sometimes the 9I9-stroke does 
not run the full length of the consontal sign*
5 "u"
In the Proto-Bengali and Nagari places appended 
to the Thesis, the medial'u‘symbol consists of a curve 
opening downwards as in No*I or towards the left as in Nos* 
k ,8 and 9 and is placed at the bottom of the consonant*
In Oriya inscriptions the curve usually becomes 
a loop with a tail and is placed at the bottom of the letter 
or attached to the bottom of the vertical and partly super­
imposed on its lower part* For instance in 9 gu1 if* pl*c 
the vertical has to do double duty as part of the consonant 
and of the vowel** mark*
In No.31, medial 9u9 consists of a cui've, thus
resembling the sign in No*I
i
1 2 1
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Medial 1uf in fruf in the Nagari, Proto-
Bengali and early Oriya scripts, is represented by a hook
/
attached to the middle of the vertical of the consonant
towards the right. See Tirupati in No.9.17, Rudra in No. 1.28
1
ru in pl.e, Kalapataru in No.28.4 (cf. fru! in line 1,
Sumandala inscription).
This way of marking medial 1u1 (by a hook) 
is sometimes seen in early Oriya with regard*/ to letters
c c  S l A b  s < T x t c d t  Y  r .
ending with a vertical having^e.g. SRSjic^ (Grubare)
in No. 19.2, (Prusot^ama) in No. 29.1.
Medial 1 u1 in 'tu1 sometimes forms a sortheir eAly
of ligature with the consonant. In such case there is sny
a
difference between the forms of ftu* and 'tta1.
6. flu”
The medial u is rare in the inscriptions. In 
early and modern Oriya it consists of a curve opening 
upwards from the right extemity of which a slanting stroke 
runs towards the right hand bottom corner. It is placed.
1 Sometimes instead of the single hook of 
medial u in ru in early Oriya^two hooks or curves (one 
hanging down from the other) are attached to the right side 
of the consonant as in the word 'desaru1 in 18A.
(Chapter 4 B page 14) 
at the bottom of the consonant*
7. "r"%
In early Oriya inscriptions, medial 'r1 
consists of an arc or curve opening upwards. This is 
placed at the bottom of the consonant. In modern Oriya 
the same sign has an inward loop at the right end.
8 . " 1*
This liquid vowel does not occur medially 
in the lncriptlons examined in the Thesis.
9. "e"
In Nos. A, 4,8 and 9, medial1 e *is a fp^s^ha- 
matra* resembling the modern Devanagarl medial sign of 
the vowel. It consists of a stroke which slants dommwards 
from left to right and is placed at the top of the consonant. 
This type of medial 'e' is first found in the so^alled 
Kufana Brahmi.
In No.A the upper and of the stroke has 
developed an upward curl. O/vvD 'WiooLt-r'*!
anc( vw
In Ho.I the medial ’e' sign Is a 'Parsva-matra' 
It consists of a curve opening towards the right, placed
to the left of the consonant*
10. " ■ i;: " al"
In Nos* A, 4,8,9, medial al consists of two
medial ' e' signs one placed above the other as In Nagari*
In Proto-Bengali and Oriya, medial 1al' is
I ^  1
1*3
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formed by the medial ,e> together with a modification of the 
medial Nagari "e9 sign placed at the top of it* vide 
•paiti' in 1.13 and 'painda' in 49-8, ri 'kai' in pl.c.
11
As in Brahmi and its other derivatives (in India) 
the medial fefl with the addition of the sign for medial a 
forms the medial 9 o9.
12 "an"
Medial au is formed by a combination of the 
medial signs of a£ and a* Vide ,La<|aul in 9*6 and 9Gau$- 
esvara9 in 26*1*
CHAPTER 4 C 
Palaeography (contd.)
CONSONANTS ("j^trkas11 or Radical signs)
VELARS
1. !,ka,f
The illustrative Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates, 
marked ‘(A*), offer essentially only one variety of ka. It 
consists of a JJroizontal top-stroke, a vertical down 
below it with a loop on the left and a curve on the 
right of the vertical* The loop sometimes reaches the 
foot of the vertical as in Nos*I and 4* The vertical 
is bent at the top in A, at the bottom in No.I. The 
loop and the curve are the development of the ancient 
cross-bar and the horizontal top-stroke^ of the serif 
that first appears in the so-called Kus^ana Brahmi
The loop and the curve already begin to appear in 
the script of the Gupta age, e.g. in the Sumandala plates 
(cf. bhattarake in 1.4, PI.I).
In early Oriya inscriptions, there are mainly 
three forms of nkalf.
1. the single-looped form
2. the double-looped form
3. the double-looped form minus the vertical.
i a 4
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The first is a derivative of the Proto-Bengali 
nkal! (which appears in No. I) through the intermediate 
stage where the letter has a hook at the left hand top.
O C C U T S
Such hooked rtka\in the Kendupatna plates of Nrsimha 331 
(cf. PI. of App. No.I)
The douhled-looped form developed out of the
tiihtsingle-looped forthe^curve of the latter being 
transformed into a loop.
The third form is derivative of the second with 
the suppression of the vertical.
2. "kha"
Of the five P^roto-Bengali and Nagari inscrip­
tions examined by me,only three exhibit the forms of 
'kha1 (Nos.A,I,8). In 9 the sign of the lingual
sibilant, besides doing its own duty, stands for the 
untfvoiced aspirated velar.
(For this characteristic, see note at the foot 
of the Text of No.9)
Broadly speaking, the plates offer two varieties 
of 'kha' (1) the Nagari type in No.8 and (2) the Proto- 
Bengali type in Nos. A and I.
The fkhaf symbol in No.A broadly resembles the 
figure of two equilateral triangles, placed near each 
other at the same level, a shallow curve opening
i a 6
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downwards, joining their xpp apexes. The left 
hand triangle is slightly open at the apex.
In No.I, the flattened 1 khaf symbol of A has 
gained in height . The trnegular loop on the left 
hand side has become smaller and circular.
r
The similar loop at the right hand side seen in 
Ko.Aj has become ehanged into a deep hollow in No. I.
The top horizontal in Nagari fkhaf corresponds 
to the shallow curve joining the top points of the 
triangular loops in A and the two hanging limbs of the 
latter in No.8^to its two triangular limbs in No.A.
The looped Proto-Bengali fkhaf occurs in Vinayaka- 
pala^ inscription of A.D.794-5 (Buhler, table IV).
Proto-Bengali fkhaf is clearly traceable to the 
Brahmi lkha* through its CJupta form in Sumandala plates . 
(cf. fkhaf in fmekhalaf in line I), xfca
Early Oriya inscriptions show essentially the 
looped form of fkhaf (which is a derivative of the 
Protor-Bengali form seen in No.I). The triangular loop 
forming the right limb of the letter has been considerably 
modified in Oriya by a wide opening rnd at the top and 
the development of a vertical.
3. " gafl
The letter 1 ga1 occurring in the Nagari and Proto-
Chapter 4 C (p.4)
Proto-Bengali plates is essentially of one variety.
The Nagari form of fgaf (with horizontal top stroke) 
occurs in Nos. 4>8,9. In Nos. A and I we have the 
Proto-Bengali form of the letter in which there is 
a curve at the topy in place of the horizontal top 
stroke.
Proto-Bengali fgaf like Xits fkha\ begins 
with a curve or loop at the ]<eft which is joined with 
the vertical at the right without showing any hollow 
in the joining curve as in 1kha*.
The letter 'ga1 in early Oriya inscriptions 
is a derivative of the Proto-Bengali fga* and is really 
identical with it with this differences that it shows 
a mere rounded top. Some of the forms show a curve 
at the left in stead of a loop as in modern Oriya.
In the latter the vertical usually protrudes over the 
top curve.
4. 1gha1
The symbol occurs in Nos.1,8 and 9 and is -more 
or less the modern Nagari 1gha*. In Nos. I and 8, of the 
two curves of fgha which originally formed the base 
of the letter, the left curve is but slightly higher 
than its neighbourj but in 9 it is still higher.
The serifs of the Gupta fghaf (cf. ftSgha in 1.
1 7 7
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in the Sumandala inscription) are merged into a single
horizontal top-stroke in the NagsrT and ProtorBengali
form of the letter.
In early Oriya there are two forms of ‘gha1 both
with round tops. They are derivatives of the Proto-
Bengali fghaf. The primary forn^ of the letter appears
in No, 13 and in the ligature Mngha!t in No, 14,
The secondary form which the curves tend to become
\
loops is a eursive variety of the primary form. This 
form appears in "ghTu" in No,29 and "ghen^m1 in No,49
i *
(1,5), In No, 18, unghan may reed flnga,!.
The above primary form survives in modern Oriya,
5. “ el"
In the inscriptions examined by me the velar 
nasal is only found in combination with other velars.
The Hagarl and Proto-Bengali plates offer ligatures in 
which the letter has nearly the same form. ..The dot or th 
circular sign is visible at the right end of the top 
stroke. See No,A, 1.4} No.I. ls,4-10-12.
The dot of this letter appears to have developed 
after the Gupta age (See Buhler, Table IV and cf.
Chapter 4 C page 6
. . .  1f-sankaf in Suraandala inscription, p!3, reverse 1.2.
Oriya na is a derivative of the Proto-Bengali 
form and as in the latter, the only difference between 
na and 1 da* is the dot or circular sign, mentioned above,
PALATALS 
6 c^a*1
The Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates (Nos, A,I,8,9) 
offer four slightly differing forms of fcaf, In Nos,
1 and 8, fca* consists of a short horizontal top-stroke 
with a vertical hanging down from its right end and 
with an angular curve joining the ends of the vertical 
fnom its left. In Nos, 9 the curve is less angular 
in shape and its upper end joins the vertical at its 
middle instead of its top. In No,A the upper end of 
the curve has a bend slightly towards the left and 
joins the left end of the horizontal top-stroke. This 
form of fcaf has a somewhat quadrangular shape.
1 In the pl§te of No,A (dated 105f A,L,) the 
circular sign of fnaf is quite clear. So this record 
comes 10 years after the#Benares plate of Karna whene 
this^characteristic of !naT first appears according 
to Buhler,
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In early Oriya inscriptions there are two 
varieties of ‘ca*. The top curve is common to both 
The difference lies in the lower part. In No.49 the
lower part is a loop of somewhat triangular shape. In
$
the rest of the inscriptions represented in the Charts 
it is a quadrangular curve with terminal opening 
towards the left. The letter as found in No.49 has 
survived in modern Oriya but the triangular lower 
limb has transformed itself to a globular one.
7 * cha1
The form of fcha* is based on that of fca!. **
The form in No.9 with its two loops somewhat resembles 
its Brahmi original while the Proto-Bengali fchaf looks 
like a combination of *caf and fchaf.
Th e form of ‘cha1 in early Oriya inscriptions 
is derived from the corresponding Proto-Bengali sign.
8 1 i a11
$v:ts? The E-shaped 1 jaf of Brahmi has undergone 
considerable modifications in its Nagari or Proto- 
Bengali forms.
** The letter occurs in Nos.8 and 9 each 
offering a different type. No. 8 offers the Proto- 
Bengali,No. 9 the Nagari jtanditp type.
\ 1 0
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The illustrative Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates 
exhibit essentially one form of fjaf. In No. 8 the letter 
has the same form as in modern Nagari. In Nos. A, I, and 9, 
the form of the letter, save the top horizontal, shows a 
prediliction for curves. In No.I, the upper end of the 
ancient vertical slants towards the left and joins the 
extremity of the top horizontal so as to form a'hook.
It is interesting to note that in cursive Oriya there 
are two varieties of fjaf. One of these is a derivative 
of the Proto-Bengali form occurring in No.I, the top 
horizontal of which has become a eurve. It occurs in Nos. 
14,18,31, Ap.3, Ap.4, etc. and survies in modern Oriya.
The other variety which occurs in Nos.l8A, 35, 49, etc. 
survies in modern Oriya as 'Karani1 ^af. It differs but
slightly from the form found in Brahmi. (cf. for the
i v> - *Gupta form of the letter^rajye in line 2 In the Sumandala 
inscription).
It may be pointed out that the early form of 1 ja1 is 
found in the Kalinga script1which apparently Influenced the 
development of the Karani form of Oriya'ja'. In thefKaranif 
' ja’ the original central bar has developed into a loop and 
the upper and lower limbs of the letter into curves. The * 
letter * ja* as found in the Oriya ligature jna is a develop­
ment of this form.
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9 "jha"
Amongst the Orikya inscriptions in Nagari and Proto-
B
Bengali^the ’jha* occurs only in No.8 (cf. $he pi.6/of
the original inscription, 1.20). What I doubtfully read
ss 1jhya1 in No.A may be 1jya1*
The form of ’jha1 in No.8 closely resembles the
Proto-Bengali form of the letters as found in line 60 of
Visvarupa Sena’s grant (Majumdar, ZESXBKKgX Inscriptions
of 3engal? III, p.147) of the thirteenth century which
surviv/es in the mddern Bengali* A slightly earlier form
ofthe letter occurs in line 42 of the Ganjam plate (A) of
Dandimahad^vl (E.I.VI, p.140.)
• •
In Visvarupasena*s grant ’jha’ consists of a horizontal 
top stroke with a vertical hanging from its right side the 
lower part of the vertical being the base of a triangle 
with its appx to the left. Another vertical is placed to 
the right of the one described above as its parallel and 
the two are joined about the middle or by a short-stroke. ** 
The letter ’jha’ in No.8 appears to retain the Proto-Bengali 
features noted above^with slight modifications. Oriya 1jha’ 
is a derivative of the Proto-Bengali form of the letter.
tt<<* fka( of^a T^ctvu S(C'V)
The tail of Oriya ’jha’^ is traceable to the stroke often 
slanting, joining t-he W o  verticals of the Proto-Bengali
hoif of-
** The vertical,^its parallel and the short stroke alone 
are traceable in the Brahmi form of the letter.
Chapter 4 C (p.9)
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symbol* -WhiieSrfie second vertical of the latter 
has transferred hitself into a curve that opens upwards 
and joins the top curve of the letter,
10 £an
This letter does not occur outside ligatures In 
any of the Inscriptions examined by me# (See Ligatures ),
LINGUALS XMwiak (Cerebrala)
1 1 wtaM
The Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates offer tvo
types of 9$a9# (l) The Nagari type and (2) the Proto-
(
Bengali type. The Proto-Bengali type appears in No#I 
the Nagari type in Nos#8 and 9, The letter read ® 9 $$af 
in No#A is probably the Proto-Bengali 9ta9# Nagari •fa* 
consists of a single curve opening towards the right and 
hanging down from a horizontal by means of a short vertical# 
Proto-Bengali 9ta9 does not have the horizontal but shows 
the double curve9 one below the other#
The first agrees < more with the Gupta and Brahmi 
•ta9 which has a single curve#
In early Oriya there are two forms of 1 ta1 both with 
double ourve# The first of them in which the curves open 
towards the rightf is a derivative of the Proto-Bengali 
9fa9# The second in which the lower cjirve develops into 
a loop is a derivative of the first form# Che second form
Chapter 4 C (p.11) 
survives in modern Oriya*
12 "fha"
It occurs in Hos*I and 8 and has two forms* In 
No*8 it consists of a mere circle as in Brahmi. In No*
1 , the circle hangs from a horizontal by means of a short 
vertical as in Nagari*
The first form is found in all early Oriya 
inscriptions and survives in modern Oriya* Thus 'fha' 
is the only letter of the Oriya alphabet, which preserves 
its ancient Brahmi form without any modification*
13 »4a"
The letter 'ga' which occurs in Nos*I 8 and 9
exhibit essentially a single form which is the same in
Nagari and Proto-Bengali. It consists of a top horizontal
strokefrom which hangs a slanting/ending in a curve opening 
towards the left.
In early Oriya Inscriptions the same form of 'ga' 
is used with the horizontal top•strokechanged into a curve 
In modern Oriya the tbp curve joins the left 
extremity of the lower curve*
The angular 'ga' of early Brahmi developed the 
curve, opening towards the left in the age of the Guptas* 
(See the word 'pl4a' in Suman4ala inscription, 2nd pi. 
reverse, in 1 *2 ).
14. " V
The illustrative Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates 
exhibit three forms of 9$ha9 which differ only slightly 
in details* No*8 offers the Devanagarl 9<Jhaf, where the 
scroll i*e* the curve 4ith the invard curve at the end 
hangs down from the horizontal by a short vertical* In 
No*4, the curl is not so prominent while in No*I the 
scroll hangsjtlovn from the /left extremity of the horizontal 
in such a way as to form a narrow hook/mf the top left 
corner*
/Of all the forms of 9$ha9, the Proto-Bengali form
in No*I seems to resemble more the Brahmi1 $ha9 which is,stroke but
of course^ without any horizontal top~njou&0^in which the 
scroll is quite pronounced*
In early Oriya, ,4ha* occurs only in inscription 
No*26 in the word 9gho4hara9. It is the Proto-Bengali form 
with the horizontal replaced by a top-curve*
15 "^a"
The Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates exhibit, 
broadly speaking, tvo varieties of f]ga9* The typical 
Nagari variety which appears in No*9, consists of a 
horizontal with 3 verticals hanging down from it , the left 
vertical ending in a tall slanting towards the right* The 
Proto-Bengali variety of the letter appears in No^*A while
Chapter 4 C* (p«I2)
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In Nos* I and 8 the same form appears irith slight 
modifications* In A. the ancient horizontal base of *$af 
has disappeared and the two curves of the letter found 
in the inscriptions of the Gupta age have met each other, 
the right hand curve Joining a vertical below its upper 
end}
* In Nos* I and 8 the left-hand curve has developedwhile
a small loop at the lover extremity, whiifr the right hand 
curve joins the top of the vertical*
In early and modern Oriya, & •ija1 has nearly its 
Proto-Bengali form. In modern Oriya a loop is generally 
formed at the junction of the two curves.
DENTALS 
16 "ta"
In the Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates there are
three forms of H a 1, two of which are without the vertical
as the right limb. V The first of the three varieties which
occurs in No.A,consists of a horizontal top stroke with a
detached curve opening dowudrds below it*
In the second variety occurring in Nos.I and 4,
the curve tends to be circular and opens towards the left,
while a short vertical joins its upper extremity with the
left end of the horizontal top-stroke. This is the
Proto-Bengali form of the letter but the loop at the upper 
1 The suppression of the base stroke of •ija1 is
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end of the curve, which is usual, is not noticed here*
The third variety which occurs in Nos. 8 and 9 is the 
modern Nagari form of the letter, with a vertical on the 
right. (See Buhler Sec.24 A (18)).
The form of Ha* in No#A differs slightly from the 
Gupta form (cf. •Parvata1 in jdm line 1 of the Suma^ala 
inscription) in which the curve usually touches the top 
stroke.
In early Oriya inscriptions, the short vertical 
and horizontal of the Proto-Bengali fora of the letter are 
transformed into a top-curve. In modern Oriya, the 
top-curve, which is semi-circular, starts from the left end 
of the lower curve.
In •ti1 occurring in Nos.l8A (1.8) and 29 (1.3)*, the 
triangle superimposed at the top, seems to stand for medial 
•i*. Here as well as in No.54 (1.7) the origin of the form 
^ a 1 is obscure.
17 "tha"
and^In the Proto-Bengali Nagari plates^ ,tha* occurs in
even noticed in inscriptions of the Gupta age at least in 
ligatures having 9$af as a subscript, (cf. fnaf in 
•bhuja^a1 - in 1 .2  with the subscript in Kfg$a, in 1 .1 0  of 
the Sumanjala inscription.
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Nos.I, 8 and 9. In No*I it has the Proto-Bengali form, 
in which there is no horizontal top-stroke. In Nos .8 and 9 
it has a horizontal top-stroke, the origin of which id due 
to the prolongation of the serif of the right-hand vertical* 
Oriya ftha9 is a derivative of the ProtorBengali form 
as found in No*I. The lower curve, however, has become 
more rounded*
In Brahmi, lthat consists of a circle with a dot at 
the centyire; in the Gupta script it becomes elliptical 
in shape and the dot generally develops into a corss-bar 
(cf* The Allahabad Stone Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta). 
In the Sumaydaja inscription the right hand vertical of 
tthat has already developed.
18 "da"
In the Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates,the letter 
occurs in two forms, slightly different from each other*
In Nos* 4,8 and 9 •da1 has the modern Nagari form of the 
letter. It consists of a curve which hangs from a 
horizontal top-stroke by a short vertical, opens towards 
the right and is endowed with downward tall.
InNo*A,the short vertical is suppressed and the 
curve Joins the left extremity of the horizontal*
In early Oriya inscriptions the slanting downward 
tall tends to be a vertical and the horizontal top-stroke 
of Proto-Bengali becomes a top-curve*
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19 "dha”
In the Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates ■dha* 
resembles ltha* with this difference that the former shows 
a short horn at its upper left corner in place of the curl 
of the latter* In No* I this horn is very short and may be 
mistaken for a serif* The horizontal top-stroke appearing 
always in No*8 and alternatively in No*9 is but the 
prolongation of the serif of the vertical of the letter* 
Usually ,dhal has an open top in Proto-Bengali and Nagari*
In No.fisl 54 (1*3) in early Oriya ^ he horn of *dhaf 
slanty towards the right bottom and crosses the vertical* 
This has some resemblance with the Karani form of the 
letter in modern Oriya*
The letter ,dhal (not as appearing in B*P1*3) of 
No*18 seems to be archaic*
20 "na”
The Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates exhibit 
three forms of •na1 closely resembling one another*
In No*A the letter consists of a horizontal 
top-stroke with a triangular loop hanging from it to the 
left extrem^y of which there is%maller loop or hollow 
knob* The second form occurring in No*I ^ onsiehsts of a 
narrow curve opening downwards and hanging from a horizontal 
top-stroke by means of a short vertical* The third form 
which occurs in Nos.4,8 and 9,resembles that of fnaf in
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Nagari and Bengali*
The first form of 'na', absent in Buhler's plates
occurs”such Orissan inscriptions as the Ganjam plates of
*
Da^cJimahadSvI and the Nadagam plates of Vajrahasta III*
In early Oriya there are two forms of fnaf Cl) the 
earlier or primary (2) the later or secondary* Both are 
derivatives of the third form of the letter discussed abwo. 
In these, the left slanting stroke along with the lower 
part of the vertical, below the point of junction, has 
become a curve# In the earlier form occurring in Nos#14 
18, etc# the upper part of the vertical is retained* In 
the later form the upper part of the vertical and the top 
horizontal are amalgamated into a single top curve# (cf#18A)* 
The ligature1 ‘ni* in No#54, (1#7) is distinguished 
from the similar ligature •ti1 in No*l8A(l*8) by reason of 
its inward curl at the left bottom> being less pronounced# 
These archaic forms are tracealble to the Kalinga script# 
cf# Buhler, Table VIII, Col#XII.l*29.
LABIALS
21. ttpatt
t r\
There are three slightly differing forms of ‘jpia* Athe 
Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates^first occurring in No.A, 
the second in No.I and the third in Nos. 8 and 9.
The first form resembles 'pa' in modern Nagari. In 8 
and 9,the lover end of the left curve joins ta the bottom
14 o
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of the vertical and not its middle part as in No*A.
Proto-Bengali •pa1 occurring in No.I is a development
of the form in No* A, the horizontal top-stroke being* .
transformed into a shallow curve* In early Oriya inscrip­
tions there are two forms of ‘pa1, prima/^ry and secondary* 
The first form is identical with •pa1 in No*I. It occurs
l9A| Nos »SA,L|8,lf9 r
in Ap*3, Ap.4, Nos*14,18, etc* The second form, hardly
distinguishable from early Oriya •ga1 is a derivative or
cursive form of the first* The primary form survives
in modern Oriya*
2 2. "pha"
The letter appears in Nos*I and 8 as well as in early 
Oriya inscriptions. The form of this letter is based on 
that of •pa1, the distinguishing mark consisting of a 
circular loop attached to the sign of ^ a 1 at its right 
hand top corner* In No*18A alone the sign is a hook 
instead of a loop. The loop distinguishing •pha* from 
•pa1 is traceable to the inward curve of the forme ound fv) 
Brahmi*
23. "ba"
The letter which stands for •ba1 in the illustrative 
charts and the Thesis is really derived from Brahmi 'va1* 
l~t may be noted in this connection that •va1 came to be 
pronounced as vba* in North-Eastern India*
In Proto-Bengali and Nagari the sign consists of a
' t4(
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horizontal top-stroke attached to the top of a vertical 
which has a loop at Its left* This Is a derivative of 
the Gupta W a 1 symbol* (See varsa In 1*2, Sumaggala 
Inscription)*
In early Oriya inscriptions there ere two forms of fbaf, 
one with the vertical and the other without it* (cf* ISA)* 
The first form As a derivative of the Proto-Bengali and 
Nagari fbaf (“•va1), its horizontal and a portion of the 
vertical being transformed into a curve* In the second
fen-mform the vertical is suppressed* It is an archaic influen-, form, ^
ced by the Kalinga script ; - :* The first/survives in 
modern Oriya fbaf with the top curve becoming conspicuously 
circular, while the second is its seribal (Karani) varia­
tion: 24 ,fbhaH
The Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates offer three 
varieties of fbhaf* The first of them occurs in Nos*A and 
I, the second ±mX in No*8, the third in No*9*
In the first variety, which is Proto-Bengali, the 
inverted wedge of the Gupta form (see 'bha1 in bhaya in 
1*4 of the Suma$4ala inscription) is changed \nto a 
triangle widely open at the apex* The right side of the 
original triangle turns downwards making a curve, as in 
the Gupta form*
The 2nd variety appears to be really a slightly
14a
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modified form of Nagari fbhaf although It may he mistaken
for a form of Nagari ±kx faf*
This form has retained the old vertical at the right
hand side, from the middle of which goes out towards the
aleft txaa.xtha^oitddlmxgfywkteh horizontal stroke which 
joins the middle of a curve that opens towards the left*
The original serif of the vertical is elongated 
towards the left, b&t it does not touch the upper end of 
the curve*
The 3rd variety of ,bhal is ™  an archaic form
resembling the same letterjiA the Northern alphabet of the
1Gupta age, e*g* in the Baigram grant of the Kumaragupta 
and in the Faridpur grant of Dharmaditya* The vertical 
of Bri^ ami ,bhal is here intact; but the horizontal central 
stroke has become a slanting bar touching the upper 
extremities of the vertical and the left limb of the 
letter*
In early Oriya inscriptions there are five types of 
•bha1 all derived from the Proto-Bengali form of the letter* 
1 * The first variety occurs in Ap*2, 3 and 4* In Ap*3
V
and 4 the top horizontal has become a curve*
2* The second type which is the tailed form of the 
first variety occurs in No*18*
3* The third variety, with the suppression of the
central base lineas found in No.18, occurs In N0.I8A.
(43
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4* The fourth form which occurs in No*49, with a 
notched loop inside, is a cursive variety of 
the letter as found in No*18A*
5# The fifth type with a single curve inside the 
letter, occurs in Nos*31 and 49*
The last type survives in modern Oriya in a eurwive 
and slightly altered form* The beginning of the tail of 
modern Oriya •bha* may be traceable to the short protube­
rance of the slanting base as found in No* A*
•Bha1 in No*53 is a sursive form*
25 "ma\
In Nagari and Proto-Bengali the form of •ma* does not 
differ much from its Gupta ancestor* It has, however, 
developed a horizontal top-stroke covering the breadth cf 
the letter* The reappearance of the knob at the left 
bottom is to be traced to the loop of Brahmi ,ma>*
In Oriya, the lower horizontal of Proto-Bengali •ma1 
as found in No.I,has been partially suppressed and the 
horizontal top-stroke has changed into a curve.
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SEMIVOWELS
26. j q fZ "ya"
Thepalatal semivowel 'ya* shows only one form
r  ■. rin the Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates* It is the usual
Nagari form* It consists of a horizontal top-stroke with
a vertical hanging down from its right extremity and a
curve to the left of the vertical joining the lower
extremity of the vertical and the left end of the horizontal*
The curve is slightly bent towards the left before it joins
the vertical*
This is a derivative of the fupta •ya1 with open
top (cf* yam in 1.1 of the Sumayjala inscription).
The early Oriya •ya* is a derivative of the
Proto-Bengali and Nagari form of the letter, the horizontal
top-stroke of the latter being transformed into a curve.
The junction of the lower curve with the left extremity of
the horizontal develops a curl to the left in early Oriya 'ya1.
Finally
XJQUL in order to distinguish the symbol of 1 ya1 from that
of its derivative pronounced like •ja1 (See Chapt. VII Sec.
6 of the Thesis) a tail-like stroke is attached to the
bottom of the letter or to the end of its vertical. This
Ap.lO(Circa 1400 A.D.)* 
mark clearly appears 1q/Nos.29(1469 A.D), 31(1472 A.D.), and
52.
27. "ya"
Though 'ya1 is not a semi-vowel it is treated here
for the sake of convenience# It is the original symbol
of Proto-Bengali and Nagari 'ya1. The Oriya ,ya* symbol
tfc* of the former
or, aocurately speaking , its derivative^ is used in Oriya
in places where the ancient »ya* is pronounced like 'ja1#
In No.I which is inscribed in Proto-Bengali
'bile' G Q   )J (=Skt. vijaya) is written as 1 blve 0  ami
1 ia^a1 T) ( water j is written as ' vala|)
in Proto-Bengali No.8. See also Kielhorn in E.£. Vol# VI,
XK ' " "
p. 140 (tJpejusi for upeyufi)
In early uriya inscriptions e.g. in Nos.14,18,31, etc. 
'ya1 is the same as Proto-Bengali and Nagari 'ya' with 
horizontal top-stroke replaced by a curve.
28. "ra"
6 The Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates offer, broadly
speaking 3 varieties of 'ra*.
(1) the straight-lined or Nagari variety (in Nos.
A and 9)
(2) the semi-looped type (in No.8)
(3) the looped or Proto-Bengali form (in No#I).
In No.A the symbol consists of a horizontal top-stroke
i46
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and a vertical hanging down from it, the lattersfs p n x  
lower extremity being touched by a slanting stroke from 
the left so as to form an acute angle* In No*9 this 
slanting stroke appears as a horizontal and joins the 
vertical at its middle*
(2) In No*8 the slanting stroke joins the lower
v(-extremity of the vertical; but is slightly curved and it
V ,  *  \
has an inward curl at its upperend.
(3) In No*I the slanting stroke has become an angulartuTvt 
its two ends joining the extremities of the vertical.
The curve also protrudes beyond the lower extremity 
of the vertical* The tail of Oriya ra is traceable to
this profusion*
\
In early Oriya inscriptions there are three forms of 
•ra1 , all derived from the tailed •ra* of Proto-Bengali 
So the tail is common to all the three forms*
In Nos* Ap#2. Ap*3, Ap.4, 14 and 18, the upper end 
of the angular curve of Proto-Bengali 'ra1 does not touch 
the vertical, but is bent towards the left and often ends 
in an outward curl. The horizontal top stroke is replaced 
by a curve. In No*49, the triangular lower limb of 
Proto-Bengali 'ra1 has assumed as a circular form and is 
dndowed with a top carve.
Both the above forms occur in No.31. The second of 
the two forms occurs in N0.I8A side by side with its
Chapter 4 C (p.25) 
cursive form in which the upper curve comes down to 
join the tail of the letter. This last form survives 
in modern °riya.
The only difference between •ca* and ,ral in Oriya is 
. that XXX •ra* Urns a tail which is wanting in •ca1.
1
29. •la*
The Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates offer essentially
I4S
1 In No.I (an Inscription found at Bhubaneswar) a 
hooklike mark or a short slanting stroke is attached to the 
lower extremity of the vertical of Nagari •la1. This has 
been read as •11a* by some scholars. I however see in the 
subscribed hook or slanting stroke, the beginning of the 
tail which characterises Oriya •la1, (for •!* with a 
hookline mark or tail , see in B, pi.4, Ap.2,4).
As regards the reading of verbals with single *1*
I find similar forms in an earlier inscription (No.A) and 
in nearly all later inscriptions.
In the early inscriptions of Orissa written in 
Proto-Bengali or acute-angled characters, the subscribed 
•la1 in some cases consists of two curzes and in others } 
of a single curve only# Hence the reading of this symbol 
as *lla* preferred by earlier writers is also justifiable.
The tail of Oriya •la* may be a remnant of a
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one type of la* It Is the same as Nagari •la1* The 
sign consists of a curve opening downwards which is 
joined by means of a similar curve to the middle part 
of the vertical at the right hanging dov/n from a horizontal 
top stroke. The left curve which is sometimes at a slightly 
lower level than its neighbour has its outer extremity 
turning sharply downwards especially in Nos*8 and 9*
6£ the two ourvfrsoaf Nagari end Proto-Bengali 1 la*
(continued) 
subscribed •la1*
There are only twe- instances of a verbal form 
ending in lllal in the inscriptions examined by me* One 
of these occurs in an Oriya inscription written in Telugu 
script found at Srikurman (Cf.5 (1*14)) and the other^ln 
ai mixed Oriya-Telugu inscription found in the Nel&ore 
district* The first is dated 1330 A*D* and the second 
about 1510 A*D* These forms may be explained as due to 
the stressing of single consonants which is sometimes done 
in SouthernOriya*
Mgythgga.Oltya Southern Oriya
’lokankara’ (of men) 1 lokai^kara' (No.3,1.9. )
'adhikare1 'addhikare* (No.5,1.10)
'adhikari' 'addhikari' (No.5,1.17)
•prakaraqa' 'prakkara^a'(No.5,1.13)
1 Sur»6L* * S U  y\y\ a. ' ( H 0 . 3  i . g J
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Of the two curves of Nagari and Proto-Bengali1la1
the inner one islthe transformation of the base-stroke of
Bfahml *laf (see •la1 in the Hatjligumpha inscription
in Buhler, Table II, Col. XXI, also •la1 in -mekhalayam
in line 1 of the Sumaryjala inscription).
In early Oriya there is only one kind of 1la1 which
is a derivative of the Proto-Bengali form of theletterbeing
the horizontal top-stroke/replaced by a curve. The 
inscriptions examined by me show how the vertical of •la1 
gradually merges into the top curve until it disappears 
altogether in modern °riya.
30. ^ a 11
Though f^ a* is not a semivowel it is treated here
as it is the same as the •la* symbol of Nagari and Proto-
Bengali* AS noted above, Proto-Bengali and Nagari
•la* with the addition of a hook, or slanting stroke
attached to its bottom stands for the liquid •la* in early
Oriya The normal flaf symbol of the former and and its
derivative in Oriya represent in my opinion the retroflex
*w»
\ (see the letter No.I and in early Oriya inscriptions 
Nos. Ap.2, 17).
31. "vaM
The labial semi-vowel occurs in Oriya only when it
I 50
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follows a non-vowel# The only instance of the symbol 
for fva* in Oriya inscriptions written in Northern scripts 
occurs in No#9 (cf#sect.8, Chap#7).
Here a diacritical mark inform of a small crircle isI
placed at the bottom of the Nagari symbol of Va' •
SIBILANTS
32. "sM
The Nagari and Proto-Bengali plates exhibit three 
forms of the palatal sibilant#
The Proto-Bengali form has a loop at the left end 
of the letter# The other form resembles the^letter in 
modern Nagari# 5ri as found in No#9 shows the same form 
of sa as in Nagari 1 sra1 and 's^1# But such is not the 
case with ‘sri1 in No#8.
The form which is peculiarly characteristic of 
Proto-Bengali, occurs in Nos# A and I# Here the loop 
at the left hand side is joined to the upper and or 
extremity of the vertical by means of a notched curve?
For a discussion on the development of Nagari ,^al
see Buhler, Sec#24(28), and for the development of Proto-
Bengali 'sa1, see 1#R#A#S.#£#, 1938, pp#354-365 •
The curious form of 4rl (o£»Flate-c) is- a- cursive 
form ending in an ornamental flourish#
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The second variety of ,sal begins to appear
since the 7th century (See Buhler Sec.24A (28)•
The peculiar 1 sa1 symbol ( ) reproduced in
the Plate from No.8 with a query mark might actually
be the sign for 1 sa1.
In early Oriya inscriptions there are two varieties
of the letter*
The first variety occurs generally in the Oriya
inscriptions and survives in modern °riya. It is identical
with the proto-Bengali symbol of No*I.
The aeoond variety is very rafee* It occurs in
No*35, line 5 (desa). It is a derivative of the Nagari
1sa1 as found in No*8*
In the peculiar ligature vsrl* in No#18A, the
letter 1 sa1 is of the southern variety as noticed in
inscriptions within the Kalinga script, (see PI.59, The /
Palaeography of India by Ojha).
The curious form of 'sri1 (cf.Pl.c) is a cursive
form e n d i n g  in an ornamental flourish^ ckLso [ o ^ n d  i w t P i e  
SCY^ bt o]- tU* I3,w - <L|1h c«nTurt-es .
33. "fa"
In the Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates ^ a 1 occurs
in Nos.8 and 9. The form of the letter in the two alphabets
is similar. It is distinguishable from fpaf only by means 
of its slanting cross-bar . In No. 9 the central bar is 
slanting but in No.8 it is almost horizontal. Early Oriya 
fsaf is a derivative of the form as found in No.8.
*53
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34# "sa"
The Proto-Bengali form of 'sa1 occurs in Nos# A 
Proto-Bengali
and I# It resembles/'bha' but unlike the latter, is 
endowed with.,a vertical as its right limb.
This type of 'sa' is traceable to the Gupta forw 
which has an open top and an inverted wddge (see Svasti 
in Suma$$&la inscription, line 1)#
In the Proto-Bengali form, the old inverted wedge 
is a triangle wide open at the apex. XKXHBX
6 Nagari 'sa' which closely resembles the form of\
the letter as found in early inscriptions (see Buhler 
table ,31 €el# 39. ) has been used in No#9#
In No#8, the left limb of the letter appears in 
a slightly modified form#
The early °riya epigraphs exhibit two types of 'sa':
(l) the closed type and (2) the open type (with a downward 
opening)•
The first normally used in inscriptions, is a 
derivative of Na|agrl 'sa', with the upper horizontal 
transformed into a curve and the central crossbar almost 
suppressed# The slanting stroke at the left bottom becomes 
the base of the symbol and closes its doward opening# The 
closed 'sa' is the normal form in modern Oriya.
The open type of Oriya ^ a 1 is not common in the 
inscription^ It, however, occurs in several forms, (see ^ it
pl.c)* The form with the loop at the right top (No*53) 
resembles the Karaiji 1 sa1 in modern Oriya. In the forms
occurring in Nc&35 and 29 the loop at the top occupies a
\
central position* In No*29, a smaller loop appears at the 
left bottom* This is suppressed in Nos*35 and 53*
i
The open type of ‘sa1 survives as the Karani form in 
Modern °riya*
The latter resembles the cursive form of fsaf in 
modern Bengali and seems to be traceable to the Proto-Bengali 
form of the letter.
"SEIflABT
35. 'ha1
The Proto-Bengali and Nagari plates offer essentially 
on# type of *haf (in Nos*I, 8, and 9) with a tail attached 
to the bottom* The letter as found in No*l shows a cursive
form. Of the three types of 'ha1 used in the early Oriya
inscriptions,the tailed form is a derivative of Nagari and 
Proto-Bengali ,hal• It resembles 'da1 but has a tail that 
distinguishes it from the latter*
The letter fhaf as found in the Suman^ala Inscription 
(cf*last letter in 1*3) does not show the tail which later 
developed out of the short downward protuberance at its lower
1- CK,S ^4' l/Vu H* s C  P(.
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12-
adbciixxiairax end sometimes noticed In the alphabet of 
the Gupta age (cf# •ha1 in 1sahasra1 in 1*5 of the 
Sumaij<Jala inscription)*
The early Oriya inscriptions exhibit 3 types or 
varieties of •ha1•
(1) the cursive variety resembling a form of the 
Gupta •ha1#*
(2) the tailed variety,
(3) the tailless variety#
The first appears always in combination with medial 
•i1 in the word •srahi1# It occurs in the third line of 
No#I, written in Proto-Bengali and in Nos#19 (1#2), 24 (1#2) 
(both written in early Oriya)#
The second variety is usual in the inscriptions 
as wwll as in modern Oriya. It is deriged from the Proto- 
Bengali and Nagari symbol#
The third variety which is found in some inscriptions 
(see the symbol in 18A)f survives as Karani •ha1 in modern 
Oriya# This ie a cursive form of the tailed variety#
* 1# In the fourth sheet of fcf plates# I listed thisform of dttUtt fhi* as a doubtful symbol# But, as indicated 
above it is the cursive form of Gupta •ha1 with the inward 
curve standing for medial ,il# cf n0 Q_s 1,-5)
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"Vlrama1
The sign of virama appears only once in the word 
'sambat1 in 1.1 of No.9 and resembles the medial 1u* 
1uf sign in Oriya which has been described above.
i 57
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"LIC-ATURES*1
I The number of inscriptions in the Nagari and 
Proto-Bengali alphabets which have been examined by me 
is not many. They offer about 3 So cases of the use of 
ligatures. In most of these cases the constituents 
forming a ligature are more or less recognisable. But in 
the H  ligatures of the Oriya inscriptions written in 
the early Oriya script, the constituent elements, in 
many casesN suffer so much change as to become totally 
different from the corresponding, radical signs, I shall 
therefore chiefly draw attention to the ligatures in early 
Oriya with special reference to the peculiar ones.
II These ligatures are not formed by the combinations 
of radical signs but are developed out of old Brahmi 
ligatures passing through various stages. They are 
directly associated with the Proto-Bengali ligatures.
III When two $r more consonants are to be pronounced- 
together, they are invariably represented in ligatures
in the Oriya inscriptions. The sign of 1Virama1 is never 
used as is sometimes done in modern Oriya.
the-
IV In a ligature, succeeding member is usually placedN
below the preceding one with a few exceptions. When 
’pa1 > *yaf, etc., are used as the second or third 
member of a ligature, they are attached to the 
right side of the superscript.
5 The sign of the first constituent generally remains 
intact with a few exceptions such as in the case of 
•ra* (as in Nagari*- and Proto-Bengali), *taf , etc.
The sign of the second or third constituent in a 
ligature has usually suffered a greater change.
6 We are to remember that in a number of cases 
in early Oriya as in Nagari and Proto-Bengali there 
is partial superimposition of forms in ligatures.
7 It is interesting to note that in a large number 
of cases, the forms of consonants in a ligature are 
archaat. Some of them such as fn* as the first 
member and fcaf as the second are the same as in 
Proto-Bengali ligatures. Others like ’the*, the,
•ma* and *ya* are also traceable to earlier stages
in the development of Brahmi . Generally speaking 
the subscripts in Oriya ligatures are more archaic 
than they are in fehe corresponding Nagari forms.
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S m  ef the ligatures found la the early Oriyaare
Inscriptions, wfticV«3p«cially interesting from tha 
polaeagraphical peiht of view, ara discussed fcelevt '
8 Wham tha velar nasal la fallowed by and combined 
with aay of the other members af tha class, tha signs 
of tha subscripts are partially represented. (Sea 
anka la Xla.51, 1.3, nga ia Ho.ISA, 1.3, SKA mgha la 
No, 17, Is. 10,5 and 11).
9 Whoa the palatal nasal is similarly combined
vith * ea*, tha sign of tha latter is fen v represented and
wkXXm the sign of tha superscript is partially 
rapresanted. (See Kune" ia Ha.17 1.7). xq the ligature 
of ‘no’ and 'oa' tha upper liab of the symbol of 'nal
corresponding tb the right limb in the Brahmi form of the
islatter placed above *oa' in a slightly modified form, (see
J A
'fica' in Xjofis 'panoa* in Nos.21, 1.13, 23, 1.16, etc.
In modern °rlya the letter 'na* looks like two
intial 'o' signs of Oriya, one made smaller and suparscrlbad
on the other. In ligatures, one of these, with Its lower
end elongated so as to form an ornamental top curve of the
letter, is placed above tha subscript. This form of 'na' in 
ligature Is found xlxm in Proto-Bengali and Oriya inscrip­
tions. The font of 'Sea* as found in Ho.49 and reproduced 
in Pl.B may be defective.
The combination of fnaf with other members of the
\
class, which is not found in the inscriptions is 
similarly represented in modern Oriya.
10 In the combination of the cerebral nasal
with any other member of the class^the former is 
unmodified
xit±dB2L£i:£±B& while the sign of the other is represented
i
partially as a subscript in the case of ^a* and 
fully in case of fthaf. (In fstaf the subscript is 
not modified in modern Oriya although it is found 
in its modified Proto-Bengali form in inscriptions}
See benta in No.28, 1.5, guntha (cf. Ap.I, Is*9 and 13) 
enderi in No.17, 1.7, but the subscript, of !ndaf 
in ’danda1 in N0.I8A, 1.2 and^ndapa* preserves its 
Proto-Bengali form. The interesting ligature ’ndha* 
of modern Oriya is not found in the inscriptions.
11 When the dental nasal is similarly combined with
a consonant of its class, Its sign is fully represented 
but the sign of the subscript is modified. (sec 
lsantake,in No.ISA, 1.3, fabhyantara in No,19, 1.4, 
'narlndra1 in No.14, 1.4.
12 In a similar combination of the
labial nasal, it is modified bat the subscript Is in
<60
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1its full form in Xjqjfx fnpaf(and fnphaT); but ia 
fmbaf and fmbhaf it remains in tact, yfhile the 
subscript is modified. In 1 qpa1 and •n^ha* the 
subscripts form the right limb of the ligatures; 
bnt, in fmba! and 1 mbha*, 'ba' and fbha* are placed 
beneath !maf. (see 'sfi^ parada in No.50, 1.2). In 
1 mbha1 in N0.I8A, 1.5 and in No.49, 1.3, 'bha1
>
with 2 curves is more akin to its matrjtka in 
Proto-Bengali, than in Kumbhara in No.54, 1.4,
( written ±xfKurmbhara*)where it is modified as 
in modern Oriya.
13 When a consonant is followed by a
semi vowel or the retTnflex fIf• the sicn of the• ' —
former remains in tact and that fcf the rother is 
partially represented.**
** There are^iowever, some exceptions. e.£. In a 
ligature with fyaf as a subscript,the sign of fyaf is 
fully represented and forms the right limb of it.
Cf. ‘gyati1 (=gyamti) in No.49, 1.6,'maahye*in No.ISA. 1.1 
'agya t XSXg$JllK (“agyam) in No. 19, 1.3,'rajyem,'in 
No,51, 1.2. In all the examples ’ ya'iiaocSi resembles the 
early form of the letter. In later inscriptions as well as
Chapter 4 D (p.5)
In fsvaf in the words fasvadhaf in No,52, line 4 
and jmxaai3g 1paramesvara1 in No.49, 1.4, the superscript 
is intact and the subscript is modified. But in 
ligatures 1 raf is never represented by its radical 
sign but by a derivative of the Brahmi (see
•^rimalya1 in No. 17, 1.9 and cf. •barna1 in No.21, 1.13,
where 1 ra* is superscript)A
14 When a sibilant is combined with a
following consonant of the same place of articulation
its sign is fully represented while the representation 
of the subscript is in some cases full and in cl others 
partial.
fstaf
In XXptX (cf. Samasta in No.19, 1.2),
1 ta* is without its top matra.
But in ,stha* (see 1sthal1 in No.50, 1.5) 
*thaf has an archaic form which is found in the Suma^dala 
inscription (cf. !sthittya, in 1.13).
In 'sea* the subscript is fully represented
I £ %
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in modern Oriya, its sign i& considerably modified 
and placed to the right of the superscript without 
any connection between them.
Chapter 4 D (p.7)
(see 'sca1 in Ap.4, 1.3, in No.31, 1.15). Xfeaxmfex
The subscript in 1 sta1 is represented 
fully in No.31, 1.20 but partially (in a mutilated form) 
in No.17, 1.5 and in No.29, 1.7. In the ligature ,s$al 
in No.18 the superscript looks like fmaf.
•Tha1 is fully represented in •s'Jha1 
occurring in in Ap.No.2 and in No.31, 1.20.
15 In ligatures involving reduplication of
a consonant the sign of the superscript is represented 
fully but the representation of the subscript is partial, 
(cf. •cca1 in No.31, 1.11, 'tta1 in No.31, 1.19 X )•
16 When * ta1 stands as the first member of
a ligature it forms the left limb of the sign as in Nagari 
((see in No.28, 1.5)/in some casesj^ or placed below the 
second member as is usually done in modern Oriya.
17 In ‘pta1 as found in ’gajaptl* in N0.I8A,
1.5, a modified form of ftaf, is attached to the right hand 
top corner of fpaf. More msually it is placed at the 
bottom of the first member of the ligature as in 'gajaptl1 
in No.24, 1.1 and •bhak^ti* in No.26, 1.2.
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18 In ligatures wherein 'ma* is the second
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member/fi, it is partially superimposed on the vertical 
of the' superscript as in 'smae1 in No.l8A, 1.4, ^adma1 
in No.26, 1.2 and No.29, 1.6 or placed below that letter 
as in modern Oriya. Subscript •ma1 is usually without 
its top-matra In Proto-Bengali and Oriya.
19 In ligatures in which fna! is the
second member, it is placed below the superscript and
usually shows an archaic form, (see •ki^ama*
in No.50, 1.7, 1 subarea in No.52, 1.1 ana cf.
in Sumaij4ala inscription in 1.10).
20 In the interesting ligature •jna1 as -
found in early and modern Oriya, the sign of 1jaf 
constitutes the lower limb of the symbol and shows an 
arahaic form which looks like a modification of Brahmi 
'ja*. The sign of fna! also exhibits considerable 
modification, cf its. ,v> n. 8 ,1.9 , «. vi .
21 In the ligature 'ksa* which is erroneously
considered to be a radical sign in Oriya, the original 
cross-bars of the two consonants fkaf and 1 §af are 
represented by a single bar. (see fpariksa in No.23,
1.7, ,pun<jarlk§al in No. 14, 1.7).
1 G 4
Numerals and fractions occurring in the 
Oriya inscriptions.
The Oriya inscriptions examined in this 
Thesis, exhibit not only different varieties of 
characters as pointed out in the proceeding pages but 
also varying forms of numerals. As in the case of 
the Oriya alphabet,the Oriya numerals are, broadly 
speaking, of Proto-Bengali origin. But Nagari forms 
occur in some inscriptions (cf.No.9) and Telugu forms 
have contributed considerably to the development of 
some of the modern Oriya numerals.
Of these numerals, the signs for 2-and 5 are 
the same as in Telugu. The signs for 1 and 3 are also 
modifications of the corresponding Telugu signs. The 
sign for 4 is common to Proto-Bengali, Oriya and 
Telugu. The remaining Oriya numerals are derived from 
Proto-Bengali.
In No.8 the numerals used are Proto-Bengali.
The peculiar sign occurring (after the 
figure 140) in No.18A and some other records and 
illustrated as a doubtful symbol in pl.c (sheet 4), 
indicates that the preceeding number is a complete one 
without fractions.
In Nos.29 and 53, one-half is expressed by 
two1 dandas1, a'Hancja11 standing for one-fourth. The
Chapter 4 D (p.9)
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same system of writing fractions is found in inscrip­
tions of Bengal (Cf. the Sahitya-parisat plate of 
Visvarupasena, Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol.Ill, 
pp.140 ff.
23 In the precceding pages the forms of
the characters as found in the Oriya inscriptions
have been discussed in detail. An attempt has been
made to point out the archaic and modified features
of the letters and to trace them to their sources.
It has been noticed that sometimes various forms of
a single letter, traceable to northern and southern
alphabets, have been used in the same inscription.
This perhaps indicates the acquaintance of the
various
professional scribes with/scripts as in the case of 
the writers of documents written in the 1 Later Kalinga 
script1•
A few general observations may now be made 
on the chief peculiarities of the Oriya alphabet vis 
a vis the other alphabets used in the neighbouring 
territories.
24 In some cases, the Oriya alphabet preserves
the original Brahmi form of the letter more faithfully
than the other derivatives of Brahmi. Attention in 
$
this connection may be' drawn to the letters !tha* and
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initial fif. As pointed out above, the Oriya ‘Ijha1 is 
exactly the same as used in the Brahmi inscriptions of 
the third century B.C. While the initial 1if in Oriya 
is more archaic than the letter in Bengali-Assamese and 
Maithili and even Nagari.
•25 Some of the typical Proto-Bengali letters,
•e.g. 'kha1, !gaf, !na!, *saf did not develop horizontal 
top-strokes as in Nagari. This characteristic survives in 
all the derivatives of Proto-Bengali, namely Bengali- 
Assamese, Ldaithili and Oriya.
26 The characters of the Oriya alphabet exhibit
circular top-curves, covering the entire breadth of the 
letters with some exceptions (e.g. initial faf and 'a1 
with double curves, lel and 'ai1, 1 o* and !auf, ftha* 
and ,dhal). In most cases the top-curve is a development 
of the serif, developed in Brahmi about the beginning
of the Christian era, though the horizontal top-stroke 
of Proto-Bengali. In these cases, the top-curve is an 
ornamental adjunct of the letter.
27 The letters with top-curves have usually
two distinct parts, lower and upper. The actual letter 
forms the lower part while A greater space above, is 
occupied by the ornamental top-curve.
16*
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28 Many of the letters of the Oriya alphabet
show verticals bat none a horizontal In the teue sense
of the term, although a horn or slanting bar Is seen
<*■ i.in a few forms (e.g. '^ha', 'fa', 'sa' and the ligature
'mpa'). Most of the letters are considerably rounded off
in the left side and have the vertical at the right.
In some oases the vertical forms the right
limb of the actual letter and is in the lower part of
the sign (e.g. in 'ka‘, 'Ja', 'da', 'ba', 'ha'). But In
other cases, the vertical extends above auod Is joined
by the top curve. Normally It extends slightly beyond
the point of its junction with the top-curve .
as limbs of the letters are 
The verticals/traceable to different stages
of development of the script from the Brahmi to the
Proto-Bengali. Only in the case of 'ha', its vertical
developed after the Proto-Bengali stage. In some oases
(of. 'jha' and 'ra') the vertical of the Proto-Bengali
stage has been oonverted to a curve. The lower parts
of many a letter which were angular in the Proto-Bengali
stage gradually  became rounded'off, in  O riya.
» .
29 In Proto-Bengali the letters are usually
longlsh, while in early Oriya the top-curve w h i c h
developed out of the horizontal top-natra of Proto-
xBengali involved a further lengheuing of the letters
upwards* In order to compensate this the letters forming 
the lower parts of the Oriya characters hade- to be eb 
compressed. This led to considerably modification in 
thd shape of some letters (e.g. 'da1, fdhaf, fhaf).
30 Oriya inscriptions exhibit the gradual
tendency to make the letters look like roundish and
1
almost without an opening.
Some of the peculiarities specified above,
are evidently due to the common practice of scratching
2
letters with a stylus on palm-leaves in Orissa.
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1 A recent examination of the estampages of 
6?eme' of the Oriya inscriptions written in old Telugu (See 
chal4A,p.lO,fn.) show® that the tendency of this script'V
has been similar. I take this opportunity to kote that 
these estampages do not differentiate between short fef 
and long fef and short *o' and long 'o'. These are, 
however, marked in the printed text of S.I.I.Vols.V and VI
and in my transcripts, which are based on the latter.
\
2 For the use of palm-leaves as a writing material 
in Orissa, see JASB.Vol.69 T pt.1 (1900), pp.117 ff. Paper 
was hardly used in Orissa for writing manuscripts before
the British period. The only Ms. of an e a r l y  Oriya vrork
131 In concussion it may be noted that the
fore-going pages embody the first attempt at a 
systematic investigation into the Oriya Palaeography 
based on a large number of inscriptions 'which hve been 
studied from estampages and photo-prints. Some of these 
inscriptions were previously published with inaccurate 
transcripts and without translations and facsimiles.
As regards tho transcripts of Oriya inscriptions 
incorporated in S.I.I. Vol.V (1925), the Government 
Epigraphist for India admits in the preface as 
follows:
!lthe texts given have to be considered
as tentative since there a±saxfE» are no published
inscriptions in this language and script to afford
icomparison and since scholars capable of handing them 
are also few*1
The published transcripts are often so 
faulty that the records hardly offer any sense. The
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written on paper of. some antiquity that I have yet seen 
is the tenth book of the BttSflavata of Jagannatha Dasa 
preserved in the library of Commonwealth Relations Office, 
London. But it is written in the Nagari script.
author claims that his work contains the correct text 
and interpretation of the inscriptions in question.
This will be clear from a study of S.I.I., Vol.VI, Nos. 
749, 895, 903, 1147, 1149, 1151, 1153, 1154, 1158, 1159, 
1162, 1165 and 3.I.I.Vol.V, Nos.1006 and 1132, re-edited 
along with other records in the Thesis.
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mChapter 5*
The vocabulary of the inscriptions.
@1 The earliest of the 71 Oriya inscriptions embodied
in this thesis, is found in village Urajam in Taluk 
h^
CicacoleCXSSJL& pronounced CikSkol ) which adjoins the
Province ( now called the State)of Orissa and belongs to
the Madras Presidency. This belongs to the Xlth century.
The next inscription found in Bhuvane£vara, is dated the
22nd samvat of Vira Narasimhadeva which roughly corresponds
to the sixties of the XIHth century (most likely A.D. 1256 ).
The rest of the inscriptions,including perhaps the few
undated ones, belongs to the period of the next four
centuries , closing with A.D.1568.
It is also to be noted that about 35 of these inscrips
i.e.almost half of the inscriptions are found in the temples
✓
at Simhficalam and Sr3Mrmam,both belonging to the present
Vizagapatam district of Madras. Most of the remaining inscrips
% t ■
are found in the district of Gan jam which was in 1936 
transferred from Madras to Orissa and in the district ofj.Puri
in Orissa.(Soon after 1568 A.D. the Oriya speaking regions
«
of the Gan jam and Vizagpatam districts became connected with 
the south in the matter of administration upto 1956A.D.)
several centuries, under the common rule of the kings of
the Ganga and Solar dynasties , one would expect Oriya and
Telugu^to^exert^some^influence upon each other.
For distinctive features <bf Dravidian see I£I,VoltIV,pp
Since the whole of the Oriya speaking regions and 
a great part of the Telugu speaking regions were, for
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j)? The threefold division of the vocabulary of the 
MIA into tatsamaC Skt-like), tadbhava( Skt derivatives) 
and de&I( regional or local - not traceable to Slcfc-) is 
customarily applied to the vocabulary of the HIA. The first 
division has further been subdivided by some philologists 
into two categories called tatsama and semi-tatsama after 
Hoernle, the latter comprising those Skt loan words which 
are slightly distorted in the : mouths of the
speakers and-which fas far as their ghonetlc forms are 
concerned, come between their tatsama er undistorted Skt 
forme on the one hand and their tadbhava forma er- more 
decayed forms as- inherited words^on3?!!© other2•
Of the* three forms 1 sShasa-malla1 (lit .brave wrestler)
'sSsamala' and ’sSmala', thefirst may be taken as a tatsama
\
the second as a semi-tatsama and the third as a tadbhava .
Some of the words of the NIA may not be traceable to 
attested forms in Classical Skt but may be traceable to forms
in the Vedic language or even to forms not attested in either
of these two but^£eS8E§€ruct ed on the evidence of cognate
languages of the I.E. *, still they should be called tadbhavas,
As instances of defii words we may cite from the inscrij
the vocables fkodief(one score),ftot5f(a grove), etc.^
1.Cp •11adbhavas-tatsamo de&f tyanekah prSkrta kramah' 1.53 of 
KffvySdarsa (circa 7th century A.D.).
2.Cp.Introduction,P.38,Gram.of the Gaudianlangs-Hoernle, 1880. 
iflI,Vol.I,pt.I,pp 127-28(5jh5=tatsama,5gy3=seAi-tsm,an=' / 
tadbhava)•
2n6Canarese i^hSndogya (l*10}is a de&I(cp midice,a logu
' i "M 
Ghapt.5(P.3).
Of the three-fold’1’ division of tatsama,tadbhava 
and dedf words, by far the large majority of the words of 
the Qriya inscriptions ( as of the Oriya language) comes 
under the tadbhava category; then a respectable number of 
the words ,come under the tatsama category and only a few 
words come under the third or the de&I category*
It should be mentioned however that in the rustic 
style(grSmya-bh5s5) as Opposed to the educatedC &ista) and 
literary(sShityika) styles in Oriya, the de&I words play a 
much more important part than the tatsama words
Of the de§I words in Oriya , some are tr x traceable 
to the Dravidian or South Indian family of languages and 
a few to the Munda family of languages*
l.R*G*Bhandarkar (WPL,P*587) classifies the vocabulary^ of the 
Northern Indian vernaculars into 7 categories- l.Old tadbhavas 
2*01d tatsamas 5*Modern tadbhava 4.Modern tatsama 5* De&ya
6. Arabic 7•Persian* Of these 7, the first two are heritages 
from Prakrits. He notes that apart from Bengali which contains 
the largest numbern of pure Skt words, Oriya leads other NIA 
languages in using modern tatsama or tadbhava elements*
Dr. Chatterji however observes that literary Oriya is more 
Skt-ridden than Bengali.(ODBL,P* 107)• In recent years, the 
Sanskritic style in Oriya, is not well thought of*
n  5
t * * •
Chapt.5(P.4) #
@4 From pre-historic times Orissa has been inhabited
by a large number of hill-tribes some of whom speak 
languages belonging ti the Munda family1. Other tribes 
such as the Kandha and the ParajSs are known to be speakers 
of dialects of the Dravidian family2. Though Oriya has 
largely influenced the speech of these primitive peoples, 
she has received , on her own turn, a number of words 
(jdtperhaps not large ) from their languages#
Some of these words,e#g# kuli£( a fox),lit5(ripe), 
amrS( to reach)( listed &n P#19,Introd. to Vol#3,TS0L 9 
are perhaps confined to limited areas in the forest clad 
high-lands. Other words like ker5( a bundle or collection), 
mShaj-iS( gratis),debri( left) which are said to be of Kui 
and Mundari origin(see Introd.,ibid) have received wide 
currency in the Oriya language#
In the present state of our knowledge of the Munda 
family of languages, it is not easy to trace a large number 
of de£I words to this family. Words like ko$ie7;( a score), 
joda or jora ( a channel), m5ipi(text mSipf or mSipS) ( a 
woman) which accur in the inscriptions, may be traceable to 
this family.
1.For the Munda langs,see IfiI,IV,P.79 ff.; for Juang dialect, 
P.209,ibid; for Savara dialect, P#217,ibid;#
2.For the Kandha & Parji dialects,see P.457 & P.55^1 ibid#
5.See P.26,PAPD.
When we come to examine the influence of the Dravi- 
diem languages on Oriya vocabulary, we are on a firmer 
ground ,for these languages have comparatively rich lite­
ratures accompanied with scientific works on lexicography. 
Apart from a number of Skt words such as nfra(water) ,marka£a*
( a monkey) which Oriya has inherited or borrowed from Skt 
but which are ultimately traceable to the Dravidian family, 
Oriya undoubtedly contains a number-of words which are used 
in a similar or modified form in one or more of the Dravidiai 
languages such as Telugu,Canarese,Tamil and Malayalam. Some 
of these words are very widely used in Oriya ( and are in 
no sense dialectical). Of such words, we may list the follow­
ing almost all of which are found in the inscriptions. They 
are words on weights and measures.*
1.adS (cp Skt Sdhaka) 5*P©^ti
2.kuhc5 6.bi£S(text vi&ya 5*14-15)
3 • gunfha 7*mfi§ha =about half a tola
4-.pala 8. bafi =20 acres .
In the system of weights and measures, Orissa seems to be 
connected with the Telugu and Tamil countries rather than 
with Bengal or Bihar.
For some ae&I words in Oriya which may be traceable to Dravi­
dian sources,see History of 0. lang. by Vinayaka Misra(pp 38- 
4-2).lWould prefer to trace the verbal 1ad5ib5f(to drive ) to 
Skt sources. Skt a$ati(variant- atati) >causative-3$ayati,0-a£5e 
* S««. »MSB,LX<
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M l
big(cp O.ganda mCErkha,a great
fool)’
lease,
Chapt*5(P.6)^
@6 Of other do6$ words used in the 0.inscrips, the following 
have their similar or modified forms in the Dravidian 
languages,principally in Telugu-
1. ko£ai in village names) a fortified village or town,
2* gajgija 
3* gutta
4. j it a r emuner at i on, value,
5* to$5 a grove,
6. dhap£5 mff}a(text dai^a) a long garland (cp Skt dapda),
7.bi£iy£ betel,
8. mSla forest,
9.s5na young or small.
@7 'The following words of the 0. inscrips are not generally
used in the more recent Oriya language. They appear to be
pure Telugu, at best confined to the Southern 0. dialect
(dakgigf OdiySC).(Most of them occur in SoNo#5).
1. apSlu pe$u (cp Oriya amSlu pi$h5,a kind of cake),
2. ura (a village or township),
3* kSCpu (? =k9vu,a pit in Telugu),4.gflralu(cakes of black
gram),5* pSpuS ( cooked pulse),
£• sSni ( a woman,a temple girl),
7* solS ( a kind of measure),
8. mSji (a head man ?).
@8 The Tamil word ftiruf( equivalent of Skt Sri) is usea
more than once in the word Tirupati.The word 'yallSla'in lin
22 of S.No.I inthe Appendix,is the Tamil word 1 alv&r1 ( 1 a••
devoutee^jf^J^gn^^^^Bl^vanesvara & SimhScalam, there are
Ado end a i a. 7 ?nd i (p.l*77)
V fKotoX cf ‘kotcc’t’vt T«Iuqw.(tt) ^  3^ 5)
'ko^a' in Canarese (KD.p.496). This word
is also-used in Sanskrit, cf. fKotja' and
'Kol^ ta' (3D. p.312).
gandu
2 'ga^a* cf. in Telugu and Canarese
(husband) (TD.p.348and KD.p. 522).
3 'gutta1 cf. 'gutta* in Telugu (TD.p.375); 
'guttige1 in Canarese (KD,p.553).
4 'jita* cf. 'jlta' in Telugu (TD.p. 466) 'Jlta'
in Canarese (KD.p.652). 
tota
5 'tolja' cf. fiii|5' in Telugu and Canarese,
(TD,p.564and KD, p.756).
6 dhaijija. cf. 'dhaJjcJa* i* (big) in Telugu (TD. 
p.574).
7 'bidiya' cf. 'videmu* in Telugu (TD.p.1177)
8 'mala' cf. 'mala' (hilly) in Telugu and 'malai* 
(hilly) in Tamil.
9 'sana1 cf. 1 samj.a' in Smimga Canarese (KD, 
p.1491); 'sanna' in Telugu (Gallettis TeluguoUo
Dictionary, p.317, Oxford, 1935) ;ef 1sanft1 in
Chapt.5(P*7)*
Of the other de&£ words which are not easily traceable
to their sources ,the following may be noted frpm the inscrfj
s
1. aru5 (rice husked without previous boiling)Cp arici(ric<
2. StrisffC a kind of rice cake). ^
3. en$ari(" " " 11 " ).
4. oreS ( a preparation of rice)*
5* khaca(false & malicious report)*
6. khei ( an attendants share from the food offered to
a deity ) •
7* cSi (? modern 0. jSi=split pulse).
8* jenS ( a surname, a prince).
9* $ho$hara( a kind of ornament for the foot).
10. tgfa (? a tray).
11* tolSCcp BailS in mod. 0.) dry land as against jala-bhfl
mt)
12* dalama (raw food stuff or raw materials)*
13* najapa (oil)*
14. pe-fa(belly)( occurs in GffthS-sapta6atI).
15#penJ:ha ( a market place ,a place for merchandise). 
16* biSli (a variety of rice).
1 7* maharg (poison).
18. me$hs (a structure (e.g*a gate)with an arc).
 (•(■(•
Foot note- The word fKuluaf(23*14),variant- KhuluS,(22.9-l(
occulting as a surname ,is of doubtful origin.A word similar
to this , is kuluS or kupuS which means a guest in mod.O* 
The word *£iuf in Samudra L^iu1 (21.109 is obscure. It may 
be identified with the word tdheu,( a wave) .
Chapt.5(P.a).
19.1enk5 (an attendant).
20. bhe'fiCtext ve£i,a present)*
21. hida (a ridge).
The word fpalaf(text pale),a herd (of cattle) may be 
added to the list .No 6 of th,e list may be connected with 0. 
•kha1 (eat),Skt Khad .
' Proper names of persons or of places contain interest­
ing non-Sanskritic elements. The word fbudaf (which may read 
as bida) in the name BudS Narasinga(53*H) is an adj partici-
e^tVcrpie meaning 1 drowning1 from the verb fbudaif(he drowns dives ).
H  "vw o \A f U c  o l. e. g f 'C v c c o U ^ S . ' ( d d L ) .
Then word lSjidu in LS^ idu Ratha normally means shorn of the 
hair of the head. The word kej.5 in KelSi KhuyfiS is the name 
of a non-Aryan tribe in Orissa. The word KhunfiS,originally 
meaning a sect of the Savaras , signifies in old Oriya a 
particular attendant of royalty but the basic word khunfa 
means a pillar in mod. Oriya. The word hadu in Hadu Pa^an3eka 
has for its basic form fha£if, a Non-Aryan low caste in Oriss* 
In place names like Cuapadi,Bhakhara s£hi,Mukulunda, 
Sola-dan^a etc., we come across interesting de&f elements. 
(cua= a small ditch, sahi= a street,lug.$a - fr.Skt lunjh ?- 
= a ball made of wet earth,cowdung etc. with which the mud-
' • •; ire . ‘“’fx *
floor is cleansed,sola=name of a pithy plant grown in water). 
In some other place names like Bokaya,Saiso,Ra£aso etc. it is 
difficult to arrive at the derivative meaning.
Telugu caste names like Kumufi,Goksi-Red£i also occur in 
the inscriptions.With Gokgi ,cp.the 0.surname Gochi.
The names of persons 8a places of Ap.I contain also desl 
elements,see Ap.I 8a the foot notes •
1
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The vocabulary of the inscriptions.
(Perso-Arabic element).
The literature of Orissa written either in Sanskrit 
or in Oriya, including the Sanskrit and Oriya inscriptions t 
contains many references to the relation of her Hindu 
monarchs with the Muslim Powera both of Northern India and 
of the Deccan,from the thirteenth century 1 up to 1568 A.D* 
Even apart from the statement of the MP(i.e.M£dal£ PShji) 
that the last king of the Ke&ari dynastyCpriof to 1067 A.D.^ 
granted some land to a Pathan( MP,P.21)# some Muhammadans 
seem to have settled in Orissa in the Pre-Muhammadan period 
of lier history2.
2 The Muhammadan period of the history of Orissa
extends for about 150 years from the last quarter of the 
16th century to about the middle of the 18th century until 
the Muhammadans in power,were ousted by the Marathas. But 
during this period, the Muhammadans idministered directly
Some
the coastal districts of Orissa, since then called Mogul- 
bundi and allowed the Raja of Puri with his capital at 
Khurda and the native princes especially of the highlands 
mostly owning allegiance to the latter, a great deal of ! 
freedom in their respective territorries or principalities.
1.The Muhammadan conquest of Western Bengal took place 
about the beginning of the 13th century and the Bhuvane&vgr
stone inscrip.,now in R.A.Society,London,alludes to the 
victory of Anangabhimadeva III of Orissa over the Musalmans 
about the 2nd decade of the 13th century(EI,XIII,p.!50).
2.The O.devotionax songs of Haridas,a Muhammadan Vaisnaviti saint may belong to this period* ^
ISt
@3
Chapt •6(P.2)•
The linguist‘ceffect of this is that Oriya received
a number of words of Perso-Arabic origin( S' Yffvanika acc. to 
some Oriya grammarians),especially connected with courts of 
law. The British Administr at ion( 1803-1946) freely admitted 
these forensic terms,supplementing them with a number of 
English words. In spite of all this it may be stated that 
the native Oriya speaker perhaps uses a less number of words 
of Perso-Arabic origin than the speakers of most other NIA 
languages of India.
@4 The number of words of Perso-Arabic origin in the
Oriya literature of even the Muhammadan period and the Maratha 
period of Orissan history is astonishingly small. The only
 ^exception to this remark is with regard to the poem fSamara- 
tarangafl(The wave of the battle) by BrajanStha BadajenS of 
the 18th century which contains a large number of such words 
and of which the 4th canto is partly written in fHindif. It 
is therefore interesting to find a few words of Perso-Arabic 
origin in early Oriya literature and Oriya inscriptions of the 
Pre-Muhammadan period of Orissan history.
45 SSralSdSsa , a contemporary of Kapile6varadeva(A.D.
1435-1467) is known to have used the word 1 asabhSba1 (thing) 
in the lstfe book (5di-parva ) of his Oriya Mah£bhSrata(See 
introd. to RSma-bibh5). The poet Arjuna D5sa , ifcK who is 
most likely a contemporary either of Purugottamadeva(A.D. 1467 
- 1497 or of Prat5parudradeva( A.D. 1497*1551 ? ) or of both 
usesthe words ^ asabhSba* and ’rakamaCboth of Arabic origin)
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in the sense of 'goods1 or’articles’,in his epic poem 
RSma-bibhS.
8$ In the Bhuvanesvara bilingual inscription, circa A.D.
12 50, the last three letters of line 24 , have been read as 
'kfllSke’by (M.M*) H.P. SSstrl. Prof. A.B.MahSnty follows 
that reading and notes that the word 'kHlfi' means 'a fort' 
and is Arabic in origin. But he adds that (this meaning is 
not applicable An the context^ so) the word means 'lands’ * 
The editor of Typical Selections of Oriya literature,in Vol.
3 and Vingyaka Mi§ra , in his'History of Oriya language',P. 
160, write the word as 'killSk^L' which is simply a variant 
of 'killSke* • I have read the word as 'kglSke' and explained 
it as a scribal error for 1 kalfike' (lit. to the making) like 
other obvious scribal errors in the Oriya text. So the 
occurrence of the Arabic word 'killg' in Serial No I is 
uncertain.
@7 The word *gge' (total) occurs several times An the
inscriptions. It occurs in an abbreviated form (*ggf) in S.No.
6,line 9 and in S.No*7,line 13. The latter dates from A.D.1384
in full formThe earliest occurrence of the word is in 18.13 i*e.Serial 
No 18,line 13 • This inscription belongs to the 28th Anka year 
of Kapile&varadeva corresponding to A.D. 1458.
It is noted in the Oriya lexicon *bhSgg-koga' that 
the word 'gge' meaning 'total' is an indeclinable in Oriya 
and is Persian in origin.But it is not possible to trace it
to a Persian or Arabic source.
Chapt*6(p*4)*
Moreover it seems unlikely that the word fgge’ 
which is used by itself or in the phrase ‘gge karibS1 
(to total) in old and modern Oriya and which is so very 
necessary for every day transaction, should be of Persian 
or of Arabic derivation •
The word may be connected with another Oriya word 
‘ ggi* (or gdf) which is used as a unit of calculation in 
counting certain specific articles in the same way as the 
word ‘dozen* is used,e*g.eka gSi gu3 = 10 betel nuts(guvSka) 
Here the word rg5if stands for the number or sum total of 
ten • The word ‘ g5e * is similarly used in Bengali •
In the 19th Anka of Kapilesvaradeva(cp Serial M9 14) 
he is said to have won a victory over one Malika Par Is 5 
who may be the Sultan of G^u£a or Bengal(See R*D*Banerji‘s 
Hist* of Orissa ). The name in the inscription seems to 
stand for ‘Malik Pgdshgh1 which is traceable to Perso-Arabic 
sources. It may be compared with 1 Ggjida P3ti£S '(MP,P*52).
In inscription S*No*9 of 140JA*D*,the brother of 
the donor of an undying lamp is called Kalimga-bygpSri 
Lad^pu SuratS^La* In the Telugu version , he is called 
Kaljjpga-vySpffri LadLde SurathSpu* The father of the brothers 
called PraySga UpadhySya in the Telugu version and P&Lgu 
TJpgdhygya in the Oriya version, appears to be a Brahmin* The 
name Surathgiju however appears to be the corruption of a
word of Perso-Arabic vocabulary,the same word anglicised 
as Sultan*
Chapt. 6(P.5).
In MP, the word Surathgna or its variant Suruthgna occurs 
severai times with reference to the Muhammadan ruler of G§u£a 
of Bengali In the Sghitya-darpaija of ViSvangfcha Kavirgja of 
Orissa, be longing to the 14th century,the Arabic word Sultan 
occurs in a common Sanskritized form ’SuratrSpa* in a verse 
illustrating the figure of Utprekgg2.In SII,Vol. X,ETo.731- * 
an inscription of Guntur district- a subordinate of Purusottama
Tdeva , is called Hindfigvu Surathgpi Timmg-RedjLi.
With these facts in view ,we may take the word Surathgpu 
or Suratgna in the Oriya inscription and its Telugu version 
as Arabic in origin#
@10 In 18A of A.D. 1458,aprevious decipherer reads *Belapfili
mgijg,obviously , meaning the village Belapgli. In modern 0. 
the word ^^ujg* means a village and is of Perso-*Arabic origin. ^ J
The word is also used in a 19th century copper—plate grant of 
Sambalpur. Though this meaning is suitable to the context in 
18A, I can not arrive at the reading •mgijg* from the 
facsimile.
@11 In tarial No.36 of circa 1485 A.D.(which is an inscrip­
tion of Purusottamadeva) ,M.M.C. reads 1 mukgbilgre1 ( in the 
presence),in line 3-This word was left undeciphered by R.Mitra. 
In a facsimile before me,the last two syllables 1...lgre1 are 
clear.Judging from the space which is illegible and from the
l.See the section on Pratgparuclra in MP.
2.See Sghitya-darpana Ed.P.V.Kane,Bombay, 1923,Introd. ,P.123. 
'Ganggmbhasi SuratrgjLa tava nih Agna—ni svanafo f.
ns4
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context, the reading 'mukSfoilSre' seems to be fairly certain. 
This word ,traceable to Arabic 1 muqSbalat 1 is now naturalised 
in Oriya in the sense used in the inscription. (se«. PLaHts,?. 1053) 
This inscription uses another word or expression of 
Arabic origin, in the periphrastic verb 1 tiffiru-achu f(we are 
advising) which occurs in the King's speech. The verb 
fti5ranti' and the absolutive 'tiSCri' also occur in old 0. 
literature(Cp.Ramabibh5,canto 12,verses 29 &36) in the same 
sense.In mod. Oriya , the verb or the word 'ti&ra* is normally 
used in the sense of 'repair'•
@12 In S.Ko.4-7 of A.D. 1525,there is used the word
' japarSsi* which might be a scribal error for ' caparSsi '
(a porter); .this word is said to come from PersianCPlatt' s 
Diet.,P.422).
@15 In line 6 of S.No.51 which dates from A.D.1552,M.M.C.
read < 1 ga£aj3tara rSjSmSne '(the RSJSs of the feudatory state; 
of Orissa). R. Mitra had read the last two syllables of the 
first word only, noting that the preceding 17 letters were 
illegible. His reading is as follows- f (17 letters illegible) 
nkara r5jSmSne f • The reading 'gadajSitara' is warranted by 
none of my two impressions one of which was taken about 50 yrs 
ago and the other recently. 1
1, Line 5 speaks about the gift of the pilgrims belonging to
'sva-desa' and 'para-de£a'• In line 6 we expect a reference
to the kings of “Orissa with regard to these gifts. The reading 
• . . OdiSS-ra rajamlne .... p81ana karibe* is expected.
(
Ghapt.6(P.^7 )•
It is noted in Hobson Job son that the word ‘garjfft 1 
is a hybrid being the Hindi *garh*(or ga$a) meaning a fort 
with the Persian plural suffix added to it* (TC; ZReally
St and zat are plural suffixes in Arabic borrowed into Persia^ 
The word g&Ja1 occurs several times in early Oriya 
inscriptions* The name Gade§vara Jena in line 6 of S*No*7 
of A*D.1384 contains the word *ga$a*in the compound word 
*Ga£e6vara*( lit .Master of the fort)* In line 26 of S.No.8 
of A*D* 1395 • the word also occurs in the expression fma;jhi- 
ghadhara T9(of the central fort). Finally it occurs in the 
proper name Afhaga^a in S*No*16 of A.D.1454.
@14 In S*No*55( in line 5 ) we find the words* Narxsinga
nffthadebankara tarapa • • mbhe* where the word *taraphaf 
seems to mean *on behalf * or ’ as a trust '• Normally the 
word ‘tarapha* used in modern Oriya, means ‘side**(Cp.the 
legal term ‘eka-taraphS* i*e* ex-parte ). So the word in thd 
inscription may be identified with the word ‘tarapha* of 
Arabic originC See ND,P*275)*
@15 Finally in S*No*54 of the year 1549 A*D., we find
the words fsarahada’( in line 5) used in the sense of 
‘boundary* and ‘kamada* (in line7) used in the sense of 
•price*. The first may be identified with *sarhadd(ND,P*589) 
and the second with ‘qimat*(ND,P*92) both of Perso-Arabic 
stock.Strictly speaking, the first word is a compound consist­
ing of ser(Persian) meaning head or chief and hadd( Arabic) 
meaning boundary* .
oe.cu.rs 3)N.
I % 6
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The word 'hada' which occurs in 54*6 is of dubious 
implication. In Oriya it may mean a lake or pond. In the 
context , it may be identified with the Arabic word fhadd* 
just mentioned*
The inscription No.54 along with 49 and 50,registers
in modern Oriya where one very often finds the word sarahada. 
The word kamada which does not occur in the Oriya lexicon 
'BhSsSkosa', does not seem to be used in modern Oriya.
Thevword commonly used in legal documents in the sense of 
value ,price or 'consideration*money is jarasamana which is 
at least, partly,Perso-Arabic in origin.yo
The word *d5ma'( normally prihnounced as dSm 9(Prkt damma 
Skt dramma- a coin,perhaps traceable to drachma- a Greek coin ) 
is also used in modern Oriya in the sense of price , besides 
the tatsama mCtlya and its derivative mula used both as a noun 
and a verb (in the form mleibS - to value).
The few instances quoted above from dated inscriptions 
and from the literature of Orissa,indicate that the infil­
tration of words of Semitic origin or rather of Perso - Arabic 
origin through Hindustani or Hindi into Oriya dates from the 
14th century A.D. if not earlier.
It is noteworthy that in Oriya, q is represented as k , 
kh as kh , gh as g .
the sale of real property and
Chapter 7 
Ofhe syllabary and sound system .
Vowels*
@1 The following are the vowel symboli
a) that occur in initial,final and medial positions- 
a 9a yi yi |U #e yO «
WiUifb) that occur in medial position-a .._ . , • ' r - ■ •! u ,r ,au ;
The vowel symbol 1 occurs finally 
e*g. dhil i.e. dhilu(49.6). (cp. also 54.8,54A.2).Here 
the vowel symbol 1 (written as ) is used to represent 
lu.
The vowel symbol ai occurs both
medially and finally.
In 53*15 the symbols *5?)^ seems to 
represent paiba(He will get ) where 31 stands for/aai 
what would be written in modern Oriyaj^ai ( ).
@2 In the language of the inscriptions
i and u do not represent long sounds as distinguished from 
the sounds of i and u. In other words the distinction 
between the sounds of i(short) and i(long) and between the 
sounds of u(short) and u(long) is not observed. In serial 
No. I i(long) is used throughout to the exclusion of 
i( short)* In other inscriptions they are promiscuously 
used. The same words are sometimes written with i,at other
times with i. The same is the case with (short)u and (long) 
u.  .
It should be noted that the graphic distinction
between i and i and between u and u is sometimes not clear
in the inscriptions •
Note. This confusion in spelling persists up to the
present time with the Oriya scribe who is generally without
any education in Sanskrit# It is due to the fact that
since a long time past, £he Oriya speaker does not pronofifi^
I and u. In short these do not belong to the normal sound-
system of the spoken Oriya# Still the Sanskrit forms have
not been discarded from the written language#. The well-
_
educated Oriya utters nadi(a river) but writes nadi while
dou
the common man, ignorant of Sanskrit f utters nadi and 
writes either nadi or nadi. In literary Oriya however the 
Sanskrit spelling in the case of ’tatsama1 words is 
retained#
In the inscriptions r is sometimes confused with 
ru. The substitu/tion of r for ru indicates that r had 
lost its vowel-character and was identical with ru as 
far as its pronunciation was concerned#Normally its 
pronunciation appears to be like ru as is the case with 
modern Oriya. Rarely however especially in early
we find the reverse i.e# ri is used in place of f e#g#
krisna or its abbreviated form kri for krsna(dark). This .. < • • •
pronunciation of r as ri obtains in modern Bengali and, 
survives in the Oriya word rina(Skt-rna,a debt) .(Cp.Ap.8)♦
• j +
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The use of the symbols for ai and au (both diphthongs)
is very rare in the inscriptions# The spelling 19 au is
■ • _ .
rarely used in the tatsama word ’Gaudesvara’C lord of Gauda).
More frequently it is represented as au e#g#Gaudesvara#
In modern colloquial Oriya Skt ai and au are represented
by a± ai or e and by au or o respectively# The language of
the inscriptions indicates the same feature#
@3 Nasalised vowels•
The simple vowels a, a, i, i, u, u, e have their 
nasalised forms represented by an ’anusvara* symbol 
(a circular sign) attached to them at the right hand top- 
corner# Sometimes the nasal sign is represented as a circu^ 
sign with a slanting stroke below it e#g#\(Cp.svadatam in 
29*7)as in the modern Bengali script •
But the nasal sign is very often absent in the orthography 
of the inscriptions. Thus the spelling kuara, ga, bhui 
should doubtless be read as kuara, ga, bhui corresponding 
to Skt kumara, gz? grama, bhumi •
@4 The 'visarga1#
The visarga which properly belongs to the Sanskrit 
language occurs several times in Oriya words where it 
should not have been used# In 9 #5 we find putrah(the son)
and in 9*10 sar anah( refuge, Skt-saranam)# In 49*2 & 3 the
* » •
words srahi(year) and ambha(our) are written as srahih and 
iM>hah. In 50.4 we find nimatoh( for, Skt.nimittam).
Chapt .7(P«3) •
@5 There ere different vowel combinations such as 
aa e.g. bibhaa, 
ai e.g. karai, 
au e.g. kaudi,
ae e.g. samae, J
aa e.g. saanta etc. .
@6 Consonants.
No consonant appears finally and judging from modern 
Oriya where normally words end in a vowel we may hold that 
in old. Oriya^ words normally ended in a vowel.
In modern Oriya as a general rule every word ends in 
a vowel. In this respect Oriya differs from Bengali,Hindi, 
Marathi and almost all other NIA languages e.g. the final a 
at the end of the words 'ghara^a. house) Jkamaf( work) etc. is 
not silent in Oriya as in these languages.
The exceptions to the general rule laid down above 
appear to be the following-
i) A few words borrowed from Hindustani and traceable 
to Perso-Arabic sources are pronounced with a final consonant 
chiefly by the educated.The same holds good with regard to the 
words borrowed from European languages.
ii) In the non-honorific singular of the imperative mood
some verbs end in a consonant,e.g.tu kar but tume kara.
W\ )  5o w \c  S v i*w \a t© p o e t ic  iV it lOhat-,)
V/VA CL C w S O V \ < X V \ V ,
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In the inscriptions the plosive consonants which 
occur initially and medially are the following-
Chapt#7(P*5)»
k kh g gh
c ch •i DU
t th d dh• • • •
t th d dh
P ph b bh
In the inscriptions ph occurs only initially and ch is 
sometimes represented by the symbol which in Skt stands for 
ksa.
In modern Oriya, as in Hindi*,Bengali*,Marathi and in 
many other Indian languages, corresponding to the two
retroflexed voiced sounds of d and dh , there are two* \ 9
retroflexed flapped sounds * and rh called murddhanyatara
« > or hypercerebrals by some scholars# The latter two do not
occur initially# The distinction of d and dh from their
« •
from their flapped correlates is not universally observed
in modern Oriya orthography e#g# dahana, handi,
• % •
hada are frequently written with the same symbol though 
in the last word the retroflexed sound is a flapped one# 
Sometimes a dot is put below the d symbol and then it stagd
for the retroflexed flapped sound# In the inscriptions the 
distinction is not observed#
*5p7odbl7p .494.
@7 The following nasals occur in the inscriptions-
h n n n m
Of these n and m occur initially and medially
while n occurs only medially as in modern Oriya # The
remaining two nasals i.e. h and n are used in the inscrj>
iptions
medially in conjunction with their homorganic
plosives. There are several ways in which they and n when
#
conjoined with its homorganic plosive are written in the 
inscriptions. They are either represented by their 
respective symbols to which the homorganic plosives or
lv .c jcxtdT€£
at least parts there of are attached ,thus forming oonjunet 
letters or by the mark of an 'anusvara' attached to the 
right hand top corner of the plosives e g.panca(five) is 
• either written ascta! or cte°, anka(the Anka cycle of reckoning 
is either written as'usror as^.C For the modern method of 
writing these, see MIAV,P.126,I.Ant.l933)•
@8 Semivowels & 1♦
All the semivowels of the Sanskrit syllabary 
namely y, r, 1 , v, occur in initial and medial positions;
1 occurs only in medial position.
The occurence of y in the initial position is 
confined to very few words. In No.9 we get ,yehif(this) 
(modern 0. ehi), yethako(? -ki) (for this)(mod.0. ethaku) 
The Skt. y in initial position is generally represented
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in the inscriptions either by the j symbol or by the Nagari 
y symbol which is prounced fey like j as in modern Oriya**
In the medial position Skt y generally retains its semi­
vowel character when it is represented by the Nagari y symbol
with a tail-like stroke attached to it as in modern Oriya.
and medialThe occurence of v in the initial/positions in
words is confined to the few Oriya inscriptions which are
written in Telugu script* Otherwise it is replaced by the
labial consonant b except when it follows a non-vowel as
is the case with modern Oriya* The only exception to this
is found in Serial No* 9 where we have & 1 JBaisnava 1
. •
corresponding tofefe 1 Baisnaba 1 elsewhere* The significance 
of this solitary exception has been pointed out previously.
So we are justified to generalise that thB Skt labial semi­
vowel has converged with the bilabial plosive sound in Oriya*
The sibilants & the voiced 
aspirate i*e.h.
Of the three sibilants of the Skfc syllabary s and 
& occur in initial and medial positions while s occurs in 
medial position only.
h occurs in initial and medial positions.
♦The evidence is found in Serial No* l,line 2 where *bijef 
(Skt vijaya) is written as *biyef*
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@10 Some of the inscriptions are written in the
Telugu script and the rest in the Oriya or allied scripts# 
The Telugu alphabet uses both short and long forms of 
e and o# Actually this distinction is absent in the
ginscriptions in the Oriya or allied script s. In transcribin 
an inscription from the Telugu script,the distinction 
, between short and long forms of e and o has been maintained,
•
Sometimes if an inscription belongs to an Qnrty* 
area where the Telugu influence is strong, then the text 
even if inscribed in a script other than Telugu , seems 
to show traces of the Telugu pronunciation which is ' 
different from the normal Oriya pronunciation# For instance 
in serial No. A , the word fdayaf (kindness or favour) 
in the $th line should be prounced as daya (Skt daya ) 
for the Telugu1 a* , especially if it is final, approximates 
to Oriya fa * or at least it has a sound value which comes 
midway between the Oriya ,al and ’a* sounds#
In line 15 of the same inscription we find the 
word 1 manic a1 (Skt manusa )• Here fcf perhaps corresponds 
to the affricate sound ts in Telwgu1and not to the Oriya 
sound of * c1 which is more or less a palatal plosive.^ ,
1. "The letters ch and j are pronounced in Telugu in certain 
situations as ts and dj but no additional characters are I 
employed to represent these sounds".(CGD,P.130-51$. See also 
TG(yr#1873),@49;«$ T • G, P. 42-4-3( pronunciation of 'o'in Tamil)
2.For Chatterji's views about the affricate element in NIA 
palatal consonants see BS0S,vol.2,pt.1(1921),P#5»
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Phonology of vowels.
@1 For the purpose of this chapter, syllables *
of words are divided into four categories, namely-
1.an open syllable witha short vowel,e.g.in 'nanu' both 
the syllables na and nu-are open and short;
2.an open syllable with a long vowel,e.g.in ’mata' both 
the syllables ana and ta are g open and long;
5»a closed syllable with a short vowel,e.g.in ’hastah’both♦
the syllables has and tah are closed and short;
4. a closed syllable with a long vowel,e.g.in astam both 
the syllables are closed and long.
In'sadhoh'the first syllable sS is open and long while # *
w&jrle dhoh is long and closed.
In 'vastu1 the first syllable vas is long and closed 
while tu is open and short*
♦'Each sound which constitutes a peak of prominence is said
to be syllabic and the word or phrase is said to contain
as macy syllables as there are peaks of prominence*.@211
OEP .
A syllable is said to be open when it ends in a vowel 
and closed when it ends in a consonant*
From the next page , commencing with @2 and closing with 
@8 we shall generally deal with vowels in the body of words
Chapter 8.
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@2 Vowels in open syllables •
a) All simple vowels except r occuring in. open
syllables do not normally undergo change*
a
(initial syllable)
Skt. 
nagara 
dadhi 
(medial syllable) 
dharati
a
(initial syllable) 
gay ana
nava
Chapter 8(P.2)*
Oriya
naara
dahi
dharai
gaana
naa
anai
Oriya
naa
nai
samae
dhana
pini
(medial syllable) 
anadi pahanti
Skt. 
nava 
nadl etc•
samaye etd
dhanya
panlyam
etc
prabhantl
etc
niti
padia
kua(m)ra-
(initial
nitya
(medial
patita
u
(initial
n
tt
tt
icumara-
bibhaa
gua
bibhava
etc.
guvaka
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Oriya Skt Oriya
sua
Skt
puruna puranaka
e
ete etavat * desa desa etc.
o
bhoi bhogi soi srotl etc#
orSrot^ cv
As there is confusion in orthography between
short i and long i and between short u and long u f it may 
be concluded that the distinction between short i and long 
i and between short u and long u , became lost and that 
long i and long u converged with short i and short u 
in respect of their sound values •
b) There are some words which do not obey the
general principle laid down in @2. a) i#e# the vowels
a, a, i, u 9 e, o occurring in open syllables in some words
are changed# Such change is to be explained by specific
circumstances, e • g •
the change of a to u in Kaluma (Kadamba),
jau(m)li (yamali) and Bamuna (Brahmana) may be due to • • • •
the contact with a labial;
the change of a to i in lia (laja) and u to 
i in bali (valuka) may be due to the palatal resonance
of 1 •
(Seealso @8 on the assimilation of vowels)#
c) The Skt diphthongs ai and au are simplified into
e and o,e*g*
sateka ( sataika) pora(paura).
(sateka has given rise to fsaekaf in spoken 0.)
Sometimes e & o are further reduced to 1 & u, e.g.
siuli( saivala) in the compound fpani-sila (?),
•  w  *  *
punei(paurnaml)*
In Skt loan words they are generally split up into ai e*g*
Baisnaba(Vaisnava) and au e*g*Gaudesvara(Gaudesvara)«• • V * * • •
@3 Vowels in closed syllables*
a) When the initial syllable is closed and has a short 
vowel, the conjunct is assimilated in the MIA stage* In 
Oriya the assimilated consonants are simplified and the 
preceding short vowel is lengthened in compensation,e*g*
Chapt*8(P.4).
Oriya Skt Oriya Skt
aga agra atha• asta • •
kana karna• casa ♦carsa•
nati naptr• pata• patta • •
pakha paksa• pana parna•
palata• paryasta bhata bhakta
safehi(e)• sastbi • • • x hatha hast a
The effect of compensatory lengthening is found in
Oda Udra (pokhari) puskarl
but owing to the loss of 1 & u pokhuri soun<^ s SOme
stage we find pitha pistaka mutha mast aka •
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When the initial syllable is closed and has a long 
vowel,the conjunct is assimilated and the preceding vowel 
shortened in MIA; in Oriya the assimilated consonant is 
simplified and the short vowel of the MIA is lengthened, e#g* 
Oriya Prkt Skt
apana appana atmana• •
magai maggai marga^&ti
c) If the group in the MIA consists of a nasal and a stop
shortthe preceding vowel is lengthened and the nasality trans­
ferred to it,e*g*
am aba(written- amba) amba amra
@4 In the inscriptions we find some words where the change
or the dropping of the vowel in the initial syllable of the
SkKoriginal^words is evidently due to their occurrence in
syllables which were not stressed fe.g*
Oriya Prkt Skt
bhandara bhandaar a( ND, 464 ) bhandagara• • • • • •
bhitara abhintara(" ,477) abhyantara
12.01 
Chapt*8(P*6) •
@5 ( Treatment of r j
A*i) 111 the initial position one ri is the substitute
of r in the following tatsama words-
Oriya Skt Oriya Skt
rina rna Risidasa Rsidasa• • • • •
ii) In the final position i is the substitute of r e#g#in9
nati naptr bhai bhatr
iii) In the medial position the following are the substitutes
2) ar in ghara grha (?s«
3) i in £hi(text-gh.i) gbrta
Bicclia Vrscika
singara scngara4)
u in budha vrddhaka
(cunal) smoti
5) e in bent a vrnta
gheta(4n ghetala) grhlta
B# In loan words from Skt r is written as-
1) i in Kisna• •
2) I in Kxttibasa
3)ir in Kirsnama ^  ^• •4) ri in sukrita
 ___  in Krutibaea
I In te£ Biccha i is perhaps due to the assimilation with i in 
sci at some stage {in sunai u is perhaps conditioned fey £he
theme nu •
C. The symbol r is used in the loan word trtiya (written• •
as trtia) #In other words it is sometimes used in place of 
ru ,e#g# in
Prsottama for Prusottama Skt -Purusott ama • •
prna 11 pruna( =puruna) 11 - puranaka• • • • *
These and other examples in the inscriptions indicate 
that the normal pronunciation of r came to he established 
as ru by the second half of the 15th century#
@6 Vowels in the body of the word(in contact)#
(Hiatus and Sandhi)#
1) The language of the inscriptions (as well as modern 0) 
generally tolerates the hiatus caused by the dropping of 
intervocalic consonants, e#g#
Oriya Skt v Oriya Skt
cauda caturdasa badhai(tVN3>,m7) varddhaki
bhiana vidhana
See @2 a) for other examples#
2) Sometimes however the neighbouring vowels the body of 
a word, especially, the final vowel of the first member and 
the initial vowel of the second member in compounds are 
combined into a single vowel •
2 ° Z
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When the first vowel is short or long and is followed 
bya short or long vowel , they generally combine into the 
long vowel;(for the purpose of this rule a will be deemed
as the long form of a)*
a) a+a=a (one of the members is a final vowel) ghoda(ghot aka)• • •
bala( valaya).
b) a+a=" kumbhara (kumbhakara).
c) a+a=!* rauta (rajaputra )
d) a+a=" paika (padatika ) ,bhandara(bhandagara) •• • • •
e) i+i=i asl (aslti )
The general rule laid down abftve may not apply 
to cases where I or u occurs owing to the confusion between 
i and I and between u and u; fornthe same reason it may not 
apply where i or u occurs; in Serial I where the 
last example occurs, I has been used through^B the exclusiox 
of i .
The process of change in raeguru(Skt-rajaguru),an 
exception to c) seems to be as follows-
rajaguru : raaguru s rayaguru s raeguru •
The following developments may be noted-
a)a+pa : ava : au,e*g* kapardi : kavadi : kaudi
b)a+pa : ava : aua :oa,e*g*dandapasx finally in O.dandoasi• • • •
c)a+ya : ae * e ,e*g* vijaya : bijae : bije
d)a+va :au : o fe*g* lavana : Iona
e)a+vi : i , e.g* Udra-visaya t Odisa ♦
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  _ _  _     •  • •
The 0. word deula(variant-deola)is traceable to devakula .
9
1
9
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7 _ Anaptyxj* ( Svarabhairti) .
The language of the inscriptions is generally free 
from the overriding influence of Skt unlike the modern 
literary Oriya. This colloquial language does not tolerate 
consonantal groups* So Skt loan words containing groups of 
consonants are normally simplified by the insertion of 
auxiliary vowels*The quality of these vowels is normally 
determined by the vowels following or preceding the 
consonantal groups in the loanwords .This also illustrates, 
to a limited extent, the principle of ‘vowel harmony1. The 
anaptyctic vowel is never a back open vowel (a) which require 
more effort
The following anaptyctic vowels occur in the text.
Colloquial
garabha 
par aba
rakata
sukala .
tirisa 
niglrihibi
kuruma 
mukuta
Skt or Standard 0. Col.
garbha
parvan
rakta
sukla
i
trimsat
nigrahibi
u
kurma 
mukta •
Skt or St 
0.
dharama dhamnA
barasa varsa .
Sukara- Sukra 
samparada sampradaya
nirimaila nirmalya
from nigrah
caturudesi caturdasl
2 o 5
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Standard
kraya-patra
tt
droha
e
Colloquial
kerepatra ;tlie development seems to be 
kraepatra : krepatra : kerepatra ;
doreha .
droha doroha •
The exceptions to the rule about the quality of the 
anaptyctic vowel laid down above, are illustrated in
kirati instead of the expected form kiriti from Skt kirtti
Diraghasi " ,f 11 ,f ,f Dirighasi" Dirghasi*
In modern colloquial Oriya , the first *ord is articulated as
kiriti and the m n i y i i Sti word dlrgha is articulated as
dirigha.
Perhaps,in the utterance of the author of £fax each text , the 
anaptyctic vowel was not a clear i •
m Assimilation of vowels.*
When a particular vowel in a certain word is changed 
to another vowel , similar in quality with a contiguous vowel 
the phenomenon may be called assimilation of vowels. If the 
contiguous vowel be preceding, the assimilation may be called 
progressive,if succeeding,regressive#
♦For various types of assimilation ,see OEP,P* 205-212
In progressive assimilation,the original vowel
i.e*the preceding vowel converts the vowel of the succeeding 
syllable whileixeHg in regressive assimilation , the 
preceding vowel is itself ,cnnverted by the vowel of the 
succeeding syllable* In either case 9there is no change 
in the point of articulation ,as far as the two vowel* 
in the neighbouring syllables are concerned* This levelling 
of sounds may be ascribed to an unconscious attempt at 
economy of effort*
This phenomenon is observable in the text both in
the inherited and loan words •
Illustration of P* assimilation.
Skt 0. Skt 0.
prafcistha pratastha uttarlya uturi
puranska purunS sthflnapati sthSnSpati
pauraC :pora) poro Visva Bisu t Bisi • iO'
Illustration of R. assimilation* 
paryantake(L.sg) paryanteke Mahapatra Mahapatra •
prabhSntl pah anti Maharaja Maharaja
Dissimilation of vowels*
The reverse process of assimilation may be called
dissimilation which takes place when, of two similar vowels
in contiguous syllabj.es, one becomes dissimilar in quality* 
This may be due to various reasons such as contamination.
analogy, shift of accent etc .
2.06
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> Final vowels •
In Oriya , words generally end in vowels as has
been stated previously.
The final vowels of the MIA are generally retained.
ttivuiThis statement may not apply to long i and u for reasons
\already stated.
Skt loan words with a final consonant, end in a 
vowel in Oriya, e.g.
Sanskritic form Oriya form
tavat tabata
yavat Jabata et c *(c tc KoV•
» Sometimes,especially in Southern Oriya inscriptions
stems endind in -a are found to end in -u ,e*g.
RSma RHma RSmu
parna pana panu
sapta sata satu
• 1 y-sista sista sistu.. .. ..
The pronoun sabu( skt-sarva) always appears in that
form •
2 o S  
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@10 ( Contraction.)
We find in the inscriptions , a number of 
contracted forms ,mostly of Skt loan words* The syllables 
which are contracted , contain a liquid and rarely a 
labial (p or m ) or the labial semi-vowel ( v) • In many 
cases , we also find their normal (i*e•undistorted ) 
forms used in the inscriptions* These contractions are 
not confined to any particular time or locality*
In the following words ,we find contractions 
in respect of initial syllables*
5tu•GybSre 19*2,28*3, Gurubdre
♦pramesvara 26*3*27*4-(with 6), parame£vara *
Prusotmadeba28*2,27#5(with s), Purugottamadeba
* T£rusotamadeo32*l, 11
Prsotimadeba ”
PrsotmadSsa 39 »6, PurugottamadSsa
27*3, puruyff
: i'Prikgd 18.16 ParfksS
bhrdibhffeC ? ) 3 ♦ 10, bharSibd
smae 18A.4- samae or samaye
In the following,there are contractions in respect
of medial syllables.
Uttresara 1*11-12, Uttare6vara
18 * 1—2 , G^u^e&vara
•The word has about 7 forms /Cp also ‘Purastama1 in mod.0<
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Chapt.8(P.14).
gocre 8*6, gocare
G aj apt i( or —I) 17 • 1-2,18A • 5 , 22 »1-2,
also in Nos 24,26,28,34,
35,42,44,47, Gajapati
narka 51*4 , naraka
pramesrunkara 13 • 26, par ama§varankara( ~nkara=o:f )
BhfmSkra 26*3 , BhfmSkara (?=BhTma Kara)
Bhubanesra 37 •4-5, Bhubane&vara
MShSpatrankra 33*5 , Mahffpfftra-nkara (of M.)
Mfiamagi^ Lliku 3*4 , MShSmapdalika.
There are also some words in the inscriptions ,such
as prabe( standard 0. parbe = on a festive day) ,prabradham5ne
(St.O. prabardhamSna,Nom.case ), etc. where the change is of
a different type.
@11 It may be held that some of the contracted forms
quoted above, represent the speech habits of the peopleln mod. 
Oriya,some of these forms or similar forms seem to be occasi­
onally used in speech by the common people.
Such forms are found in old Oriya poetry where one is 
justified to explain them as due the exigencies of metre.
Even now professional Oriya scribes write some contract
edforms ,e.g.
xiiii sna for sana (year)
smandha for samandhaC connect ion) (Skt saugibandha)etc
evidently for securing orthographical brevity for.the written
d^o not seem to represent the popular pronunciation of these
------------  wurds#
®n Scribes^igfluence on orthography cp P. 116,The French Lang.
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Chapt .8(P. 15) •
It may be assumed that owing to the stressing of certain 
syllables , the neighbouring unstressed syllables became 
contracted but it seems difficult and perhaps unsafe to draw
Tany reliable conclusion as to accent from the contacted forms 
in the inscriptions1.
l.See 0DBL,P.107*
Contracted forms are found in many languages both old 
modern. Without suggesting any affinity or even parallelism 
with the Oriya inscriptional forms,we may point out contrac­
tions occur in the Vedic language and in Classical Sanskrit. 
Forms in the latter,such as fmahldhra,gridhra,etc.listed under 
iMulabibhujffdigapa1 which is an 1 Sfcfti-gapa 1 , are justified 
by the 1 vSCrttika1- " ka-prakarap.e mfflabibhujSdibhya upasamkhyc 
nam". »
As for contraction in conjugation op 1 apaptat-K pat- 
becomes- pt)J jeg^ttetftttjj-K gam booomes gm) ete*
For contraction in Latin,one may co»s&l*t P*37 & pp.98-
100, Comparative Gramar of Greek @ Latin by Buck, C.D, Chicago
1948.
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Phonology of Consonant* .
@l.(i).a) Initial k,c,t,p of OIA after passing
through the MIA stage survive in Oriya,e.g.in 
karai (karoti) caa(m)ra (cSmara)
tu (tvam ) pSna (parna ) .
h) If any of them forms a consonantal group
with the semivowel r, the latter drops,e.g.in
tini (trini) timgndi (trimundl)
pagfijta (praMdax) pahanti (prabhSntl)
pathara (prastara).
(ii).a) In meoial position k,c,t,p represent Prkt
kk,cc,tt,pp resulting from the assimilation of
Chapter 9 •
particular consonantal groups in Skt,e.g, from
Skt .kr caka (cakra)
rk K aka da • (Karkataka)
ty nfica (nrtya )
tt uturi (uttarlya)
pt s&ta (sapta )
nati (naptr )
kt bhata (bhakta )
tr kheta,r3ti; (ksetra) , (rfitri)
))--------------------------------------- -a— ----    (
Note-Skt medial k,t,p dxagenerally disappear in MIA & Oriy$ 
Hence in Oriya - su&,m&ki, rfiuta(Skt 6uka ,m£t3,rajaputra). 
(In some semi-tatsama words ,they may soften to g,d,b).
rp kapura (karptlra)
t m gpaxiS ( at mans )
tv -pana (-jnnrfcvana) •
@2(i)a) Initial g,d,dfb represent the MIA g,jtd,b traceabje
to Skt g e.g.in gfii (gavt ? )
j jana (jana).
d dufira, dahi, ( dvSr ), ( dadhi ),
clT<*. botkiT-O. CPvK^Cski-. UaKiW") MT) tb bell from the root br3?.
b) If in Skt any of them forms a group with a semi-
voeel, the latter drops ,m
g5S(£ ) (grfima) •
jalai (jvalati)
f t r f  d - a f lr f  (  d v n f a f i
Bfimuna (Brflhmana)
doha (droha).
c) In initial position Skt y and v are represented
by j and b respectively.
jau(m)li (yamall)
D*Si (yStvS)
bfigha (vyfighra).
Chapt.9(P.2).
Note- Medial y and v ,normally, drop in tadbhava(i.e.inherited 
wordsj^e.g. Susa (Syusa)
i
guS (guvfika ) •
Sometimes they are reduced to e and u.
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(ii) In medial position gtdfdjb represent Prkt
SSiddtdd,bb resulting from tlie assimilation of
skt gr e*g* in figa (agra)
rg Magusira (MSrgaAir as) (Duggff-, a Prkt ism in I*$
dy khajfi (khSdyaka)
rj khadura (kharjdra) ,mfijan5 (mfirjanfi)
dr mudfi (mddr 5)
rd cauda (caturda^a)
rv puba (pilrva), sabu( sarva) •
(iii) A medial b preceded by a nasalised vowel represotots
Prkt mb arising out of Skt mra ,e*g* in
Smb a, t amb S, ( 5mr a ), (15mr a ). ( c p # up, 280).
@3 kh,ch,thfph*
(i)a) Initial kh,ch, jdtttph represent Skt kh,ch,ph
through the intermediate MIA stage ,e*g*
Skt kh in khadura (kharjdra),kha^a(kha-fvS),
ch chati (chatri) f cheli(chfiga}I),
ph phula (phulla)*
b) Kh represents Skt
kg in kheta (ksetra).
c) Ch represents Skt 
s in cha
s chSmu (sanmukha) through contamination*
ks churS (kguraka)*
Chapt.9(P*3)*
2)4 
Ghapt# 9(P.4)
Th represents Skt sth in thgna (sthfina)*
( i i ) kh,ch,?i th,ph.(Medial)•
Various consonantal groups of OIA containing
a sibilant and a velar or a dental or a peJaatal or a 
labial are assimilated in MIA. These are simplified into 
kh,ch,th,(ph) in Oriya. So we have 
kh from Skt ks pfikha (paksa), dakhi pa (dakgii^a), sSkhi(sfikfiy
Note.(l). Skt medial kh, th are generally reduced to h in Prkt 
and Oriya,e.g.mukham : muha(m) ,kathayati : kahai; instances 
ph k reducing to h do not occur in the text; cp however 
Skt #dephSlikS ; seh51i5(in Prkt.cp Pischel @ 201): £iuli 
in Oriya
Note.(2). Skt thy developes to cch in Prkt & old 0,e.g.rathy5 
racchS.
Note.(3).Skt ch stands for *IE sk;for ch & jh in OIA,see @42 GJ5 
@ 102 & @ 107 IiPM ,@131-135 &141-142 AIG .
ksm Lakhi ( LaksmT ), Lakh ana ( Laksmapa), 
sk pokhuri(puskarl) ,Bikkara (Bhfiskara), 
ch " " ks parichS (parlksS),
tsy mficha (matsya)(old O.&Prkt-maccha)
&c pachima(pa§cima), 
th 1 11 st pathara( prastara),
xph 11 11 #sp bSmpha (bSspa) ,(this is not in the text)#
a) Initial gh, jhtdh,bh have come down to Oriya
through the MIA except* in the case of verbals from
the root bhd which are reduced to forms beginning wijrh h •
ghgi (ghdtl) ghodfi (gho-faka)
jhalfii( adj. meaning welded,from Skt jhalS
=splendour)
dharai(dharati) dhSna( dhSnya) * 231
bh5ta(bhakta) bhoi(bhogl) •
b) An initial bh represents Skt bhr in bh5i(bhrSt$ )i
c) If a syllable containing an aspirate , follows
g+r or tyowel,the aspiration is transferred to the j
preceding syllable after v has changed to b. ,
ghetalS (from Skt grhlta with the 0.verbal
suffix 15). 
bhiSna (tridhSna) ,bhairo-(bahir-) •
d} The( aspirate) jh in jhari(jari in the text) reproduces 
the Prkt jh(ND,230-) > come uvi^r rule.
(II)
a) Medial gh and dh represent Prkt ggh and ddh arising 
out of Skt ghr in bSgha (vySghra)
rdh adh5 (ardhaka) •
b) Oriya (and Prkt) gh with the preceding vowel nasalised
represents Skt gih in simgha(cp.Ap.l*21), (Pischel @267).
c) The medial consonantal group dhy developes into Prkt 
jjh and Oriya jh? majhi(madhya), Biyjha(Vindhya), sayjha •
Skt medial aspirates are generally reduced to h in Prkt & Oriy^. 
Skt initial bh t h in the NIA word h5jt$i(a cooking pot)*
The intrusive g in siipgha(Skt siipha)is also found in Bengali 
(0DBL,P*564),in Bho jpuri(PPB,P.26^ ,in Eastern Hindi(CGGL,P.55).
Chapt* 9(P*5)*
@4(1)
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@5 $ , $ h , £ , .*
(I) An initial £ represents Prkt d going tack to Skt d 
in gfihffpa Prkt-gghiga Skt- dakgiga
In initial represents Skt sth in ”Jharu , after 
analogy of forms such as tigfhati (?)•
( II)
a) A medial *£ developes out of a consonantal group
of which t is a member owing to the influence of f or r 
e.g. in begfa (vgnta) ,p51afX (paryasta ?)fkff5i(*kartati)
(Prkt kajffai ).
b) The consonantal group gg developes into g-f, e.g. in 
KrigfaCg) (kpgga).(See XX LfIndo-AryenfP.88).
(For the form Kan(h)ai,see under h ).
c) A medial *fh represents Skt
gf in prfhS (pigfaka), STfha (agfa-)fmu$hfi(mug|±ka)]£ 
g-fh in ko'fhaCkogJha) f
d) A medial g represents Skt
% in Kakagfi (Karkajjaka)ttaga(taja)fb«gi(vajl), 
t in pagia(patitfi),
rd in kaugi (kapardl), chggai( *chardati), 
gr in Oga (Ugca),baga(vagra ? Cp.ND,P.417).
e) A medial gh represents Skt
fh in magha (ma£ha) ,Cp. paghai (pajhati=reads)•
f) A medial gh developes out of a consonantal group
in which dh is a member owing to the influence of
dL tbughfi(vyddhaka) ,baghai(vardhakl$ )
For cerebrali™in*IA,see OS & CGD,P. 147-150-
Chapt.9(P.6).
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Chapt.9(P.7).
A medial p represents the Erkt y arising from
XL^karapa(
@6 £
a) Skt p. pa(karapa),kopa(kopa),Ngr apa(Ngr gy ana), Uxf-
mfipi rrtrfl(mffyikya) , lopa( lavaya) t supi( from the root
£ru+nu):
b) Skt n in gpiCgnlya^ggapaCggyana), japaCjana), Suw** 
jgpu(cp. jgnlhi) tpgni(pgnlya) ypglapgCpglang) 
Bhgpu-(bh5nuQ ,mgpa(mfina) ,mgnica( mgnuga) 5
c) Skt n in the feminine suffix -uni in the word 
ngcuni and in the negative prefix apa in 
apahit e•
n
l.a) An initial n represents
Skt n in naara( nagara),nai(nadd), nghi( ngsti, Pali-natthi) .
2.a) i^medial n represents Prkt pp(sometimes written nn
developing from
Skt nn in Jagangtha(a tatsama,Skt-Jaganngtha) f ana(anna) 
Skt ny in dhSna( dhSnya)
Skt in 5nati( fijilapt-i, Prkt-i
Skt rn in pgna(parpa),kgna(karpa),sung(svarpaka),punei(pe^-
rpaml)
b) Aconsonantal group consisting of a sibilant
and a dental n or a cerebral p developes into ah ea? ph in 
Prkts and(nh in Oriya). The latter i.e. nh is reduced to 
n in the only one instance in the inscriptions •
Skt sn : 0. nh e.g. KanhS(Krsnaka) reducedibo Kanffi (i pleo
nastic).
21 S
@8 m
i. An initial m represents
Skt m in mSjapSCmarjanS) fmudS(m£ldra)and in many other words, 
ii ~-m-
a) A medial m represents Prkt mm arising out of
Chapt *9(P*8)*
Skt nm
m
Skt mh
OIA sm
Skt mb
b) 4nedial m represents
(Cp oamu,Skt- jambu).
r
i. An Initial r represents
Skt r in rUti(rStri) ,r®ita(r5ja-putra) and in many other
words.
ii. A medial r represents a Prkt r going back to
Skt r in karai(Cp*karoti) tduffira(dvar), ciari(catvflti),
kumbhSra(kumbhakSra) ,
Skt d in numerals like b5ra(dv5da£a),a{hara(afr£Sdaga).
iii. The group ry developes into jr in sfl jra( sttrya)
(modern 0. suruja )•
Note- Whereas r alternates with 1 in some words in Skt 
e*g*raghu or laghu,roman or laman, it alternates with £ 
in a number of Oriya words « In the inscriptions we get 
the alternative forms jora and ;jo£a(a channel)♦
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Chapt.9(P.9)
i) An initial 1 represents
Skt 1 in l£gi(from the denominative root lagg-),liha- 
(Skt root likh-),liS(l£j£) t lo^a( lavaja).
ii)
a) A medial 1 represents Prkt 11 traceable to
Skt 11 in pali(palli),phula(phulla),
Skt ly in jadbdk1** palanka(palyanka, see ND,P.368),
Skt lv in Belasara(Vilve£vara) # pSlataAmedial 1 represents Prkt 11 in |t*aEx(PrktfeallaTfa)
b) A medial 1 represents Prkt 1 going back to
Skt 1 in b£li(v51uk£,Prkt- v£lu£,see ND,P.436).
c ) The past tense affix 1 represents the Prkt -11-#
ill)
The medial } ftormlly represents the intervocalic 
Skt 1 e.g.in k£li£(k£la + the suffix i£ in Oriyft ) ,
K a .
cheJ-iCchSgali^), jgu(y)jd(yffmall) , j£j.-(the root 
jvSl), deula( devakula) ,thaj.a( sthala) ,thgj.i( sthgll) 
bal£( valaya) ,
Skt $ in tentu}i(tinti$± ) ,cuj.a(cu££),
Skt r in the numeral c£JJL£a( catvfrjuju&at) .
Note. As a rule, every medial 1 in Skt loan words is
pronounced as 1 in Oriya when it occurs singly and when 
it forms part of a consonantal group;if it occurs in two 
contiguous medial syllables,the Jkmone in the final syllable 
is retroflexed. In some words £ &J. alternate in Oriya.
@10 1 & 1 .
*2 2 0
Chapt .9CP.10).
@11 sibilant8*
i.a) An initial s represents
Skt s in Sajgijh&C sandhyft) , sat&isa( saptavijpj&ati), sabu( sarva) 
sfianta( sffinanta) 9 sStu( sapta), s5cchi( sSkg I), 
singhaC siyha), sutfi( sflra) 9 sunfi( svarpaka), se( sajji), 
Skt sr in soi(srotI" , s-rot^ o-).
Skt 6 in sae( Aata) 9 sarapa( Aaraga ) 9 simggra( jirnggra) 9 
slbaCix^: &iva )9suna(from the root ±f*xaxhi 
&ru +nu).
Skt 6 in some tatsama or semi-tatsama words,e.g.sata(Aata) 
sateka( 6 at aye a), sukala( &ukla) 9 sikhara( A^khara) 9 
sudra( 6ddra), subha( £ubha), sevata( Aveta),
Skt g in sfifchi-e (sagtl^L). 
ii A medial s represents
Skt s in KittMb5sa(Kgttiv5sa),
Skt sv in sarbasa( sarvasva) ,
Skt § in asl(a£Iti)9dasa(da&a )9desa(de6a)9rSsI(r&§i) .
@12
The palatal sibilant 6 represents 
Skt & in £ikhibe(from the root $ikg-), Ar5hi(Aaradi ?).
Skt sy in debaAaC devasya),
Skt g in ££a( Syuga), SuAa( gyusa) ♦
Note- g which is always medial represents Skt g in Rigi- , 
Baiggama( Vfejggava) , Kg sna 9 Visgu, V%iggava .
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@13 li.
An initial h represents the h in Prkt,traceable
Skt h in harai (harati) .hatha(hasta) .hSra(hSra) fhir£(hlraka),
Skt bh in hoi(bhavati),hoiba(cp.bhavitavyam) and otber 
verbals from thB root hu(Skt- bhtt)*
ii.a) A^nedial h represents the Prkt b ,traceable to
Skt h in rahibe(cp the Skt root rah+tavya) ,bSh5ra(bahir), 
behoraC vyavahSraka).
b ) A medial, h represents the Prkt h,reduced from
Skt kh in lihSilSCcp the Skt root likh ) ,timxihaai(tri+ 
mukhfiyana+I ),
[^Skt gh in Kanyamfi-MJi (?) (KanyamS-ghStl)
Skt th in kahai (kathayati),
Skt dh in dahi( dadhi) ,bihibi( cp the root vi+dh&) ,
Skt bh in pShSnti(prabhfinti),
Skt ks in £5hSna(dakgip.a,Prkt- dShina).
c) A medial h in the pronominal forms such as jfihSku,
tfihfira etc. represent the MIA ss,s,h(see@ 425»Pischel)
abe traceable to 
Skt sya (the gen sg ending of a-stems).
Chapt .9(P«H)*
d) The h in the negative verb n5hi|Ls perhaps reduced
from Prkt tth, traceable to 
Skt st in nSsti(Prkt- natthi).
1 2 2
J A medial consonantal, group consisting of a sibilant
and a dental nasal or a cerebral nasal is reduced to nh ea? 
ph in Prkt and nh^Oriya.For instance-A
O- Kan(h)a Skt- KEX Kpspa ,
(cp janha " jyotsnS )
( panhfi ,f prasnava) •
f)
A medial vowel standing by itself ,may sometimes 
be aoprra^o^, so that we get an alternative form with an 
intrusive h sound, e.g.
h .
duinkara duMnkara ( of two),
sabuey. sabuhem ( all ).
In an old inscription from Bhuvanesvara we find
the word pujfihfiriC a priest or worshipper)* This is traceab!
e
to Skt pdjSkSrl through the intermediate form pujfiSri .Here 
fi (preceding the syllable ri )has been breathified er 
aspirated . ct9' ^ 5>^ 7.
Chapt.9(P*12).
Note- For the beginning of the process of the reduction 
of aspirated consonants to h in Indo-Aryan, see 
1 The Phonetic Weakness of Terminational elements in IA* 
-Turner, JRAS.1927$ Page 227•
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@14 Deaspiration (and aspiration)•
A large number of the inscriptions are found 
in southern parts or frontiers of Orissa where the language 
bears traces of the Dravidian influence.
It is wellknown that unlike Sanskrit or even the 
NIA languages,the Dravidianlanguages do not tolerate 
aspirated sounds* In other words, these sounds do not 
belong to the genuine speech pattern of the Dravidian 
languages* Tamil is destitute of aspirated consonants and 
also ef the sound b£ of h. (-6kt hSra beoomes -dram- in Tamil) • 
Though Telugu and Canarese have provided orthographically
i-*i "Thefor the aspirated consonants and the sound of h in the Skt
words, these sounds do not seem to belong to the speech
habits of the common man in the Telugu and Canarese countri­
es
In some of the inscriptions belonging to the 
southern parts of Orissa or to the northern parts of the 
Madras Presidency we generally find aspirated sounds 
deaspirated*
This SouthernCor Dravidianised)Oriya represents 
Oriya ch in Bicd,cSmu, 
jh in mfiji, jari, 
th An tfili,tSuna, stfil,-nfita,
dh in adisth5ne,darama,Padmanidi,Bid5na,madyfinna,
ph in sappala( =saphala in Northern Oriya),
bh in BdpudeJnnra. H
In bojhya(=bhojya) ,the aspiration is t r a n ^ ^ ^ | ^ |
to the 2nd syllable* thou)u/crt
Chapt*9(p«15)*
aiapt.9(P.14).
v - . -V. ‘ ,
ii. (Aspiratiojt)
Sometimes unaspirated consonants are aspirated
due to the influence of other aspirated sounds in the words
or phrases,e.g.
bharfiibhS = bharfiibS ,
bhallibh£k§i= bharibflk&L ?.
In dhipadhTlpa(zrdlpadhdpa,lamp and incense),the aspi­
ration is due to analogy.
All the instances cited above occur in southern 
inscriptions •
@15 Voicing & devoicing.
i. TnS S.No;3(an inscription found at Simhaalam) , some- 
timms medial k and p in tatsama words are represented by 
the corresponding voiced sounds .Here we find n5yaga( nfiyaka), 
Oda-balli(0£a-palli or Oda-pali,Skt-U$rapalli).
It may be noted that the Jaugada version of Asokan
inscriptions substitutes g in place of k of the Dhauli versi<
n.
The tendency to change an intervocalic voiced stopA
to its voiced correlate is found in some MIA dialects and
* * . _ A- r , j. » "is illustrated in several Griya words,e»g«, £figa(£Ska), 
&aga£a( £aka^a) •
II. The reverse process of devoicing voiced consonants 
is illustrated in the tadbhava words tapda( day^ La) and
bica^fiCvyajanaka),perhaps used all over Orissa and in the
words cfiutibhfi,apasare,Buthab5ref jfipacandrSCrka,confined to 
southern inscriptions(IA words,corrupted in s°uthern QriyaS 
Note-The substitution of surds for sonants characterised 
the P&L£acI Prkt in which Gunflghya of South India wrol
2 24
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Chapt.9(P*15).
@16 Haplology.
In the inscriptions there are several 
expressions which illustrate the kind of linguistic cha^nge 
called haplology " where when a phoneme or group of phoneme* 
recurs within a word,one occurrence, together with the 
intervening sounds may he dropped • ”1 For instance,in the 
expression 1 Pafranfie-nkara, the phoneme k with the inter­
vening vowel sound va’,i.e*ka preceding the genitive suffix 
-nkera ,has dropped . When we restore this ka, the express^c 
reads’ Papanfteka-nkara f( of PaJ*fan^raka).
Similarly in bdlenkfi,there has been the loss 
of 1 from the compound word bgj.a-lenkft( the boy servant). 
Likewise the honorific Oriya title Manga-rgja represents 
the compound Mangala-r5ja(the auspicious lord) .Cp also 
the Oriya surname ’ sfimala’ from s5samala(Skt sfihasa-malla, 
the valiant wrestler).
1. See P.591,Language - L. Bloomfield;
also P. 19, Introduction to Linguistic Science-Sturtevant.
Haplology is a variety of phonetic change involving
1 varpa-nfida’.The typical example in Sanskrit, cited by
ancient Tndian grammarians is 1 pppodara’(=pygadudara)
which means ’the cloud' • (ttaxx±o
2 2 6
@17* Assimilation of consonants
Prosody &f nasalisation.
Like the assimilation of vowels, there may be
assimilation of consonants either progressively . or regressiv
ely.
’When a sound or a group of sounds becomes similar to or 
identical with a following sound1 ,we have regressiveiy 
assimilation,e.g^in the Oriya name ’ Danfirdana * (Skt- 
JanSrdana) •
The reverse process of regressive assimilation
may be called progressive assimilation (when a sound or a
group of sounds becomes similar to or identical with a 
preceding sound or a group of sounds) fe#g* in the Oriya name
1 Juois*£ira’(Skt- Yudhis^hira).
Both the words cited above , do not occur in the
inscriptions. We have however the following word.
Oriya Sanskrit Intermediate
Sanimigra Sandhi -vigraha ♦Sanni-migra 
The word Sanimigra is not an inherited word ,for,
otherwise we would expect -viggaha ffor the second
member.So in this loan word,used as an official title,
designating an officer dealing with war and peace(SSndhi-
vigraha),there has been assimilation of dh to n (and of v
to m).
It is interestii^s to note thatin S.N.26 the engraver
writes mSnlnka nkap^hl nkankana
(Skt- mgpikya kanthl kankana) •
This writing’in the most corrupt orthography* illustrates
the. progressive & the regressive nasalisation(prosody of 
nasalisation)*
Chapt*9(P*16)*
i
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@18
Chapt.9(P.17).
A note on n and p •
The sound p is the retroflexed correlate of n •
It is this sound together with the sound j. which is the 
chief distinguishing phonetic feature &f Oriya vis a vis 
the other sister languages the North-Eastern Group,namely, 
Assamese, Bengali and the languages of Bihar*
In Oriya n and p. are s respectively called 'dantyaK dental) 
and*nrflrdh*nyaf(cerebral)»Judging from the writerfs utteranc 
the first is alveolar in articulation* In uttering n even 
in combination with the front vowel i , the tip of the 
tongue touches the teeth ridge • In articulating p,the tip 
of the tongue curls i*e* turns back slightly against the 
hard p&late and flaps forward, just touching the hard palate 
near the teeth ridge*In both cases some air passes out 
through the nose*
The sounds of $ ,-£h,d,dh,p and 1 are generally called 
cerebral or retroflex*Some writers called them lingual , 
dorsal or cacuminal though these terms are now seldom used 
in linguistic circles*
The sound of p does not ,at present, belong
to the regular sound system of Assamese,Bengali,Bhojpuri,%
Maithili ,hfegahi though the symbol p is retained in the 
orthography of at least some of these languages*
"The use of intervocalic and final p in Bhojpur;
is made by the educated speakers only ^  certain tatsama 
and semi-tatsama words,e.g*prapam,kSrap,vSn"(FEB,P*268,562)<
At present, the sound of cereblral n occurs in a wide 
belt of contiguous languages* They are the Himalayan 
languages of Central and Western gg.Pfih&cLl (or Pahfirl)
(See P*182,XSI,vol. I ,pt.I )tPanjabi,Labnda,Sindhi,Raja­
sthani, Gujarati, Mar at hi, Oriya. The sound n also occurs in 
. Pasto which is an Iranian language,adjoining the Indo-AryahJ’
Historically speaking, the sound 51 occurs in the Rig- 
Veda,in classical Sanskrit (where it is usually a product of 
n due to particular phonetic context) and has continued 
progressively through the Prakrits and 
the NIA languages *
Generally speaking, every intervocalic n in Prkt
pbecomes p in Oriya while nn in Prkt becomes n in Oriya.
The distinction between n and p is maintained in all
the Oriya inscriptions and there is no- confusion in spelling
3with regard to n and p •
- - - - - - - -
1. CS,P.580,JPAS(1924).
2. Cp.Note on the past tense in Marathi-Sten Konow, JRAS( 1902)
P. 418.
3. The observations made in ODBL, P.525, about the spelling 
in respect of n and p, obviously based on the previous 
interpretation of the inscriptions, requires modification 
in the light of the text offered in this thesis .
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Apabhraniks to many of
Chapt?(P.19)
A note on 1 and 1.
These are two different sounds in Oriya,each 
represented by a distinctive symbol of its own in Oriya 
orthography. A retroflex alsouioccurs in Central and 
Western Pahadi,Panjabi,Lahnda,Rajasthani,Gujarati and 
MarathiC see MIAY)^. Like p. , it never occurs initially 
in Oriya.
Historically speaking, the sound j. occurs in the 
Vedic language along with its aspirated form Ih . Both 
these sounds are used respectively for d and dh,occurrng 
between vowelB in the RigVeda,e.g*IJ.e(I praise) but fyx 
IdyaCpraiseworthy). It does not seem to occur in classical 
Sanskrit or rather its occurrence in the latter is not 
proved* It occurs however in Pali and Prakrits.2 Dr.H. 
Luders,in a paper entitled 'The lingual la in the Northern 
Brahmi Script'(JRAS,October,1911,P. 1081-1089) points out 
in jdcs several instances of 1 in Northern Indian inscriptigi
e*g*in the pillar edicts of Asoka, in the Mathura inscrip­
tions and notes that in the Buddhist Dramas discovered in
* Chinese Turkestan we find 1 in dfij.ima and lavaj.1 which are 
*
old t^irasenl •
*The sound 1 is a lateral and a dental in articulation.But 
accurately speaking,it is alveolar in contact (in the 
utterance of the writer). The tip of the tongue touches the 
teeth ridge during its articulation.(See foot note,next p. )l.
l.IA,1933,@516 . 2.Piscliel @240 ; ? L S (P. t><\ ; *(., e,.s.LJP.u .
2*19
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Sten Konow pointed out1 that " every single 1 between
vowels in the Prakrits becomes 1 in Marathi, while 11 becomes
1." Grierson, following him writes that in those modern Indo- 
Aryan languages which use 1
11 an original medial single dental
I becomes cerebralised to 1 and that a medial double dental
II is reduced to a single 1 " (adding that the same holds good 
with regard to n and p. ).e#g*
a) Skt ApabhramAa Oriya Marathi
phulla(expanded) phullaCflower) phula phul
kalyam(tomorrow) kallu(jfcrkt-kallam) kffli kfil
t^yLla(oil) tella tela tel
goda^a( sixteen) solaha soJ.a soj.5
(written- 
fo}a )
b ) Skt Prkt
kffla(time) kfiGLa kfija ktt£
phala- phala- phaja phal
The origin of 1 in the following Marathi words is 
clear but the origin of 1 in the correspondin^/Oriya words 
remains obscure.
VSlukS( sand) vaiu5(HD,436) bail v5}.u(HD,43(
kokilikfi(f.cuckoo)Koilifi (?)*koillifi koili 
kokila (m. " ) koila,*koilla(HD,106) koil
laghu(25)(adj.light)(See HD,633) hSlukS hffjn
In articulating the sound 1, thefront part of the tongue curls
the hard palate-(see f •note ,nextpage)
l.JRAS, April 1902,P*418; IA,1935,P.316*
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In the earliest Oriya inscription* of the Xlth century
■fche existence of a retroflex 1 sound is not proved,for,in the
variety of Northern Indian script akin to Deva-ndgarl
in which it is written,only the 1 symbol is used.But in
the Oriya text of Serial No I- an inscription dated about 
bG1249* A.D.- 1 and 1 are distinguished by the use of two 
distinct symbols as pointed out in a previous chapter .
In the subsequent Oriya inscriptions whether 
they are written in the Telugu script (cp.S. No. 2,3 )
or in the Oriya script, distinct symbols are used for 1 and 
1* In S.No 15thowever we find •Kapilesvara*, •Kalinga* 
which might be due to scribal error or dialectical, use of 11
In Marathi j. is said to appear in a work 
of about 1400 A.D.(See P.148,LFIM5 P.184,ibid(Marathi trans 
lation ))•
Dr Dave notes that in the lgth century Gujarat: 
MS of his study, 1 is used both initially as well as 
' medially ,f but there seems to be a difference in its 
pronunciation, as some of the OG. -1- : MG. -J.-(when the 
OG. -1- : M I. -1-) ..." .
Chapt.9(P.21).
-more backward than in the case ofS Cerebral p- and then 
suddenly flaps forward, touching the hard palate. It
appears to be the retroflex flapped correlate of 1 much 
the same as p. is the retroflex flapped correlate of n.
It appears to be the most prominently flapped sound in 0. L
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It might be suggested that the existence of 1 in 
Oriya is due to the influence of a Non-Aryan substratum in 
Orissa* But it may be pointed out that in Orissa, the correct 
pronunciation of J. is observable in the higher strata of the 
society,e*g* among tfemBrahmins ,Ksatriyas , Karanas etc. 
while the uneducated of the loweijfetrata of the society , 
especially women , generally confuse J. with r*For instance 
they would say bara for ba}a( strength)
cffura " cfiuj.a( husked rice)
deura 11 deuj.a( temple)
neura ,f neulaCmongoose) •*
Grierson agreeing with Beames ascribes the existence 
of 1 in Oriya to Dravidian influence*1
In the light of what has been stated above , 
especially in view of the existence of a retroflex J. in the 
Rig-Yeda, in Pali,in some Brahmi inscriptions and dialectical 
in Prakrits and considering its use in a number of NIA 
languages of Northern India, one may conclude that Oriya 
inherited the sound of J. (along with the sound of p) from 
the MIA stage though a distinct symbol for 1 (i*e* the 
symbol for Nfigari 1 with a tail-like diacritical mark) was 
probably introduced later on( as evidenced by Serial No*I)*
Prof .Turner ascribes the beginning of the great 
wave of cerebralisation which turned -n- and -1- into -p- 
and -J— conjecturally to the 2nd century B*C*(CS,P*582).
ITMIAV^pTjieTiA, 1933) ;Beames-Yol.I ,P.«jtr# But see ODBL,P.53» 
*Cp the speech of the mother of the hero in fM£$ira maniga1.
Chapt • 9( P • 22) «
20. Consonant groups.
The language of the inscriptions like the modern 
Oriya does not normally tolerate consonant clusters initially 
nor for the most part medially.
It has been shown how Sanskrit words such as 
sthana, prastara, vardhaki, vyaya etc. * have survived as 
thana, pathara, ba^hai, baya etc.
But those groups where the nasals are combined with 
the homorganic plosives are generally retained in Oriya as in 
anka, panca or panca, bhandara, kumbhara etc. The nasals are 
assimilated to the plbsives in point of articulation, as in 
Binja (Vindhya), sanjha (sandhya), though orthographically 
represented as Bimjha, Samjha.
(It may be noted here that the only Sanskrit 
consonantal groups sometimes remaining unchanged in the 
Asokan inscriptions of Orissa are Mkhy, tr, tv, ny, pr, my, 
vy, Av (becoming sv), sm, sy, svff> While in the Kharavela 
inscription we find anusvara plus a plosive or m plus h only.
There are many words in the Oriya inscriptions 
which contain geminated or reduplicated forms of one and 
the same consonant e.g. uttara, datta, Purusottama. Bhatta.9 t •
The same words are more often written with a single consonant 
e.g. utara, data (cp. 10.25) etc. This indicates that double 
consonants sometimes preserved in the orthography were 
normally articulated as single ones as in modern colloquial
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Oriya. In other words double consonants did not belong 
to the regular phonetic structure of the language.
The treatment of certain typical Sanskrit 
consonantal groups (Conjunct consonants) in Oriya may be 
noted in a tabular form.
1. Ks : (1) kh e.g. sakhi, dakhina.
: (2) ch e.g. sachi CM0' h S 1?)-
(Note: Sometimes ch is written as ks which indicates
that occasionally or dialectically Sanskrit ks was pro­
nounced as ch. In modern Oriya the Sanskrit conjunct ks 
is pronounced khy unless followed by a front vowel, when 
it becomes kh e.g. durbhikhya, dakhya, bhikhya, bhikhyuka 
but dakhina.)
2. ksm : kh e.g. Lakhana• w *
3. jn : gy(a) e.g. agya, written agya(m).
(Note: jnana is written only once after the Sanskrit 
fahLon. The normal orthography of the inscriptions indicate 
that jna was pronounced as gya (written gyam) as in modern 
Oriya.)
4. ny : ny cp. punaiji (in 55) which seems to be a scribal 
error for punyara. Skt. ny is articulated as ny in modern 
Oriya.
5. nn : rn e.g. arna (Skt. anna), Jagarnatha or 
Jagaranatha (Skt. Jagannatha). The present Oriya practice
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of articulating nn as rn dates from olden times as 
evidenced by the inscriptions.
6. mh : mbh cp. 18 A. 5.
7. mh : ftgh e.g. singha (Skt. siipha)
(Note: The same holds good in Bhojpuri. cp. p.348 Prasad.)
8. rn : rn e.g. barna (23.16, cp. 29.1)
(Note: The same holds good in Bhojpuri. cp. p*203 Prasad.)
9. ry : (1) jr e.g. sujra (Skt. surya)
(2) rjy^ rij e.g. parijante (No. 51)
(Note: In modern Oriya Skt. ry is pronounced as rjy e.g.
parjyanta.)
10. &v : s e.g. Kapilesara (18.A)'\
11. sn : (1) sn
• •
(2) hn> nh (in the case of inherited words).
(3) st(am) e.g. kysta(ipi) or kri?{;a(m).
12. hy : hij e.g. bahiya (Vahya)
(In modern Oriya toahya is pronounced as bajhya. Similarly 
asahya is pronounced as asajhya, and nyayya as nyajya.) 
Most of these show the treatment of medieval loanwords 
from Sanskrit.
j
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Chapter 10.
(Number & Numerals)*
@1 The dual number of OIA does not survive in the
Pali and other HEA languages • So Oriya , like other NIA 
languages has only the singular and plural numbers.
@2 The grammatical categories which are affected
by these are -
1. substantives(nouns),
2. finite verbs,
3. adjectives when used as nouns, e*g*a6iksita( the 
uneducated person), a&ikgite or a&ikgita-mSne (the
" persons)* Otherwise the adjectives in 
Oriya are not affected by the category of number 
as in English*
@3 Singularity is indicated in case of nouns by
using (1) the bare stem(which is the normal practice),
(2)the bare stem + e(generally in case of the inani m
te),e*g* ratnahare(~h2Era+e)(one jewelled necklaoe); 
similarly khayg.e(one piece)*Cp jane,d5ne etc. in the 
Eastern dialect of Asokan inscriptions(P. civ,CII)* 
Sometimes the bare stem ends in u •
@4 Plurality is indicated in case of nouns
either by using the suffix
1. e which is also used in the honorific sg
2. mSne , mgna ,
or by prefixing or suffixing
3 sabu,samasta (words meaning all) s;
words denoting multitude, such as, jSka, gu£5(in case of-the 
inanimate) are also used*
The suffixes -e and -mgne are generally not used 
in oase of lower creatures and the inanimate*
The pi suffix is not added to the stem if the 
plurality is indicated from the pi ending of the verb*But 
this is rare*
It is clear,therefore,that there can he no notion 
of plurality unless*the verb be in the pi number*
As a rule the noun and the verb should agree in 
respect of number in all the tenses and moods* Let us first
illustrate from the three Participial Tenses* <K<*b \5 <^ 1)
Simple Past*
(Derived from or affiliated to Skt past P.)
sg.(3rd p.) pi. (3rd p.)
loka prabesa kalS loke prabesa kale(26.4)
Simple Future*
(Derived from or affiliated to Skt fut. P.)
loka prabesa kariba loke prabesa karibe
Sinqple Conditional^also Subjunctive).
(Derived from or affiliated to Skt present P).1 
loka prabesa karantfi loke prabesa karante *
©6 The sg and pi endings in the three persons in the
present tense,Indie.mood which have survived into Oriya
from the OIA through the MIA , are as follows*
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1 ODBL, §6< *3 .
They are here suffixed to the root kar(do) which is 
followed by the theme -a- unless merged with the endings.
1st p* 2nd p. 3rd p.
sg kar-a-i (or kar-e) kar-u kar-a-i(or kar-e)
pi kar-um kar-a kar-a-nti .*
@7 These endingsti*e* i(or e)fuy,uta,i(or'e) and
an nti are added to all verbs(i*enroots) in all the 13
tenses and moods( with the exception of the Imperative )
excepts in the 3rd p. of the Participial Tenses as 
illustrated in @5•In the latter ,the pi ending -e is 
identical with the Nom.pl ending -e.
In the Imperative, frfas the bare root is used
in the 2nd p. sg while -a is added to the root in the 2nd
p. pi. (The Imperative like the Simple Present i*e*The
Present Tense in the indie.mood, has survived to Oriya from 
the OIA through the MIA*)
o@8 The use & sources of Oriya pi suffixed •
*  v (fflfie & mSna) •* \
In Oriya, nouns indicating rational beings 
(sometimes, animate creatures ) form their plural by means 
of the suffix -e (which is an example of inflexional ending 
surviving into Oriya from the M3A)fe*g.
sg pi
jhia(daugirt;er) jhie
pua (son) pue
2 3 S
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sg
&ikgaka( lw, teacher ) 
mSs$ara(lw,master ) 
pilS (child) 
bhuSsupiCmarried girl) 
bohu( daughter-in-law )
Pi
£iksake 
mSffare 
pilffe or pile 
bhugsuple 
bohue
The pi ending e is also used as an honorific sg ending,e.g. 
&iksake(or mfig-fare) padhffnti may mean(lQ ’the teacher teaches’ 
or (2)’teachers teach’. So in order to convey clearly 
the sense of plurality , the suffix mflne is added to the 
words • Thus £ikgakaffiane or mSg-faramSne pa^hSnti,1 teachers 
teach’ conveys the idea of plurality without ambiguity*
There is a distinction between the suffix -mSne(with -e) 
and the suffix -mana(without -e). The latter is generally 
used with reference to inanimate objects,e*g*(emSne) emSna 
5gT prabesa kale(cp 26.3) ’(these) arrived,bringing these1, 
where the first word refers to people and the last to things*
The Oriya pi suffix -e( sometimes called the simple pi 
suffix as distinguished from -mfine which is likewise called 
the compound pi suffix) is a relic of the mta and is according 
to Bhandarkar(WPL, P. 519) the m m  pi suffix -e in ’gho^Le’ 
in Marathi and Hindi* It is used in Eastern Hindi(cp OGGL,
P*186); also GHL,P.97)*It occurs in Bengali.
It has been suggested that this -e is traceable through
the MIA,to tksacx -ebhife,the Instrumental pi ending in the 
Vedas(0DBL,P.724 & P*743)*In Skt -e is the pi ending of pro- 
nouns(lst & 2nd Pers pronouns excepted )T*
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In an Oriya inscription of A.D. 1288( =S.No.3, written 
in Telugu Script and found at Simhficalam in the MadraA Presi­
dency) ,the pi suffix -mfina is used thrice,e.g#
1) sukrita-mana(3.10-ll)(good deeds),
II)Nfiyaka-mfina( 3 • 7 ) ( NSyak&s ),
(villages)III) grfima-mS(nya)(3*9-10); cp also the following-
IV} e-mfina (26#3)(these),
V} nScaytmfinaCS 42.5)(dancing girls).
VI) e-mfine(42.(42.5) (these (persons) )•
Note- In 111) nya may be a misspelling or misreading for na.
The suffix -mfina is not restricted to words signifyi
ag
rational or animate beings either in the inscriptions or in
modern Otriya, though in the latter -mfine and the inflexional 
base mffnaji^ nlra are confined to nouns signifying beings that 
are rational or viewed as stamped with a personality as in 
stories#
The suffix -mfina is also used in parts of Bengal, 
Bihar, Madhya-prade£a or Central Provinces which are 
contiguous to Orissa and in Assam.In other words, it is 
found as a dialectical feature in Bengali,Bhojpuri,Eastern 
Hindi and in Assamese in different provinces or States of 
Eastern India (as is shown in the following table.
(fiiapt • lOOP* G ) •
A Table showing the forms of the pi suffix 
mgna(-e) and the areas over which it is used
2.41 .
Province Districtorlocality
Languageordialect
forms
1 Orissa all districts Oriya m5ne,raSna
2 Bengal Midnapur S.W^Bengali mana(0DBI@492)
3Bihar W* ,f mInS( t# @ 492)
4 " Chotnagpur NfigpuriS of 
Bhojpuri (P. 280) man(I£I,V-II
5 Central Raipur Chatt isgarhi man(GCDH,P*34)Provinces Bilaspur of E*Hindi
6 Assam fild Assamese mtoe( APD, P. 277
( Cp the pi suffixes of the following )
Bihar Central Bihar Magahi
t» E.& S. "
»
Bho jpuri —ni,—nh,—n. 
(ISI,V-II,P.50
it North ,f
A ■ • . "
Maithili —ni
(I£>I, V-II, P . 26
U.P. Oudh Awadhi —e,-ne,-n(IfiI,VI,P.16)B aghe lkhanda Bagheli - e,-al
(I£I,ibid,P.22
The pi suffix -mffne ,used in Early Assamese , survives in a 
restricted sense in modern Assamese,e#g* flor5-m5ne Sha'CCome 
all who are boys).(APD,P*277)• The word ’mSna1 (=man) is said 
to occur in the Haijong dialect of East Bengali(Maimansing)
( ODBL,@492) ♦ In BhojpuriyS, *manaf1 signifies man in general(ibi 
Hoemle was first to suggest the equation of O.pl 
suffix -mSne with manai (men) which he calls the pi of
'manukli* in B.Hindi(=B*hari Of IfiI).(See CGGL,P.189,P.185)»
The source of the pi suffix -mgne, is almost 
certainly,a Skt word or an OIA word meaning ’persons* and 
used extensively in popular speech as a second member in
compound words just as loka( pi loke) is used. Words which
fulfilling this function,would dwindle phonetically to the 
form mSne, appear to be either mSnava or manugya or mffnuga •
Of this triad,the last word with the suffix e,i.e. mflnuge 
may be held to be the source of -mSne. The reason for this 
preference is specified below.
The word ’mSnava’ or its derivative 1 mSnabaf is
not used in old or modern Oriya in the specific sense noted
above while 1 manisa’ (derived from manugya) and loka are
commonly used,e.g.,
pilS manisa (or loka) a child( or children)
bhejidft ,f ” ” a youth( ” youths )
hku^hS 11 ” ,f an old man (or old men)
mgjpi ,f ” ’’ a woman (or women )•
These wora groups are also used in their pi forms,endindg
in e(e.g. bu^hfi manise)to convey clearly the sense of plurality
In these instances manisa or loka is used in the sense of
’folk’(or per son), conveying naturally the idea of plurality
on occasions.
While1 manisa ’,written manisa(and its variant ’mapiga) 
and even the original word ’manugya* are commonly and freely 
used in Oriya,the word fmanaba’(Skt mfinava) is not so used.
It is a dignified lw in Oriya,confined to literature.
Z.A 2.
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The treatment of mfinuse( mfinusa+e ) ( =men), as the source
of the suffix mfine, appears to be different from that of the
same or similar words occuring elsewhere in the sentence(Cp.
The phonetic weakness of terminations! elements in Indo-Aryan-
by Turner in JRAS,April, 1927)*The word mfinuge perhaps changed
to forms like mflnise : mflnihe : mSnie and ultimately to mfine*
(From some of the derivatives of the word ,occuring in NIA ,
the following process of change, may also be postulated -
mfinuse : mfinse smfinhe : mfine).
It is interesting to note that in Nepali(ND,P.503),
there are several words ,meaning man,e*gimfigug9mfinis9mfinchet •
Of these ,the first is a lw from Skt and the second is a
derivative from Skt mfinusa , Prkt mfigusa.About the
third, it is noted" Exact relationship with Skt mfinusa£(v*s.v.
mfinis) is not clear".
Inthe contiguous NIA languages or dialects ,using
variants of the pi suffix mfina(mfine),it seems that the words
mfinus,mfinukh (or their variants) are used in popular idiom •
(the same seems to hold good in Marathi and Gujarati) .In Sindhi
we find the word mfig.hu,traceable to Skt mfinusa.
Foot note- The epigraphic texts from the 13th century onwards 
and the oldB 0. literature so far known to me invariably use 
-mfina or mfine.In a few places of the inscriptions, Mr M.M.C. 
read n for g and g for n.At least the text in JASB reads as 
such.My impressions invariably and clearly read mfina,not mfiga.
So the statements as to the retrof lexed variant of the 0.
PI suffix mfina in ODBL,P.737 & in L'Indo-Aryen, needs modifies 
tion in the light of the reading offered in this thesis*
Chapt*10(P.8).
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@g Numerals •
The following numerals are used in the text- 
(Cardinals one to ten) 
eka dui
tini(Archaic-tinni) c&ri( Archaic- ciSri)
pSfica , cha
s5ta(dial.-s5tu) 5$ ha
na dasa
Others.
hSra-twe lve, cauda-fourt e enf b Sisa-twenty two f
pahcisa-twenty five trimseka(text trihsek£(ka pleonastii
chatisl-thirty six c5}isa(text c^lisa)-^^^ 1^ ’
pamcSsa-fifty s5£ hie-sixty,
asl - eighty sa - hundred,
ciSri sa cSlisa na - four hundred forty nine,
” 11 pajLcSsa - 11 M fifty ,
naa sa - nine hundred ,
ko$i - ten millions ,
naba ko£i - ninety millions •
------------------
For Skt equivalents see GHL @ 212, Whitney-Skt gram chapt.VI.
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Gender.
@1 Colloquial Oriya has lost the graiBatical gender
which is found in Sanskrit(and in the Prakrit languages)* 
Though words may be masculine,feminine or neuter on the 
popular notion of natural genders,the gender of these words 
does not affect the forms of other grammatical categories 
such as pronouns,verbs etc. in the sentence"** • In this 
respect Colloquial Oriya may be compared with English* It~ 
differs"* It differs from some NIA languages such as Hindi 
and Marathi which may be compared with French and German, 
in retaining the grammatical gender* Bengali and Assamese 
of the North-Eastern Group have also lost the grammatical 
gender as far as the colloquial style is concerned*
@2 In the ornate or literary style of Oriya
however the grammatical gender of Skt grammar As recognised > 
Only the form of the adjective which qualifies the 
substantive is then affected ,i.e* the tka corresponding 
feminine suffix is added tofit,e*g*
l.In Oriya,th*®e are some adjectives like fba$af,Mna ,,cho£al
which are not affected by the gender of the words which they
qualify* But there are some qualitative adjs like 'cho-fS1 
(lame),kodS(fat),1 terS(squint eyed),'^ Lengfi’Ctall) etc. which 
are so affected, e*g*cho$5 budhff but cho$I budhl.These adjs 
often used as substantives,&*g* chot5(a lame man) •
a) • sundara bffjaka a. fine boy
 ^ " ghara A tf bouse)
sundaxi bSlikfi » 11 girl
b). kusumita taru a tree in blossom
kusumitS lata a creeper in blossom
c)* surupa hrada a beutiful lake
fsurupa Agu&up3* the beutiful AipAupS (lake) •
If however the adj is used predicatively ,the
agreement in gender is optional,e#g#
a).fasmita bismaye heia nimagana* (nimagana=nimagna) 
(Self-consciousness became submerged in wonder) ; 
b ). * manohara ySra xtiaraa nlla-nlra-b eyl1
(Whose blue stream of water is charming) »
Case-endings ,postpositions or postpositional 
words are added only to the substantives and not to the adjs 
which they qualify,i*e*the termination is added to the 
word-group,e•g♦
sundara b5J.aka-ku to the fine boy
" ghara —ku ” ** " house
Isundara bfilikS-ku " " " girl .
It is clear that in Oriya there is no distinction 
in form between words of masculine gender and words of neuter 
gender •
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Ch&pt .11(P*3)*
In Oriya there are a number of feminine suffixes 
(borrowed or derived ffom Skt) such as
1. -5
2. -I 
3* -n£
4 . - f i £ I  
5*-iyf
6.-u£l
which are added to substantives or adjs for the formation 
of feminine forms* Of these,1 with the variant i , is also 
used as a diminutive suffix,e*g*chati(41*6)(an umbrella) , 
correspondin^to fchatU' which is not diminutive in sense*
@5 In the inscriptions where the rule of grammatical
gender is absent just as it is in spoken or Colloquial Oriya 
we find the use of the feminine suffixes- yf, SgdL, uyl besides 
S and I (borrowed intact from Skt)*
In S*No* 18*12—13, we find the sentence fphulu5ni 
sSniki bhSta go*£i 1; it means - one dish of rice (x is to be 
given) to f phuluSni sSni 1 * The word sfini means a girl or 
a woman and is a lw from Telugu* In 'phuluSni1 ,the use of 
dental n is not regular* We expect phuluSni(with a cerebral 
n)* It might be a dialectical variation or a scribal error. 
Assuming 1 phuluggi* as the correct text,we may derive it frcm 
•phuluS1," one dealing with or concerned with *phula*(flower) 
with the addition of the feminine suffix *5p£ or its variant
@4
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The point to be noted here is that in asmnch as the word sSni
is feminine in gender, the word phuluSpi which may be taken
as an adj qualifying it, is feminine in form* There is also
the alternative explanation that phuluSni is a noun,feminine
in gender, which is in apposition with sSni •
IM S.No*42(circa 1499 A.D*) we find the following-
11 Kapilesvaranka dilS nacapimSna (,) purupS samparadS
TelamgfsamparadS" which means - the dancing girls provided by
K.,the early troup^,the Telugu troupe- • Here the adj Telajpgf
is feminine in form because either it qualifies in sense
f nScapfmffna 1 which is understood after samparadS or qualifig
the word samparadS which is confused as a Skt lw ending in 8
injreminlne gender •
On the other hand,the past participle dilS fi provided
which is used as an adj and qualifies nScapimSna , remains
unaltered in fornu This indicates that past participles, wit ha-
without the addition of fern, suffixes or undergoing any change
can qualify nouns of any gender,as in modem Oriya**
In S*No*33#H-12,we find- 11 caa(y)radhSrf nSma dei
DukhSsSnira AmalSsSni dui dhttpe ....  ...... ... .caa(jji)ra
dhari kha^iba ." It may be translated as follows, " AmalS-sSni
(the daughter ) of DukhS-sSni, assuming the designation of
Chowry bearer(Skt cSmaradhSrt) will attend with chowry in hand
Here the word AmalS-sSni is a noun of feminine gender but
*Por” I^pi5?iciples,taking the feminine affix -I,i in 0.Bengal 
C?p. ODBL,P*958*
Chapt • 11( P • 4) «
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but the adj •ca^aC^radhSrl* which logically qualifies it, 
is exhibited in masculine form( the corresponding fem. form 
being 1 caa(m)radh5rinl *i*e. caaradhgriyi )• This indicates 
that when the adj is used like a predicate, it need not 
agree in gender with the substantive,i«e# a fem. suffix may 
not be added to it »
The O# fem . suffixes such as ■yT>«ffnTr inr etc. 
are traceable through the MIA to Skt -nl,-£nf,-inl •
Forms like the latter ooour in seme languages of-the IS1 
family in Europe. Qp the German fem. suffix -n(Mase. der 
Student, For. die Studentine )• See alee pp 281— , I.TB- ~
@7 Intfaa the expressions 'tohfijri kujiff * (thy cottage)
f tohara ant are *(for thy sake), occurring in the Carygs 1, 
the difference of form of the Genitive (= possessive adj ) 
may be due to grammatical gender2* in an early inscription 
(S*No*ll ) the Genitive pi suffix -nkari is once used,
( in the expression * duhinkari gocare * which means 1 in the 
presence of the two1 )*Its variant or allied form adt -nkara 
which occurs in the same inscription, is frequently used in 
other inscriptions* In the quotation from the Caryfis, ftohori 
may be x feminine in form, on the assumption that ,ku$i5t is 
grammatically feminine .But the inscriptional form 1 duhinkari1 
does not seem to be feminine in the context • In modern Oriya
tohori and tohora, duhinkari and duhinkara are_ used without 
any distinction* j) o t^cv *f^ S *
1 ?2°~721 • 2,For analogous forms in Hindi,cp GHL
p p . 1 0 1 - 1 0 2 -  ’
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@8 Besides using d±sii kb faxing distinct feminine
suffixes as noted above, Oriya prefixes seperate words 
signifying male or female before substantives to indicate 
the masculine or the feminine gender* This is usually 
done in case of beasts,birds and other small creatures,
e*g*b£churi(Skt vatsatarl) may mean , in Oriya, a he-calf
*or a she-calf but with the word •mSi* prefixed to it, 
it means a she-calf. The word ,mfiit meaning female, is 
traceable to Skt mfitr(or m5tykff),the mother* In the 
expression ’ mSigomajLfipoka1 (?)in 55*11 which may be the 
name of a village, the occurrence of the word ’mSi* in the 
sense of ’female* is not likely*
Chapt«ll(P*6)#
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Case •
( Case-endings,postpositions,their origin)#
It is customary for the native Oriya grammarians 
and even for some European Philologists dealing With the 
NIA to record that there are 7 cases in Oriya,viz. 
NominativeCwhich includes the Vocative),Accusative,Instru­
ment al( Agent ive) ,Dative, Ablative fGenitive(Possessive), 
Locative# But as Oriya has almost discarded the synthetic 
or organic inflexion of Sanskrit grammar and has adopted 
the new and simpler device of expressing the case relations 
of Sanskrit (and of Prakrit ) grammar by taking recourse 
to postpositions, it is convenient to write an Oriya 
grammar without applying to it the elaborate framework of 
seven (or eight) cases of Classical grammars. In that 
scheme, only the different postps (including the few 
remnants of MIA organifc case endings which more or less 
behave as postps) are to be enumerated and their applicatior 
and uses are to be specified •
In this work however , the customary method is 
followed while dealing with declension in the next chapter
y-where case endings and postps occuring in the inscriptions
are shown(and their use illustrated) under each of the cases
enumerated above. In the Index or Glossary of this thesis, 
the remnants of MIA case endings and the postps are listed 
split up from the stems (of nouns and pronouns)#
Chapter 12.
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The six cases of Oriya grammar $ along with the 
possessive which is not recognised as a case or 1 karate* ) 
are named and usually defined after the Skt grammar.
@2 Organic case inflexion in Oje
The regular organic case inflexion in modern Oriya 
takes place when the ending
(1) -e is used in the
(a) Nominative case,plural number(See Chapt.10,@8),
(b) Instrumental sg.,e.g. hSta (the hand-} but
hate(=hata+e)(by the hand) ,
(c) locative sg.,e.g. ghara(the house) but
ghare(ghara+e)(in the house),
(2) -u is used in the
(a) Ablative sg.,e.g. gharu(ghara+u)(from the house)
( h  a +tx +-U) ( fYorn the. vwa*rki^ j
These case endings which are remnants of the synthetic
flexion of the hlA, are heed tt the ihsctiptione.^h tt-
their nasalised variants except in the case of -e in the Norn.
pi.
@3 The Instr.sg. ending -e, through the intermediate form
-§( which occurs in the inscriptions) may ultimately be
connected with Skt -ena.
The Loc. sg. ending -e , through the intermediate forms 
e :*ai : ammi , may ultimately be traceable to Skt -asmin or
strictly speaking, -smin ,the Loc sg ending of all pronouns 
(the 1st & 2nd Pers.Pronouns excepted).
The Abl. sg. ending -u or ft may be connected with Prkt
-hu or- hd (PIschel @363 )#
Chapt. 12(P.2).
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@4 Postpositions ( seperable termlnational elements) «
With a view to examine the postps which are added
alike to all stems,it is helpful to show their application
to a particular stem or word(e*g.nara*= man)in a tabular form 
sg. pl.& hon.sg. '
Acc. nara-ku naranku( i ♦naranka + ku )
nara-^hg-ku naranka-$hg-ku
Ins* nara-re naranka-re
nara-dei,-dvgrg ,f -dei, -dvSrg
Dat. nara-ku nar&nku(. : ♦naranka + ku)
Abl. nara-ru naranka-ru
nara-£hg-ru M --fhg-ru
Gen* nara-ra || -ra
Loc* nara-re 11 -me re (naranka-re)
nara-^hg-re n -■Jhg-re •
The Acc* uses the Dat forms (nara-ku and naranku) , 
generally |i^ case of rational beings*So the 2 fofcms are 
common to them, as is shown in the table*
The pi suffix -mgna may be inserted between nara and
nka in the examples given above* Forms with mgna,e*g*
naramgnanku(to men ),naramgnankara(of men)should never be
used for hon. sg., Hoernle observes(CGGL,P.187),f,the Oriya
and Eastern Hindi compound pi. signs mgne and log form a
regular oblique pi. mgnan and logan This would presuppose 
the splitting up of Oriya -nka into n-ka.
Of the two forms of the Gen.pl , namely narankara and 
its condensed form naranka,the latter is usual in Spoken 0*.
It forms the inflexional base to which postps a1® added*
Chapt * 12( P. 3 )
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In th© Dative pi , the -nka of the Genitive which forms 
the inflexional base, is reduced to -n- due to special 
phonetic context^ in this connection , the pronominal forms 
•tfiha-ku*, tkah5kul where the postp -ku is added to Genitive 
forms ’tfihS1 and fkfihSf ,may be compared •
(d) The short form of the Gen. forms the inflexional
base in the pi in the declension of all nouns(with the 
exception of nouns of neuter gender) and in the case of 
pronouns. In case of neuter nouns, the Nominative pi forms 
the inflexional base. This bears resemblance with the system 
of declension in Telugu and Tamil
@5 .Analysis of Instrunental-Locative & Abl.post s.
(their sources).
The cade endings(i#e. the MIA survivals) and the 
postpositions which are added alike to form the sg and pi 
of the oblique cases of all nouns and nearly of all pronouns,
may be tabulated below in order to show their inter-relation
shipMIA survivals New(?)creations periphrastic
(case-encLings) $ postps) postps.
Inst -e -re (re-kari,dei
Abl -u -ru (*£h5-ru)
Loc ~e -re ($hfi-re)
Ppss.
Dat . -ku(-ki)
It will be seen that the postps of Inst-Loc & Abl 
have invariably incorporated -e & -u(the MIA survivals).
1. TG,5s 90-91 & Q 131(1873 Ed);T.G.@s 120,128,158;P.83 ibid*
Chapt«12( P# 4)♦.
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In other words -e and -u are added to an r which represents
—ra( the postp of the Possesive). It should be mentioned
however that -ru ,-ra and -rIPfelt as s i n g l e  entities by the 
native speaker.
The -ra of the possesive may, on the basis of the
analysis given above, be called a simple or basic postp
vis-a-vis -ru and -re which are complex in their consti­
tuents.Along with this -r we should class , as a simple postp 
the Dative sign -ku which appears as -ki after -i(-f) stems 
and which figures in old Oriya,sometimes , in the form of 
k^i or kai (or ke).
The word 1 kari* in fre-karif(of the Instrumental) 
means*doing while the postp *dei* (*• ** •• }
literally or apparently meaning 'giving*, may be derived 
from *dehe*(Inst. sg)*by the body or person* .This derivation 
is supported by the analogous use of 'hate*(by the hand) 
as an Instrumental sign in Oriya.Forms resembling this 
occur in Bengali and Assamese .
@6 Source of -nkara(Gen p$) & -ra(Gen sg).
The Gen pi sign -nkara whose condensed or reduced form 
-nka is used in the formation of the inflexional base in the 
pi,seems to contain the relic of the OIA Gen pi ending -nSm 
Prkt -jaijL , followed by the syllables * kara*. This(latter) 
suffix ,i.e. kara seems to represent the Prakrit Adjective-
Genitive suffix -kera wilicil was a&ded to the inflected Gen 
itive .
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As to the origin of the Gen. sg suffix -ra ( which is
common to Ccriya,Bengali,Assamese,akin to Rajasthfini -ro and
surviving in pronominal forms in Bho jpurt ^ Magahi, Maithili )
toit may be traceable the same Prakrit suffix -kera.lt may be 
mentioned that this suffix occurs many times in the Dramatic 
Prakrits. The Prkt suffix -kera,well visible inthe Oriya 
Gen pi , survives as -ra in the Gen sg
Chapt • 12( P* 6 ) ♦
The Hindi Gen postp -k5 may be traceable to Prkt -kera.
(See GHL,@115 &1g> 194)*
The view that most of the NIA Gen postps are traceable to 
the Prkt suffix -kera or -tamki keraa (Skt kjta or kjtaka) 
is an old one •
The derivation of Oriya-Bengali -ra (-er) from Prkt -kera 
has been disputed(P.290,HBL9 but the alternative suggestion 
that the MIA -sa developed into -ra, is without parallelism 
in the MIA.
In Prkt we find a form in the Gen. sg. with r,cp. •tudhra* 
(thine) (GPSfP.296).
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@7 The source of the Dative postp -ku ♦
The Oriya Dat.postp -ku with its variant -ki and its 
eld variants -k^i and -kum is almost identical in form
with the Telugu -ku with its variants -ki and cognate -kgi
Mdylihand slightly differs from the postp of the Nerth -Eastern 
Group of NIA where it appears as -ke. None of this Group, 
such as Bengali,Bho jpuri, Magahi,Maithili and Assamese 
possess-ku or -ki even as variants though Bhojpuri has 
as a variant -ko which is the Acc-Dat. postp of Hindi and 
though Maithili uses as variants k$i or -kgu either with 
or without the vowel nasalised and also -ke with the vowel 
nasalised*
Marathi and Gujarati use,as their Dat-Acc. postp,
-si or -s and -ne respectively.
Kankayi however uses -kte.g. putSk(to or for a son)*1-.
In Griya(as in Telugu) -ku appears as -ki after a word 
ending in i or I. The Oriya -ku also resembles the Dat suffix 
in other Dravidian languages which is in Tamil M-ku (in 
construction kku);in Malayalam kku ; in old Canarese ge or 
ke ; in the modern dialect ge or kke, and in construction
has sometimes been claimed),is bounded on the east and south 
by Canarese .In some features.it resembles the Eastern group 
of I.A.languages.With its forms ^utffk1, fva$arfcp. fputanku*
ige 5 Tulu ku , gu ,kf ,g* \ if
1. Konkayi,a dialect of Marathi(for whom an independent stat^
25 8
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The similar or slightly differing forms of the 
Dat-Acc • postp of most of the NlA languages including Sindhi 
where it appears as -khe and those of the Dravidian family 
of languages, do not appear to he of common origin* At any 
rate,it is definite that the latter has not borrowed it 
from the former,since, inter alia,-ku appears in Tamil 
at an early period before the formation of the NIA*
On the other hand, the suggestion as to the Dravidian 
origin of the NIA Dat-Acc. suffix , can not be seriously 
maintained* Caldwell to whom it seemed at one time "highly 
probable that some relationship existed" between the NIA 
Dat-Acc postp and the Dravidian Dat-Acc postp, later on 
accepted the independent origin of the former from Skt 
through Prkts*^
In Old Oriya poetry ,the form -kai sometimes appears 
in stead of -ku (See TAOPP,P*85) and in inscriptions in the 
form of -k^ i. which is simply an orthographic variant of -kai1* 
In the latter early inscriptions of this thesis, -ku with 
its variant -kuy , is also met with but not so frequently 
as -k$l
In Old Hindi poetry,e*g*in the Rgmgyana of Tulsidas
we find the forms -kahay, -kahuy and even -kffhuy(WPL, P ♦ 526-7)
With the dropping of the aspirate,we get -kauy which
resembles the old Oriya form -kai or more closely -kuy
l.B*C*M* however argues for accepting Caldwell*s first 
suggestion (HBL,P.73) citing Oriya Dat-Acc -ku.
V<ac ol'vx <A \<u» ©c<.«-».r a s  - A c * . . i n  a r K w a LZ
- Y « * | © . * t ( L S J ,  I *  # p t -  W ,  V .  l i e  ,  F .  2 . 9 2 ?  .
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which occurs rarely in the inscriptions. The Oriya -kmji 
and -ku may be traced to a form like -kahugi* R #G. Bhandarkar 
observes that Oriya kum is another form of the old Hindi 
kahujL * We may maintain that to old Oriya -kai(from ♦-kahi 
and old Oriya -kujL( from *kahuy ) and old Hindi -kahum
are traceable to a common origin in the MIA. 
nearly
Though all philologists of NIA, such as Beames,
Hoernle,Bhandarkar,Grierson,Chatterji agree either expressly 
or impliedly that the Hindi Dat-Acc suffix -ko,Bengali -ke 
(Oriya -ku) ,Sindhi -khe are related to one another and
are cognate to the early Hindi form -kahu,there is great
difference of op\|hion as to the exact source of these*
Them views about the source of NIA Dat-Acc suffixes
referred to in the last para and the names of their chief 
protagonist a may be noted in a tabular form.
Skt MIA or early NIA
1 kakge (LOc sg) *kahi Beames(1875),Hoernle(188C
kaksa(stem) k a M  Kellog(1892 , )
( =proximity or Chatterji(1926).
enclosure ) 
kyt e Trump?1872 ), Hoernle( 1903
kfta( stem) Grierson( 1927) *
3 (an inflected form- kehim Bhandarkar(1877)(Apabhram£a)of) kim(what)
The arguments for and against each view will be 
found in the works noted lualow-CGMAL,II,pp252-259;0GGIi,
P.224,@375;Hoernle in JRAS( 1903)P*615;GHL,@s .195&179;
0DBL,@505;SGfP.l\^ 5lSI,vol I#pt.I,P*131|WPL,gp 526-530. 
Trumpp derives Sindhi —khe from kpta ftHindi —ko fr.kyta.
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The first derivation appears to accord most with all 
the NIA Dat-Acc suffixes with an initial k or kha from the 
phonetic standpoint. Thus from *kakse1-whence the Bengali 
postpositional word ’kSche1- by a special treatment of the 
group ks , can be explained almost all the forms of NIA.
So the Oriya Dat-Acc suffixe* ku and ki with k§i and 
kuijL as early forms , along with Bengali ke and other cognate 
forms , may be held to go back to an Indo-Aryan origin, 
probably to the Skt form kakje. But since the Oriya Dat-Acc 
suffixes are almost identical with those of the contiguous 
Telugu language from an early period as evidenced by earliest 
of the inscriptions(Cp S.No.A) going back to the Xlth 
century, it may be that their evolution to their present 
shape is due to the influence of parallel forms in Telugu •
Chapter I5t 
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61* She striking features of the language
of the inscriptions in the matter of declension of nominal 
stems are the disintegration of nominal flexion with a 
few survivals of MIA case endings like -hu(abl* sg*), -e 
(instr* & loc* sg*), the absence of oblique forms of stems 
in the sg* and the expression of different case relations, 
by the addition of postpositions directly to the stems
in the sg* and to the inflexional base in the plural* In 
the nominative case no postp. is necessary* In the accusa­
tive case the postp* -ku is rarely used* Some times in 
stead of postpositions distinct words like lagi(23*15) 
sahite(6*7),bhitare (48*11),nimite(49*4) are added to the 
stem to denote case relations} these postpositions or 
postposional words are the same in both numbers *
Plurality is often expressed by addinig 
the suffix -mana to the stem and to the suffix -mana 
followed byfckx the suffix -nka of the genitive, both fwrrarr 
forming an inflexional base, distinctive postpositions 
are added.Some times instead of -mana simply the genitive 
suffix -fika is added to the stem before adding postps.
♦The modified forms of the stem to which case terminations 
are added in the NIA are called oblique forms* Marathi has 
such forms both in the sg* and the pi. 5 Sindhi,Panjabi, 
Gujarati and Hindi have oblique forms; they are said to be 
absent in Bengali and Assamese •
- r ,  I
r s  t
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To all stems of all genders ending in & different 
vowels postps are generally added alike#
@2 Tlie following are some of the instances in the 
text where the bare stem is used to express different 
case relations.
Nominative—
sg.- mahaimmi bamdha kala( 1.10) •
«
w anka ,f (1#16). 
ratana-padartha achi(19*5)* 
pi#- No instance occurs in the inscriptions but it may­
be used in mod& Oriya e# g. chatra padhanti,balika 
khelanti,goru caranti.
Accusative- 
sg#- a-stem-
anka kala(1.16). sata dedha ghetalaC1#12).
bhiaila bhoga(2.7)*Here the object follows the verb#
bhata harai(18#16).
bibhaa dhlli(24#4).
a-stem -
debata pratistha kari (29»3)*(se)ba karuthibe(J4#3).
i-stem -
pani dhila(l#26)# bhumi dila(10#10)# 
padmanidhi dila( 10.12) #bhumi maapi(18A.10). 
bhumi delum(31#14-)#
C ia c* jp 13 Cj? ^ ^
pl#-
(The bare stem is used without any pi# suffix when the 
plurality is indicated by a numeral adjective e.g.) 
dela ohelf. sata(9«13)*(He gave one hundred goats)# 
gra.5 data kari dhilu(52#6).(We granted 5 villages as a 
gift)*
Locative
pLv- dui bela { 33~»-12) .-(«t twe timeo9#
Note- For the use of the bare stem fdinaf in the sentence 
- sitala tini dina hoiba -(41#10)cp#the rule"atyanta- 
samyoge" of Skt# grammar# cj>,P<£*r»c>nc 2 . 1-29.
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I '
The use of suffixes,case endings and postps# 
(For the frequency of occurence of all these the Index
may be consulted)#
@3 # Nominat ive
sg.
1)-e used with sg# verb, e#g#
Acaye hoila(l#23)# Acaye pan! dhila(l#26)*
2)-e the pi .ending used in honorific sg. e#g#
Mahapatre bhialle (29#
" banti " (5%7-tO.
kosikare ae karibe(35*7)•
Kuluae bhiaile (23•14)•
Kapilesfrjararajae dile( 26 #2) •
pi*
1)«- eta loke prabesa kale(26.4).
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13 Cp- * 0
2)-mana The use of the suffix mana is not restricted 
to words signifying rational or animate beings in the 
inscriptions or modern 0* though in the latter it is 
generally used with regard to rational and animate beings.
Examples from inscrips -
sukritamanaO#^1^  good deeds) • gramama(nya) (3#9-10X 
villages)#Dt#1288 A#P# Nayakamana(3 • 7 ) (Nayakas)# 
nacanimanafi 42#5 XMftXSkfcfcbcCdancing girls)#
3)-mane (A compound suffix made up of mana & e.In this form 
it is generally used as the plural suffix in modem 0)# 
samasta sebakamane karuthibe( ?)(34#3)#
4^-jaka (It signifies entirety t multitude and is added to 
teikK the stem# Then the whole word is declined like any 
other word ; jaka can not be used seperately in Oriya#
It is used as a suffix in Assamese) #
raijajake(24#3)(in the whole kingdom)# Here the loc# sg# 
ending J -e is added to raijajaka (all the kingdom)#
@4 Accusative.
There is no suffix or postp 
which is excluvely used in the accusative i#e# it has no 
suffix or postp exclusively of its own#The use of the 
bare stem in the singular has already been noted# j&fc&g
The Prakrit ending -m appears to be used only once in an 
early inscription#
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In the pi* the hare stem is used
with the pi* suffix' -mana or with an adj. which indicates
plurality. But on a few occasions ku which is the postp
for the dative is used in the accusative •
In modern Oriya ku is generally used
in the accusative with reference to; rational beings and
to indicate definite objects* if the verb be transitive
the object is commonly used without the postp ku. With a
normallyverb indicating motion, the place of destination is ^ indi- 
cated by adding -ku e.g* se gharaku gale (He went home).
The real old Oriya case ending for the 
accusative pi. is -nta or -nti.lt is either added directly
to the stem or to the stern^  ending with the pi suffix -mana,
e*g* asuranta mari (having killed the $iants),rajamananta 
nipata kale( extirpated the kings).In the inscriptions -nti 
occurs only once.*
The following may be noted from the j&scgSfffe'
inscriptions.
sg.
1) -ku paikarautaku kari( 24.3)(including the infantry and
pl« caialry).
1) -ku bhiaila cari s± nrimalyaku( 1 7 *9)(instituted the
four sacred offerings) .
2) -ku (forming a part of-mananku ).
saantamanahku posi anili (24.3)(l maintained
the lords).
*My facsimile is defaced at this point.
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3) -nti samastanti thoi dele(26.5) (They put up every thing)!
Note - In the following sentences the stem (with thejnfc 
plural suffix mana) is used in the accusative or a  sense 
without any other ending.
e dkax abadanamana harai (27*9)(takes these gifts away) 
(Dt.A.D.i470). e dharmakirati mana je hari(55*13) (He who 
takes away these endowments of piety and fame).
@5 Dativesg
1) -ku Debarathacaryaku(8.10 & 8.38) •
-  -  562) -ki Tapacakraba(r)tiki (1.25) (Dt.1249 A.D
Surasaniki bhata (10.8) ((Dt.1307 A.D.}
T QTL,The use of -ki is restricted to -i stems. It appears
t£ *to be a variant of -ku, condioned by the final 
vowel of the stem.
3) -kai Visnukai (5.17) • Tbe extended form -kaika also
occurs e.g. Praharajakaika deba (7.10)(We should 
give to P.)*
4) -ke kaiaka rtatikijUbakafr(iari&t): • The form ke forming
a part of hke is used in honorific sg. e.g. U.-
Nayakanke dei (1.16) (having paid to U.Nayaka).
Note - All these postpositions of the dative viewed from
the normal standpoint of native grammarians -which is the 
basis of the arrangement of this chapter— have their corres­
ponding pi forms viz. -nkuf-hkif-hkai,-hke.
4
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All these pl*forms may be used in honorific singular*In 
the inscriptions we find -nkuf-nkai and -hke used in this 
way e*g*
Pot e svar abhat anku( 31*6) . 
p^amesvara^ai dhilu(55*6)* cp* also 35 «5*
Acayankai bamdha kala(1.109.
Ut^resvara-Nayteahke dei (l*16)(paying to U-N)*Dt*1249A*D. 
Note- The forms -ku,-ki,-kai and -ke are used
with reference to inanimate objects in the sense of 1for1e.g.
\
bhancLararaku dhile(29*3)*
" ae kariba( 29 • 7 ) •
Jagaraku (41*7) (for the Jagara festival)* ^
amrtamanahiki (bhi)aila(2*7)(Dt*A*D*1263)»• •
masiki(5*2D)(per month).
-dipaduiki(6*5)(for two lamps)* 
bhomgekai( ?= bhogakai)(5*ll) (for offering)* 
-bhimd5rakkai(5.14)(for or to the treasurir).
bhamdarakai(6.9). ( " " " " ")♦ •
trimsa batikai(8*32)(to thirty vatis of land).
Note- The use of -kai or -kai is confined to
early, inscriptions up to seaial No*9*It is also found in 
old Oriya literature including the Mahabharata of Saraladasa. 
The aid alternative form -ke used in serial No!*i does not 
survive in standard Oriya. The corresponding pi form -hke 
seems to be still used in southern Oriya.
; — ^JU e vv> c\^ a.c^ou.'xo't
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. ,(18A.1) -hku (may be used in the honorific sg. )Brambhananku
manicanku bojhya (=bhojya) thilo (or thila) (A.13)*
2) —nini (not directly added to the stem as in the previous
example but to the stem followed by the suffix -mana); 
Brahmanamananku dana deba (36 *4). £j| $he previous 
illustration i.e. Brambhananku (18A.5) means’to 
Brahmins’ but it may man, according to context, 
mean ’to a Brahmin* whereas Brahmanamananku always 
means ’to Brahmins’ .
@ 6  Instrumental(or Agent ive).
sg.
1) -em
svahastem(51*9) (by own hand).
2) -e
Duggabhate( 1.15)(through Durgabhata).
* •
pramane lagi karaile(26*5)(...... according to pres­
cription). agyae(text-aigyae)(29.2)(by order), 
pancisa gunthae(text-pamcisa gumthae)(54.6) (by 
twenty five ’ gunthas' ) •
3) -re
ajnadire(text-aigamdire)(41.3)(by order etc.). 
ekasvarare(42.8)(with one voice).
pl.
(No instance occurs in the inscriptions)
A Sanskritism in - e m  'PadmanidMrupena^ also occurs.
B
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@7* Ablative;
sg.
l£-tahu( m)
Naekahkara tahu(m) ghetala(1.12)(He received from Nayaka) 
Kurumanaekatahu(m) kereba(48.10)(He will perform ....frcm 
Kurma Nayaka i.e.he will relieve KN of the service).
'tahum' is a pronominal suffix literally meaning 'from hift* 
The form 1 tahiml! literally in him) is also used in old O. 
literature as a suffix in the loc. sg.
2)-hu (or hum)
* - -Gita(text-Giti)gobindahum ana(42.6) (other than the G?*).♦
cp. Prkt. -hu e.g. puttahu(from the son),Pischel ,Page ^8*
3)-tat -u or urn
ehau ... ana dhana(19*5) (sdckxx wealth other than this). 
balakalu(24.4) (from childhood). bhandaru(32.5)(fromt • ♦ »
the treasury).deulu(35*12)(from the temple).
4)-tho( =tha +u)(tha means place in 0.).
Brambhanadarikatho(SSX 3zt-.3)(from the Brahmin girl).
• %
In modern 0. -thu or thum is used.* i •
£)-ru oy tultyi
kmfe k(u)mdaru(5*15)(Bt.l330)(from the tub).
# #
bhogaru(text-bhogaru)(5*17)(from the offering).
-desaru(18A.2)(Dt.l458)(from the territffy).kheiru*(33.11).
saburu sanamata(53«l^-)(consent from all).Here saburu is
used in place of sabura(genitive sg.). 
bhiaru (55*H)(from the income). v<auolZ-ruv*i(;A|9.i2.4jWw 
♦khei^s an attendant's from the food offered to a deity.
Z70
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6 )-tharu( =tha+ru,lit♦meaning-from the place)*
samjhadhupa s a r i l a t h a r u ( 4-2 *3 )(dt. 14-99 )( from the 
closing of the evening 8 dhupa* i.e* from the time of 
the closing of the evening incense ceremony)*
Note- In modern 0* -tharu is ordinarily used with
reference to the animate where^as -ru is generally used 
with reference to the inanimate • With reference to 
a thing its use is restricted to denote point of time 
or space • It is also used in the same sense as ’than' 
is used in English* e*g*pasutharu nara budhiman ,Kataka-
tharu Landana bada*• # « «
pl.
19 C-tharu) (No instance occurs of its use with reference 
to a substantive but it is used after a pronoun, ending 
with the gen* pl* suffix -nka e*g* ehanka-tharu in 42*8 
dated c* 14-99fmeaning 'from these* *Hence its use after 
the gen*pl*ending of nouns, as in modern 0*fmay be taken 
for granted in old 0*)*
) g Genitive*
sg.
l)-sa or -sa
Polakhisa Xurujamasa(A#109 (of Polakhi & Yurujama}* 
Narasihghad( e)basa( 1*2)( of N-deva) •
The use of -sa or -sa is a Prakritism;-sa occurs 4- times
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2)-ra (the normal non-honorific postp.used in modern 0.)* 
Sidhesvaramadhara( or -mathara)(l*5)(of S .math) *(1249) 
sunnara kalamttara-(3*6&10)(the interest on gold).(i298) 
maiplra(i§> 34*5) (of a woman)* text - mal|oaara. 
dinara ghiu(32*5)(a day’s ghee)*
chamura(42.6) (lit. of the auspicious presence)* 
simara(5 2*5 )(of the territorial division)*
3)-ko (occurs 4 times only in S*No*10 dated 1403A.D*; its
foccurence in 35«4 is doubtful; the donee in S*No*10,a 
horsedealer,was perhaps a Hindi speaker trading in 
Kalinga; so his Oriya record presents a form which 
appears to be of Hindi origin resembling the modern 
-ka and -ki.)
Byasa-Upadbyako pamti/Bisnudasa-Upajdh^ako nati/(10*4&5).
4)-hka or -hkara (really pi* postps used in honorific sg ; 
-hka seems to be the abbreviated or short form of -hkara) 
Sri Kurmmanathadevamka(6*4).rajahka( 11*6) ($Sx 55*10). 
Narasihghadebahkara( 1*6) •
Maharaj ahkara data( 18A* 6&7 )
pi.
l)-hka , -hkara, -hkari .
tapasihka(text-tapasanka)(1 *32) (of the hermits)
samasta Nayakahkara(text-Nayagamkkara)( 3 *4)( 1288A.D* )
11 lokamkara thauna(in the presence of all people)
(3*4)duhinkari(ll*4)(of the two).In 9*12 &13 dvikara should 
read dvihkara.
=Ea-5T=Kaxa in 3 .* & 3 .5 should perhaps read -ra & -hkara.
%12
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2) -manara (may be shown as mana+ra) (occurs thrice in
S.N.B7, used with reference to the inanimate). 
des'amanara(27*4&3)(of the territories)(Dt.14-70 ).
3) -manahkara(may,after the native gram.,be shown as 
mana+nkara*)(this form along with the shortened 
form -manarika is used in modern 0. with reference 
to the animate )•
yatrimanankara(5 1*5 )(of the pilgrims).
Brambhanamanankara(33♦ 6)(of the Brahmins).
ku( t ext-kur )mbharani j ogimanankara dhila kerepatra(54.4
(sale deed executed by the potters in service).
@9 Locative.
sg.
1) -em
sanmukhem(A. 19)(in the presence) # 
gocarem(49.2)(in the cognisance). 
rajyem(51*l) (in the kingdom).
2) -e
baiikiae(7»6) (on the throne)
2a)-e (coalescing with the a-stem^used in old & modern 0.). 
Rabibare( 1. 3&4) • samamdhe( 1.8&9 ) • majanabele( 47.11)
(at the time of bath).
Beames,on page 199, of his Comp.Gram. Ilnd.Vol. f observes
•the genitive sign is manaqikara, erroneously writtenmanankara* .But mod.O.orthography sanctions the latter only.
3)-re(used universally in modern Oriya but in the inscriptions 
-e appears to be more extensively used than -re)#
chamnre(18*10) (in the auspicious presence)* 
hathar e( 19.6)(in the hand)* manare(26* 1 5 )(in mind)* 
mukabllare(36*3)(in the presence)* 
harilare(53*4)(on having appropriated).
4)-i
bhandarai(jffi# 34*6) (in the store house) 
miu3i(8*14 &10.9) (per month)(may be a Sanskrit ism) *
5)-rai
hatharai( 1*25)(1249)(in the hand).
6)-thi(text- ti ) (=tha + i).
4 Jthanati the p-laoe )•
sabuti( =sabutM?9( every where)
Note-The first two i*e*-em & -e as well as -re are common to
the instrumental & the Loc*sg*; bhandar ai & hathar al
under 4) & 5) may be variants of bhandare & hathare; so
4) 8a 5) may not represent seperate types.
In mod 0. -thi as well as -thare is used.
• ' i  —*
pl.
1) -manarika-re (here -re is affixed to the pl. suffix -mana 
followed by the genitive sign -hka)
Redama(na)nkare(5^A*l) (among the Redd(i)s). ma-ncxr
The sign -manarikare is now generally replaced by -nka-thareA.
when rational beings are referred to*
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@JO* Vocative
sg.
In the inscriptions the baren stem is used with 
the interjection ’bho’, e.g.
TOL1) Bho JaganathaC24.2 )((X fagannatha)
\
Bho Jagaranatha(24.5)(H ” )
Bho SrI-JaganathaC 19 .4)(GL Sri ff 
Bho Jagannatha (51*4)
pi.
following(No instance occurs but the may be construed as an
/  A
illustration)
1) samasta sebakamane(34.3) All servants .
(In the Madala Pahji, She nom. pi. form is used with ’bho1, 
e.g.Bho -rajamane i . e k i n g s ) •
Trtm modern 0. the interjections ahe (honorific or formal)
and are wxw( non-honorific) are usual in addressing men
ago or ,while alo is usual in addressing womenC indicating inferior- 
A . ityor, affectionate intimacy) .The initial vowel usually drops when
mhIbxh the interjections follow the nouns.But the nom.sg. 
and pi. forms may alone be usedCusually with some change 
in the intonation).
Postpositional words.
@11. The following are used more or less as postpositions 
and express different case relations.
1. age (in presence).
2. utiru or utare (after).
J.kari (by,as,lit.doing) e.g. mahitra kari(34.4)(by poison).cp.52.7.
4. nimite or nimitye (for).
5. pare (after).
6. parijante(up to).
7. paim(for).
8. prati (to, against)
9. bahara(out. outside).
10.bitarake (without).
11.binaX fl ).
12.boli(by reason of,lit.speaking)e.g.eka rasi boli(1.22).
13.bhitare (in, inside)
14.majhire( =majhi + re) (inside,inthe midst of).
e.g.
1 5 .mule(with,under the care of).-Naeka mule(48.7-8)• ' 1^ >
16.1agi(for) e.g. ratira-dina lagi(23*15)(for day & night).
1 7 *8aliite (with).
All these are used in modern Oriya with the exception
of nrule(No.l5)*In the educated style paryante,prounced as
\parjyante(No.6) and byatireke(No.l09 are used.
---------
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CHAPTER 14.
Declension of pronouns.
@1 All the pronominal bases in Oriya are traceable
to Skt through the MIA • Case endings and postpositions 
are affixed both in the singular and the plural to oblique 
forms which are forms of the genitive sg and pi •
In Oriya all the pronouns* are used with 
reference to nouns of all genders without undergoing any 
modification e#g# se manusya , se strl , se karmma.
The following pronouns are used in Oriya-
The1. ^ Pirst Personal pronoun,
2.The Second Personal pr ,
3*The Third ” " , -the Remote Demonstrative ,
the Correlative ,
4. The Proximate Demonstrative ,
5*The Relative,
6.The Interrogative,
7*The Reflexive and The Honorific,
Pronouns such as sabu(Skt Sarva), ana( Skt any a)
and their synonymous forms are also used.
All the pronouns mentioned above are used in
the inscriptions with the exception of No.6.
The compound pronominal forms and the redupli -
cated pronominal forms which are used in modern 0. hardly 
occur in the inscriptions.
‘Certain pronominal forms e.g.kan(what),taha(that)generally refer to the inanimate. *
2 7 7
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The First Pers.pronuun,
go muim ,'i'CSg).
Inscript ional forms.
Norn. mui^C 3t ime s ) ,
Acc. mo-te(once),
Ins.
Dat.
Abl*
Modern forms, 
mu , 
mo-te,
mo-dvara,mo-dei, 
mo-te,mo-pai,etc 
mo-tharu ,
mo-ra,moha-ra,
mo-t hare, moho- thare,
Gen. moho-ra (5 times),
Loc.
In old 0. literature mu-ku(to me),tu-ku(to thee)
are sometimes used in place of mo-te(TA0PP,P.87 & 91)* The
suffix -te of mo-te may be a pronominal postp ,perhaps a
contracted form of 'tahim '(See GHL @520)..
In all the forms given above,the inflexional 
base 'mo'(my) may be taken as a reduced form of 'moha 
or 'moho' the *h* of which is a survival of the MIA and 
ultimately traceable through intermediate forms fsa' and
'ssa' to 'sya1, the Skt genitive sg of a-stems.
ambhe, 'we'(pl#) Mod. formsInsc. forms 
N. ambhe(5 times), 
Ac.&D.
I.
Ab.
G • ambha( 2 ), ambhah( one e ), ambha-ra( 5 ) ,
I/e
ambhe» 
ambhahku , 
ambha-dvara,
ambha-tharu,
ambha, ambha-r a, 
ambha-thar e,
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The compound plural forms such as ambhe-mane, ambhamana 
t\]px, arnhhamanflftka-dvara , ambhamanaftka t haru, ambhamanaflka or
ambhamanahkara, ambhamanahka thare are also used in Modern 0* «
Unlike the simple plural forms given on the last page, they
can not be used for the honorific singular.
In the inscriptions *ambhamanahkaray occurs twice.
@3 The 2nd Personal pronoun.
tu,(thou) ;tumbhe,(you) •
Inscriptional forms Inscrjptional forms.
Singular Plural.
II. tu(once),turn (once) tumbhe(once).
Ac.D. tumbhafikuCtwice) .
tamukumC once).
G.toho(twice),toho-ra(once),
All the forms given above are used in modern 0 except 
the form 'turn* •
The aspirate sound bh of the plural forms of the First
and Second Personal pronouns drops in spoken Oriya.Hence the
form •tamukum*(modern O.-tamuku)•
The rest of the declension of the Second Per s. pro.
follows the model ofb theFirst Pers. pronoun#
In 0. three pronominal forms are used in ±k addressing
the Deity or speaking to a person,namely- tu, tumbhe or tume
and apana ; tu is ussd like 1 tuf in Ifcench i n addressing
inferiors,children or sometimes very intimate relations and
the Deity;tumbhe or tume^in addressing equals whe e*«
Chapt. 14( p • 3 ) •
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who are more or less familiar or persons where moderate
formality is due while apana is used where high formality
or respect is due. In the inscriptions tt tu is used in
addressing the Deity Jagannatha and tumbhe in addressing
Brabmins(the donees)* The Honorific pronoun apana is not ** ttu U f  __ *used though the Reflexive pronoun apana is used*\
@4 The 3rd Personal pronoun.
(also the Remote Demons. & the Corr.pr)*
sef fhef.
Inscriptional forms, 
sg.
N. se(24 times), sa(once), sehi.
Ac.tahS, tS, (both refer to the inanimate).
Dat.Ac. tahaku*
Gen. tahara.
The Nom. sg. form fsa* may be a scribal error for fse,U 
The form tset along with 1 je!(who) and'ke'Cwho) ,also used
in neighbouring Magadhan languages,seems to have survived
from the Magadhi Prakrit. Cp. 1 se kamma*(that occupation or
work) in the fisher-ma^s speech in Sakuntala(Act YI).
In 42.7 & 8 se is used as an expletive .In modern O. se 
as well as je may be used in this way.
The oblique form offse*is I ftiba( or its reduced form
ta )*Neither the simple pl forms nor the compound pl forms 
0f the 3rd Pers.pronoun occur in the inscriptions* We have,
however,a simple pl form 'vahomkkara'in 5.10 (meaning * their* J 
Can it be connected with ,uha*(ODBL,@571)or'wah,(GHL,@255).
Chapt• 14( p • 4 ) *
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@5 The Proximate Demonstr .pronoun. 
e,‘tfcisf( refers to all genders)
The forms occurring in the inscriptions are given
b\ow-
Singular.
N. e, ehi, y ehi •
D . Ac. eha-ku, ya-ku. 
Ac. eha.*
Ab.
Simple pl(Hon.sg). Compound pi.
emane .
ehahku( 3 5 .5 ). emanafiku( 24*5 ).
emana* (26*3)•
ehahka-tharu.
The forms marked with an asterisk are used with 
reference to the inanimate.
In the Prox. Demonstr. pr.^  eha is the oblique form 
in the singular and eha&ka in the Simple pi. .
(these people) where ete though identical in form with 
Skt ete(these) may mean 'so many1 as it does in modern Oriya
There is a word etha(Pali- ettha,Skt- atra ? ) which 
is used in the inscriptions and in modern Oriya.Postposition 
and case endings such as -ku or -ki , -ru , -u(as in ethu) 
are affixed to it to denote case relations. It is^Sed with 
reference to the animate.Cp. yethaki(?=yethiki) infr 9.1 3.
*' In 26#4 we find the expression * ete loke 1
@6 The Relative pronoun.
je,'who1.
(in modern O. written asfiQ^e ).
In the inscriptions n  this pronoun is also used 
as an indefinite pronoun as is the case with modern Oriya 
e.g. je( whoever), 3ahaku(whomsoever) .
Inscriptional forms which occur in the singular only
are given below-
*• v - . * * *
N. je
D.Ac. 3'ahakg. (used with reference to a person).
G. jahara.
The expression je-3aha(J4.J),corresponding to je-jha
of colloquial Oriya, signifies a reflexive sense(each his
own).
The Interrogative pronoun which is also used as an 
Indefinite pronoun does not occur in the inscriptions. In
declension, it follows the model of the Relative pronoun, 
e.g.
Sg* Simple PI. Cd.Pl.
N. ke or kie , keu—mane ,
D.Ac. kahaku , kahafiku, keu—manafikUf
etc. •
The forms ki(which or what),kichi(some thing)(Skt.
j^kincit), kan( what) * are also used in Otriya.
♦For gMrtmhi. derivation of kan.see HD,P.985in modern 
Oriya,however,it does not mean 'who*.
2 * 1
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' The pronouns sabu, samasta, ana,also used as
adjectives, are declined practically like nouns •
The following forms of ’sahu1 occur in the sg. -
N. sabu. sabua, sabuha, sabuhem, sabihem.• •
Ab. sabu-ru.
L. sabuthimCtext-sabutlax or sabutim).• • • * .
The word samasta occurs as a bare stem and also 
in the form of the accusative plural samasta-nti *
The bare stem ana is used as an adj. and also
as a pronoun in the accusative singular •
In modem 0* anaCor its tatsama form anya )
as well as apara are used and are declined like nouns .
> The Reflexive pronoun*
apana (self)
The Honorific pronoun apana as well as the Reflex.
pro. apana is traceable to Skt atman. The Reflex, pro. is
declined like a noun in the singular sas# In the inscriptions
in the G.sg. _ . _it occurs once only e.g. sabuhem •••••»..• apana—ral\
sadffcare thibe(All should live , every one in his own good 
conduct).
The Reflexive adj. nija is also used in 0.as a 
Reflexive pronoun and is declined in the singular.lt occss
once in the inscriptions in the genitive e.g* nijara prati 
(37*^)(against own self).
Chapt • 14(P. 7) •
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@9 Pronominal Derivatives.
The following adjectives derived from pronouns 
are used in the text-
a) ( ending in manta)- emanta( such) • ~
b) ( M " te )- jete(as much),ete(so many).
c) ( 11 " sa )- j isa( what ever )( Skt-yadr sa) #
The following pronominal adverbs occur in the text-
a) (ending in bata )- jja&SgS . jabata .
b) ( 11 " be )- kebe(when), jebe( when, if ),tebe( then)*
c) ( " 11 tha )- anyatha(otherwise),it is a Skt lw. .
&) ( " 11 da ) - sabada (always).
Of the pronominal postp.s tahum and tahim which are
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used in old 0* literature, the former occurs in the text •
@10 Other adverbs used in the text are-
agrate, utare, bahara, bhitara, niti ,etc. •
The following conjunctions occur in the text-
aba(or), aura( and)(Skt .aparam) tabara( and) * majha(also)(Skt-
madhyajThe following enclitics occur in the text-
hi(30.4), ta(19*4).Both mean 'XMfclaeSbJEE -'ix&M&t:9verily* .
The only interjection used in the text is 'Bho^Oh!)
Chapter 15 •
The Verb,
@1 The Oriya verbal system ,f at once simple and
complete " consists of 15 Senses*,reckoning the Imperative 
as a variety of tense. All verbs with the exception of the 
few*defective verbs* may be conjugated in each of these 
15 tenses.They may be enumerated and named as follows.
1 Present Simple 2 Present Imperfect ^Present Peg£e
4 Past " £ Past 11 6 Past Perfect
7 Future 11 8 Future M 9 Future "
10 Conditional " 11 Conditional " 12Conditional "
13 Habitual ,! 14Habitual "
15 Imperative(mood).
Historically ,these 15 tenses fall into the following
types-
A. Radical (Nos 1,15 )
B. Participial (Nos 7,4,10 9
C. Periphrastic ( all the rest)*
A.Oriya has inherited through the MIA,the radical conju­
gation of the Skt Present tense and the Imperative mood.
They may be called the two Radical tenses •
B.The Skt Potential participle (Future Passive participle)
in '-tavya' through Prkt '-abba1,became the base of the
Future tense in Oriya.Likewise the Skt past participle in
'-ta1 ,Prkt '-da* or '-a1 plus a Brigfc -1 suffix (cp the Prkt 
suffix -ilia used in the sense of 'vat'or '-mat') became 
the base of the Past tense in 0.Finally,the Skt present p. 
in 'xnk' through the Prkt form in '-anta1 became the base
of the Conditional Oriya.
C.Here the Imperfect & Perfect part.s combine with tense forms of *ach' & 'th.5*.
2S4
@2.
Chapt.l5(P*2)
Conjugation of * kar1 ( do ),thg(remain), ach( is )
2 3 5
Simple Imperfect
Present.sg. kar ai,thSi, achi; karu-achi 
1st .P.
pi. karu, th5u,achu; 11 -achu
2nd.P.
A sg. karu, thSu,achu; " -achu 
pi. kar a, thSa,acha; 11 -acha
3rd.P.
sg. kar ai,th5i, achi; i» -achi
Past . sg.
-----------— --------------------- 9 ---------------------------
karili
nti;,f-achanti 
" -thili
IP.
pi. karilu " -thilu
sg. karilu 11 -thilu
2P.
pi. karila 11 -thila
s g . karilS " -thila
3P. pi. karile ,f -thile
Future• sg. karibi " -thibi
IP. pi. karibu M -thibu
S g . karibu 11 -thibu
•
toCVJ
pi. kariba " -thiba
Sg. kariba ,f -thiba
3P« pi. karibe " -thibe
Conditional.sg. karanti ” -th£nti
IP. pi. karantu 11 -thfintu
S g . karantu tt tt•toCVJ
pi. kar ant a 11 -thSnta
3P*
S g . kar ant 5 *' - th5ntS
pi. karante ” -thSnte
The signs of Past,Future ,  Conditional are
tt
Perfect 
kari-achi 
-achu 
-achu 
-acha 
achi
-achanti 
-thili 
- thilu 
-thilu 
-thila
-thila
-thile 
-thibi 
-thibu 
-thibu 
-thiba 
-thiba 
-thibe
-thSnti 
-thSntu
tt
-thSnta 
-thSnta 
-thSnte
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Chapt.l5(?P P.3 )•
^5 The forms of 'thfi' in the present tense , coming
after the Imperfect participle in f-u', denote: sometimes 
past habitual action, e.g.
karu-th5i(or -thfie) I (or he) used to do .
Coming after the Perfect participle in f-i',the 
forms of 'th5* sometimes impijfee-habit and the completeness 
of the action.(See also CGMAL,Vol.3tP*212 ).
In the list of tenses , given on the first page of 
this chapter, they are numbered as 13 and 14 respectively.
Imperative.
1st P. 2nd P. 3rd P.
sg. kar , thS karu, thSu
ntu
pi. kar a, thSa kara,th£antu .
The only verbal root in Oriya which can be conjugate 
by itselfaffiSst all the tenses is fth£f. The forms of 
lth5f in the present tense , used by themselves,generally 
refer to a past action ,usually habitual.
(Foot notes to @s 2 & 3 -
The 3rd i.e. the'Perfect1 column0onPage2) repeats the 
auxiliaries of the 2nd col.i.e.the 'Imperfect'column. The 
Personal endings of 1st & 2nd Pers are identical throughout 
while the endings of all Pers of Past,Future and Conditional 
are identical( Future 3rd Person sg excepted).
The origin of Personal endings have been dealt with
in Chapt9 •It may be noted with regard to the forms of the C 
(i.e.Peripfirastic )tenses that the native speaker feels then 
as single expressions.
Chapt. 15(P.4).
@4.i) The verb in the inscriptions has the following
tenses and moods-
the Present,the Past and the Future(in 
the Indicative mood) and the Present in 
the Imperative mood •
The first three are Simple tenses(Nos 1,4,7 of @1) and the 
last is the Imperative(No. 15 of @1)
Besides these,there are a few instances of Peri­
phrastic tenses# They are as follows-
Present Imperfect=Present DefiniteCGrierson 
Future ,f =Future Conditional( 11 )
Past Perfect =Pluperfect ( 11 )
The last three tenses ,like all Periphrastic tenses 
are formed by combining the participial forms ending in 
-u and -i of the principal verb with the tense forms of the 
roots fachf and 'thS1 • It should be noted that the conju­
gations! forms of 'ach* and 'thS1 are used in the text , 
as in modern Oriya, both as substantive* and auxiliary 
verbs.
ii) Voice.
Verbs- either transitive or intransitive - are used 
in the Active Voice. The Simple Passive which is an 
inheritance from the MIA, is rarely met with. There is no 
instance of the Periphrastic Passive form like fkarS jSe* 
(is done),lkar5 gal5f(was done) which are used in Oriya
and some other NIA languages especially of the Eastern 
Group.
2 2 7
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iii ) Compound Verb s.
Compound verbs consisting of a Skt verbal noun and 
and a conjugated form of the root kj(=kar),e.g. prabesa 
(Skt prave&a) kale (lit. made entry or arrival) are used 
many times. Other types like fthoi delef(put up),'posi 
gnlli1 ( braught up)ffdei pflrai'd can give),fhdl jibSkaV 
are also found • 
iv) The Root.
The root of the verb may be Primary or Secondary 
(^Denominative) .
The Primary root is traceable to
a) the Skt verbal root,e.g.in harai,dharai
b) the Skt root plus a preposition,e.g.in gplli
c) the Skt root plus the theme,e.g.in jajLai,kea?ei
d) the Skt root minus the theme,e.g.in karai,thSi,
pffie) the Skt Causal stems or similar stems,e.g.in 
pSrai,kahai
The Denominative is derived from
a) the noun,e.g. in jamllS from Prkt jamma(skt janrn^ J
A
in kafakSi from kajaka(camp or cantonment)
b) the adj.,e.g.in lSgai from Prkt lagga(skt lagna).
v) The Negative Verb
The text,like the modern Oriya uses the negative particl 
na and also the negative verbal nfihi which,as in Marathi, 
has a regular conjugation/in the Present tense in Oriya.
There are a number of verbs in 0. whose roots,either Primary 
rarieinn£§^tf*l.n0t traceable to Skt sources. Suck verbs are
Chapt. 15(P.5)«
Verbal forms in the inscrips.
1) Present tense (Indicative) (No 1 of @1).
1st pers sg -
-ai e.g.(dei)p£rai 
2nd pers sg -
-u e.g. karu, jSju 
3rd pers sg -
-ai e.g. karai,kahai,dharai,lSgai,marai,harai 
-i e.g. achi,nei,p5i,brati,hari,hoi 
1st pers pi -
-u eyg • achu
(Causal in
form) -Su e.g. tulSu
2nd pers pi -
- (No instance occurs)
3rd pers pi -m&lsi
- anti e.g. achanti
- nti e.g. umtti(=hunti), jamti(=dyanti)
Chapt .15(P.£).
@5
3rd pers sg - Sometimes the termination i is written as I 
e.g.hot; the variants of harai such as haroi(harof), 
har&L are also found; kohai(20• 15) , a variant of kahai 
also occurs •
3rd pers pi- The forms ugxtti for huanti,jamti for dianti 
may be dialectical.
Chapt .15(P.7) •
2) Past Simple (KKXJ No 4 of @1)
1st pers sg -
-ili e.g. posi-SijLlli, chSdili
-li e.g. dili(27.9),dhlli(24.4)
2nd pres sg -
3rd pers sg -*
-il5 e.g.’boilS,.hoilS ,karil5 
-al5 e.g. ghetalS
-115 e.g. dillS(45A.5),dliillS(45A.10)
-15 e.g. kal5(short form of karilS),thil5,dil5 
-lo e.g. thilo
1st pers pi -
-um(or u)e.g. delum,chSdilu 
-u e.g. delu ,ch5dilu
2nd pers pi - 
3rd pers pi -
-ile e.g. chSdile
-le e.g. kale(short form of karile), dile,
 ^ *
thoi-dele,banJi-dhile
2 .90
3rd pers sg- The form in -illS and the form in -115 occur
/ ° *\in S No 1 fas read by some(previu^s scholars.
Two other forms in -115 (quoted above)occur in a 16th
century inscription found at Nellore • *|».
The form containing the ending,'-lo,occurs only once(S No. 
A)of the Xlth century .The form ih -alS occurs once(S NO 1) 
In modern 0. the endings -il5 (and -15) are used.
Chapt. 15(P*9) •
3) Future Simple (No 7 of @1)
1st pers sg-
- ibi e.g.bihibi(text bihfbi)
- bi e.g.debi
- mi e.g.nemi(text nemf)
'2nd pers sg-
3rd pers sg-
- iba e.g.sebS kariba,b£iba
- ba e.g.deba,haba 
-ma e.g.nema
1st pers pl-
-ib£ e.g. lekhana karibS
-bS e.g. debfi
-m5 e.g. nemS
2nd pers pl- 
3rd pers pl-
-ibem e.g. na rahibem( 11.6)
-ibe e.g. g£ibe,pSlan£(or sebS) karibe,hoibe
. -be e.g. debe,thibe .
1st pers pi- The forms in -ib£,-b£ and -mS convey the sense 
of 'should1 or ywishf(inherent in the Skt potential parti­
ciple in -tavyam).The normal pi forms in -ibu,-bu(not 
found in the text )convey the sense of 'shall1 .For examgl
'deb£'*We would (or should )give{ but 'debu',We shall give
The alternative forms in m are dialectically used in mod C 
5^4 pers pi—For the retention ef nasality in -ibeaat op -Sktuonrytxnr.
Chapt.15(P.9)
^  £ast Peri*'$#fc
@4) Periphrastic - Present Imperfect(No.2 of@l).
1st pers sg-
—u achi e.g. japSu-achi
1st pars pl-
-u achu e.g. tifiru-achu
5?) Periphrastic - Past Perfect (No.6 of @1).
3rd pers sg-
-i thilS e.g. hoi-thilfi
6) Periphrastic- Future Imperfect (No. 8 of @1).
1st pers sg-
2nd pers sg-
3rd pers sg-
-u thiba e.g. deu-thiba(52.8) ,hou-thiba(25A.l)
(41.11)
1st pers pl-u thibS e.g. deu-thiba 
2nd pers pl-
-u thiba e.g. bhoga karu-thiba (?)
3rd pers pl-
-u thibe e.g. deu-thibe(32.6)
7) Imperative mood(No.l5 of @1)
2nd pers sg-
-a e.g. bicara(24.6)(The subject *tufis to be 
supplied from the context).
3rd pers sg-u e.g.(na) p3u 
2nd pers pl-a e.g. kara •
The form : fhoi thiba1 in 23*22 does not come under Future
since 'hoi^an Absolutive) is seperate from fthibaf as is 
known from the context.
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@6 The Passive •
The Periphrastic Passive otherwise called Compound
Passive(HoernletP.322) is formed in modern Oriya by combining 
the form of the past participle of a root with the conjugated
form* of 7$X.XXjgXX ^ S ’CSkt yg) *to gof,e.g« dekhg -jge(is
seen)(written as dekhgyge in standard 0.orthography) .Similarly 
the tense forms i.e. the conjugated forms of fygf are attached 
to past participles like kar g,kuhg,khig,dig etc.
The verbal forms of fyg*(=jg in the text) are used* 4
periphrastically as members of Compound Verbs,e.g. hoi jiba, * 
ksaya hoi jiba which however are not Passive.
A few instances of Simple Passive are found in the 
inscriptions.They are relics of the Passive of the MIA.
The word 1jgni1 is used in 42.9,e.g.1 parfksg gna 
glta ngta kargile jgni se Jagannathanka droha karai*• Here 
1 jgni* seems to be used as an Impersonal Passive in the 
sense of 'be it known1 (Skt jhgyatgm). The word 'jani' used 
in A.lO-11 appears, to be a variant of 1 jgni'(42.9). In 11.6 
the verb 'hari1 may be in the Passive construction. Judging 
from the context,it may be taken as a variant of fharaif 
(confiscates).
Similar passive forms in -i occur in old 0. literature.
xth &
The following instances are quoted from the xi th Books 
of Jagannathadgsa's Bhggavata- na gani?x.26.7; prgkrta boli
kahi xi.J.47;(Cp se bolgi ibid);parimgni xi.3.51;dami xi.4.27;
ete laksape bhakta jgni xi.l5.2?;boli xi.21.7; bhani xi.23.14; 
chedi xi.24.46;pgi xi.30.19*
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@7 The Causal.
The Causal which is used in the sense of causing to do 
or permitting to do(Cp 35*7) * is normally formed by adding 
the Causal suffix -g (Prkt -£va ,Skt Spa ) to the root and 
then conjugating it like an ordinary verb,e.g.
Non-Causal Causal \r\ asrcK UI
harai hargi(33*9)(niod 0 . harge) *
\
karibg kargibg (18.11)
lihilg(sg),lihile(pl) lih5ilg(sg),lihffile(pl)(11.3
karu-thiba kargu-thiba
When the Causal suffix -£ is added to the root,ending
in a consonant,the vowel £ of the first syllable , is
usually shortened, e.g.
jgpu-achi japgu-achi
jffpile japgile
jgpi japfli
Sometimes the vowel of the first syllable is changed to
uf(No instance in the text;the following are from mod 0.)
kahai (speaks) kuhge
khgai (eats) khu£e
If there is a Compound Yerb, consisting of a verbal noun
and a conjugated form of the root lkart(do),the latter only
is changed to its corresponding Causal form in order to
impart to the Compound Yerb a causal sense,e.g. * 
l£gi kari l£gi kar£i
(Cp.also,n£5a KowvlU n££a kargile
 "___ "_Se kariba £e kargiba )
*  The form 'hgrai1 (22.22;23*22) is also found.
Chapt.15(P.12).
@8 The Absolutive( Conjunctive).
The Absolutive generally expresses an action before 
the commencement of the action expressed by the finite 
verb* (Sometimes both actions are simultaneous but the text 
does not illustrate this use • )
The Absolutive is formed by adding the suffix -i to 
the root,e*g*kar + i = kari; similarly S$iil6si8kahitch5di,tii 
dhari,phe£i,hoi •
Sometimes in the inscript ions, the Absolutive ends in 
a nasalised i i*e.I(written as iijL),e*g* karixi( 10*11),ghenim, 
su^ijju This is also found in old 0* literature(Cp TA0PPJP.87!
The suffix -i is sometimes used in Oriya poetry with 
the affix -£a or in modern Oriya with the quasi pleonastic 
-kari , attached to it,e*g. dekhiya or dekhi-kari* Only^one 
instance of the former i*e*the Absolutive in — IjLa occurs 
in the inscriptions, e*g* SgySji boli^ia hoile(ll*4)(His Majest; 
commanded) * • Here it may be taken as an instance of Imp erf e£ 
Participle*
Forms like the Absolutivesf are used in cSnstruction of
the Periphrastic tenses,Compound Verbs* Some of these forms
at least in the case of P* tenses function like Imperfect
participles and are taken as such in this thesis.Forms like
kari, boli are sometimes used as postps ; kari is even used
as an adverbial ending,e*g* drdha-kari(firmly)•
The Absol.ending — i*is traceable through Prkt -ia to j
Skt -ya as also the strengthened -iyfi of literary Bengali
JI&ere_y_is_euplioiiic.For -i5 forms in old 0,see R5ma-bibh5,P.
•of Gujarati,Oriya & Assamese. 78 .*  BP,
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The Marathi -tin e.g. in karEn and Hindi -kar e.g. in
dekh-kar may he compared with the archaic Oriya i$La(now
confined to poetry) and mod.Oriya -kari illustrated above.
In *pabhra]ji£a-k£vyatrayl we find the Absol. in -i e.g.
suni(8th verse), in -iya e.g. sayvariyaCeleventh v.), in
-eviyu e.g.nisuyeviyu(15th v.).
With the Absolutive forms in MIA or NIA containing an
n (either dental or retroflex ) we may compare the Vedic form
in -tvinam( See Whitney,@993 c ).(Pgpini 7«1*48 = Sk 3570 ). 
The Absol. ends in -tvSna in Pali . (cj*. ’Pi$,l?V53)>
The Infinitive.
In Oriya, the inf is made by adding apparently the
the suffix -ibfiku to a root e.g. kar + ibfflcu gives us the
form karibffku(in order to do). But really karibg is a verbal
noun in Oriya in the sense of 1 doing* though it is derived
from the future passive participle(Prkt -abba,Skt -tavya).
lake any noun it may be declined in all the Cases normally 
by adding postps. So in the Dat-Acc sg we get the form
karib5-ku and this is used as the inf in Oriya.
The inscriptions illustrate this type of infinitives only-
e.g. karibg-ku(52.7) kahibflku (55•l^O
jglibS-ku( 39 • 7 ) nScibfi-kuC 18 .10 ).
Rarely a form ends in -kup e.g.
dharibS-kujji( 10. 7).
The variant in -k^ j. also occurs e.g.
chgjibha-k^i(5*15) (to release). 
Assamese uses the infinitive endings -iba , iba-l$L •
Chapt.l5(P.lA).
The infinitive ending -ite, now used in Bengali and 
rarely used inadaiold Qriya poetry e*g* in su£ite(Jfs Bhflgavata 
x*35*ll) japiteCibid xi*4*l) is not used in the inscript ions*
The form aunita( to hear) is used in RUmabibhS 1*27 •
@10 Compound Verbs*
Compound Verbs of NIA may be broadly classified into
two categories* The first may be a combination of a verbal
with a nominal, the second a combination of a verbal with a
verbal.Compound Verbs consisting of three parts are also found
cp Oriya fdekhi ySi pSrer(I may go to see),kgaya hoi yiba (will
continue destroying) •
The first category, is illustrated in the text in exampl|
like prabesa kale,lekhana karib£,sebS kariba,anubhaba kari etc*
A  .The use of these and similar forms in NIA is paralled,to some 1 
extent, in Skt literature e*g*
prabhram^ayShjL yo Nahugajji cakSra
ta^ L pStay5m prathamam = Ssa --- --
Similarly 'babhffva* can be used with a verbal noun in 
-5m e.g.gamaySmbabhCtva or —cakSra (cp Whitney @1072) . 
Expressions like vid5n=karotu may also be compared.
The second category of Compouhd Verbs is more complex 
and seems to be a phenomenon of the NIA with no striking 
parallels in OIA .
As regards the Qriya infinitives see the observations of
Griersons (I£I,V,II,P*368)that in using case-forms of nouns
as infs,0 hears resemblance with the Vedic language and"0. grammar does not know the so called Inf. at all*
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<$ In this category where a verbal is combined with
a verbal ,we find that the combination implies a sense which 
is distinct from the meaning of the two parts taken seperately 
In the text we have Compound Verbs of this category, e.g. 
thoi dele(26.5) (put up), bfij^ i Acti dhile(53.7) (divided up). 
Here the idea of the first verbal is modified or implemented 
when combined with the finite verb dele or dhile( here used 
as servile or auxiliary verb )• So the auxiliary a** verb 
dele or dhile(lit. gave) imparts the sense tint of completeness 
to the idea of the first verbal which literally means fputtig
or 1 distributing
In the text we find the following types of Compound 
Verbs where the first member is Absolutive in form-
1.Potential p In this type ,the root ‘pSr* denoting ability 
to do an action ,is conjugated with the Absol. form of 
another verb. It often convey* the sense of the Potential 
moodfe.g.
dei pftrai (19.6) (I can give).
2.Progressive- In this type ,the root yff is conjugated 
with the Absol. form of another verb, denoting progress of 
the action ,e.g.
(na)saphaj.a(tex± sappaj.a)hdf jibSka(3.11).
3. Completive- In this the root di(de) or dhi(give) or the ) 
root g fl-i (bring)denoting completeness of the action, is 
conjugated with the Absol. form of another verb,e.g.
^98
Chapt.15CP.15)
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Chapt • 15 ( P* 16> * 
thoi dele , b£p$i dhile , posi gylli(24*4)(braught up)U 
For other types of Cd. Verbs ,see GHL,pp.257-279;VCIA,Chap.4U 
The Periphrastic tenses in Oriya with forms of fach’ & fthfif 
may be taken as Cd* Verbs*
As regards the origin of Compound Verbs, ttax it has 
been suggested that Dravidian languages where such Cd. Verbs 
are used, might have exerted some influence(See ODBL,@777)* 
For the view that the origin and growth of Cd. Verbs in 
Indo-Aryan was independent of such influence,seeVCIA, Chapt *7^  
Borne of the auxiliary verbs i*e*serviles in Compound 
Verbs are identical in meaning in Telugu and Oriya,e*g*
Telugu Eng. Oriya illustration
iccu let,give di(Skt da) dei dia(give up),thoi dia
(put up^
pdvu go y£(Skt yd) kahi y5a(go on speaking)
basi 11 (sit down), 
padi yiba(will fall down),
v5yu throw pakfia kahi pak5a(speak out)
For illustrations where the Telugu verbs mentioned
above are used as Serviles,P*27 of ’Introduction to Telugu
Grammar-A.Master , may be consulted.
Such parallelism may be partly due to common human 
psychology. Suc& English idioms as ’fall asleep’,’go to
speak’have parallelism in Orijsa e.g. Aoi pada , kahibSku
yib5(=be ready to speak) and perhaps in many other languages,
For Cd*Verbs in Oriya literature,see pp.574,Bh5s£tattva by 
Gopinatha Nanda,Cuttack .
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Foot Note to @6-
In the later MIA period when normalisation of forms 
in declension and conjugation became a chief feature of the 
Indo-Aryan languages or dialects, it was impossible to compre­
hend the exact meaning of a nominal or verbal form, apart from 
its context .Early Oriya has inherited from the MIA a number 
of such forms,e.g.the word tkftfi1 from the root k£t( cut), 
(Prkt ka£t,Skt kyt ) in old Oriya may be a noun( cutting) or 
an absolutiveChaving cut) or a passive(is cut) or a present 
indicative (cuts) or a non-1 past form( Cp ODBL @690,P.954) 
etc. •In old 0.literature and in the inscriptions we find a 
few verbal forms which are identical in form with the Simple 
Passive(or the Absolutive)* but are used in the Active Voice 
in the sense of Should1 , e.g# the verb y gapi * in M e  sentgg. 
yuttama-bhakfce tSku gayi1 (Bhagavata xi#5#48) is used in the 
Active Voice, governing yt5-kuf(lit to him) as its object#
The sentence may be thus translated- 1 One should consider
him as an excellent devotee1 #Here the word ygayiy corresponds 
to Skt ygap.ayetf and is different from the rara word xjcadbcJS 
ttrxf * jgni1 (xi#15»25) in construct ion ^where jffgi appears to 
be Simple Passive (Skt jflgyate)# So instead of taking the vert 
1 gagiyas quoted above,to be Simple Passive in form but 
Optative in function, it may be taken to be Optative both in
form and function. The inscriptions!. form1 PadmapSdaku
praygma kariy(0ne should adore the Lotus-Feet)may be taken 
likewise.(See ODBL @657,@655)s(AFD @752=P.323).
Chapter 16.
Participle* •
@1 The participles of Oriya may he divided into three
categories-
1* Present participles
2. Past 11
3. Future 11
There are several varieties of each of these.
@2 The varieties of the Present participle are the
following-
i) the part.(i#e•participle) ending in -nta(Archaic)or -antS 
It is connected with the Skt part.,ending in the 1&at£f 
affix( Panini 3#2*124)# a..
Examples- ho+nta = honta(A#12-13) ,kar+anta=karant5 .A,ov\ce.The latter which dees not occurs in the inscriptions,
3oi
cr fc
is used in modern 0. as an adj usually preceding the noun
e#g# karantS manugya (the working man)f jiantS mSchaCthe
living fish).But it m a y  be used predicatively,e#g#m5cha
jiantS achi (The fish is alive).Since this use is rare
it may be called a verbal adjective*
Sometimes this ending Ijas a variant in -anti(or -anti)
e#g. calanti gS£i(the moving cart)besides cSlantS Sagada 
(the moving cart). Here^&fltJ°E5j§aiS to resemble the Skt 
present part# feminine in -anti but in Oriya it is sometimg 
used with reference to masculine nouns.
Inthe inscriptions we have an instance of this variant 
e.g.kha-fanti bu^ha-linkd(the ‘budha-lenkS1 in attendance).
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ii) the participle ending in -u * This is not used as an attr
^ " 4-4.ve
We can nek say thgfintfi (or thffantS) manugya (not thgu manugya 
but only manugya thfiu(lit. the man remaining)^ it being an 
incomplete sentence)* The part* in -u occurs about 3 times 
in the text(7*7,8*9$8*13-14)and survives in mod Oriya*
This part* is the first member of the verbs in peri­
phrastic tenses which indicates the progress or continuity 
of the action either actually or prospectively,e*g*karu achi 
(is doing),karu thilg(was doing),karu thiba(would be doing), 
karu ktoot thfii (was in the habit of doing) fkaru thflnta(
(would be doing) .The last is usual in conditional sentences* 
This part* may be repeated to indicate the sense m£ 
’while in the act off,e*g. gsu gsu pa^Lilg,* He fell down 
while coming1 •
This part, occurs in Old 0.literature aig° its nasalised I 
Torm i*e*in -il e*g* gmbhe thgQ. Purig rgjg hoilg(MP,P*47)
In view of its usea specified above,it may aptly be 
called ’the Imperfect Participle’ v ■
As regards its origin, scholars are aoubtful(OGGIi,XX 
@ 301), (QDBL, P* 1026), (LIA,P*285) • Identical forms are used
in Asokan inscriptions at Girnar* See Gir.Xl & Xll(Page 19-
20,CII) and see JA0S,Vol.31»P*244 *0f the ’14 rock—edicts’
No.s XI j A XU- are wanting in Orissan versions* The Girnar 
’karup*' & ’karu1 are used as participles*
e*g* bhapjtgrig thgu (the treasurer remaining or being 
present )*(thg-Skt sthg- plus u = thffu, lit* remaining )*
1 iii) the part, ending in -upa. This is simply a variant
of the last form (Ho ii) and occurs in the text as follows 
’ samasta lokamkkara tffuna f (SJF 3#5)(all the men heing 
present). In Standard( orNorthern 0. )the form is tth5unaT. 
This part, which may he taken as an extended form of the 
variety in -u, survives in Colloquial Oriya. Following what 
may he called f vowel harmony^1 , -uga°£Siftmes the form 
of -unu in colloquial speech* Cp.y5upu(=j£unu) ISIfV,II,
P. 583.
@3 Past Participles •
t oThe varieties of Past P. are the following-
i V>
i) the form ending in -5, e.g. the word thikfl,(Skt vikrita, 
sold ) in the expression ’ hikS hoiha*(25A.2)(will he sold)!, 
Here -£ is added to the root thik,(se*ll)• Similarly we have 
in Oriya kar+S=kar5( done ), khS+ff=khiff( eat en), di+5=di5( given) \ 
dekh+£=dekh£(seen),etc. This participial ending may, 
through the MIA, he connected with Skt -ta( =kta of Skt Gram) 
plus the pleonastic ka .(See WPL,P.495;ODBL,@734*)•
Thi ending -5 also occurs in the text,as in mod. 0., 
as the ending of some verbal nox*ns,e.g. the word ’hikS’
is used in the sense of fsalef or ’sale proceeds’ just as 1
the Skt vikrita may he used in the sense of vikraya •
ii) the participle(or form)ending in -i ,e.g.th£(Skt sth£,
remain) + i = th£i( having heen present).The form ’th£i’ ;
occurs ahout four times in the text .Examples- j
hSra-pfffeka th£i nlrne kalff(34.3)9
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MahSpfftre th5i b5p$i-dhile(55*7) »
Baghudeo .... japSim...... 5ig5(iji) hoiia( 14.6).
In Periphrastic tenses ,the form ending in -i is used as
the first^fe^g.
kari-achi 'has done1
" -thilS 'had !t
n -thiba ’might have done* sentence” -thanta ’would have dome$(used in conditional/
The form ending in -i is not used as an attributive adj 
but like ii of @2 follows the substantive. It is commonly or 
popularly thought to be the same as the Absolutive.But from uses 
illustrated above,it is proper to take it as a variety of past 
participle as has ifrs been done by Grierson and Chatterji. In 
this thesis however we specify it by calling ’the Perfect Parti­
ciple^ in contrast with ii of @2#
iii) the part, ending in -inp .e.g.the word ’bolipa’ in the 
sentence ’SgySjL bolipia hoile’C 11.4)(His Majesty commanded ) 
This may be taken as an extended form of the last variety.
This occurs only once in the text as quoted above.
iv) the part, ending in -15 .It is identical with the verbal 
form 15 (in the past tense) and is extensively used in modern 
Oriya. In the inscriptions, the form in -15 is used more 
frequently as a noun than an adjectival participle. The parti­
cipial use is illustrated in the following examples-
3 o 4
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dayS(text daya) karilS pa^£a-sthitti(A.9)(the settlement 
of the charter granted as a favour or grace). 
ac5(ra)banta hoilS tapasS-(or tapasl)(l*31-32)(the hermits 
who have become pure in conduct).
kalfi sukrit am5na(3»11) (the good deeds or meritorious 
actions performed -by- etc.). 
pfiyi ch5£il5 bhumI-dfina(18A#4)(the gift of land which was 
accompanied with libation of water).
droha kalS hoi(33*10)(lit. becomes -one who- has committed 
faithlessness) •
The Past participle ±jdcxk in -1- is used inBe^o-tc JUcl- 
and the languages of Bihar. The Marathi which does not use 
the Past part, in -5,uses thePast part.in -1- »
Note- Besides the Past part, in -15 which is used as a
Relative part .as b evidenced by the preceding illustrations
Oriya sometimes uses the Plu-perfect Past part, e.g.X'tume
kahi-thil5 kathSr(the story that you had told) .But no instance
occurs in the text.
@4 Future Participles.
The following varieties of Future part, may be noted-
i) the form ending in —ib5(dialectically — imS or m5).fe.g.
deula debS bhfita(6.6) 'the rice to be given by the temple' f
bhoga 5n(i)m5 su5ra-(29*6)'the cook who is to bring the fbho
ga'
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This ending is traceable through Prkt -abba to Skt
-tavya.
The form in -ibS is frequently used as a verbal noun 
than as an adjectival participle in the texfe.
It is evident from the last example that the participle 
in -ibg or -img may be used in an 'active* sense.In Skt we find 
words ending in -tavya used in a similar sense,e.g.vas+tavya 
=^vgstavya(one who resides i.e.a resident).In 3.10 we find
'je(be) nebS (h)umtti* which(even though the text is 
corrupt)means 'if (they) would take (these) away ',
(to be equated with mod 0*'yebe nebg huanti'). Here 
'nebg*(corresponding to Skt netavygjO meansothose who take or 
would take'. In mod. 0. such construction is used in polite 
speech,e.g. 'gpayamgne gsibg huantu' which may be put in a Skt 
form ' bhavanta ggantavyg bhavantu * 
ii & iii) The future participial form 'thibg* from the
root *thg'(Skt sthg)may be used periphrastically with the
.;v*.• • . * ./I.
Perfect or Imperfect participles of a transitive verb,e.g.
'ghusuri khguthibg tasu','mu deithibg tankg'(I£>I,V-II,
P. 381 ).(In mod. 0. such forms -which are examples of relative part.s)
do not convey a future sense).Such forms do not occur in the
text.
iv) The Future Passive
or Potential part.
In the inscriptions the part, in -ibg is sometimes 
used either by itself or with the pleonastic affix ka in the 
sense of 'should* or 'may',e.g.
3 o7
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(a) Bhlk.sS kar£ib£(1.28) ’Feeding should he done1,•
pra(be)£a karlb£(9*16) ’Entry should he made’,(Cp 36.4), 
(h) sa(?=se) bratlb£ka(l.33-34)’May that endure’,
(Skt tena varttitavyam), 
dib£(9.14)*It should he given*,
Cp. heharage deb£0fcext~debhSX2O.13)(text debha).
Hote- In Qriya, it is even now said’ tumara mora Kajaka yib£’ 
which corresponds to Skt ’tava mama (ca) Kafakam yfftavyam* 
(Cp.PSgini 2.3*71). This is an instance of the use of 
the future passive participle.
@5 Conditional Participle.
This always ends in -ile (or -le) irrespective of the 
number,gender or person of the subject,e.g. 
thile(49.6,50.5,54*8) *if there be’ 
ni j o j ile( 36 • 5 )f if ( you) emp loy ’
.bratile(11.6) ’if they or he would live*
hoile(3&.4 ) ’if he or she be*
The Perfect Conditional part.,e.g. dekhithile (kaha)
y -’(Speak)if you have seen* does not occu£ in the text .
@®(six) Locative Absolute.
It ends in -ante(or -nte) ,i.e.-ante(or -nte).is added toA
the root,e.g.kar+ante=karante.Cp * nrula-kalant ar a kar ante’
(1.17) 1 On calculating as principal and interest’. Cp also 
the Sanskrit-like form’ muni slha pr-aptejL ’(L. 18-19).
The word ’bidyamfina’- a Iw fr.Skt-occurs in(2.5-6; 13#11;20.7; 
2 5.5 )in loc.sg.j dairta(given) occurs 8 times & data ff times. 
Forparallelism in 0.& Dravid. ,see JBBRAS,N.S.Vol.8,1932(pp 60-
(especially on the use of relative participle)(Article by A. Master,I.C.S.).
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@7 Verbal nouns •
Both old and modern 0. , besides using m a n y  of the
verbal nouns of Skt,e.g.anubhaba,droha,prabesa,g5yana,sthiti,
etc* use the following types of verbal nouns-(examples are 
cited from the text).
1) in -a, e.g. c5sa( ploughing ) ,chgda( release) ;
2) in Hfcpaxgx ana,-an5fayi, e.g*bas5na(imposition),m2ja£g(bath )
rahanlC balance ) 4.43) in -g,e.g.bhi5(earning) ,bik5(selling)(29.6) ,bgfiud&( return).
4) in i,e.g. k5ti(cutting) ,katak5i( encamping ?-) ,boli( statement
bhe'f i( pr e sent atkoft5) in -15 or -ilg(identical in form with Past part.s in 15,115) 
( are declined like ordinary nouns),e .g.
galg-nimite(for going), del5ra(53.7)(of giving) , 
pgtaka-kalgra phala(the sin of committing sins), 
sarilS-thSru (from the closing)#haril5re(in appropriating).
6) in -bg or -ibg(identical in form with Futufe part.s.. ).
(are declined like ordinary nouns)(dialectically inter­
changeable with -mg or -img),e.g. debgra ?(47.8))of giving), s
Dekhi-gjpg^-yibgre) (in coming and going to behold), 
nem5re( in taking).
In the inscript ions, verbal nouns in -15 or -ilS seem
to be more frequently used than thoseb in -bg or -ibg.In mod.
Oriya,especially in literary style,the latter are normally useol
Verbal nouns in-15,-i 15 or -b5,-ibg are not always restricted
to an idea of the past or future respectively .They are almost
interchangeable in Colloquial speech,e.g.tume kahibg-ru or
kahilg-ru mu kali(I did on account of your speaking) *
The Verbal* nouns in b & 1 occur in Bengali &BihSri dia­
lects ; Cp.mgral(killing) , mgr115me( in killing) (SGBL,P. 11-13) •
@8 Stem formation.I-Affixes
A. Stem forming suffixes-
-gla forms agentive nouns, e. g k rakhugla(keeper) ,
—kgra ,f 11 11 e.g. bgi(i|L)sikgra (flutist),
-pana 11 abstract ,f e.g. gglu-panafi obstinacy),
-ig " adjs e.g.bglig,BgiygayiS,drohig ,
" indicates connection e.g.khajurig,bha$i£grig ,
,f M resemblance e.g. bghig, cakalig( ?) ,
etc.-'f(-i) " the idea of 'made of'related with' e.g.
B. Stem enlarging hirgmgpinkl,Bgigagi,naipgri, 
suffixes ( generally pleonastic )-
-gi Kan( h) gi, Ke J.gi, Ramgi,
-ig Kglig(50.3),
-kgra Re$£ikgra, sanamatakgra( after
the analogy of svfkSra),
II Prefixes
a- & -aya indicates the negative sense(used before nouns
ad j s ) akhag.£a, ado sa( 24 • 6 ) , ala^dg, a£ikgit amgne, 
asad(a)mgrge, ayahite, 
pra- pratgda(26.109 j
sa- indicates the sense of 'together with*, e.g.
sakgla( morning , originally a Bahuvrlhi compound 
consisting of sa or saha & kgla,perhaps used 
to qualify a substantive like samaya or belg).
g- indicates inclusion,e.g.gkosikgra(including the
the treasurer.
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Chapter 17*
Syntax.
@1 In the literary style of mod.Oriya,asimple sentence
begins subject and ends with the finite verb . S o x i
Q x x  The ^object is insertad between the two,the direct object
being nearer the verb* The adjective precedes the substantive
it qualifies* The adverb is generally placed just before the
verb. If there are more than one subject or object, the last
two are normally joined by a conjunction like *of or ^bajL* *
If there are words in other oblique cases,e.g* the Instrumentalthe Dative etc. , they normally precede the object* The finite
verb agrees with the subject in number and person.
This order of words in the sentence which prevails
more or less in many NIA languages,bears resemblance with
the word-order of the sentence in Dravidian languages, (For
VI.word order in Telugu & Tamil,see TG,Chapt.VIII & T.G*,Chapt H  
The texts of the early Oriya Prose inscriptions 
do not always manifest the normal word order or the stereo­
typed style of modern Oriya prose* The following features 
of the syntax may be noted.
1) Frequently the object follows the verb,e.g.
dilfi ch^ lj. £ata(9*13)(text cheli &atfi) , 
dilS gamdamSda 12 (10.12),Cp also 10*6-7 , 
bhiSHS ...cha tanks lekhfie(1 7 *8) ,
dhflS • • * * s££hie '£a(n)k£(32*4 ,
2) Sometimes the object precedes
a) the subject (with words intervening between the two),b) the infinitive.f.g.
3*1
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a) ehg rgjg hoi je langhai ,.............
ehg bhoga-pariksg hoi je harai.........
(here we expect the object 'ehg* to be between 4e(the
subject) and langhai or harai(the verb) ).
b) datta .... ...cgmara ..... .... dharibgkuj]i( 10.7)
(Here the word cgmara which is the object precedes
the infinitive unlike in mod.0.literary style )•
3} Rarely the verb precedes the subject,e.g.
Birudgsa-kuluge bhiSile rgtiradinalggi apasare 
praesuranku lggi-hoiba paficabarna phulacuj.a go£ie( 23*13- 
(Here the verb lggi-hoiba precedes its subject ’phulacula
4) A numeral adj which normally precedes the substantive in mod. 
0.,sometimes follows jdra it in the text,e.g.
mg£ha dasa(1.13), dhgnya-p&3L£i trimseka( 1.13) f6ata de$ha 
(l.ll)(in mod O.dejha &ata), bhCEmi dilg mgya 10(10.10),
5) Sometimes part of a verbal construction or participial con­
struction is omitted,e.g.
a)Padmanidhirflpeya pravesa sung ga^Ja pagLCgsa mg$ha(6.10)
b)deuj.e parabesa kau£i-(52.6).
(here we are to supply kalg & karibgta to complete the
ideas )•
6) Adjectival clauses sometimes follow the noun as a sort of 
parenthesis,e.g.
Bgghamarg bgrabg^I bhumi - EkgdaAa-Rudra-bhlkggdebg- 
bhuml - samandhe( 1.7-9) *Here M M M
ft qualifies Bgghamarg bgrabg^I bhumi . In mod 0.
it is normally expressed by a relative clause which 
precede8 the noun or by a seperate sentence.
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7) Brevity is secured by using absolutives,relative parti­
ciples and conditional participles,e.g.
e tini dese jamllfi hoi (,) mafrhama-frhe dlkgg kari (,)
gcgfra) banta(text gcStbanta) holla tapasgnka bhlkga(1.30- 
(read ac3rabanta). See also 18A & 50* 32 ).
ay ahite bratile ... tghgra sarbasa hari(11.6).
8) In the Imperative, the subject of the sentence is omitted,
e.g. mohora dosa-adosa bicgra(24.6), dhl(a)(53*6).
9) In the Indicative, sometimes the subject is omitted, e.g.
loya kau£I suj.akara nyStyya chg£ili(12.7)(sulaka- acc to
109 The verb is omitted in the following-
e haudl e dhfinasung mula kalantara karante mgdha Pateka
bhikgg( 1.29-32), se tohora(19»5)•
11) Absence of conjunction with regard to substantives is a
conspicuous feature if the syntax.Sometimes substantives
are used having connections with other words in a sentence
without the use of any conjunction or punctuation marks
which leads to the difficulty of interpret at ion(Cp 27*3-5) 
The two frequently used conjunctions of mod. Oriya,namely
o and ebay are conspicuously absent in the text. There is 
hardly
any Compound sentence the parts of which are joined by 
a conjunction corresponding to fandr.
12) The Complex sentence i.e.a sentence with a relative clause
occurs normally at the end of an inscription in its stereo
typed form *ehS je harai se 'etc. It is rare elsewhere
(Cp.l9.6).As such the use of oblioud cases of T*Wl.r>ron. 
is scarce.
MM6)
Sri Pfsottamara Puy^Larlkga Gopa chS^ Li delu(l£.7) •
e bhIksS(text bhakgg) tapasgnka
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@2 Negative sentences.
Negation is expressed by the negative particle na 
(with its varient no which occurs once only) and by the 
negative verb nShi*
1) The negative particle immediately precedes the verb, 
the participle or the verbal noun and the absolutive,e.g.
na lggai(37*4) ,na karai(41.12)fna pffi(50*6),
na kariba(36*5) ,no haba(42#6-7) t na rahibem(ll#5) t
na sikhibe(-ggibe)(4-2.5-8) ,na galS nimlte(40»9) >na ka(hi
(53.12)
2) The negative nffhi is placed last in the sentence.lt 
occurs once only in the text,e.g.
gna kahibSku nghi(53.14-)•
3) There is another verb of negation in 0*,viz. nuhe
%(short for nuhai from na+huai) which RM ( a previous decipher
er)
read as the concluding word of S.no*19,but the reading is 
not warranted by my facsimiles .The reading of R|( is - 
* se mohora kebe nuhe(19*6) (that is never mine).
*r> The negative particle na immediately preceding a parti­
ciple or a verb sometimes becomes an organic part ef the
C*r O.whole expression,e.g#
thilg leka( a rich man) nathilg lefea( a peer man), 
khgilg pilg(a child used te good feed), nakhflilg piigCer 
child net used te good- food), Gp Skt nasayhatgfe , 
nabhinnavrttaya^. etc. listed under ‘Supsupg samgea^K 
class ef irregular compounds).
nugri-na pgrai,na_ ilg=na ailg,nohai=na hoai(^AGK?,pp8G]
The 0* negative verbs nShi and mihai( short form- nuhe) 
seem to be derived from Skt nSsti(uaasti) and na bhavati 
respectively# Each of them has a seperatemconjugation and 
is not to be used for the other• The negative verb nffhi 
(not to be 9 no to remain) is both substantive and auxiliary
and is the correlate of achi(to be ,to remain) which is both
substantive and auxiliary* On the other hand,the negative 
verb nuhe is solely a substantive verb and is the correlate 
of a*fe or a-Jai(Skt varttate.(For conjugation of nuhe,see 
I£I,V'tII,P*381)*When the predicate is an adj and denotes 
something habitual,nuhe is generally usedfe*g* 
se bhala nuhe (He is not good),
se bhala nShi (He is not well)*
@3 There is no instance of an interrogative sentence in the 
text*
In mod*0* interrogation is -generally stressed by using 
ke er kie er,an inflccted^of ke or kie(the Interrogative pren.) which is
normally placed at the beginning of the affirmative statement
or simply by utter jng^fetntenoe or the word with a rising tone
e*g* kie kahilg who told ?
ka§i 11 What did (-he) tell?
kghfiku ,! Whom did •• ,f •
kfeSei 11 Why did " "
se bhala(with rising intonation) Is he good?.
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SaturdayDated the 5th* day of the bright fortnight of Tula 
(=Karttika) ,Saka Era 933(Current), corresponding to 
Saturday,the 14th.October 1010 A.D. *
In the 15th. Sannratsara of Anantavar inmadeva .
On a slab lying in front of the Daha( =Dhava) lesvara 
temple at village Urajam, T aluk-Chic ac o 1 e, D 1st. -G an j am 
(after the creation of Or^issa Province,in Vizag.?) 
Script-Nagari (Southern variety) 
(cp.A.R.1930,Page 5 jNo.5 )
1 Svasti samara mu-
2 khanekar ipudar pp a-
5 mard(d)ana bhujabalaparakrama
4 G anganvayab alamb anast ambha
5 Srimad Anant ab a( r ) mmadeb a bija-
6 yarajyasambatsara 1 5?Tu-
7 la masa sukra paksa dina
8 paneami Sanibaraim Yuruja mela-
9 na daya karila patta sthitti (/)
10 Polakhisa Yurujamasa ja
11 ni (/) gau HtJ Polakhisa tinni bha-
12 ga Yurujamasa okku bhaga ho-
13 nta manicahku kh bojbya thilo(/)
14 Yurujamelem gau Polakhi-
j*5he^ date of this record, as read by me ,is Sakabda 933 •If Saka 933 be taken as current,(not elapsed) the details
%
correspond to the 14th 0cto.,1010 A.D. 51 am indebted to the
Govt .Epigraphist, India, for this kind information •
A -  * R .  1 ^ 3 0  "tK t i *  c jCv/tn  ck & < 1 7 ,  ( =  * .3 ,
Serial Nov A*
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15 (me)lana jyaubante na labhe *
16 u banthilem( ?) kalern rakhake •« 1
17 • • bast am sub arnadanda •« • • *
18 . dhila (/) anati 7 • •
19 bau sanmukhem sabha( ? ) stbali
20 Ballabha Bbala lekhi(?) * •
21 Sakabda 933 (/)
Serial No* A (continued)
From the 15th up to the 20th line the impression is not
legible at the margins* M  tW«x«.4 .
L*8) • Tfie Locative sg* ending aim may read as em;
Ls*108cll)read jani as jani;
L*15)thilo may read thila 5
L*16) the first 4 syllables may read - uimthilem(ui=rising 
of a planet)5the reading rakhake is doubtful ;
On the whole, the reading of lines 15 to 20 may be taken 
as tentative* The Oriya of this record is not free from 
Prakrit isms especially in the matter of inflection* It also 
reflects some Dravidian influence* j*or the pronunciation of
c in manicanku( lit * to or for men) in line 15, cp. the follow­
ing- In Tamil "they pronounce c in tecam(Xjflpsa49«i(^ |itf^ Qflsaf^  
(Skt-desa,a country) like sh ; and c in canniyaci( Skt-
sannyasi,a hermit),like the English s in sun; ".Page 42-45 
Ardenf Gram, of common Tamil,1942* Cc C* No.20. Uvi«*7411 ,
This inscription should have figured as Serial No* I*But its 
facsimile reached me too late*In order to avoid dislocation
of other inscriptions it figures as S* No*A*
The Oriya text of the Bhuvanesvara bilingual stone inscript ion 
In sarnvat 22 of Vira Narasimhadeva .
J.A.S.B.(U.S.),Vol.XX,Page 4-3.
1 svast(i) i?rl Blra Nara N5raslnghad.(e)ba-
- ' * -r. . .
2 6a prabradhamSne blye rSje sa'
h3 mbata 22 £rdi KStrfka krlsna 7 RablbS: is-
4 re Sri KIttlbSsakhetray Sldhe-
5 svara madhara Bada Naraslnghadeba-
6 nkara 5(u)6ak5mSrthapdrbbake
7 BSghamarS bSrabStl bhumi EkSda-
8 6a Rudra bhlksSdebS bhumi samay-
9 dhe TaparSja MahSirrunI DuggSi-
10 bhata v iCcSyank^i bamdhS kal5 (/) e
11 m§dha 6atadedha 150 Utresva-• •
12 ra NSekankara tahu(m) ghetalS (/)
13 e mddha-dasa dhStaya-p^itl • trlm-
14 seka TaparSja MShSnrunl e du-
15 I dhSnyasunS DuggSbhate Utres(v)a-
16 ra NSekanke del anka kal§ (/) e kaudl e
17 dhSnasunS nrula kalantara kar ante mSdha
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Line 1 begins with a symbol which may stand for Om .The
portions enclosed in brackets are not in the original.The
sign (/) indicates the end of a sentence. L.l reads in the
original1 svasta 6rl blranaranaraslnghadaba1 without the i
m5tr£ in svasti & e mStrS in deba. In this inscription I(long)
has been used for i(short).For the reading 6r5i
(L.3)jCp plate of S. No. 24. (
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18 sateka asi 180 (/)Taparaja (Maha)mnni si-
19 ba praptem Tapa Cakrabati sthanapati bo-
20 ila (/) e Tapa Cakrabatinkara Duggabhata A-
*
21 cayankara rasi Duggabhata Acaye
22 suni eka-rasi boli maitrapaksa ho-• w  *  •
23 ila (/) e Saghamara bhumi barabati pha-
24 labhogya asia satakeksdbdot kalake
25 Tapa Cakrabatiki hatharai Duggabha-
26 ta Acaye pani dhila (/) e Sri Bira 
2? Nara Narasinghadebankara aus'aka-
28 mathe EkadasV-Rudra-bhiksa karal-*
29 ba (/) e bh(i)ksa Goda-desa Pandi-desa Ka-• # • •
30 hcl-desa e tini dese jamila ho-
31 i mathamathe diksa kari aca(ra)banta♦ * *
32 hoila tapa sank a bhiksa (/) jete
33 kala candra-sujra brata eteka kalankara sa
34 bratibaka (/)*
The inscription closes with three symbols the last two of
which resemble the symbol* with which the inscrip* begins*
In this inscription the symbol for 1 i* e* the Nagari symbol 
for 1 with a stroke attached to it in the fashion of a tail 
as in kala(L*10 & 16),ghetala(L* 12) ,hoila(L* 22-23)» kalake 
(£L* 24), dhila(L*26)f jamila(L*30)l or*^ £fe strokes attached
to it in the same fashion as in boli(L*22) & in hoila(L*32) 
has ,pr4viously, been read as 11 e.g* kalla etc* 5 but cp. 
the Konarka inscr,&the Late* 0.symbol for l(with a tail);
the present reading justifies the reading kala,mulakalantara
*|». 1-6.17 *
319NO 2SII . YI . &Sfc 720 
A R No 253-A ofi 1899 
In the 3rd niche of the verandah round the central
shrine of the Lak smi—N |i9?ey€uia temple at S i, mh a lac Hal am
Language—Oriya, Script-Telugu.
• Yira Sri B^NTJDEYArajula samasta 8 srajhi) ii^ aka
I ra kr llsi ravivare Kali«ga-da»dapatS-pariksa
3 mahatra Bhuvanlnamda sandhimigramkare1 adhi(karej
L Kalinga-pariksa Mahapatra Paritraranamda2 sani • • • •- - ,5' migramkara adhikare maj^ C samasta beharana bidya-
6 mini takurumkara lyuskamartta SrlNarasimganSta de-
it *7 umkara amrta-manaMki (c^yaila Nisamkabhanu0
8 bhoga 1 la ari^aV baghala 4 koradabada 4 jeutfifehaQLu-
S ladika 1 panakalisi 2 panuvidiya 5 guvago 5 domda-• • • • •
|o mala 1 patripala 2 kapuramasa camdana-kaJLisi 1 tiguni
$II dudu-kumca 1 etaka khamdamamce etaka nitya prasadaku 
ii madye
, sandiiivigraiiamkara ^ Harikaranamda 3 tkakuramkara 
tj ayuskamartha bwbhiaila G Nisamkabhanu 7 araalsa. g-misa 
3 etiki ^pani 
doubtful:
L.2 . I.xt - i Ma.ka|a .
. ytetO KAsuSr
Text based on the tentative transcript prepared in 
the office of the Govt. Epigraphist , India.
NO } (three)S.1.1. TI, 940
A R No J02-C of 1899
. In the 26th niche in the verandah round the central
of the Laksroi-Narasimha temple at Simhacalam • * *
Langnage-Oryfa9 Script-Telugu.
1 (Svasti sri) Vira^^caslmghadevamknara vijaya-rajya samvatsa l£ 
; srahi mithuna krsna 4 satiiy-
- ' - \ - ' - ^ vare Kalimga-pariksa Sri Jale^vara bhoga-paga(hai ->Sri Joge- % • * »
4 svaradevaJenamkkara datta Jiharatalaka Jagajhajfc*- 
5* maf. snabhatirala Siradvara numda bhaibakai Taditora vapa »• ^ * 
o u svagramasahita samasta-nayaga- 
^ mkkara sanamata f kali^jura ma^i manadasada pas alt a 
bevaharu inahamamdliku tini ba-*• 4
*Tlemkka satu pasaita pat a lemkka e samasta lokamkkara• 4 • •
4 mm ' ' ■ ru-t 5
10 tauha ehamkkara jnana Taditokara Odda-
0
./,(gu)fcta ae j e sunnara kalamttaraka J e mamdola
520
Read : 1 devamkkara 2. Jaganata mamdo ups^lhsee ^vaisnava-EE _ * * - ^ • •
talara I4Sridvarainaindo 5* jnane 6 baro.ta'na
L.s 2 <3\ g - l-cxt - 7 lka>ra •
%
I ext based on the tentative transcript originally prepared 
in the office of the govt, epigraphist, India ; 
cp. No. 692 ibid.
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No.3(continued)
7 87 duS I magido / sabadakSla cSdtijae / NaruvS (I) samasta
NayakamSna gutta £ su(na)ra kalanrtta
8 JIhSrara JagahStf-marado / Bh^iirabappara talira mamdo
sabhadSkSla cSutibhae / e (gra)ma
9 mkkara lokamkka(ra) sanamata / e satsii^jSvSta Nalsimgha-
nSta / jSvSta ehSmkkara barasa / jSveta e grSmamS-
10 (nya) tSvatakSla e sunS(ra) kalamttarake bhraibhSe /’11 12 # * 
je(se) nSbSumtti teba vahtfrakkara sabua kalS su- 1
mStSpitSku i pSni jamti sa ^11 kritamana ksaya jib Ska /
22 sappala hoi jib Ska / emttaka^ Sri NarasimghanS-
12 thadSva sSksI / (sva)dattSm paradattSm (vS) yo harSta 
vastimdarS^ i / sastham varusa sahasrSni visthSyS(m)
13 jS(m)yat§ krimim / £atrunapi srtd da y$ manlsi.....
Read 7 sabadS(sarbada) 8 jSuthibSe 9 JaganStaCJagannStha)
10 satva(sattva)ll jeve(jebe) nebS umtti(hunti i.e.huanti)
12 tebe 1 3  na (negative particle) 14 enrtt'alqjC ethaku)
Line 10 -bhrSibhSe contraction of bharSibhSe(St .O.bharSibS).
The inscriptional form ’umttiSCSkt bhavanti) may be compared 
with Prkt.hunti' (see KumSrapSlapatibodha by Alsdorf .)fW«YAl>cir^ ) , 1^ .29 ,
Serial No* $ 4 (Pour)
S.I«£* (South Indian Inscriptions) Vol.V#No*1132.
( A«H* N0.256-A of 1896)
On the right of the southern entrance into the Asthana- 
mandapa of the Mukhalingesvara temple at Mukhalingam , 
Parlakimedi taluk 9 Gan jam District •
Script- Proto-Oriya .
(Text based on the reading of the Shoto-print)
1 Sri Bira Narasihghadebankara bije raje • • •
2 . Jyesta (?) kri . Gurubare poradhikarana . •
3 na ma cari 4 Ma . • • ♦ • nka(?hku) data
4 dipudhumb akai madha du 2 jai raha- 
3 ni madha du 2 .
6 eh(i) tannrate t(h)arfi(ma) harai haraui Madhukesvade
7 benka dhrohau (ka)rai . « •
Printed text (S.I.I. Yol*5 fN0. 1132)
4
S  — M1 (Svasti Sri ) Bira Narasihghadebam(ka)ra bije raje samba ...
2 . • Jyesta ukri 3 Gurubare sauradhikarana * *• • ^  •
3 na maradhi 4 madhyera * maje mka * •
4 • . * . bakai mat anka 2 jai raha-
3 na mat anka 1 • * * sama • •
t • [
6 . • ♦ * ra dui Madhukesva *
7 • • • • • jai
The text based on the photo print may be taken as tentative
as the photo print is partly illegible ; the gap XXX in L*5 may read camaladhari pa(?)ksa • . ; this inscription is
definitely anterior to A*D*1405 and appears to be much earlier*.
L.l*. lh« Catoy-J w»ol^ T C cuA «aU|3U oUiu **
Ua. Uv**s vi.t OvsoUxd ,
3 2 2
On the 27th pillar in the Tiruchuttu-Mandapa 
of the Kurmesvara temple at Srikurmam T.chicacole D.Ganjam 
Langj_ Sanskrit&Oriya, Script-Telugu 
Saka yr*I252=A*D,I330
/ 't CL1 Sakabde Sasinetrabana na^fane tvasad^krl
2 sne tithau Saptamyam kkuppinama Kamathapura,
3 pat eh sahasagranyamallah bhogays^fkaya 
ti paryaptam catvarimsadviniskanyapi gana-f 1 < ♦ 1
5-naya tvekabhogaya dipam pradadacamdra• •
£ taxam sakalanijamanova^chitarttha 
7 siddhaih Erat^pa-Sri-Vira-NaraNarasimgga
_ A. __ j  „g devamkkara vijayrajya samvatsa 4 sra• \ *
q yini karkkataka krisna 7 ravivare bhogapariksa Narasi- 
to mghaDasuPamdyamkkara addhikare / Kuppisahasama- 
I lla datta madyanna-be^uttare bh5agekai bbatu 
12 tali £3 // apalu-petu 10 garalu-pitha 22 '/papua I panuka 
IB tu I e bhoga acamdrargga stai hoi bhallibhakal/ Sribhanda j.
11i rakkai ddhilla gamdalu 40 e bhoga \alibhakai tali 2'kamsa vi-
!b sya 4/ pani chadibhakai pitala-pratima-kamdaru kapu-jari- 
i£> e I viccu 2 kkakkvya 2 akhandadipakai gai 25 fcetiei/e bho-
!7 garu mannana-addhikari Sisnukai bhatu kumcca I / garyalu ma­te\ g si I5Jyvasnama prakkaranakai bhatu kum\1*$i I / garyalu
H  nusiki 1 5/ stanapati prakia ranakai bhatu kumcca 1 / ga- 
2.0 ryalu masiki 2 pradanatvara bhStu "pasapaluduyiki kum^al
Kadimggi_prakaranakai sa f bha / .___________________________
L.\5.Qs; cOotJI', vv'<5.sCKu
^.17 - Uxi - <=\5vu r _
• I "3 - y^V\ OvXU a  VCCW ^  CKck o cvd ts-CL (
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No.5
SII V 1213 (A.R.Ho.331 of 1896)
3 * 4
Serial HO. 6
On the 3rd pillar in the Tiruchuttu Mandapa
of the Kurmesvara temple at Srikurman, T-Chicacole, D-Ganjam. 
Language-Oriya, Script-Telugu.
Date-A.D.
y - - iI SriViraBanudevamkara vijayarajya samvatsara 12 sra • mesa
 /  »• -  _  -  ,
% sukla II guruvare SriKurmmabhogapariksa Kalimgapariksa patra
/ <• dtva. _ ^  J,
3 Sri Purusotamaj enamkara athikare/ samastapamcadiveharana 
ii vidyamane^Sri Kurmmanathadevamka i Tulasigramara maji (Na^ ra
5 y ana j inamkar a data akhandadlp aduiki / goru sayeka I rakhuva
- 4 - - - -  6“ ^6 la bhatabaratanakai nit a deuladebabhata bha mana 6 mall Kana• • j
v Ira phalakai7 bhatabaratanasahite/ duimanakumbha8 bhata/Narayana
- - -  - * g phalakai bhata dui mana dui ada^ / i dipa tolawtame i kapakai bhl
  - / - _ _ V  _ _ tta maneka/ga bhata 6 kai Sri Kurmmanathadevamkara bhamdarakaj
io padmanidirupena prevesa suna gamdapamcasamada 30 e nyae jatrac 
u drarka^staida^/
S.I.I. V91156(A•R •No•277 of 1896)
Read_
iBhanu ^  adhikare 3 jeha ** nitya 6'Cha ?6mali 7 phalakai s kumca ?
•  ^ • •
^kapakai rojavacamdrarka usthaita .
cp.S.S.I. V, II57(Telugu inscrip. where the donor is Narfiyana 
of Tulasi-grama)
J .A.S.B .Vol. LXIV, Part I * t (1895 )»Page—149-^ T ext »Netee by M.M.C*
A Copper plate inscription found in Trimali Math,Purif
ofKing Nrsimhadeva IV of QrissaCA.D. 1384).
He. date Cp.Ind.Ant.Vol.25fP*285*
Language-partly &anskr it&partly Qriya. 
Script-Intermediate between the 10th. century Kutila &
t
modern Devan&gari { occc_errcAaajlc) to N.M.C.J ,
Plate-VI(obverse)>begginning from the 13th. line.
(the passage regarding the grant) 
l( :L. 13 |P1 •) Sakanrpat er at it esu pamcadhikesu trayoda-
2 s as at asamb achchar e su caturddas'adhanadhipatityadibirudabali-
3 birajAraanah Sriman Nrsimhadebanrpateh svarajyasya astanke
4 abhilikhyamane Caitre masi sukle pakse trayodasyam tithau 
Habib are Ba w
3 ranasi Katake biscakai bhabedaka samaye Sricarane bhitara- 
• * •
nabara kanya-mandapa
6 bankiae bijayasamaye duara-pariksa ufaa x 
#waar9&tsns£> Gadesvara Jena budha-lehka Landu-# 4 • •
7 Sanimisra bhandaria thau poro-pariksa mahapatra Narendra-cut* ~CakrabarttL
'  _  _  -  _  ^  —8 mahapatra Naraharidasa Praharaja mahapatra Sripati Mahgala
raja a-
-  -  — j  # -  /  .  . .9 badharila ta / e porosrikarana Svapnesvara Mahasenapati 
Baidi Mahasenapa-
10 ti mudalena mahapatra Naraharidasa Praharajakaika Kinari 
gramara nama Bijaya-Na
*The text of the inscrip, follows the Nagari transcript ofM.M.C 
The writer of the present thesis is rel^enoible fer the emend­
ations in the foot notes • L. 1-read bhubana-for dhana-tcp.No.8.
h * ^ )U^ anan^a:ra puja utarutcp.No,8
Serial No. 7
U  rasimhapura catuhgimasamakranta-sasanfl kari
deba / Kalabhora utara-khanda-madhye Ki-
12 nari gramara nama Bij aya-Narasimhapura /
Rautapada pakhara rasambandha jit a ciarisa
13 pamcasa madha 450 Candalo pakhara rasabandha 
ciarisapamcasa midha 450 g£
14 brihi abadana madhya-kari jit a naasa 900 
madhakai poro^rikarana Bada(i?)dasl
15 Mahasenapatira sima-kala-pramane / asya 
gramasya purbba sima / Malae gramara
16 Kapilesvaradebahkara deulara pascima
B ib ada-S o1adandara Bada-K amkada-dandara
•r % • 1 « » • ^ ^17 arddha adikari Adala gramara Soladuira% •%
pascima sardha Kamkadalundadandara a-
» • * t •
18 rddha adxkagixAstartnxgraaarH Saiadaixa jjaaggiaii
Cuapadi gramara anaibrksabhuira cattara* t «
danda -arddha-paryyanta simanamadi-
\ %
19 krtva / daksinasima / BhSkWsihigramara 
cakalia alanda biali otvabhuira u-
► V
20 ttara danda ardiia B at hap adagr amar a uttar a
rachchara arddha BasakhandaraGnara dosimanta bam-• % ^  •
Lines 12 & 13- read casambandha for rasambandha ; L,14- 
Baidi(cp#line 9)for BadaC i) 5L.I8- read uttara for cattara# 
Road± Kretroflexed) for 1 in birudabali(L.2), «ukle(L#4 ),
Mahgala(L.8)fMalae(L*1 5)fKapilesvara -& deulara(L#1 6),
cakalia(L. 19 ), biali( L. 19), kalumaC L# 21) >pani8ila( L* 229 •
B e V u J e t v *  L . 1 2 .  v\ s r c V « T S t
3 2 6
Serial No#7(contd.)
21 dha upara naapathara kalumadikari Lankabadagramara 
uttarafiE Ga-
22 linaira ardha KathipaAagraBHig Mukulundagramara* •
na^ ada panisila khambhara purbba-
23 hida paryyanta simanamadikiytva / pascima sima/
Cl  «• «»Mukulundagr amaxx-
24 ra purbba Patua-ghaira Konabandhara bada baragacha 
BokanSgrimara pi-
25 rba do sima p adi a-b a s at a- ar ddha adikari Samghada ^ • #
gramara Khaju-
26 ria yoda pascima-tada e gramara basantara purba 
dosima rachcha a-
27 rddba paryyanta simanamadikrtva / uttara sima / 
Ulatapura-sasanara
28 daksina Kamkada-joda-arddba adikari Balapura
• « • • *
gramara daksina
29 Alaksepadara madhyaka dandara arddba Attahasa-* * * • • •
pura sasanara daksina Rondoi
30 dandara bfiaaha-papyyanta-glmanflmflriiTrrtr-ira / ebam
• « « ft #
catuhsimasamakranta Kalambbora utta- <
L.22-Read khammara for khambhara; L* 25-read yoda for yoda 
cp. joda(L.28); read~8Ssantara (l .26) basatara : read 1A(retroflexedr) for 1 in Balapura( L. 28) ,KaIambhora£iu-3G>- • 
2 h I'ftjvV • yiac|>a L^cl *a
3 2 7
Serial No*7(contd*)
Serial No*7(contd*)
jirakhanda madhya madhya/sinah naasa 900 madha- 
pari.mita sasanakhya Bijaya-Narasimhapux
32 ranamanam Kinmarigramam svayurarogyaisVaryya- 
samrajyasamrddhaye mahapatra Naraharida-
33 sa Praharajaya sajala-sthala-machcha-kachchapa- 
p adap ar any a-b aluk a—bhit asah.it ama-
34 candrarkamakarikrtya pradat / asya sasanasyamgataya 
Kaundinyagotraya Xa-
35 jurb edant argat a-Kanvas akha ikade s^ adhy ayine
•W _ <* - _ _s as ana-t amradhikarine Sriman-mahapatra-mtki
36 sandhibigrahlka-Svapne svar a-namadhey a-Br ahmanay a 
grhabatAsahitam baticatustayah /
Plate VII
37 etattamralekhaka-Durgadasa-Senapater bastusahitame- 
tadarddham / maddanaphalasi
39 ddhyartham tadraksaphalasiddhaye / maddharmah paripaiyym 
paripalyeyam bhummracandratarakam /
* * * * * * * *
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subham bhabatu / subham bhabatu / £ubham bhabatu/SrlSriSrL
L.31-read madhyam adhyasinah for madhya madhya/sinah (cp. 
J.A.S.B. Vol.LXV (1896),Page—229— A copper plate inscrip#
found in Kenduapatna of Nrsimhadeva II of QrissaCA.D* 1296) )? 
Plate VI, obverse, line 2).The words of this page are not 
indexed. The 1 of jala, sthala. phala are retroflexed in 
modern Oriya & y of Tajur is pronounced like j . In the space 
marked with * signs,there are 8 more verses like the one in 
lines 37-38.
 i
Serial No. 81 
J.A.S.B.Vol. mv,(1895)part I*,Page 151.
A Copper plate inscription found in the Sankarananda Math 
(to the south of the Jagannatha temple) ,Purif 
of king Nrsimhadeva IV(A.D#1395 ? or1396 cp.Ind*Ant.25f285)i •
In the 22nd ArikaC = 18th>regnal yr.of the king^)
^TOto -Language—partly Sanskrit & pahtly Oriya;Script-Intormodiate
mixed. wcth _ # .between modem Devanagari & lOth.century Kufrilar.
The portion xm in Oriya is given below with the date etc#
in Sanskrit;Plate-YI, Obverse,Line 19th.& onwards*
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1 Sakanrpateratitesu sodasadhikesu* i » t * •
trayodasasateLsambatsaresu ca-
2 turddasabhubanadhipatityadibirudahalihi-pfl jamfinah Sriblra
Nr asimhadebanrpatih svarajyasya dvabimsatyahke abhilikhya-
-  -3 mane Bicha sukla ekadasyam Maagalabare Baranasi-Katake» '  i •✓Sricarane bhitaranabare pujanantara • • • tar a bi-
— / — ka *4 jayasamaye parsve Mahapatra Krsnananda Samdhibigrahi- Uaha
patra Landu Ratha • • Mahapatra Gopinatha Sandhibigrahi-
5 ka Patra Bhubanananda Samdhibigrahika Patra Siddhesvara 
Jena Dvarapariksa Tribikrama S amdhib igr ahika.., . ~ etesu
6 sthitesu Srikarana Bisvanatha Mahasenapati gocre0 —abadhayita mudala Srihastana • • .Debar athacaryyaya bhumi
* Pages 128-154 Two Copper plates . . .  by M.M.C.
The text of the inscrip, follows the Nagari transcript of 
M.M.C.;the present writer^is responsible for the emendations 
in the foot notes.Read Nrsimhadebanrpat£h(L.2),abadharita 
nrudaieC L. 6 ) •
J  M v ia ’ttac.T edLc^covi tVvlfl Tec.trr<3L uri.il* c ix td  t.ccv-tcavi £ . $ .
3 3 0
Serial No.8(contd.); Pi #VI, reverse.
7 data bbu1! r imsatb at ip ar inlit abbi lmi nimittan asmin rajye
trayobimsatyanke Bicba dvitiya krsnasaptami Panditaba-
' - 2 • 58 re Debakuta-katake Sricarane pujanabare 3aPa samaye
parsve Patra Mahamuni Pur obit a Dvarapariksa Tribikrama
Sandhi-
9 bigraba Budba-lehka Somanatba Babinipati Bbitarabbandara-
^ - . A* — / —adbikari Najtarabari Samdhibigraba tbau Puro—Srikarana
10 Bisvanatba MabasBnapti-gocare abadbarita nrudale Deba-
ratbacaryyaku Atbakbanda Kostbadesa Madanakbandabisaye
* *Saiso-
 ^ c11 gramara daci(?)gbare Daksina Radasoo grama e dui grama
sasana kari bbumi sae bati deba/ e srabi Minasamkranti• »
, Krsna eka-
12 dasi Sanibare Narayanapura-katake Sricarane puja uttaru
bijekariasiba-samaye parsve Budba-lehka Somana-
13 tba Babinipati Bbubanesvara Samdhibigraba Laksmanananda
Samdhibigraba Bbit ara-b bandar a- adbikari Narahari Samdhi
bigraba tba
14 u Dvara-pariksa fcibikrama Samdhibigraba gocare abadha-
. rita nrudale 
e masi Puro-pariksa Mahapatra Gatesvaradasa Sri-
7 -13 candana age abe^Lh^rita' agy ajha boila mudale Debaratha-
caryyara Saisa Daksina-Radasao ca(e) dui gra-
16 ma Kosthadesa Ugresvaradebankara deuli-bbumi deula 
madhya-kari c atuhs imas amakr ant a sasaneka
17 pat a deba/Odamolo Madanakhanda-madbye Saiso grama brihi-
abadana -
cr"", — . — , ~ - ,r7~1 drop bhu; 2 read pujanantara ^bijayasamaye^; 4 Samdhi-
bigraba;5 grama?6 daksinare; 7 abadharitai8 boilaC?).• •b .*7 * ,
/ _
Serial No* 8 (contd)
madhya kari kothabyapa- 
18 rara bhaga t inis a baisa madha 322 kai Puro-Srikarana 
Bisvanatha Mahasenapatira pa-
19 dihahaC ? )tha^Mathi Naekara sima kala pramane e gramara 
purba sima / Bhagabatipurasasanara pascima Bandrapra-
20 bha danda adha adikari Bamgariso-gramara puba-kona
/ 2 -  —  Podapada-pokhurira dvi j ala-par yy ant ake sima / U-
21 ttara sima / Bangariso-gramara daksina Cidicidi batira
utara dandara adha Brahmanaxa batira timu- • • « •
22 ndi gopatha adha adikari Baingani-nadi lacfc±^ 6S*ba( ?dha)-
‘ 3 - - - ,iharn adha soi paryantake sima / pascima sima / Rada-
23 sao gramara pura(ba) BaihganiSadira adha. soi adikari 
naipari Oopinathapura-sasanara nadi-tada
24 amba-totare^ daksina-kona Kucia-ghair a gopatha adha- 
paryanteke sima/dalcainaaima/Gnp-inft-hhapii-nfljmJitft’ntt haragau
23 adhakari Bhagabatipura-sasanara Goplnathapura-sasanara
timundi gopathara ardha nai-ut ar a-kula-paryant eke sima/
go^catuh-
26 sima-samakranta-grameka/ e bisaya-madhye Radasao brihi
6 , nsaika abadhana1 madhyakari majhi-( ?)ghadara Purusottama
pr asada-nab ar a-bha
mmm ^  ^  _27ga sae-sataisa madhakxt 127 kaj e sima kala pramane e
gramara purba—sima /Sai so gramara pascima BajnganianadT
adha-
' 1-1 _  _ _Read 1 Padihatiya,2 hijala,3 bahia.,4 gohara,5 totara,
K OL _ '5 gam,6 safc^ ita£7 abadana* -^25) cwt^ aka^  .
wfcX£  -  SOH>K&- ’ lAA U^WC 2 - 6  tcj. SKl" - A- TjQ x  |o^-T hxx/vtc/
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28 sol adikari deulibhumira daksina Rakatapata-pafca-danda- 
ardha-p aryy ant eke sima X A m  jkxjul / deuli bhumira 
daksina Rak^tapata-danda
29 ra adha adikari Barego-nai-adhasoi-paryanteke sima / 
pascima sima / Bi j aya-Laksmipura sasanara purba Barago- 
nadi-adhasoi
30 adikari Gopinathapura sasanaxxSudunaghai bandhatala
gopatha-adha-paryanteke sima / daksina sima /Goplnatha-
• *
pur a sasanara uta-
3 1  ra( *) naikula ambatotara pascima gop&thara adha 
Baimganianaira adha-s o i-paryanteke sima //ga catruhsimx-
k • *
32 masamakrantagrameka / e bisaya madhye Ugresvaradebanka-
ra deoli abadharita-mudala-pramane bhumi tmimsa bati 30
• • «
kai e sima-
33 kala-pramane e grama purba-sima Bamgariso-gramara pasci- 
ma Baihganianai adikari Baliagramara purba naikula
34 gopatha-adha-paryant eke sima / utara sima /Baliagrama
daksina-kheta-mundara Bohaladanda adikari Barago-nadl-
. • «»  » •
PLATE VlltSeven), obverse
35 ra ardJia-paryanteke sima /pascima simi^ Bi(jiayaS—Laksmipura 
sasanara para^Barago-nadira adha—soi adike sima /
* notes that The name of the river is omitted and
space left blank • Read 1 ga*f 2 puruba & retroflex 1 in 
deuii(L.28}ftala(30 >flmlaC3l)ldeeti(32>,kula<33>,Boha±a(34 
R c a d t
Serial No*8(contd)
Serial No. 8(contd.)
36 daksina slma/Radhasoogramara utara Rakatapatadanda-arddha
4 • • •
paryante sima/ ga^c atuhs imas amakr ant agr amaika /
37 ga grama-tiniki jita ciarisa-ealisa-na madha 449 bhumi 
tirisa batiki c atuhs imakr ant a yalastha(la)i •
38 nachakachapapadaparanya madhyakari acandrarka-thai-
- - * 2 kari Debaratha Acaxyyaku deula Ugresva(ra) dela madbyakari
39 c atuhs imakr ant a sasana data pataka // Atr ay asagotr aya 
Yar juDe( da)ntargataKanvasakhaikadeiadbyayine Debar at ha-
40 Sarmane Brahma naya Atreysagotrah Srlman Sri Narasim(ha)-i\ * »
debabarmma Odamo 1 o-Madanakhandabisay a-madhy a( ?)madhya
-4 - - - J41 si yathalikhita-catuhsimasamikranta--sa( ja)lasthalamacha
kachap ap adap a( r a ) ny ab aluk abhit as a hit a-S ai s o gr amaJ-D a
42 ksinaRadasaograma etat-gramadvayam acandrarkamakarikrtya 
pradat // subhamastu // asya sasanasya sang at ay a
-  5 r43 tamradhikarino Narahari-Sanibigrahikasma^/ etadgrama- 
maha jana-)bhaga-byabasthaya e kama^e tamralekhaka-
Gurudasa-Senapateh etadftrddham /
Read 1 g5,2 deula,3 Yajur,4 madhyam adhyasinah,5Narahari 
San(dh)ibigrahikasya,6(text doubtful & incomplete) ,*itreya. 
Retroflex 1 in caiisa(L.37), yala( 37>, sthala( 3?>, 4*ttl«(38), 
Odaaolo(40), ea( aa)-laetha:la{4i )*;read yala(37)as jala*
Of the Skt. portion of Serial No.s 7 & 8,the proper nouns
& SyAOriya words, if any,have been indexed .
» , » *
3 33
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oerial NO. 9
S.I.I.VX(five),i*0.II7b(A.J8.H0295 of IU96)
Cp. ibid HO.1188 (The Telugu version)
On the 10th pillar in the Tiruchuttu irianciapa
• Kurmesvara temple at Srikurmam ,T-Chicacole, D-Ganjam
nines- 1  to II,North face,j u s .  12 to I7 ,»*est face. 
Language-Or iya, bcript-N agari.  Date - A .  D .  1403 *
1 sidhi Ganesaya namah sambat 1459 fj sa-
2 ke 1/ 1525 // samaye//sarbbadharinaina sam
3 bat sere ff Patanaurakatake // Byasa U-
4 padhyako panati//Bisnndasa Upa-
5 ko nati//Paigu Upadhyako putrah//
6 Ka^linga byapari Lad.au Usurat ana- 3
-  4 -7 ko bhai Risidasa Kurmaksefcra akhant-• 1 • •
8 da dipa data ghodabani jar a Risida-
•  T  •  ^9 sa Nayeka Sri Kurmanatha car ana sara(*»a)
 ^- /
10 £ri Rarasihacarana sarana If subam1 • 4
1 1 mastuh II
12 Dirarghasi Gopalabhoi Pallabhoi duhika
ra gocare dila cheli 4sata lOO^rethakl
1?* nltya diba ghl adalekhai bar sakai car a
•
15 puti da^a mana yehilekna prati srahi
15 Knrmmanathadeba pra(be)sa karlba // ye dharjLwaa fl 
»
1 7 rupati Sri Baisnava rakaa * 'm0m‘ • • •
Read 1 Gane£5ya 2 Upa(dhyS)ko 5 Lad^uu SuratSna- 4 ksetre 5 &ata
6(nagare) pra(be)j§a etc.
L.l - sambat may read sambatu;L.3- text - pa-fajLa etc.
In this thesis, this appears to be the only inscription
in a Northern Script which orthographical ly distinguishes bet v/een
b & v and represents ,khf by the symbol for s ;cp GL,P.2 & Padum5- 
vatt(by L.D. ,London 1949),P. 1.- last line s.v,p. 130-
( sVov\t) 3: P. - UWo-Si (AV\<xSc) w «*p c ) .
335Serial NO. 1 0 *
S.1.1. VXX N0.I244(A.%0. 362 of 1896)
On the 47th pillar in the Tiruchuttu Mandapa of the 
Kurmesvar temple at Srikurmam T.Chicacole,D.Ganjam 
Date-A.D. 1307, March 19, Sunday.
In the 33rd Anka(27th regnal year)of Narasimhadeva II(2nd) 
Language-Or iya, Scr ipt-Telugu •
I Vira Sri Narasimhyadevara vijayarajya sam-
z vag^ fcsara 33 anka srahi Caiatra suddha paurnnami
3 ravivare Kalimgapariksa Mahapatra GamgadflaracLasa 
k Praharajamkara2 adhikare ehamkara sistu Sriku£r Jmmara 
5-bhogapariksa Kalimga-ma(ju^Gamda SahasamamgLa^lam
G kara1 datta tambabemti sevata6 camara Sri Kurmma-# » • g
7 nathadevamkara ubhayadhupe dharibakum i ksetrara 
B BhadrSsanira voujsurasahiki nitya deule basa- 
q vane^ bhatu I masipjSttha 1 5  ^bidiya JO baftttana
/obasaku gandamakai bhumi dila manat® e be-
«. * — _ __
II vasdha acamdrarka sdhayi karirn Sri Kurmanatadebam-
i^k^ra bhamdaraku padmanidhi dila gamdamada 12 e bha- 
l^tapitha bidiyabar^ana bhogakarl acamdra^kka sdha *
Read- 1 caitra 2 praharajamkara 3 Kalimga-magji ^Sahasa-
%
mallamkara ?dsveta ^ dharibaku .
L. 3 ra.viva.nr£,|..i, . . mSix ,U„. -^toccU.IxLm
The inscription is left unfinished- X Its text is based
on the tentative transcription originally prepared in 
the office of the Govt .Epigraphist, India.lt is noticed
byR.S.Rao in J.A.H.R.S.VIII.P.I.Page48.
No. 2 on the right side of the door way in the the 
temple of Mahadevf. (Lihgaraja) at Bhuvanesvara * 
J*A.S*B*IiXII(I<893) ;(textf trans* etc by M*M*C*)
In Samasta Anka year 4 of Kapilesvaradeva 
(Dt* 14J6A.D* acc* to M*M*C.)
ISri Bira Kapilesaradeba Maharajarikara bije rajye Samasta 4, 
Anka l srahi
2 Mithuna Samkranti krsta 9 Mahgalabara Krtibasakatake• • . • * •
bhitara puja abaka.se 
5 Raeguru Basu Mahapatra Bhubanesara Mahapatra e duihe
asi lihaile e
4 duhasara gocaro agyam boli hoi la ambhara Odisa-ajpm 
rajye jete raja
5 mula sabuhem rajaiikjjt hite brati ye apana sadacare thibe 
asad marge
6 na rahibem rajarika anahite bratile rajabithara kari 
tahara sarbasa hari f
In the transcript given above M.M.C* does not distinguish 
between 1 &1 , sometimes between n & n &. between y & y;
• i
on the evidence of facsimiles of contemporary inscriptions 
we should distinguish bet* the pairs of letters cited above
~.so read Kapilesara(L.l)f Mangalabara(L*2)# mula(L*5) with 
retroflexed 1 symbol & apana with retroflexed n symbol &
(L*5) with derivative y symbol. •
Read duhihkara gocare(L*£)for duhasara gocaro & rajyabahana 
(L*6) for rajabahara •
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Serial No* 11*
3 3 7
(To follow Serial No* 11)
A fresh reading of the same *z
*
1 Sri Bira Kapilesaradeba Maharajankara bije rajye Samasta 
# 4 (Anka srahlj’
2 Mithuna Samkranti krista 9 Mahgalabare Kritibasakateke
•  *  * •
bhitara(puja abakase)
3 Raeguru Basu Mahapatra Bhubanesara Mahapatra e duihe asi 
(lihaile e)
4 duinhxi go care agyam bolina hoile ambhara Odisa ^ •
ra(jye jete raja)
5 suna sabuhem rajahkra hite brati ye apanara sadacare
t&ibe (asad marge)
6(na rahibem raj anka anahite brati)X®) raja bahara kari 
tahara sa(rbasa hari)
* I sent, with my emendations 9 to the Supdt*,Orissa Museum 
Bhuvanesvara,the readings of the two Oriya inscriptions
(Serial Nos 11 & 37 of the present thesis) of the lingaraja
temple at Bhuvanesvara edited by Mr.M.M.C. in the J*A*S*B*
1893,P. 106*In compliance with my request the same authority
has sent me the texfe of the inscriptions referred to,
as deciphered by Mr S*N*Rajaguru, the Asst* Curator of the
said Museum • This fragmentary text is transcribed above*
The portions enclosed in brackets are taken from Mr.M*M*C*vs
reading* Mr Rajaguru writes "It seems that they(the aforesaid
inscriptions) were subsequently removed from the templewall 
A. fragmentary inscr. is now preserved in the Archaeol.office”
33 S 
Serial No. 12.
J.A.S.B.Vol.LXII(1893)tPage 92(text, trans. ©1oc.by M.M.C.)
Antiquities of Orissa by R.Mitra(1880)Vol.2fP.165*
In Samasta Anka yr. 4- of KapilesvaradevaC A.D .9-12-14*36 ° acc. to M.M.Cj
No. 3 on the left side of the Jaya¥ijaya door way in the 
temple of Jagannatha at Puri •
1 Bira Sri Pratapa Kapllesvaradeba Maharaj a hkara bijaya rajye 
$ Samasta 4* Anka srahi
' -  /2 Dhanu amabai Sauribare Sri Purusottamakatake Paramesvartaka
darsana samae Mahapatra
S3 Kakai Santara Mahapatra Jaladharasena Narendra Mahapatra 
Gopinatha Mamgaraja Mahapatra
4* Kasibidyadhara Mahapatra! Belasvara Praharaja Mahapatra
m Iiftirhanft purohita Patanayaka Damodara maha-
3 senapati thai par amesvar anka sricarana agrate bhogapariksa
patra Agnisarma-mudrahastara goca-
+ - u . _6 re boila mudale Sri Purusottamadebanka deuladvare lekhana-
kariba ambhara Odisa ra-
7jyara lona-kaudi-sulakara nyayya chadili chadili chadili
eha raja hoi je langhai se Sri
8 JaganAathadeb anku droha karai
See the remarks in the foot note of S.No.ll which apply 
mutatis mutandis to this inscription; so read with retroflezed 
1 symbol- Kapilesvara(L.l),Jala4hara(L.3)> deola or deula(L.6)
sulakara(L.7)&with retroflezed n symbol -Lakhana(L.4*) .
• •
R.M. reads Somabare(L.2) ,MangaIaraja(L.3) »Bi^ve^vara(L.4-) fpari- 
cha for Sauribare M Mangaraja 11 Belasvara " pari-
s ^ksa(L*5); for Jala^fchaxa cp. J&i^pvara *n M*^ « 44*%
SfI.I Vol.VI. No.1089 (A.R.No.340-A of 1899) m a tOn the 44th*/pillar of tfce Verandah round the central
shrine of the L. N.temple,Simhacalam •
— 'y - _
1 Sri Bira Sri Sajapati Gau~ 16 ra 4 pulli?2 arisa 4 pa - 2
2 Eratapa Kapile- 1 ? .........  aapurSalatl
3 svaradeba Maharaj anka- ra paattu?pita got ik 22 *
4 ra bije rajye Samasta j^ ura 5 pana 2 gua 5 ©te
5 2 « ^ 20 kaku data bhuid5na?ye pat ad
• %
6 dhabare B£narasi-Kat«- 21 panda ?
7 kara Mallinatha Mahap at rank a- 22
8 ra poa Kalinga-dandap at a-par i- 23
9 ksa Mahapatra Sri Birisldasa? Sa-^
10 nimigrankra adhikarara behe- 23 e desaku bhiana
11 rananka bidiyamane ehankra data-26 pramane pramesrunkara bho
12 dibasara arnepPosa pune- 2? gakll hoil5 eha je harai
13 i abakasa apasare bhoga- 2g Sri N ^ ftginghanAthflnirffr dorc
14 lagi hoiba e bhogaku n a ^ ? s t 2g j^ q karai e gramaku Narasi—
15 tt pata 2 . . kohont- 3Onghanat hadebe raksa SriSriSx
3 3 9
Serial No.13.
In L.s 1-3 Gaudesvara & Kapilesvara may read Gaudesura 8c 
Kapilesura 5* In L. 5 SII has 18 in place of 28 ; Por the 
reading in L.6(after bare)cp. J.B.O.R.S. Vol.31-32(l945-46)
** Surya-vamsi kings of 0rissa"-G. Ramdas, Page, 186, Appendix A 
No. 4 5 L .1 2 reads Magha acc. to XS*I.I* L.tT- )
J.A«S.B.Vol*LXII(1895)-M*MI*C* ;Anti.of Orissa-R.M.
In Samasta Anka year 19 of Kapilesvaradeva ;
(Dt*12-4-1450 acc. to M.M.C.)
No. 2 on the right side of the JayaVijaya door way in the 
temple of Jagannatha at Puri •
1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Pratapa Kapilesvaradeba
2 Maharajankara bije rajye Samasta 19 (Xjnka srahi Mesa ama-
3 bad. Rablbare Malika Parisa diga-bije kari bahuda katakai
4 Sri Purusottamakatake bira-menobi bije samae srlcarana-
3 agrate kothaghara-santara pariksa mahapatra Raghudeo Narindra
6 j an aim chada karailaku aimgani ho ila Sri Purusott amar a
7 Pundariksa-Gopa sadhi deli ethaku ye aba lamghai se Jaga-• • • *■ * •
8 nathadebanku droha karai e mudale Kelai Khuntiya lihaila j
R.M.reads paricha(L*5)£or pariksa, pundarikagopasat£e£or
Pundariksa-Gopa sadhi deli(L.7),imidala for mudale(L.8),Raghu 
Deyana for RaghudeoCL. 3 ) f munahi for manoi(L.4) •
The remarks in the foot note of S.No*ll apply also to the text 
as given above ; hence substitute the retroflexed coi?elateA
of 1 and n in Kapilesvara(L.l),monoi(L. 4), janaIm(L«6), kelac 
Mhai(L.8)jread ye for ye(L*7)#
Is the word Pundariksa(L.7)connected with PundarikaksaC =Yisnu)?
• » *  • »  • » ,
340
Serial ilof 14 #
341
No* 2 on the right side of the Jaya Vijaya door way
in the temple of Jagannatha at Pari *(The 
following text is based on the reading
from the estampage.)*
<\-jJ' ' 1%. *•. *s* ".'• .:■* r ’ *’>1 -/  ^ _
1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Pratapa Kapile svaradeba
2 Maharaj ahkara bije raye Samasta 19 hka &rahi Mesa ama-
3 bai Rabibare Malika Parisa diga-bije kari bahuda katakai
4 Sri Prsotama-katake bira-monoi-bije-samae Sri car ana• • » •
5 agrate Kothaara-antaC ? )ra-pariksa Mahapatra Raghudeo Narlndra
    * __6 janai chada karailaku aiga hoila Sri Prsottamara
7 Pundariksa Gopa chadi delu je aba langhai se Jaga-* ^
8(nathadebanku droha)karai e (muda)l(e) KeClai Khuntiya) 
lihai(la)
Serial No* 1#(fourteen) *
The portions of the text enclosed in brackets are inserted
from the reading of M*M*C* *They are not legible in the estamp
age.This estampage or impression together with the impressions
of Serial NO«S 26 &. 28 Cand of some others) have been kindly
supplied by the Supdt* Orissa Museum* 
t t ^ - U 4  - c cC x<xvyou JW to.
34 Z
Serial No* 15*VI
S.I*I#Vo1.XIXNo.1155(A.R.No .563-XI of 1899)
On the west wall of the Mandapa in front of thel Alvar 
shrine, Laksmi-Narasimhasvamin temple fSimhachalam,Yizagap at am*
1 Bira Sri Bratapa Gajapti Ga -
2 udesvara Pratapa Kapile-
3 svaradeba Maharaj anka-
4 ra bije raije Samasta
5 sataC?) 22 srai Sihgha suka-
6 3 Somabare Kalihga da-
7 ndapata parlksa
The inscription is incomplete or it is partially reproduced 
in the impression •
L*5- 22 may read 32; Sihgha may read Simha ♦
- - WhI * Sra^ i ■f erf s^at 
I-. G - \<A.CCv>«^a ywvoc»-j rtcxdi .
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Serial No# 16 #
S.I.I.Ykl*V,(l926)No#1006(A.R*No#141 of 1896)#
On a pillar which contains , among others, a Skt •inscrip* 
of Anantavarma Codagangadeva, standing to jrhe rightof the 
entrance in'lto the Cdntral shrine in the Mukhalingesvar a 
temple at Mqkhalingam, Par lakimedi Taluk, Gan jam district*
North Face,Bottom**
5 Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudesvara Pratapa
6 Kapilesvarade(ba) Maharajahka
7 ra bije raje Samasta 24 sra-
8 i Mina sukala 13 Soma-
 ^ ,9 hare Sri Madhukesvaradeankra
10 dhipadhupu bisake a( ?) jaramra
11 data kari gai pale d(i)la
12 Athagada Pariksa Eamai
1$ Jena * * * • • (du)ha±a
14 la gai paleC?) / Yethiki te-
13 te kala prati srahi * * *
16 * • * • * * •  kale
1 7 d©d© / ®Ba je
18 haroi pramesranku dr oka-
19 ha karoi (/)
* Above this is carved ••••an image of a man standing to the 
left and facing the entrance inlto a shrine 5 above this image 
there are the first four lines of the inscription;this part
seems to contain a Skt verse according to the transcript of Mr* 
G# Ramdas.This part kk of my photo print is very much illegible 
For a different interpretation see J.A.H.R.S.Yol.III a
On a round pillar in the Mandapa in front of the Alvar
shrine ,L.N. temple, Simhacalam •
_ / _ l^ira Sri Gajyapti Gaudesvara Praratapa Kapile-
2 svaradeba Maharajankara bije raije Sa-
3 mast a 23 srahi Tula sukkala dasami Somabare# •/ - . -4 Mahapatra Hari Sricandananka adhikare bhogaparikes-
3 (ksa) Gurudasa Jena adisthane Sri Narasinghanatha
6 (de)barik:u sakala majana abakasaku bhoga bhiai-
7 (la) caka endari du 2 i sare apandara pana kuncae ethukuT '* ‘ bha-
8( ga) bhiala bhoga-par iks a-basaana masi cha 6 tanka lekhae*, * * • e-
9cari nrimalyaku ta sahite eha bhoga-pariksa hoi je harai
10 se Narasihghanathadebamhkara doreha e dharamuku
11 Sri Narasinghanathadebara icha Sri Sri Sri
3 4 4
Serial Wo. 17 .
S.I.I.Vol.yi, No• li52CA.fi.No• 363—Ylllof 1899)
L.8 (ga) may read (ja) jli.lO in debam m represents the• * •
Anusvara sign with a slanting stroke below it ; cha in
icha(L.ll) & cha in cha 6 tahka(L.8) are orthographic ally
different in the imprBesion |the latter looks like the
lastksa-symbol *L.10 the word reads dhararmuku in the impressio
Serial No*18.
S.I.I.Vol.VIJNo.ll5l(A.R.No.363-YlI of 1899)
On the south wall of the Mandapa in front of the Alvar i
shrine ,L*N.Temple, Simhacalam*
11 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaude 10 chamure/niti nacibaku/na
2 sra Pratapa Kapilesaradeba 11 cuni2 Snmoripgmflnirflggni im 1
3 Maharaj ahkar a bije rai 12 bhata* goti 2 phuluahi £4
✓ # sa-4 t ye / Samasta 28 srahi 13 niki bhata goti 1 gae btm
Kalinga da- 14 ta 3 goti e pramesrahka
• •
5 nt hap at a priksa Biresi chamu-
MahSpatra 15re niti khatihe /e bhata ye%
6 hkara adhikarena /Jiara bho*16 aba priksa hoi harai se Na
~  -  * »SJko.7 ga priksa Tukhai Sasamalanka 17 rasinghadebanku droha ka
8 adistane /priksS basaana 18 rai Sri
9 bhata na gotiru / pramisranka
34 5
The 1st line begins with a symbolCresembling the Telugu 
letter 1 i which may stand for 0M ;
y in raiye(L.3&4) and in ye(L. 15) is the derivative y
(pronounced like j);L*5-SII reads Bidesi for Biresi ;
L*7 Tukhai may read Dukhai ; L.ll(read) cuni 2 Samodra- 
%
mahkasan&i; the peculiar symbol for(h)i in sra(b}i(L.4)
may be compared with the same symbol in sra(h± in the
Oriya text of the Tamil-Oriya inscrip* ;L;14-the fig.
3 is written like Nagari 6;L*s 10 &14 chamu looks like 
ksSmu in the impression •
Oriya text (in Oriya script) of the tri-lingual Copper­
plate grant of Kapilesvaradeva,Bapatla,Dist .Guntur* ♦
Dt* Saka 1380, (A.D. 1458),(In the 28th Anka yr. of the king.
(Sakabde Vahudhany anamni ganite vyoma-ibha-vahni-indubhih) 
Cp.A.R. 1934-33,P.68;?nnmmft J.B.H.S.Vol.VI,P.94-lll i 
Sahakara(Oriya Journal) Vol.(bhaga)-20fNo*9e
1 Medura thala madhye Belapali paim (?)(/) (a)mbha
Karilanamakhande Ani- » • •
2 tohhogyama dandapata mula-kothadesaru phedi Srihasta-
3 santake G aut aminadigar abhabhit are S ingabr ehalat i purna-
4 kali smae Srihasta pani chadila bhumidana(/)nanagotra Bra-
5 mbhananku Bira Sri Gajapxti Gaudesara-r-Nnabakoti Karnnata• « • • « »
6 Kalabaragesara Pratapa Kapilesaradeba Maharaja-
7 ikara data(/) Jagesarapura s as ana Belamapura s as ana Pratapa
K&-
8 pilesarapura s as ana e tin! sasanaku bha 40 lekhae bhaga 120
9 ba(n)ti tola jalabhumi madhyakari dei boila e gaara bhumi
10 maapi (tu)mbhe sarbamainna chat is i abadana madhyakari
chadi bhat aka bho- 
(2nd. side of the plate)
1 ga karaiba (/)
The(/) sign which is not in the original indicates the 
prebable end of a sentence*This sign may be shifted from L*7 
to L*8 and put after sasana.L.l may read— Mehme«(=$=Medura> 
thalamadhye Belapali phahki (a)mbha Karinanama etc* ;the..Raja
of Tekkali reads- Merusthalya madhye Belapilimaija KarilanamS 
khande Au-*L.8- after 120 there is some letter*9 %
*An incomplete set of 10 plates-pl.No.s I to III,XI,XIII 
missing-
3 4  6
Serial No* 18A.
Serial No. L9 .
In the jtnka year 51 of Kapilesvaradefra(Dt. 12-7-1459 acc. to
J.A.S.B.,LXlKEUt 1895 )
No *3 on the right side of the Jaya ¥Jaya door way in the
temple of Jagannatha at Puri •
> r • „1 Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudesvara Nabakoti-Karnata-Kalabara
gesvara Eratapa Kapilesvaxa
2 deba Maharaj ankara bije raj(y)e Samasta 31 nka srahi 
Kakada su 13 Grub are Puru
3 sotamakateke dakhina ghare majana mandape bije smae
• « • . »
abadharita agya(m)
 ^- T ^ —4 hoila mudale bho Sri Jaganatha mohora bahija abhyantara
?  ^samasta ta tu janu n •
5 mohora jete rat ana padartha achi se tohora / ehau abara 
ana dhana
6 achi mui Brahmana hathare taha jete deipara(i) 
taha debi
3 4 7
— *1^  /
7 e bhumikhanda tu jahaku anugraha karu / mohora se
ne pa ? . .7 da
See also Antiquities of Orissa by R. L. Mitra,Vol. 2nd,P• 165*
Some readings byR.L.M. &by M.M.C*(cp.J.AeS.B.above)
1.3 dakhinaghare( MMC), dakfcina dare(RLM) ,(dare from dvare)
L.4 hoila(RLM), boila(MMC) ,L.6 ,1st word-yasa(RLM), jisa(MMC)
In the impression it lookes more^jfe§a if not ye(or jaha);
L.7(APTER se)kebe nuhe(RLM),S bepa . be(MMC)*^ 2 • t  ^G „ „ l^oCtlia.rou
On the 12th pillar in the verandah round the * central 
shrinetLaksmi-Narasimhasvamin temple,T .&D. Vizagapatam,A
Lang • -Oriya, Script-T elugu •
1 Vira Sr£ Gajap^i Gaudesvara Pratapa
34Serial No* 20
S.I. I.Yol.VI,No.793(A.R.No.278 of 1899)
2 Kapilesvaradeva Maharajamkara
3 vijjQcae raije Samasthu 32 Amka sra-
' 4 i Makara su 10 mi Guruvare Kalim(ga)
% #1 _ _TS beharana bilyamana Ci Narasimhya(na)-
6 thadevamkara Jitakara desa Ambika(ra)-
9 ni Gamdiyasanirg Pend0ru“gramare• * * i i
18 Bidana Rautraya Mahapatramka (re)^
U S  _ *Ilf* igari Ci Narasihyanathadevamkara ka-
12 mdulu bhogaku datta biri Sa 1 anaGSakax-
r n7 - 8*13 ni (la/ 12 Jayyare beharane debha ubhaya
14 (du)po sabure lui saba karaim• %9 Q / —13 ja harai ana koha(i)1se Sri Narasimgha-
16 nathadevamkara drohiyya ja? ana kaha-f© *17 i t am are vamsaksaya hoi e
18 artthaku Sri Narasim( gam) ghana-• %
19 thadeva saksi Sri Sri Sri
Insert lines 5 & 6 
3 damdapata pariksa Mahapatra Go-
§^^4deyu_£atuCya)i^ara adikare Ka^iigQga)__________________- y 7 “ ? _ *7 ~Readlbidyamane 2 Sri 3 (ra) If adhikaresSri £anna*Sa( sa)ka
ni(ta)s*deba (dhu)pa *je Bjkaha(i) fotahara , ;
L 1 0— WexV - ; L.ll+ lcA. {or so-(ru Tcioi •
A % •
L • >5 - 1^1- . jC .
US H - I 3  h k v u -rea.cL '  S i t  H a r o  su ^ itq a .  - JV n uara. U t i a r a n t
On the south wall of the Mandapa in front of the Alvar
shrine , L.N.temple, Simhacalam,Dist.Vizagapatam*
IBira Sri Gajapati Gaude- 13 kase pancaharna phula-cula
b
2 svara Pratapa Kapilesvara- 14 gotfte 1 ethiki barata-
3 deb a Maharaj a&kara bije 15 na mai iir? deulabeho-• •
4 raije Samasta 35 srahi Ml- 16 rara basfiha batamnda ti 3
5 thuna sukla E 11 Rabibaxm- 17 ru gotbde 1 lekhae ne-
6 re Siaradesadeu- 18 utiba mall
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Serial No. 21.
S.I.I.Vol.VI,No.ll50(A.R.N0.563-Vl of 1899)
• • •
7 la adhikara pariksa Le- 19................  e cula
• %  m
8 ilka Udasa Beborankara a- 20 karibe e dba(r)ma acandra
- - r arka9 dikare deula-bebora 21 boi tiba e dbarmaku Sri Ba-
10 samudra diuJenahkra aiaac- 22 isvama raksa e$ jo bar ad Na
1 1 s^-kamarthe Sri Narasimngana-23 ras(i)nganathunku droho ka
12 thadehnku ratyidhupa aba- 24rai? ^ Ti Sri Sri
Alternative readings-
L.5 sulla for sukla L.10 samudra diudi janankra for Samudaa
* .» *
diu Jenankra f samudra diudi jananka acc* to S.1.1. ;
L12. tba deunkra ratri fcfc±*xetc. for tba deubku m c r ±  rati 
l.s 14&17- gotbie & gotbae may read either gotble or gotbae ; 
1.22-Kmend- eba je barai for e jo barai ;
L.18 tbe blank- ana bala ri ? or ana gallari (acc.t ^ s n
L.19 " " " - ngaksadiksailatipaksa ? ( " " " )
(" " " " " ) ngaya bafsali' ta maya ?
On the same wall (seeNo.H57)»I<«N.teinpletSimhacalam.
IBira Sri Gajapti Gaudesra Pra- n  thikarana Bira-NaAara da-
* A
2pa Kapilesvaradeba Maharaja- 12 ta caara dhariba • • •
3 jankara bije raije Sama- ^
1 4 ..................4 sta 33 srahi Kakada sankrati kr-
-  n3 rsna 7 Somabare Sri Jia- 15 • • kothakarana-basana*• # • % •
^   ^ x6 radesadeula-adhikara- 16 bhataru bhatamuda) dui nema
A e-
7 pariksa Le • •dasm Be- 17 jabatacandrana thiba eha
8 horankara adhikare bho- 18 je harai se Narasihgana-
9 gapariksa Birudasa Khulu- 19 thadebahkara doreha
10 ankara Adistane K(o)-
3 5 0
Serial No. 22
S.l.I.V0l.VI,No.H58(A.fi.No.565-XIV of 1899)
L.5(SS.I.I. reading) su 2 in place of rsna 7 ;
Liner fiira Naehkara = Bira ffaekankara ; 
L.12-caara=ca(m)ara ;
L.16- may read- bhataru bhatamu dui 2 nema e-;
I.s 7 & 8 -The officer's name seems to be Lenka Udasa 
Behera ,cp . Serial No .s 21 & 23 •
On the south wall of the same Mandapa,L.N.Temple,Simha4c elan.
1A Samasta year 33 of Kapilesvaradeba
I Bira £ri Gajaputi Gaude- ^^he^bhogapariksa BirudasaKu-
2svara Pratapa Kapilesvara— ^4 luae bhiaile ratira
3 deba Maharajankara bije— 15 dinalagi apasare Pramesu-
4 raije Samasta ££ srahi Ka- 16 rankt? lagihoiba pancabarna
5 rkata? duti(ya) sukalci* 10 Guru-17 lacula gotie 1 ethiS^ba» » .  »
6b are Jiara desa deula adkik r At ana
7 adikara pariksa Lskauda- 191a muda atha 8 ru mall Msicfl• •
8 sa Beherankara adhikare 20 Anataalsr? bhata got! 1
•  -  -  Q to9 bhoga pariksa Birudasa Khulu— 2fiilekae e dharma acandraazka
10 ankara adisthane Sri Narasi—22 hoithtba eha je harai se
_UII nganathadebanku Lokauda— 23 pramesvarunku dor eha ho—
.. — ' — r - r —12 sa Behoranka aisyakama 24 i tori Sri Sri
1.S9&10-SII reads Khajiankara for Khuluankara ;L.20- Arnata
— a.- (?L.ev\Koqaku for Anataaku; L.s-11 # 12- Loka dahasa for Loka udasa.
Some Standard Oriya equivalents—I bijayarajye i suklaJadhikH
ra A adhisthane ^ayuskamarthe G ratradinalagi^phramesvaraibku
* ba*ana v Anathia(=Anatha) lekhae^acandrarkaiidrohA #
9 L.22- read- hoi thibaCas two seperate words).
3 5\
Serial No.23
S.I.I.Vol.YI,No.ll57(A.H.No.363-XIIIof 1899)
3 5 Z
Serial No.24 
In Samasta year 35 of Kapilesvaradeva 
Date-the 25th. April,1464 A.D. acc.to J.A.S.B.2893)*
No.Y on the left side of the Jaya-Vijaya doorway in the 
temple of Jagannatha at Puri •
' *. -
IMatk Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudels(v)ara Pratapa Kapil e svar a-
4  4
deba Maharajaiikara bije rajye
2 Samasta 35 srahii Mesa kr 4 Budhabare / bho Jagaranatha /
toho sebaka e
. ..." »
'* . • » • ■ • ♦  M / ■* .w - • .
3 mat a janauachi / raijajakem e s aant amananku /muim / 
paika / rautaku / kari
4 bibhaa dhili / balakalu posi-anili / emane mote / 
sabuhe / chadile
5 emananku / muim / jejaha anurupe / bihibi / nigirihibi /
bho J agar anatha
* ' -■ '6 e katha mohora / dosa adosa bicar a /
’In ij.A.S.B. n &n fl & 1,^ & j are notalways distinguished; 
Mr. Cakravarti leaves "bibhafcfi dhili "undeciphered, reads 
Jaganatha in place of Jagaranatha, niyogibi bibho for 
nigirihibi bho etc. .
muim may be transcribed as mu^ ii;/ represents the danda sign 
of the original .
3 5 3
Serial No* 25 
S.I.I.MVOL.VI No.ll53(A.R.No.363-IXof 1899)
In the same place(See No*1152)L.N.Temple,Simhacalam.
IBiraSri Gajajffci Gaudesara Pratapa Kapilesaradeba 
Maharaj ahkar a bije .rai- 
2( je)Samasta 38 hka sra //na 2? i b(i)c(Ba) 8 Budhabare j 
Kalinga dandapata pariksa / Jaira 
3 •Kua(m)raguru Mahapat(ra)hkara adhik(a)re Jiara 
Nar as inganat hadeb ahkar a
4 bhoga-pariksa Patanaeka mahapasaite / bhogajasamuduurara 
sodha / jeu-
5 (la) pakadhiprakarana/pakaprakarana / prab(e)horana 
bid(ya)mane / prames(vara)hkarahka Tala-ffi-
6ara • • • • • • • •  ......... • • • • .jl %..**dhilu ?
Serial No.25A ; S.I.I.Vol.VI.No.ll54(A.R.No*363-x ofl899
In the same place*
1 • houthiba bada 32 si tika maje go 5 kekhae hoi /
eka go 10
2 Kumuti mule bika hoiba / dokanike kadali go 20 lekhae/ e* 4  •
3 haka/ ekadusi dinaku bahara (de)ula bije belakm• •
Kumuti-sahir(e) pra • *
4 • .jalalagi hoiba/e bhoga-pariksa. thai# ....... *••
prakarana / emana
5 • Kuaraguru Mahapatrankara kkbhiana / eha je harai se 
* Narasihghanathadeba. • •
* r-  ^_6 • 1 Narasinghanathadebankara sanamata //SriSriSri
No.s 1155 &1154 seem to be one inscription 5some portion
appears to be.missing between* 1.6 of 1153&L.1 of 1154.
S .  n o  . 2 b " ,  L *  2. -  S ' S * .  ^ S u «(.oCKot  .
d U u tV fu i -  Mo. l i r ,  L.  In - - s o  d.U a, •
No. iv (four) on the left side of the JayaVijaya doorway
in the temple of Jagannatha at Puri .
Antiquities of 0rissa-R.MitrafVol.2,P.165
J.A.S.B.Vol.LXII(l895)-lA Oriya Inscrip.S-M.U.C.
Inscrip, dated Samasta yr.41 of Kapilesvaradeva ( 14th.Dec.
1466 A.D. acc. to M.M.C. )
From L.l to the fig. 84 in L.6 the text is acc. to M.M.C.
with variants & emendations suggested in the foot notes;
thexxxfc rest is given after comparing also with the impres. <
Partfl)-Lines 9 • (? .
lSri Bira Pratapa Kapllasara Nabakoti Karn£ta KalabaragesWa
k Gajapti Gaudesvaradetra Maharaj anka bijeraije Samasta 41srahi
BDhanu sukala saptami Rabibare Sri Purusotma Jagannathadebanke
%  padmapadaku bhaktinimitye Kapilesvara rajae sebakari dile
> - - / ratna-3 todharamana Sribhujara ratna sankha-cakra dui pr ame svar anka
manahimki suna-yogada emana ani prabesa kale Hasika Maha-
4 patra Jamasara Mahapatra Bis ve svar a Mahapatra Karamu Mahapat
ra Natha Mahapatra ete loke prabesa kale Nandi Mahapatrankaadhikare
5 majana—mandape caudasata prakarana bhogaragara samastanti
£: thoidele /pramane lagi karaile ratna-makuta 8 kana-phula
jo da tumga
6 la^nodaka nisabba kari yoda 84 hiramaninka bicitramala 2
Read Kapiles^afa & sukala(with 1 retroflexed) ; yoglida^exik 
(with y articulated like j);I»-3 ^itra^ reading sona for 
suna not likely(cp L. 13 ) ;R.M.&M.M.B.read ani but cp anlli 
in S.No.24>L-4;L*5-R«M.rea<is samastanku, kahaphula &in L.6 
madhya kari for ^nisabba kari ; T.A.O.P.P. has £ribhuja-z*3xto 
rajata for Sribhuja7ratna(L.3);L.5 read dile or dele m-n 
M.M.C. 'deli &R.M.*s delu •
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Serial No.26
Serial No* 26(continued)
y\oL-vxa- **\ a. ft. v*N <*» vnu.dti.? \% vwuhia^o.
7 yauli 8 mukuta badakanthimala 4 manihka suta ma 8 ? 
marakata jauli 8 marakata mukuta ma 3 nanaratna 
krapadaka 4 ? marakta
• 1 B Jk-\
8 tisar^sare man ink a mu(ku^a ca • sa?ri 4 mukuta tisara
uturi 2 eka ratnahare 1 mukuta dho? dhari 2
4 •
9 padapalaba 2 nananaeka bahuti joda 12 hiramaninki bala jo• i • •
3 jali todhara ? 2 ?
Part 2f 6 lines .
10 nana? paratada joda 1 pa?hu?ra 4 mukuta kamkamnapata <6
11 k anti?-jar a kabara ? • katimekhala kanaka-jhalai mala 5
12 suna? jogita * . * ▼N^sahkhacakrara ma?-
13 dha? 197 suna ♦ • • gotie Sri Kapilesura ra—
14 j a eha Jaganatha mahapr abhuhku dila eha nemi bo-
15 li je manare dharai se Sri Jaganathanku droha karai
3 5 5
Iu7“ ma 8 may read ma 1 ;R.M*&M«M.C* read mala but ±A 1 shoul< 
be retro flexed ;for nanaratna krapadaka RM reads nanaratna^ ft 
padaka, M.M#C* nanaratnakrapadraka ;L8te- for manimka mujp^ ta
€3> « sari M.M.C.reads manika sua padasari, R*M. manika mukta
te * -sari ; for dho?dhari M.M.C* reads todhara ;L«^-for pahura 
(not clear in the impres. )M*M.C. reads pahuda ; L.ll-kanti-
jarakabara may read kantikara kataka, M.M.G. reads kantiyara
kabara,R.M.kantijara kabara ; jhalai may read j(h)alai;
L.12- for suna? jogita M.M.C. reads suna yogibra, R.M. reads 
L.12yogibrata ; after sahkhacakrara R.M.reads duraduri, M.M.C.
reads ratna ; M.M.C.reads the line-suna yogibra 1 nana padar- 
tha etc# L.10—for pahura(M*M«C*—pahuda)R.M.reads sindura •
j a vaIa. i ^  'i ^  ' U*• 8 cft. * Sol? tl ^ (,<. 3oifi t
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Serial No* 26*
No* IV on the left side of the Jaya Vi jaya door way 
in the temple of Jagannatha at Puri*
The following text of the Sirst Part of the inscription 
is based on the reading from the e stamp age*
1 (£ri Bira Frata)pa Kapilesvara Nabaioti Kanata Kalabarege 
svara Gajapti Gaudesvara Deba Maharaj anka bije raije 
Samasta 41 srahi
2 (Dhenu sukala sa)ptami Rabibare Sri Purusotma Jaganatha- 
debamhkra padmapadaku bhakti nimitye Kapilesvara rajae 
seba kari dile ratna-
5 (todharamana) Sri bhujara ratna sankha cakra dui prame- 
svaranka manahiki suna-jogada emana ani prabesa kale 
Bhimakra Mflhflpukvu-
4 (patra Jamasara) Mahapatra Bisve svara Mahapatra Karamu 
Mahapatra Natha Mahapatra ete loke prabesa kale Nandi 
Mahapatranka adhikare
5 (majana-mandLape cauda-sat a) prakarana bhogabhatt a( ra 
samastanti thoidele)
TMe portions enclosed in brackets are inserted from the 
reading of M.M*C*. His reading of the last word as £k 2± 
deli is emended as dele*
Ir-3-Bhimakra seems to stand for Bhima KaraC Kara being
am surname of a section of Brahmins in Orissa) • L-4- for 
Karamu-read KurumuC Skt •Kurma-an incarnation of Visnu)*t. 6* * - l*V\o^ a UUv<au . * *
J.A.S.B.LKII(l893)-M.M.C.;Anti. of Orissa-^*^*
No. 2 on the left side of the JayaVijaya door way
in the temple of Jagannatha at Purl.
> - _ , -1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabakoti Karnata Kalabara-? r */ — ‘^rc 1 _ _.   — ,gesvara Pratapa Purusott ama=aeba Maharaj anka Samasta
.2srahl Mesa su 12 GrubSre Sri Purusottamakatake bije
samae Purueottamadeba Miliar ijihkara d&tty
/ -3 dakhinadiga dandapate Sri Purusottama Jagannathadebahkara• #» • •
prna m&ladesamanaraC ,) dakhinadiga-abadana-sebaka
• 4  *
4 hkara desamanaraC,) pramesvarahka bhogadesamana(ra) (9)
2abadanaC f 9 pramesvarakuC ,) ni?dralu? sebakamanahku ( ,)
5 ab adana-sebakamanankuC .) chadili e Prsottamadeba Maha-» i i
raj anka bhogaku Ant aro dha-b is e Madhotila-grama
6 dhana bha 500 kaudi ka 2000 Kamalapura-grama e bhogaku 
holla parabadeC ?=parabare) diam majana
n 5 _7   mahadebanka bhogaku daksinar 9
8 dlga dandapit. Biaoiaa-bise Gopa-
- 49 pur a grama deli e abadanamang* e bhoga-
10 desa je harai se Jaganathanku droha
11 karai /
What is given above is after the transcript of M.M.C. 
except the bracketed portions.R.M. reads 1 Purusotama,
2 nidraku 3 ropana samaye dai 4 ddalyu. In the light 
of these last two readings,emend- ma jana-aropana-samaye 
dvi mahadebanka etc. & delu .BothMMC&RM read paraba de(L.6) 
Read mala(L»3), Kamalapura(L.6), majana •• • t
Serial No. 27*
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Serial No* 28*
J.A*S.B.Vol*LXII( 1893) « Anti* of Orissa-R*M*
In Samasta year 2 of Purusottamadeva.
(Dt.A.D. 12-4-1470 acc. to M*M.C.)
(Dt*A*D* 16—4—1467 acc* to G*Ramdas *)
No.l on the right side of the JayaVijaya door way in the 
temple of Jagannatha at Puri •
..Gajapti *i Gaud(1 Bira Sri ^Gaude svara Nabakoti Karnata Kalabar age svara
2 Pratapa Prsottamadeba Maharaj ahkar a Samasta 2 srahi Mesa
3 sukala 12 Grbare Sri Prsottamakatake bije samae• ' i •
4 dant ar at nap alahka 1 ratnakalasadhajasimhasane 1 ratnachati
1
5 ratnakhata 1 suna maryyani pata 1 ratnabenta cSara 2 /* »< /
Western part-Lines-7 Eastern part-Lines-5
6 Prsottama Maharajahkara dattm ra- 13 ratnadarpana gotie
7 tna p alahka 2 14 1 eha nema
8 ratna kanaphula 15re ye manare dharai
9 4 merugarbha 15 se Jagajlnathadebanka
10 bahuti yoda 2 1 7 droha karai
1 1 ratna bine ana 1
12 candia go 1
R.M. reads -
L*4- ratnakalasa bamsi sihga svarnacha^i 4 
for ratnakalasa dhaja simhasane 1 ratnachati
L.5- ratnaghata for ratnakhata, biScani 18 for maryyanipa*i  — -— —— 1— .  ....  -fca 1
*J.B.0.R.S.Vol*XXXII(l946),Part 1 ,P. 43.— ■•——— ^
L.6-Sri sonapaga ratnadantapalaika for Prsottama palanka
tmend datta for danta(L-4).Read sukala, kalasa,yoda, ye.
3 5 9
(No*l on the right side etc* in the J. temple. Puri)
1 Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudesvara Nabakoti Karnnata Kalabarage-
svara
2 Pratapa Prusotmadeba Maharajankara Samasta 2 Srahi / Mesa
  _3 sukala 13 Grubare / Sri Prusotmakatake bije samae
4 d&tta ratnapalanka 1 ratna kalapa-taru singhasane 1
ratna chati 1 _
mar jani _5 ratna khata 1 suna(?) mi me, a m  (?) pata 1 ratnabenta
# 4 • t
caara dui 2
6 Sri Prusotma Mahara- lg ratna drapana goti
• %
7 j ankar a data / ratna pa- 14 e 1 eha nemi w-*- bo-
8 dak a 3 ratna kanaphula 15 li je manera dharai
9 jo 4 meru- tada 16 se Jagarnathade(ba)nku
10 bahuti joda 2 1? droha karai• t
11 ratna bicana go 1
%
12 hira bandia go 1
Serial No •SB* *
* This is a fresh reading jbom of Serial No* 28 from 
the impressions kindly sent by the SupdtOrissa Museum* 
They are in 3 parts and are quite legible *In I»*5 pata 
seems to be a scribal errsr for pata»L.. 15 - rtcLck. ■hrtaiaart
In the 2nd Anka of Purusottamadeva
S.I.I.Vol. YI,No.703(A.R. No.247-D of 1899)
In the same pillarCseeS.I.I.VI No.700).Simhacalam.
1 Bira £>ri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabakoti-Karnata-Kalabaragesvari 
Sri Prusotamadeba Maharajahkara subha raije samasta
2 2 Anka srahi Mina su 13 Rabibare bare / Sri J aganathahkara 
aigyae/Samu Mudulihkara pou Kurumu Muduli Mahapa-
3 tre bhairodvare Hanumaftt a-deb at a prat(i)stha kari Narasihga-
nathadebanka bhandaraku Sasa ta 30 dhile ethaku kalantaraku- •  #
Hanuma(nta)
4 debanka bhogaku di li/puli pitha go 21/ do 11/ dalama 
caul am so 3 biri sola 1 ghiu so #(?) guda pu l)fc(?) nuna ma
5 2 gae etakaku sagire(?) du ljtorea go 11 caula a 21 du //
gae ••adu 1 //madh(y)e bae e debata puja kariba Bambhanaku
ore
6 a go 11 du # puli samalaradu / e bhoga anima suaraku puli 
samalaradu / gae du . jai nirimaila bikaru %  lekha-
7^  bhandaraku ae kariba /svadatakm paradata(m) ba na say anti 
haranti ca sasthir barsa sahasrani bisthayam jay ate kri ,
8 mih_/__DAKHINI________
L*2-repeetition of bare-a scribal error ; L.5sagir§may read a 
sargareCsajjare acc. to S.1.1.); L.s 4,5,6- 11 may read 1 ti, 
21 may read 2 ti ;two Danda signs in the impression have 
been taken to signify }& ; L. 5 guda pu may read guda pa.(=pal*• • *n
®he letter or the symbol transcribed as ti in this foot note 
in lines 4,5 &6 is difficult to interprete . The orthography
of DAKHINI indicates its later addition. ^°u W'°M1r<at* *
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Serial No. 29*
No. 1 on the left side of the JayaVijaya door way 
in the temple of Jaganaatha at Puri • 
J.A.S.B.IXII(1893)P*^-M*M.C. jAnti. of Orissa-R.M.
1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabakoti Karnata Kalabara^ • • • •
ke&ara Pratapa „ Sri Prsottama
2 deba Maharaj anka pr ab ar dhamana bije rajye Samasta 3 
Anka srahi Magusira kr
3 trayodasi Bhumibare Sri Purusottamakatake aigam hoila 
dakhina digare
4 dandoasi ohora ambhe Srahmananku chadilu danda-gopatha- 
harana hi chadilu
Serial No.30.
5 aha ye harai se harila dosa pai
.The text given above , follows the transcript of M.M.C.;
R.M# reads Tri/ona for Sri Prsottama(L.l),Samasta 4 for• « •
Samasta 3(L.2)f orithimne Bramnanaki for ohora ambhe 
Brahmanahku(L.4), abalu praha je for eha ye « Rgad ye(L.5) 
The date of the inscription is A.D.20th# Nov# 1470 acc# to 
M.M.C. but 25th# Nov. 1467 acc. to G.Ramdas; SeeJ#B.0.R.S. i 
Vol. 32(1946),part 1, Page 43-Inscriptions of Purusottama- I 
btfc De*Va(A.D. 1466—7 to 1497-8)*
The axe head copperplate grant of Purusottamadeva(c*1472A.D.
Garhapada, District-Balasore
*1 Sri J ayadurga-
- / —2 yai namah/Bira Sri Ga-
3 japati Gaudesvara Na-
4 bakoti-Karnata-Kalabarge sva
•  s . •/ -3 ra Sri Purusottamadeba Mahara-
6 j ahkar a / Potesvarabhatahku dana sa-
7 sana pata / e 5 Anka Mesa di 10 am Soma-• • #
8 bara grahana-kale Gahga-garbhe Puruso-
• • »
9 ttamapura sasana bhumi caudasa-asto• •
10 ttara ba 1408 ti dana delum e bhumi• t
11 yabaccandrarke putra-paytradi-
12 purus anukrame bhoga ka-
13 ruthiba jalaramaniksey-
14 pasahita bhumi delum
(KVERSE)
15jc yabaccandrasca surya
16 sea yabattisthati medini
17 tabaddatta maya hyesa sasya-
18 yukta basumdhara // svadattam pa-
19 radattam ba brahmabrttim hareta yah
20 sasthir barsa-sabasrapi biethayim *» 3S-
21 yate krimih // //Sri Madanagopalam
22 saranam mamaC marks of'ahkusa'conchshell etc .9, « j
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Serial No* 31
Indian Antiquary I(l872)p*3555J.B.OaR.S,IV(l918)pt*IV.p.361.
S.I.I.Vol.VI No. 116XS0(A.N.No.363-XVI of L899)
On a round pillar in the Mandapa in frpnt of theAlvar 
shrine inthe same( ) temple ,Simhacalam.
lBti Bira Gajapati Gaudesvara Prata(pa) Prusotamadeo
Maharajahkara bije ra-
/ - 5 _ _ -2 ije Samasta 3 srahi Mithuna su 13 Sukarabare D agar ani
A m i l r « - r a n i  T*a
3 data akhanda-dipa-pratima gotie e dipa-pratimaku
. « •
padmanidhi kari
4 deula- bhandar aku dhila Sasukani sat hie ta(n)ka 60 .
e tankaku kaiantara dipa im
*
5 jalibaku dinar a ghiu tin! sola 3 lekhae deul a-bhandaru 
da-
6bata candarana -arke deuthibe SriSti Sri Sri Sri Sri Sri
^1.2-Amikarani cp Ambikarani in Serial No.Jt 20.* *1 i
Last line is not in the main impression; it is in a seperate 
impression •
Bead jabatacandaranaarke as one word.
L. % * 1**^ w m j -rc».«A (rt jc. ,
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Serial No. 32
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Serial No* 55 
S.I.I.Vol.VI,No.895U.fi.No.289-K of 1899)
On the 21st round pillar in the same verandah(No.74S)
Simhacalam*
-? ' - * _ • - L*1 Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudesara Pratapa Sri Purusotamadeba
Maharajahkra bije
2 raij^e Samasta 9 Anka srahi Kalinga dandapata pariksa
Behara Mahapatra Sri Karna-
5 mala Kua( m) ra-guru Mahapatrahkra adhikare Jiara deula
bhoga-pariksa Lo-
_ Sl / -4 hagala Mahapatrahkra data Kakada mbau ?6*gurubare Sri
Narasinghanathadeonku dui
3 -5 dhupe dui bedhare panca prabe khatibaku nacuni kari dhile
bada samparada Mugu^n- 
6^ihgu'Sasamalari o nacuni Potasaniki deula bhandaraku
padmanidhi Sasakani ko-
7 die tanka 20 dei ehaku deule basana bhata mudata ga 2 ore(a.) 
eka I dahiku I pulCi)
8 go I tataru dukani eka I Kotha-desa Narua-gramaru 
dhana-bhuC x})i batie I etako e
9 nac(u)ni ae kari pramesvaranku seba karibo e dharma 
je haroi je harai se Sri Narasl-
*10 nghana t hadeonku droha kala hoi e dharma Sri Baisna(ba)
< t «• + —raksa Sri Sri Sri .
L .  2 . s. 3 . 3 .  K a  s  r a C - j r t  fc rr v o L  7  W  S  -  focf -  ▼(aTa'mcSVaaraMKtf.
Alternative readings- i Sri Kirtimala etc*;^Kakada sau 5
or di 5(acc. to S.I.I*) ;3belare; -vNaraolngu?; rC - for .
Smended readings- belare for bedhare; e nacuni for o nacuni» • * •
bhatamu data?for bhata mudata; kariba for karibo (written 
belkow the^*i^e)
365
11 e daraCma) Kanya K(r)isna 13 Somabare caa(m)radharl
9 %
nama del Dukhasanira Amalasani dui
12 dhupe dui bedhae pane a par aba bahara bedhare caa(Mm)ra 
dhari khatiba ehaku deulu baa aha bhata nruda 2
13 kheiru puli go I tataru dokani du I hada kheiru• #
dahi ku(n)cae fe) eha ae kariba* „
read belae or bela e for bedhaer belare for bedharet • • *
Dukhasanira may read Dusasanira ; (du i may be a scribal error 
for du 2 ).
Lines 11,12,13 make up a seperate inscription .
is.* 11  • - l i a s .
S.I.I.V0h.VI±fNo.ll59(A.B.No.363-XV of 1899)
On the slab above the dobr-way inside the Mandapa
in front of the Alvar shrine in the L.N.temple
Simhacalam.
*1 sva(sti) Bira Gajapti Gaudesvara Praratapa Sri
Prsotimadeba Maharaj ahkara bije raije Samasta 12m srahi /
Kakada 2 su patipa 1 Babibare Kalaihga dandajat- • • «%
2 pat a pariksa Lakhidasa Mahapatrahkara? adhikarse
• •
Jiarabhogapariksa Bibinasara Miblpatra Behorane 
ksetrara pakadbiparakarana fiedika-
3 ra bar a pateka thai nirne kala/ Brambhana-darikatho 
a -kosikira 5 .. paramesvaraakara samasta sebakamine 
jejaha se(ba) kar(u)thiba se karana thi-
4thole rajasadana tati? rajafadana t(h)ilaku de 
ksuramahara kari marai pahahai s(e) k ah aku pa(pa)
na lagai/ brambhana hoile mundare / sudrara mundakati/
• •  * . » #
3 paara nakakanakati ethaku je aba pari(ksa) hoi ana• *
kahai/se Narasinganathadeara doreha tahaku khetaru 
bahara kari e? ta sa?rata 
6 bhandarai thanati e kathaku pariksa prakaraaana
3 66
Seria l No. 34
bar a pataka samast ahkara sanamata /
* a letter(ra?) at the margin(at some distance) .
_ t ~ ka\cBead Pratapa Sri Prsotama etc. ithile for thithole* Athai for tkati 5 dahahai?for pahahai ; mundane%
for mundare; brambhana may read bramuna; thanati • • * »
may read ahati;L.4(after marai)may read- taba 
kahaku papa lagai etc. , ,XT — _4 - 1c x. I* - K  oitt ; L , j * M  oft* asC "vi .
3 6 7
Serial Ho* 35*
S.I.i-Vol. VI, Ho* 9Q3(A.R.Ho*29I-P of 1899)
In the I7th Anka of Purusottamadeva.
On the 22nd round pillar in the same verandah(see SII-
¥ol VI No* 7^8)» Simhacalam*
1 Bira £>ri Gajapti Gaudesvara Praratapa Prsotamadeba 
Maharaj ankar a bije raije Samasta 17 sarahi1
2 Dhanu kri 10 Buthabare Kalinga-dandapata-pariksa 
Balakhidasa Mahapatrankara athikare Jiara desa deu-
3 la bhoga pariksa Bidda(?)nasure? Mahati adisthane 
pancadhi pane a parakrana behorane
-  , L4 ko(?) nirthara Manikira jita-desa Mucapal(i)- 
gramaku palata raj ankar a aiga( m)//pramane
5 m a c a m u t  a-manah i- de earu ehanku jiti kari dila 
Ka^tchamikotasimara Lalapal( Hi)grama e grama ja—
6 bata candrane bhoga kariba/ e gramara bhuiru/
Acarijama Kasaidaslki bhui dui
7 bati bhogakaku ae karaiba e gaara aura jete bhui 
sabu Maniki kosikare ae karibe
8 ethaku bhoga—pariksa raj a-parakarana p(a)kadhi—
paka-parakaranankara sanamatakara e kanaalaku Naresi-* •
9 (n)ganathabedamachau sri sri sri 6r± sri //
Alternative readings-i sarai 2 Bithanasara 3 nidhara
Murapalli tTJajapall^ (jAcarija Dasai • Read bhuim , aigam etc*
• 1
3 e karanaku Narasi(n)ganathadeba achai *In h .4 Danda signs 
^^ber aisa in the original is a scribal error* Cp appendix 
inscrip, of 22nd Anka for Maniki &Mucapali •
3 6$
Serial No« 36 
Ro« 4 on the right side of the JayaVijaya doorway 
in the temple of Jagannatha at Puri •
In Samasta Anka yr. 19 of Purusottamadeva(Dt. 18-8-1485A.D*acc.to M.M.C)
J.A.S.B*LXII(1893) & Antiquities of Orissa-IUMitra*
(Compared with the impres. which apart from the introductory 
part is hardly readable, especially lines 4-6)
t - / « - #1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nab akoti-Karnnatadhisa
f o.l-a l^c». _ _ __ _Kalabar age svara Ski Gajapati Purus o 11 amadeb a Maharaj ahkar aA
2 bijaya-rajye Samasta 19 Anka srahi Simha sukla 8 Gurubarem
_  /Bar ana si Katake Srinaara Gopalapriya jag at Ira daksina
medhare bada abakase
3 samasta behora-mahapatra mahapatra patra sanimlgra
kha(?)tanti budha-lehka samastahka (mukabi)lare aigam hoila• •
(ambhe anubhaba kari) sunim/ dekhi e prthibi yete kala
4 thai tete kala e (O)disa rajyara (rajamanahku tiaruachu)
sabu rajamane Brahmanahku dana deb a s ant ipurbb aka mana jag a
kari dhana-stri-prana-rajya ehi cari kathara kebehem 
5BBrahmananku niyoga na kariba / ehi cari karmmare nijojile
Brahmang jagakarma hi se karai aha (?) lana karai mu (?) 
satadha » • » neka tiara, jya jatra » dhi manahku adesa
6 bacana lahghana kari ye aba ana karai se JagannathankuI
droha karai / se mahapataka / atipataka bi . ko samasta 
pataka kalara phala pai
7 sabuhe e katha drchia kari manare dhari ambhara upadesakara
The bracketed portions in L.3 are quite illegible in the impr 
es.,L.s4-9 are: the reading of L.5-R.M* reads apa-
karma for jagakarma;read yete(L.2), ye(L.6)tkala(L.s3&4), 
chalana,phala ;R*M*&M.M*C* do not differentiate l&l.yfcyL.7■’ Karoc *r«.V>coiVc<Jl tWCftc ,
Serial No. 57.
J.A.S.B.LXIIC1895),Page 105-Text etc.-M.M.C.;
No. 1 on the right side of the door way * in the temple 
of UahaderaC Ungeraja) at Bhuvanesvara.
1 Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudesvara ^abakoti Karnata Kalabara• < • #
kesvara Pratapa Purusottamadeba
2 Maharaj ahkara bije rajye Samasta A 19 hka srahi Tula 
kr 2 fiaibare Krtibasa ka-
■V, *
3 take puja abaka.se agyam holla, e ye Bisi Behara (9)
Is Candra-bana ye
4 jaka karai sehi tahaku na lagai ete tari ye tarakarta 
nijara prati Bhubane-
3 sradebahku tahai ye raja-droha aigyam holla Bisi BehSrff 
lihaila 
6 sararbbe
read ye (L«s-j£ & tf)- with derivative y symbol ; read taku 
for jaka(L*4); ete utaru for ete tari(L.4) ; read dohai 
(=drohi) for tahai(L.5) ;
The text given above, is after the transcript of M.M.ffi. . 
_____________________________________________________________________________
♦ leading to the porch of the Bada Deula at Bhuvanesvara;• •
they are inscribed just in the centre at a man's height;no 
corresponding inscriptions are to be found in the left jamb 
the 'tithis' of the years in question do not fall on the 
we«k days stated."J.A.S.B. 1893,P* 104.
3  £ 9
A fresh hut fragmentary reading of the 
same from the broken slab1 by Mr S.N*Rajagurutthe Asst.
Curator,Orissa Museum,Bhuvanesvara,which was received on
the i9th. March'51 #(See the sheet attached to Serial No«II)
1 Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudesvara Nabakoti KarnnaCta Kalabara« % • • *
kesvara Pratapa Purusottamadeba)
2 Maharaj ankar a bije raije Samasta A( 19 hka srahi Tula
kr 2 Raibare Krtibasa ka)
• *
3 take puja abakas'e agyam hoi( la e ye Bisi Behara 
Candra-bana ye)
4 konarai(T) sehi tahaku na lagai (ete tari ye tarakarta 
,ni jara prati Bhubane-)
5 sradebanku hoi se raja-droha (ai^am hoila Bisi Behara
Vlihaila)
6 saradeba 7 +
3 7 0
(To follow Serial No# 37)
The portions enclosed in brackets are inserted from the 
reading of Mr.M.M.C.The redt is transcribed after the reading 
of. Mr.S.N.R.
For the reading jaka karai (or karei) of M.M.C. ii* L.4 S.N.R. 
reads konarai which he admits to be doubtful;one would suggest
taku karai#In place of M.M.C*'sfcahai in L.5 S.N.R.reads hoix ^
fvr or iKfott ||*i‘ ^
one would suggest drohi.For M.M.C.'s sararbbe S.N.R.reads
saradeba which seems to be a scribal error for Bhu6*nesaradeba. 
(See foot notes S#No.37 for other suggestions)
I. vwibT€$s^ ovi vi rvou) uri. \K Wi , ~3VAe KtsX cr\- Uvv*, 4
k  S Ovvk cl-tCXC Yv\ecx'v-vW\e^ .' 'C V\0iAA--rvja,lv*. NlD. ,
On the 23rd round pillar in the same Yerandah( cp • 748&903 ]
SiwKataJlflLW*
_ / _41 bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Pratapa
t -  _  _  _  -  .2 Sri Purusot amadeo Maharaj ankara
3 bije raije Samasta 29 s(r)ahi
4 Mithuna 2 tiya s(u)kala 3 tia Rabibare
* — — -3 Sri Narasinghanathadeonku Dabala Bisai
*
6 Mahapatrahkara data chamure padasa(?)ri
_  _  •  •  •  •7 akhanda dipa pratimeku di(la;• »
8 bhandar aku kalantara4 » • #
No. 909(A.R.No .293-B of L899)
On the same pillar.
9 sathie tanka ta 60 dei e tanka kala-* • • «
10 ntaraku deula-bhajcdaru debe niti
11 nadapa adae a 1 lekhae bar as aku• •
12 pu 4 ma 10 debe e(ha) je harai se
13 Narasinghanathadeonku dore(ha)
14 hoi Sri Sri Sri
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Serial No* 38
S.I.I.Vol.VIXCsix) No.908(A.R.No.293-c of L899)
_  ..   v..    „    . .. .
At the beginning of L*1 there is a symbol which may
/ -stand for Om ;L.l-the fig* 4 above Sri perhaps indioates 
the repetition 4 times;L.3~SH has 28 for 291B. 6—chamure 
may read ksamure;padasa(?)ri may read padamaniC dhi); 
below padasa(?)ri there are 4 illegible letters; B.—12- 
the measure pu 4 ma 10 is the same in Serial No *9 •
In the 31 st Anka of Purusottamadeva,
S.I.I.Vol.VItNo.ll63(A*R.No.363-XIX of 1899)
On the base, left side of the east vail of the same
MandapaCsee 1162 &1150)L*N#temple, Simhacalam*
IBira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabakoti Karnata Kalabarage-
2 svara / Pratapa Sri Prsotmadeba Mahara jaiikara/bije raije
/ - - / ,3 Samasta 31 Anka srahi / Sihgha su 8 Sanibare/ Kalingar5L Srt ?
% •
^  ^ ^  ^ ^ /4- dandapata pariksa / Behora Mahapatra Sri Naraharidasa Sanibi
3 gra(ha)hkara adhikare Jiara desa deula bhogapariksa Prso-
37Z
Serial No* 39
r\6 tmadasa Mahantika adisthane /I e Prsotmadasa Mahantihkara ,
* r% # * data Sri7 Narasinghanathadebankara chamure / niti akhandadipa jalibaku
trisat ( h) iftxx
8 ta(nka) dipa-pratima gotie dei / e akhandadipa kalantaraku
Sasakani9 ta • dei • • • • Padmanidhi kari dhile / eha %
10(y)e harai akhandadipa • • • (Sri Narasihganatha ?) * . .
L*7- chamure may read ksamure ; after chamure read- 
niti akhandadipa jalibaku / trisati etc. *
/ indicates the danda sign in the original •
V- A - Sri .
 ^* <<x<L \ra. •• U'nKa bV\t oidc. ( w\<x^w‘aik»! .k",
ON the 1st* pillar from the left in the Tirucuttu Mandapa
of the Kurmesvara temple at SrikurmantT-ChicacolejD-Vizag. •
.  / -
1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Pratapa
/ - _ i2 Sri Purusotmadeu Maharajanka sa
3 bije raije Samasta 35 Anka sra-
4 hi Biccha sankaranti su 1 Gurubare
5 Prataparudradeu Jenanka adhika-
6 re bhoga-pariksa Anaidasa 
TBeharankara adMsth^ne ira*-
8 a prakarana nisei hoi(la) nite^C/)
9 e seba bhayana na gala nimite
10 ehi deulara Sikhara Naeka A r a
11 macchiku nila / e seba (bha)laiba /
12 e sebara jasa( ja)itinana (bha)li-•
13 ba / e seba jabataandrarke e bho-
14 ga kariha / jarua^ prakaranara
- 715 desa deule (jasa basina ? ) acchi• t
16 e bhoga kariba / eha je duroif/)q r M - ✓ -17 bi Sri Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara
18 se Krpa^nathadebahkara droha (/)
The text W  given above follows the Nagari transcript of
Mr. Ramadas as found in S.1.1.Vol.V under No*1152*The fac­
simile is not before me; the following are my suggestions*
— « •  m» A '  e T T C KRead 1 ra,3 nimite>5 dila,7 jisa basana,8S# haroibs^lO Krma; 
2x niscl=nisce( skt.niscaya)?f4 Naeka connected with ra;
6 jarua may be arua;line 17 is perhaps a scribal error* 
L.sl3-14-text-roga in place of bhoga( in S5I);L.12 doubtful.
3T3
Serial No* 40.
S.I.I.Vol.VpTo*1152( A.R.No. 2«3-A of 1896)
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Serial No. 41.
S.I.I.Vol.VIf1162(A.R.No.363-XVIII of 1899)
On the base of the east wall of the Mandapa in front of 
the Alvar shrine in the L.N.temple,Simhacalam.
1 $x Bira Sri Gatapati Gaudesvara Nabako^ti Karnata• » •
/  .Kalabaragesvara Pratapa Sri Prurusotmadeta-
2 ba Maharaj ahkar a bije raije Samasta 38 srahii Mesa
- rasu 1 Somabare / thakuranka aba-
9m
3 dharita aigamdire Jiara-desa-deula-bhogapariksa
Srikarana Lakhidasa Patanaeka . . . . . .• •
4 Patanaeka Ananta Behora tinimalla Mahapasaita• •
Behorene (bidyamane) Jiara Sri Narasimnanatha 
deb ahkar a Narasingha-mx
5 caturudusi nimite • • Magha sukala 14 dina. /
*
Purus o(t^ na Maharaj ahkar a bhiala / Kalinga
6 bhandara deba aguru tola 20 kapuru to 3 la candana ? 
bi 1 agar ana pa 5 / sitalaku ta 100 / kanaka chati go—
7 tie / jagaraku 10000 / nadapa ♦ • • 5 • • bi 20 
* ^
khadarala ? . ta 5 deula-bhiaru mahajana* %
8 • # dana • • • • • • • • • • • •  debe ta • •
 9 ............ Narasinghanathe tinidi-
10 ne bahara-bije hoib(e) sitala tinidinia hoiba e-
%
11 mata hoi jabatacandra(r)ke houthiba / t ini dina
12 eha je na karai se Narasinghanathadebankara
13 doreha / Mahgu Maha Sri Sri Sri/ /
Read L.l - Gajapati ;L.3-aigamdire=ajnadire;
L.3-the dotted portion may read tlrabararada"(SIl9‘ or
kara(na) Rad(h)a *L.8—after d a n a — sandhabharalapatisapa
Serial No* 42*
No* YI on the left side of the Jaya Yijaya door way 
in the temple of Jagannatha at Puri *
Antiq* of Orissa by R*M* ,Yol* II ,P* 165-167;J*A*S*B*Yol*LXH 
(1895) |P.96-(Article) by M.M.II* ;T*A.O*P*P* fPage-50* 
(Compared with the estampage which is partly illegible)
1 Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudesvara Nabakoti Karnata Kalabaragesa- 
ra (Birabara Sri Prataparudradeba)
2 Maharaj ahkara Samasta 4 Anka srahi Kakada su 10 Budha- 
bare abadharita( aigam pramane bada-)
5 thakuranka Giti-Gobinda thakura-bhoga-bele e nata hoiba(/)
• • (.>
samjha dhupa sarilatharu 
4 bada simgara pariyante e nata hoiba (/) (bada)thakuranka.» i t • •
375
5(nacanimana puruna samparada Telamgi samparada
emane sabihe^ bada thakuranka Giti-Go 
1
6 bindakum (ana gita na sikhibe / ana gita na) gaibe(/) 
ana nata hoi parame svar anka chamura no
7 (ha)ba (e nata bitarake Baisnama gaana cari jana• • • •
achanti emane ) Giti-Gobinda gita hi se gaibe
8 (ehahkatharu asiksitamane ekasvarare suni Gita-Gobinda* • i
gita hi se likhibe a)na gita na Sikhibe (eha
9 de pariksa ana gita nata karaile jani se Jagannat hanka 
droha karai )
The portions enclosed in brackets are inserted from the 
reading of M*M*C.;for jana(L*7)& jani(L*©) read jana &jani* 
For di?la R*M* reads khila(khangila) &M.M«C*reads bandha; 
equate R*M. »s khahgila( ?)uri^khanjila ( arranged) :R*M.&A.B.M.
(in T*A*0*P*P* )have— bairagi unapahcasa for Baisnama gaana cari(in L*7)* hwc ij) , ,
ck tA. +01* Je. £ L. ^  J ,  ^C*v> VfQ.'rvf*, Qlm . i|^ •
3 7 6
Serial No. 42 A.
In the 5th(?) Anka of Prataparudradeva »
No« YII on the left side of the Jay a Vijaya door way 
in the temple of Jagannatha at Puri »
Lines- 9.
JASB ¥ol.LXII(l893) P.975 Antiquities of Orissa-Wol. 2.
1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabako(ti Karnata)
2 Kalabaragesvara Pratapa Sri Rudr adeba (fiahar a j anka)•m
3 Samasta 5(?)>srahi Dhanu ki 3(?®) Manga . . . •
(Rest illegible except a few letters )
L*3- (after Dhanu) M.M.C. reads tina dina (?) Somabare • •
• kataka bije m  samae ; R.M. reads tina dina Somabare ; 
L.l—R.M.reads Indradeba in place of Rudradeba •
3 7 7
Serial No*43.
S.I.I.Vol.VI,No.ll64(A.R.No.363-XX of 1899)*
In the base (right side) of the east wall of the Mandapa 
in front of the Alvar shrine ,L.N.temple, Simhacalam.
1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gan
2 koti Karnata Kalaba# *♦s <i-5 Sri Rudradeba Maharaj anka
4 sta 8 srahi Mina 2 kri 2 Suka
5 nithadebankara bhandiraku/bbiaC?)
6 dhila / Sasakani ta 12 . de%
7 ulabae dhila%
The impression does not contain a part of the text on the
right hand margin.Much of the missing text seems to be
conventional and may be restored*
L.4-S.I.I. has Sani for Suka;
L.6-Cafter 12)S.I.I. has kala;
L.7 reads kulaba in S.I.I. .
Serial No*s 44 & 455 
(comprising Pt*s D&E of the following*)
S.I.I.Vol.VItNo.654( A*R* No* 203 of i899)#0n a boulder 
near the fort on the hill at Kondapalli fT-BezwadatD-Kistna*
A 1 Samasta 15 Anka srahi K ark at a Kru 12 Sukarabare#
2 Jagannathaprasada Siula?)muha(rike) atha (praksana?)A • •
3 -(sufca?)
B 1 kar ana . * . •
2 • • • debu Bahubala Sri Pitamaha Maharaja22kara'
..
3 adhiathane Jagannathadebahka
- '*•
C l ........ * (Puruso ?)ttamanathahka droha
2 prajaku doreha / se sapata puruCsa narake ?)
3 • • S gannatha pariksa • • • • • •
D 1 Bira Sri Gajapti Prataparudradeba Maharajahka bije 
raije Samasta 12 (A)-
2 nka (srahi) (K ark at a ?) 5 Sukarabare Jagannatha 
prasadaku • • jagatta
3 • • • • J agannathadebahka debanklt sadapadaku^pranama 
kari Maharajanka a( ijna ?)
4 * * • • • • • • • •
5 • ♦ ♦ • ♦ ........
*  «. __E 1 Bira Sri Prat aparudr adeba
2 Maharaj ankar a bije rai-
3 je Samasta 15 Anka srahi • • •
4 Sukrabare Jagannathapra-
5 - 7  I .
Script-Oriya.Kondapalli is 8 miles N.W* of Bezvada which is 
on the north the Krisna. cp*Sewell( Antiquities ,Page40)
1. dl -r ft cAe.t 2.. ©^~T SadU- .
3 7 $
Script-Telugu,Lang*-partly Oriya & partly Telugu*
op* A collection of the inscriptions on copperplates &
stones in the Nellore Districtt Madras (5 pts.)by
Butterworth & Chetty,Madras ,1905,
Page 182-Copperplabe No*22*
1 YiraSri Gajapati Gaudesvara Navakoti Karna”
2mta Kalubarigesvara KaketaRudra Yemkka-
• • •
5 tar ay a Sri Prataparudradevu Maha-♦
4 rajamkaru vijaya rajye Kakolli Timma
5 pamditulaku dilla dharmma s as ana pa-
6 tta Samasta 19 samkka srahi Makara kr-• • * T •
7 sna 3 o So Yelupukomdakatakay^ni
8 Ardhodaya punyakllina e^stS-
9 nanu dharapurvvakamganu pani cca-
• «
10 da dhilla Addamkki damddapat al oni Yam-• • * • - • •
11 kayapadunnu Ammanamboli damda-
12 pataloni Gumdimadanu yi gra-• • •K ^15 malu remdunnu mifoi yekabogamganu
14 catri avedanalunnu mani yistimi amdu-
15 la phalam mi putrapautraparamparyam-
•  ^  *  •
16 ganu acamdrarkka sdayiganu anubha-
_   ----------17 vimcci vTatikedi ekaiva bhagini loke sa-
18 rvesameva bhubujam / na bhojya na ka-
19 ragramhya vipradatta vasumdhara /
20 kha1 ...........
a — i—i— t ,.— — — — — — —  , .. j. .. —B & G* readings-L*7-50 for ^L.S-srivasta for fast a-
_ _ _ ** \ " h* 15-road miku for mArtt, L.14~catri(si) for catri.
cop.plate got from the Karnam of GudlmelapSdu.Ongole tal,
I . C£ ttAX. oj- 3{ , -A,-.
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Serial No# 45A*
Copperplate No«21 of the same vork(See under S*No«45A)
Script-Telugu9Laig- partly Oriya & partly Telugu.
A grant of the village Somavarapadu,Ongole taluk, Dist-NeHc
/ -1 Srimat paramabhattaraka paramaYai-
2 snava paramaMahesvara ru-
• •
3 paNarayana nirarntar avy a-
v / - -4 stavidya- abhinaba -Par asur ama-
3 vatara naraKamdarpavatara sama- 
6 ranisamka ranaramka Dravllamam-
3«o
Serial No*45B ♦
7 dale svara Navakot iKarnat aKalu-
8 bar age svara Maharaya mahamfctax-
9 nubhava Sri Virabhadrarayamka-
10 ra Samasta 23 Amka srahi Ku-
11 mbha sukla 15 Gu Komdavi-
• • #
12 tare Kakolli Narayana
13 Pamd(i)tulaku datta patta patta-
i  • • • » •
14 nirnaya Addamki simaloni So-
15mavara gram am sarvakra
_(2nd. side) -16 mtamganu sarvamanyamga-
17 nu dhara osiyintimi acam-
18drarkam anubhavimcidi / danapa-• •
19 lanayor madye danacchreyonu
20 palanam / danat svargamava-
21 pnoti palanadacyutam padamf/)kha (o r ttu  m<**K a .
(figure of a sword is engraved here) «
L.17~read«^posi yistimi for osiyintimi;L. 14-B.&C * s reading la 
is srimaloni for simaloni»L.21-kha stands fork khandaQteword)
for L»s 1-9 cp* Virabhadra's CaneF®se inscrip.
Serial No.. 46.
S.I.I.Vol.Y,No.lll9(A.R.No.*47 of 1896)
ftOn a slab to the right of the 2nd entrance in to 
the Mukhalingesvara temple, Mukhalingam, 
Parlakimedi taluk, Dist *-Ganjam*
1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Naha
2 koti Karnnata Kalabaragesvara Pra-
• • • •
3 t aparudr adeo Maharaj ankar a bije
4 rajye Samasta 33 Anka srahi Mesa su 5 So-
5 mabare Gautamagotra dahanabarta
6 sahkha 20
3«l
On the left hand margin against the 1st line there are 
two symbols which have been transcribed as saka in Telugu
tViSJj. _script; the n in L*2(in Karnnata) appears different from * ‘
the n(in dahanabarta) in L#5;the latter word is daksinak-
• • • • •
barta in SU*
On a slab to the rights of the same entrance^there are 
2 inscriptions (No*s 1121 & 1122) of Anantavarma Yajrahkta 
deva written in the Sanskrit language with Prakritisms(cp. 
there the Oriya verb * dila1 meaning •gave1)*
3 « £
Sexriial No. 47*
8#I*I.Vol#Yl>No.ll4-9(A#fi.No*56J—V of 1899)
On the wall at the proper left of the northern entrance 
of the L.N.temple, Simhacalam •
In Samasta year 34 of Prataparudradeva ?
1 Sriri Gajapti Gaude- 10 khei t(i)une ne-• •
2 svara deba itebSrija- 11 ma 1 ti / aijanabele ba-
3 hkara bije raije sa- 12 iba bai(m)sl bai(m)sika-
4 mast a 34 srahi /singa suka- 13 ra / eha je harai se Na-
5 la 15 gid|pr(u)bare Narasi-14 rasihganathara doho ka-
6 hganatha deularu ja- 15 rai
_ -  —0parasi Udasa (Hahanti-
? nkara japara basina bhSta-
9 ru 1 ti bhata gotie
L.l&2(amend thus) Sri Bira GaoaptI Gaudesvara Rudradeba etc
1* s 7&8 may read- bara/S(r)i Udasa Mahahtinkara jabara /etc. 
The sign / stands for the danda sign in the original •
In this reading jabara may be taken as equivalent to dabara 
meaning given (lit. of giving)tassuming, of course,orthogra­
phical confusion on the part of the scribe •
L,i4- » — a.tUo.ro. -
3 8 3
Serial HO. 48
S.I.I.Vol.V,Ho.llSl(A.E.Ho.280-A of 1896)
GDn the 5th pillar in the Tiruchuttu mandapa of the Kurmesvara 
temple at Srikurman,Chicacole taluk, Ganjam Dist•
In the 42 Anka year of Pratapjprudradeva 
IBira £ri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabakoii-
2 tl-Ka^aata-Karabarageeura Blradhihira-
3 bira Prat aparudr adeo Maharaj ahkaxat
4 subha raije / samasta 42 Anka srahi-
5 i? mesa di 2 su 5 sanibare / Kali-
6 nga dandapata pariksa / Sri Naranadasa-
• % t « #
7 Mahapat r ankar a data / aerate Naeka mu-
8 le pramesurahka chamure paha-
9 nti pahare sankha baiba e seba-
10 ku Kuruma Naeka tahu kereba
11 Dhimadal ama-p e t ak - bhitare Oba-
12 lu -Maharaja-bhui dui padiaku
13 bui ma 1 na? jabatacandrake seba
14 kariba /
1.2-text-Kanata; L*4-S.I.I. reads 41 Anka •A
*-.12 . • »» (o 5-cLC a t .
Serial NO. 49
S.I.I.Yol.YIk,N0.748(A.R.No.266-A of XX 1899)
In the 3rd Anka of Govindadeva 
On the 8th round pillar in the verandah round the 
centralnshrine of the l.Rarasimhasvamin temple, Simhacalam
1 ^ri Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabako t i-Karnata-Kalabara
% 9 0 *
gesvara Subarnakesari Gobindadeo Mahgnxajahkara bije subhaz
ra jye
2 samasta 3 Anka s^ihih Kaina di 9 su 13k budhabare Gadjiadhara
_ Mahapatra-hka gocarem Jiaraksetrara badasamprada dasa Goksi Redikara-' ' * manahkara
3 dhila kerepatra// ambhah bartanadesa Padarabadabhui bhitarem• # •
Rauta-totaku utara Rapitamaha-totaku pachima Kanyama-ghatiki da-
4 ksina / e+i.majhire bhui-khande Par ame svar anku totakariba nimfc• « »* « ,te
e bhuim puruna-t o t ar a bhui padia hoi b ana-p arb at a ho-
5 ithila e nimitye e bhuiki pane a tanka ghenim e bhui tumbha-
♦ %
hku acandrarka sthai kari ni dh-inikfiP>painip«paganagahita kari
« _  ^ dharapu-6rba kari dhilu / ethiki gyatisamantapiirbarihi dana^ArP
birodha thile ambhe tulau ethaku ana boli na pau
7 ethaku sachi pane a parakarana NarasingaPatra SinguPasapalaka 
AceaPasapaleka RarasingaPandite KulasekharaAnagara
8 mudrahasta Kirsnama Rarasij^aredidiPajndiaredi Bhagabana— 
Patra ubhae anumate saksi badasamparada dasa GoksiRedikara
5*4
9 nankara sanamata //
L.2—SII reading kaunadi 8 ; L«3-last word may read hatiki;
L.6-lu represented by vowel sign;L.8-2nd word may readKirsta-
S H
majin the 3rd. word repetition of di is a scribal error «
b- ^  -rcA.«t j U.5 “ lUlla ) L. G - iitTeih*' •
3 S 5Serial NO. 50 
In the 4th Anka of Govindadeva 
S.I.I.Vol.VI,N0.778(A.R.N0.274-A of 1899)
ON the H t h  round pillar in thefserial NO. 49)VftT,anrthh 
L.N.Temple, Simhacalam.
I BiCra) Sri Gajapati Gaudesara NahakotiKarnataKalaba(ra)kefiitra/
Sub anake sari Gobindadeo maha^ p a)j ahkar a bije subha raije samafc
✓ - - / / ta 42 srahi BicchadilJJ ki 13 Samabare/Srikarana Patanaeka Sri Hacki
Patanaehka gocare Jiara dealara badasamparada dasa Goksiredi
w ' _ karamaana.3 nkara dela kerepatra /ambhara baratanadesa Padrabada bhui
bhitara/Kaliara^a totaku utara rajadandaku purba gadaku
dakslna tentiiir  •  j-w , .
4 cchaku pachima e majhire bhui khande/paramesm$fr?aku tota kariba,
nimatoh se bhuiki sasakani ta 8 atha taJfka gheni/ e bhui
tumbhahku a
5 cyandrarka sthai kari/nidhiniksepakupapasanasahita kari
dharapurba kari dhilu $/ ethiki gyatisamantapurbaadhidanakere
_ r _ birodha thile6 ambhe tulau j ethu ana boli na pai ff ethaku sakhi pafCcaparaka-
parakarana Narasihgha Patra/Sihghu Pasupaleka Acea Pasupaleka
y. Nara-7 singha Pand(i)te/kulasekhara Anagai mudrahasta Kisnam^/NAra-
sihgha Redi Painda Redi Bhagabana Patra / ubhae anumate saksi * •« • * •
, . _ bada sampa-8 rada dasa Goksy-Redikaramanankara sanamata
L.5-lu in dhilu is written with the vowel sign in the original 
1.4—pachima appears like paksima; nimatoh— a wrong sanskritisa
Li,Q .  Y ib ittO o t)  of |»«i*raKou — in f r e r .
L . 5 ”- -  k x i   ^ L c t O  o l U * .
Serial No* 51 «
Page 101J.A.S.B.LXII(1893)-1? 0*inscriptions -M.M.C*.&
Antiquities of Orissa-R•Mitra, 2nd .Vol.;
In the 4th Anka of Golr*dadeva(Dt.7-ll-1452A.DvM.M.C*)
No.5 on the right side of thd JayaYijaya door way in the 
temple of Jagannatha at Puri#
ISriBira Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabakoti Karnata Kalabaragesvara
(Sri maharajadhiraja Managobinda Sri)
2 Gobindadeba raja Sri (Srimad Birabara)Pratapa Sri Sfti
Pratapadeba Mahara j ankar a bije rajyem Samasta
.3 4 Anka srahi Bicha sukala trtia Mangalabarem/ . * 
mandape Sri Jagannathachamurem ja-
4 naile bho Jagannatha toho padmapada dekhi asiba(ylbare)
%
bina sabutim?narka(Bnjjha Udayagiri sa-)
5 ri sari parijante svadesl parades! (jatri)manankara (da)na
Cprati) • • • .
6 (ffeajatara )rajamane . . • ♦ .
7 pal ana karlbe je e katha anyatha ka-
> - u.8 rai se Sri Jagannathankara droha karai
9 hast e^Brahmana hadha kali. papa .
10 natva bhabino bhumipala.
11 cate Ramacandrah / sama •%
12 panam kale ka •
13 palaniyam bha . • . ;
The parts of the inscrip, bracketed above are given 
after the reading of M.M.C. ; their authenticity can not be 
attested here as the letters in the impression are not legiblt
The impres* does mot warrant the reading *Gadajataf t the skt.
verse (in fragment) is a quotation from 'Yogavasistha'Pcp. the 
the skt. verse towamds the end of the tri-lingual insc.Cref.l*
3 S 6
3* 7Serial R0.52-
S.1.1. Vol.VI No. 927(A.S. No.296-q of 1899)
hate A.R* 9In the 3th Anka of Gobindadeva.
On the 24th round pillar in the verandah round the centralSVvr\Yie.
of the Laksmi-Rarasimhasvamin temple,Simhacalam."
ISri Jaganatha/ Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara NabakotiKarnnata
X Kalabarakesvara Sri Subarnnakesari Sri Gobindadeba.• •
2 Maharajankara bije subha raije samasta 5 Anka srahi j makara
-  -  -  ✓ _di 5 kri 5 Somabare / sata 7 sa Bhora-* 1
3 Mahapatra Balunki Bhanja Haricandana Mahapatrankara data /
Sri Rarasinghanathadeb ahkara bhogabhataku/bhatax-
4 ra mulabhogapariksa Gadadhara Mahapatrankara adhikare/ 
Lakhamarara bhui AsvaTdhara Robbapaligrama I Sihga-
5* ragadabhui Arakotapaligrama 1 Birakotara Uriti gra 1 
Dodisala bhui Aranabarama gra I Tintabipsimara
6 Codabarama gra I gae gra 5 dat^a kari dhilu ethu 
bhitaru deule parabesa kaudiru barasaku barasa SriRarasingh*
7 nathadebaku seba karibaku Bairsnaba Araksita Raghuku 
sasakani ta 200 jabatacandrarka kari dhlldU. e paramosu-
8 rahka lagi biri 5 anamu 10 tiunaku 4 dahiku I nit y ani 
jabata candrana kari deuthiba/ svadatta pradattam ba na saha-
9 nti haranti ca sarsthir barsasahasrani bi^sthayam jayate
• krimih {
Sri Narasinghanathankara saranat
IW lines 38,6 and 7 the vowel-sign is used in the original 
in the words Balunki,and dhilu(for lu),L.7-text rihi for biri
3 S S  
Serial No*53«
In the 8th Anka of Gevindadeva •
S.I.I.Vol.VI, No*749( A.R*No.266-B of 1899).
On the 9th. round pillar in the verandah round the 
central shrine in the L.N.temple,
Simhacalam •
1 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabakoji - Karnata-• • •
/  _  _ _ _ _ _ _Kalabarake svara/Sri Gobindadeha Maharaj anka bije
subha-rai je Samasta
2 atha 8 Anka srahiki Kakada di 8 kri 14 Sukarabare /* •
arua dui prakarana pasapaleka prakarana Narasinga 
Pandita Sihga . . .
3 hkara bhaga- nirnne / ambhamanankara sasana-desa/
Odadi bhitare / Undela gae / Bodada gae / e dui ga« *. • •
purba ambhamanankara s as ana . . . .
4 jaC?) / galupana kari harilare / Haricandana Mahapatre 
e galuku sadhya kari / purba tamapada pramane raja- 
pramane / Odadi simara Narasinga-deulara
5 Narisihganathadebahkara tarapa • • mbhe / ambha 
Brambhana niti prakarana hkara dui ga Gobindadeo-
thakurahka aisi kamarthe / pramanapu-
6 rbaka kari delu /Gadadhara Mahap at r anka aiga debar a?/ 
pramesvarahka desa pramesvaraku dhilu / e Brahmana- 
manahkara dui ga ehaku dhi •
7 boli aiga d&lara • / Gadadhara Mahapatre thai banti-
• .
dhile/ Undela ga bhaga 32 na prathamaruaprakaranaku 
dasa bhaga 10 pasapa
8 ala aruaprakaranaku bhiga 10 NarasingaPanditaka bbiga 
10 Opudisingana Bhat aku bhaga ft 1 gae bhaga 32 /
Bodada grama 1 • bhaga •
9 • • leka bhaga 1 Acea Pasapaleka bha 1 PuiHsotama Pasa­
paleka bha 1 Balabha Pasapaleka bha 1 sana Sihgu Pasa­
paleka bha 1 Rami Pasapaleka• •
10 . 1 Acari Pasapalenka Sihgu Pasapale bha 1 Rahgu Pasa-• i
(pa)leka bha 1 Acea Bhata pau (?)Sihgu Pasapaleka bha 1 
• • a Pasapale bha 1 Rame •
11 • • sapalekara lea bharuja bha 1 Narasihga Pandita bha 1 
Opudi Sing ana Bhata bha 1 Bida NarasihgaPasaC ?) . . . ku 
bhaga Udirugu •
12 « ga l*ehi p(r)ama(ne) je jahara bhaga se ae karibe / 
rajapariksaksamure khaca katha na ka . • * pramanaku jele
13 • Nar asihgana t hadebanku droha kalara dosa paiba / deula-
bhandaruku Sasakani pancasa........ ba/e dui desaru• •
14 ehi nirnneku saburu sanamata / ethiki ana kahibaku nahi/• •
ethaku aba . . » • • • • •  e dui de •
15 eka iba bhagini loke sarbesam meka bhubhujam na bhojya 
n a k a .
The sign/ indicates the danda sign in the original .L.4-
purba tamapada pramane may read purbatama pad! pramane ;
L#5- tarapa • » mbhe may read tarapaku • • mbhe 5L.6- delu
looks like deru ;L.11-Bida may read Buda ; }& corresponds to
two danda signs in the estampage or facsimile 5L.15-for the
skt. verse see 45A* In the inscription ru appears like r 
^ to . l lK t .  "the Cdrmj>0»fDvv*£|f W r t t l  %
L.G . 4-tki- - a.rvi a>iou *
3«9
Serial No. 53.(contd.)
390Serial NO. 54.
S . I. I. Vol. VIXX( six),NO. S-700( A.R.N0. 2Sfe247-Aof189) 
Date-A.D. • SWV
On the 3rd round pillar in the same place( seeNO.697)
Simhacalam.
1 bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara NabakotiKarnataEalabaragesvara
MrlSubarnakesa-
2 ri GobindadeU maharaj anka bije bije subha raje samastaatha 8
2 _ anka srahi Ka
3 kada di 12 su(?)IIsukarabare/Gadadhara Mahapatraiika bh&I
Krirsnaf MahaC M)tiiika
k care Tala-Jiarak kumbharii joglmflnankflra dhila kerepatrey ambleT*
5 baratanadesa Nandacarama gramara bhuibhitare GopalapStahSL
3  _angali Gatrakholaxi sarahada bhitare
G e hadaku utara thakuranka totaku dakhina e majhira bhui
atharahatha nale pancisa gunthae mane lekh&e baramSnara
- S' . 3* *
1 bhui khande p ar amesvar a nku totakaribanimate e bhuiki kamada • • »
gheni acandrarka sthahi kari nidhiniksepa-
$ kupapasanasahitakari dharapurbaka kari delu^ethlki gyati- 
samantapubadhldanakere~ birodha thlle ambe tulSu/ ethaku "Sna
S boli na pal V ethaku saksi deola Sahgu Patara Sihgu Pasapaleka 
Scea Pasapaleka Narasingha Paulite Kulasikhara
to Anagaru j
Serial N0.54A(S.I.I.VIXXN0.S 701-702) 
tl mudaratba Kirsnama tbal Eedamlnkare ? BhagabanaPatra e bbuiki
sasakani bara tanka ta 12
# - * - - * - 
12 gheni tamukum e bhui jabacarcarndarka kari dhilu j Kumbara-
sebS dasajanara aanamata,/
* i»*2—repition of bije is a scribal error,vSSXII reading-sudi, 
3.L.5-ahgali \ a perhaps ancali?L.8-lu of delu is written with
the vowel sign, same with dhilu(54A-2) ^ bhui(L-*7) gyati(Ii*8)
»*^TC6,
39tf
Serial NO. 5 5.
* ' |
S.I.I.YolfVI 10.697U.R.N0.245-A of 1899)
In anka years $&II of Mukundadeva(A.D. iSGfc.)
On a round pillar in the verandah round the central shrine
of the Laksmi-Naragncamsimhasvamin temple at Simhacalam
(Vizianagram Estate), Taluk & District-Vizagapatam.
1 sadatad dugunam punam* • •
2 paradatanupalane
3 paradataraqcrixxKta apaharenah
4 sadattam nisphalam bhabet
5 Bira Sri Gajapati Gaudesvara Nabakoti-Karnata-Kalabarakesvara
, Bira Pratapa
6 Sri Mjikunda Deo Maharajahkara bije subha raije samasta 9 ahke
7 Sri Nar as i ng anathadebanku bhatabhogaku bhiai d^le deulara
8 prakranaki kalapta 1255 Ra amrtakundaku ta 365 ka gotiku
TiKS - U  taI60 kh9 gae ta 525 dhila Kalihga-dandapatara Tala-jiara Anakapali-• iy • • .
petara Kapa-
10 pakhimutha abadana kari dilaTta 525 ka e rajahka II ahke
samp$ada
11 sebaka bhiaru Maigomunapoka ? 20 • baratana ta 150 nkaku
dhila
12 Jiara d(e)saru ta 150 nka Harirajanarind(r)a Mahapatrahka
gotiku Ta4.a-jiara Mu-13 tharaha ? dhila? Sudupaka-grama e dharmakiratimana je ,hari
se dosa pai14 amrtamonohire bisa dela pateka pai
Ij«II doubtful up to baratana. lb may read as follows— 
ru baka bhiaru mil gomunipoka etc. S.I.I.VIXX . 697 reads as 
ri kebhi acandramarka gomunapo kard thila baratana etc. .
b.9* C-H 'tt'ii o y ii«. mrr\ C'fror jcrr .
*. h i t  ^ emu^a. r cacdL w\S.C. y>o ,
J.A.S.B. Vol.LXV( 1896),P.229-TextfNotes etc. by N.N.Vasu.
J.A.H.R.S.Vol.Vlll,Pt .1(1053) ,P.53( summary) .
A copper plate inscription discovered at Kenduapatna
(KendrapadafDist.Cuttack) of NrsimhadevaII(A.D. 1296)•
(The 19th. Sept.l295“R*R*Vasu).
Platep V f reverse,from the 16th. line.
(Script—Proto-Oriya,Lang.-Skt.with several Oriya words)
1 Svasti saptadas'ott ara-dvadasa sat a-Saka-
/ u  _ bats^re
2 caturdasabhubanadhipaAjytyadibirudaballbirajamanah /Sri«
Bira Narasimhadebamahipatih svarajyasyaika-
3 bims'atyahke (a)bhilikhyamane Simha-euklasastbyam Soma-
bare Remuna-kat ake nab ar abhy ant ar ab i j ay as amay e Hali-_Prahlada-
4 mudalena Gang at ir ab adhar it any ay at somagr ahanas amaya s amut - 
srstanekabhumadhyat Kasyapa-sagotraya
Plate VI,obverse.
5 Kasyapabatsara-Nidhrubaprabaraya Yajurbedantargata-Kanva- 
sakhadhyayine Kumar a-Mahap at r a-Bhimadeb as ar mane bhumi-
^  _ j  ^  ^  —  —
6 pancasadbatikapr adanay a Derabisayamadhyasinam Edaragramam 
Puro-Srikarana*-SibadasaNayaka-nalapramanena / uttar at ah
7 Malopuragrama-dvisima-dandarddham prathamikrtya Tai( ?)la-
ngagr amlya-paniyamukhayana-dandarddha-daksinabaccheda( h) /
pascimatah Sahasa-*
8 malliya-puskarixii-pascima-hidamadikrtya Bibhutipadagrama
dvisimabidabacchin( n) a-purbbasimanameba nn.v,
* •
9 dvadas agunt hop et a- so das amanadhika—dvac atvar ins adb at ika-
madhyat puratana-debaBrahmanabhogya->goharignpfl-hhflfi«n^ ^
puskasteir-
3 9 2 .
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10 rini-sameta-nabamanadlikast a( m) bahiskrtya nirabbakara- 
dvada s agunt hop et ae apt amanadhilpac atustr ins adb at ikap ar imit am// 
tat ha Sva- 
11 hg ab is ay amadhy as i nah Sunnailo-grama(h) tasyapi nalapr aman ena/ 
pascimatah/BhimanarayanapuradvisiinadandarddliamSdikrtya
12 KhanAiftflflhigramadviaimadandaC r )ddhabicchirmapiirbhamary afra( h )/ 
daksi^ataji _ /-* ^B adap adagr amadvi s imadandar ddhamar abhya Ghodapalagramadviaima
13 dandarddhottarabacchedaCh)mebam catuhsimabacchinnasadguntho- 
p et atrayodasamanadhikatr ay astr ihsadb at ik amadhy at pur at anadeb a-
Brahmaaar- — - /— /14 nabhogya-goharigopathapuskarini-sameta-manadvadasadhikadasa-
batika bahiskrtya sadgunthopetama-
15 naikada s^ dhikatfctey ob ihsat ib at ik amadhy e nisadhikrtastadasa 
mejiopetasfcam5ih±(na)saptaba( ?)ti-
16 k ay ask Candradasa-karanasya nalapr amanena etadiya-sima £/)* •
pascimatah //Kailogramadvisimadandast ha• • «
17 batabrksamarabhya Sunailogramaniadhyakset^batabrksabadhi-
/- - - purbb asimanam //uttar at ah Sunailogrionama-
18 dhyaksetrasthabatabrksamadikrtya/Bedapadagramadvisiina- 
dandasthabat abrk s ab ac chinna-daksinamaryyadam //ebam ca-
19 tuhsimabacchinnabhukhandam astadasamanopetastamanadhika-% »• • *. * • *
sapt ab at ikamit am bahiskrtya nirabakara-trayodasagunthadhika
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dvadasama-
20 nop et apaac adasab at ikapar imit am // ebam gramadvayena militva 
nirab akara-panc as^ adb at ika-p ar imit am// s a j alasthalamacchakaggha
21^sahitamacandrarkkamakarikrtya pradat //
L-lS-drop dasa;Ls.lSL&15-read guntho for mano •
Appendix Serial No* 1 (cont.d)
(From part of line 21)*
21 asmin Ganga-Narasihghapura
sasane Putimasagotraya Bgb edantargat aSakh iagakhaAhyay iaa x:
22kalasakhadhyayine sebayat-Tallalanathasarmane sasanadhikari
byabasthita batikaika // // tamhrakara-Yannadinamne
23 batikarddhanca// //asya sasanasyahgataya dak§ina~Jhada- 
khanda-madhy a-Tuc adagr amiy a-Komat i-Mankusr e st hikaputr a-
24 Puraisresthisuta Narisresthinama // //Kantapadihattiya 
tambulika-MahadebaBelalikasya napta DhittuBela -
25 linama // // Prusotmapurahattiya-usthalitambrakaraX Amnai//
-  /  / Bedapura-usthalikansakara-Madairiama // //
Plate-VI,reverse(six lines).
(7 verses regarding the protection of the grant).
Mfc* M#N#Vasu notes(on P#231f J#A#S*B* ,Vol*LYV)that the charac­
ter of the grant may be described as Bengali of the Kutila 
type of the 12th#&13th* centuries.After pointing out the 
resemblance of several letters with those of ViOTarupasenJ s 
Cop .platexpand of several others with those of modern Bengali 
he observes that every letter on the reverse of the 2nd.plate 
forms a curve with its matra beari^ng no likeness to the 
Bengali,Nagari, or Maithill character of the time and can be
taken as an early form of the Utkalaksara*
In this grant as transcribed above Sanskrit b & v are not
distinguished as it is not done in the original.lt may be
noted that this holds good in modern Oriya where the ,sound
b represents both Sanskrit b & v •
This record is important for the study of names of places^tind 
persons* Some of these e#g* Mahku ,Dh£ttu Belali appear to be 
non-Sanskritic in origin#It contains the word Yallala which
is Tamil Alvar and the O.words gohari, danda, fiebayrJ^ hi c\«M.-tc -tw ««■<* 0..2Q. t.ai-. .*
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A stone inscription from the Sun temple at Konarka,
"V ' ’ vt.
District - Puri .
J.B.O.R.S. ,1917, Page-282- Text, §otes etc. by
M. M. Chakravarti •
Approximate Date- A.D. 14th* centuryCpaleographically) *
1 Sri Bayabhandara-adhikari Balai Naeka//Bhandara-naeka
2 Alalu Naeka //Kostha-karana Amgai Naeka // //
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The sign / represents She 1 danda1 sign of the original * 
The y of Baya( skt- vyaya meaning expenditure) is written 
in the original with the Nagari y symbol which is articu­
lated in modern Oriya like j; the scribe should have put 
or marked a stroke in the fashion of a tail to that symbol, 
The Bhuvanesvara stone inscription (Serial No. 1) of the 
middle of the 15th* century A.D.indicates that the Nagari 
y symbol was articulated like j •
L.lj- M.M.C. reads dapa for baya & Baliki for Balai •
L.2- He also reads Anarnnu for Alalu.
This inscription was edited in the aforesaid journal by 
M.M.C. from an inked estampage which was taken by P.C.
Mukherjea from a stone in the Sun temple(as evidenced by 
his notes ) « The sun temple also known as the Black 
Pagoda is one of the world* s greatest archetectural manu-
ments. It was built by Nrsimhadeva I (1258-1264 A.D.).
Appendix No* 3 
On a stone In the entrance in^to the Pottesvara 
templefvillage-PottangifT-Ichchapuram,D-Ganjam*
Script-Oriya*
Dated the year 4477 of the Kali Xuga Era* 
(corresponding to A*D.1576);In Anka year 29 of
t
Sri Vira Bhanudeva (ill)
Cp. A.R. 1953, Page-46. j 4 v»t G,P fc>I.
1 Jugabda Kalijuga gate 4477
2 &t ± Bira Bhanudebahka 29 srahi
3 fry Katri(ka) sukla
V. *
14 Bhu(?)barem data Gurdasa
4 Rauta (/) ga • ml chaga 17 e pundara
5 polu kra * * dudha dei ma 2 dudha ka • 2
6 • • batakai ma 8 tanka bhui
7 bhataku ki * * kala bhui
* -
8 mana 1 • emanta mahiki (?) Sri u(?)da
9 . • dhaja (?) hebaka
The text of the inscrip* hasbeen transcribed here from
the original impression and in net' known to have been 
publichod before; The brief notice about this inscrip* 
in the A*R* referred to f has to be modified in the light 
of the text given here •
L*5-the last fig* 2 may read e. the letter dha before ka
in L*5 &the letter ba in L*2 are written below the lines • 
The cha of chaga in L.4 may read as ksa as in some other
Oriya inscriptions* In L*3 the reading of Katri(ka9is un­
certain *
Appendix ,S.No. If *
Inscription on a stone slab affixed to the Narasimhanatha
temple,Borasambar Zamindari,Dist .Sambalpur.
Script-Old Oriya,Lang.-Oriya*
Date- l^th, Marchl,1413 A.D.(17-3-1415 A.D*)Cp. J.A.H.R.S*,
Yol*XIII,Pt*I(April,1940)-Mr. L*P*Pandeyaf s article;
Indian Historical Quarterly, Yol.XII( 1936)-Text,Notes etc*
with an ink impression b}c Pandit B*Misra; Ibid, Yol*YIII-( 1932)
Text,Notes by Mr.L.P.P* ; Ibid, Yol*V(P, 3^5 ) ;
CP. also- Report of Arch. Survey of India,Vol* XIII(1882),
pp. 140-143;Annual Report of Arch.Survey of India for 1904-5*
pp* 121-125.The following text is based on the reading of the said imprjgg.
The portions enclosed in brackets are inserted from the reading
of other scholars as they are not quite legible in
the photostatic copy and their authenticity 
not attested •
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*  —l(fim namah) Nrwimhaya (svasti svasti) Sri Bikarinamasambatsare. ^ -
Caitrapaurnami Sukrabare Hastanaksatre Patananagarasthiti 
Bacchar a j adeb ar a j ahkara putra Sri BaJLjala 
2 debaraja (Narasimha? )tirthe Gandha( ?)mardanaparbate Birala 
Naraaimhanathasvaminkara deula tolaila • • • bhusana ratna-
✓mala gai-sateka Loasinga
3 graCma) dll* / AdlbSj^iWlo^lSSff
nfasca > ahasca ratrls'ca ubhe ca .andb^adharmj^oK
^  'Y\o.ras^ a _W'puja parthi Oarupaka Jfeanigr&ir purese
4 ( ...dela /pras'astikara Agha ) Sri*Narasimhasya pritaye j
Cp .District Gazetteer of Sambalpur( 2nd.Ed)by King,Patna, 1952*
■p. ~vr *Cx*r.Bhandarkar, on the genealogy of the kings^ ascribed the 
inscrip, approximately to 1359-60{ a. d.). < * ■ £ * *olLLaL %
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In Samasta Anka 19 »
S.I.I.Vol.VI.No.ll5£U.R?No.363-XII of 1899)
On the south wall of the Mandapa etc .Alvar shrine. *
1 Samasta 19 hka srahi Tulall kahkha sebaku To-
2 krisna 12 ? Rabibare Ka- 12 capitapalli gramaru
3 lihga dandapata pariksa
4 Birabhadradasa Maha-
5 patranka adhikare
6 Jiara bhoga pariksa
•
7 Gada Mahantirika a-»
8 distane panea paraka-
9 rana sanamate Pe ?-
10 mai Behorahku e-
13 sr(i) Karani.?i na
14 • ru dui e man!
15 kia mudae e
16 je harai Nara-
17 singhanku dor eta-
18 ha
X. 2-SII reading Budhab$re for Rabibare ;L.s9&10-ekanta for 
ekankha *
* in the L.N. temple , Simhacalam •
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In Samasta Anka year 22nd.(of-
Purusottamadeva ? , cp. Serial No* 35)
S.I.I.YI.No*1147(A.R*No*363-lll of 1899 )
On the base of the outer wall of the Asthana Mandapa
of the I»*N. temple ,proper left of the western gate,
Simhacalam*
.. .. ' - \   ^ -*,v 7 •(Agnocfc part of the inscrip* is missing from the impress- 
ion from its right hand side)
1 Bira Sri Gajapti Gaudesvara/Nabakoti Ka(r)nata Kalabara• % •
2 bije raije Samasta 22 Ink a srahi Dhanu sukala 10 Budha-
bare bi(?)ra
3 Maniki jitaku hoithila e pal at a ana desa dhila e• •
4 nat hadeb a hkara fcn&jL bad(h)ai patharia dui sebaku eha ^
5 Mucapali dhila/22 (A)nke Kalihgapariksa Bhuja^Ilasihgha
Mahapa
6 se ? Narasinghanathadebankare doreha • • • • • kala •
 — ■ ■ - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- t i m  ------------
In 811 the inscrip, has been printed as consisting of 7 
lines t the 1st. line consisting of six Telugu letters . 
These letters have been transcribed as . . .
They are visible in the impression but do not Aeem to be 
a part of the Oriya inscription •
L.6- 1< *ls „ „ ■ •' T '
In Samasta Anka year 22nd.Cyr. 2 as printed in SII]
S.I.I.Vol.VI.Nof116l(A.R.No.363-XV'II of 1899)
On a round pillar in the Mandapa in front of the Alvar 
shrine 9 L.N. temple t Simhacalam »
%
1 Samasta 22 Anka srahi Makrara sukla 1 Grub are / KalihgaparA
2 riksa Mahapatra Kundalesara Jenahka adhlkare / Jia-w • • • •
3 Cra) bhogapariksa Gadai Mahasena.pt i / bhiaile / pra
— — —> 2 — — —4 riksa bhati / caula ccai-caula ma 2 na ghiu sola 2 prarame-
5sanku bhata thali dui hoi candaCna)lagi bele hoi-
6 ba / lagi karai pariksa nema / amaneha* je
7 nei / se praramesu(ra)nkara dor eha hoi
L. I A*r©|» Tt .
Read i Makara % pariksa-bhata 3 p i  paramesarahku 
k amanohi
L . It . ceo-C T t a J
4 oo
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Appendix No* S 
In Samasta Anka year 25
S.I.I.Yol.VH, So* 1165 (A.R*No.363-XXl of 1899)
On a round pillar in the Kalyana Mandapa of the L*N*temple, 
Simhacalam •
1 Samasta 25? Anka srahi Bicha su 13 Gurubare Jiara de-*
2sdta deula bhogapariksa Mulai Jenam(?)ka (adlis thane)* * * « • i
ye samasta panca para-
3 kar ana samasta bebasati jana (Na)yaka(hka)ra (bidyamane 
1 Jiara ksetra bhi-
4 tare je^rina debe / eha nima lokankara bapamaku
5 kohi (ri^na deb(e) na kehi dhile kaudi je
6 maC?) na pai magile bhandaraku tanda sa ta 100 &ka(?)
7 debe / e tharbaku asta Lokapala Dbaruma saksl Ji-
• • • V
8 *6X a(ra) samasta lokankara sanamata
L* 3-read bebasayiC skt .vyavasayl) for bebasati ; L.4- nema 
for nima ; L.5-kahi for kohi & kehi ; L.ft?- dharmaku for 
tharbaku • h.s ^ 7 - <Aetc / Tr*<*.ol cL«.(»o *
On the pillar of a ruined temple on the top of the hill
at Kondavidu, T aluk-Nar as ar avup et a ,• • •
District- Guntur 4 Madras *
A.R* 1910fPage—46,No. 537 •
Scr ipt-Qriya, Lang • -Oriya
1 Sri srahi Sri |Uktodn& Ma-
2 hap at rank a adhikare Dakhina fxxkt 
5 sahi?uparagadara Panapasa
4 gramaku ji( ?)u Sri Narasinghanatha-
5 nka amrtamoMohiki dilu• #
6 eha je harai se Narasi-
7 nghanat hank a dr oho kara(l)
/ ^  oLcctx^a a -h K a .
The 1st. L. may read- Sri feije (-raije) panea srahiSvi C o^ m\d<XY\a.
Rahfi(?jw9 nn Ma- ; L*5-lu is written with the vowel-
sign which is similarly articulated in Oriya • On
paleographical grounds,the inscription may be assigned
to the second half of the 15th. century .
This inscription transcribed here from facsimile^ is not
known to have been published before «
S.tfb, 1 7 .
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Appendix No* 10
S.I.I.Vol.VI,No*1145(A.R.No.363-l of 1899)
On a round pillar in the Ardha- Mandapa of the L.N. templef
Simhacalam •
C She following is the reading from the original impression 
sent by the Govt.Bpigraphist of which no copy has been kept)
1 Atreya 5 SriSrlSri Gajapati Nilynani 5 Raghuna
2 gotrabati4 pata mahadei sada seba 6 tha Hari
L.6- S. 1.1, reads svari in place of Hari
4°4
Appendix No* 1| •
In the 3rd (?)Anka of Mukundadeva
S.I.I.Vo1.VI,No .1148(A.R.No .363-IV of 1899)
On a pillar in the portico in front of the northern 
entrance of the L.N.temple, Simhacalam •
/ -1 Sri Mukundadeo raj anka
2 3 Ankare (?) . • saha(?) . .
3 maha • • • . Jiara
4 rima(?) . • • sohani (?)
5 \  ^padia hoi . .
6 pramesranka deularu 50 nka
7 dei ehahkara e raja
8 nka Anka 3 Mesa kdi(?)na
(Rest not found in the impression )
Text in the S.I.I.
1 Sri Mukunda deu raj anka
2 • anka . . srahi (6?9 So-
3 mabasare V*?** Jiura-
4 desa debata (sonaba?)
!*• s5-8
The impression is very illegible •
\
Appendix No. 
in the eleventh Anka of Mukundadeva •
S.I.I.VXkCsix)No. 1146(A.R.No.363-II of 1899)
On the base of the outer wall of the Asthana-Mandapa 
of the L.N.temple9proper left of the western gate 9
Simhacalam »
/  -  '  -1 0 m ?  Sri ? subhamastu / Bira Sri • . . . .  .desvara• •
Nabakoti Karnata Kalabaragesvara . . .  kundudeba Maharaja-
hkara I I Anka srahi / |<akada di I2( ?) duti. Budhabare
pariksa
2 • • • . Mahapatre(hka) adhikare KalingaraC?) Raja (?)
— il>Mahapatra(hka) adi(s)tane beharane pariksa parakaranai * * • • •
pane a parakarana thSi b hi ana / par amesvar anka Mukundudeba
raja-
3 nkara data / Tala-Jiara . . . . . . . . .  koti • ku
karai Tala-Jiara la • Goti Naeka mulem / se / • . adae^• % %
kari?da?ka JJSXX ri?0(Zero)/ • • 12 .
* *
4 bar at ana ma 12 • baratana k a ( ? ) .......... ' . . . . .
• • . • kari sa ta 150 xhiteka ba $. • • .bhiana• »
dandapat a-ab adana-kaudirum • • • *
5 ehi baratanaku dilara . • cara ? .......... kari dela
. . . .  .Bedaragada gra 1 ehaku • . • ra data ta 1 lekhae
6 • . kari bhogaru . . . . . .  danakari dela / e . •
• • • • • •  lagikarau thiba
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The Tamil version of Serial No* 1 
(Inscribed on the same stone vhich contains the Oriya text) 
For referrence cp* S* No* 1
1 Svasti Sri Vira Na 16 cu vatina mada* 140 urn im♦
2 r as imhadevakku yant(u) 17 140 um kutate /i-
2 2 • - "
3 H(?)avatu Kartti(k)ai 18 valokaprapti pannina vi-
4 mas at til krsna s apt ami 19 da vitattu i a—t—Tapacce
5 Ravivaramumana Vanan 20 kavarttikalulcu anavit attu iva
6 Sri Kittivasatt i 1 Sidhe— 21 rukkum Durggabhattarkum rasi 
✓ t _
7 svar amadhatt ilja ap ar a j a 22 maitramaka yivaivara kaiyyile
8 munikal Durggabhattarku 23 dharapurvvamaka immadai 100• * » ' * SmJ
9 immadhattil Vaghramara 24 40 um ilantu ivara mamanar-• •
10 vil bhumi 12 vatti Periya25 ana Utt are svar a-Nayakkar% • ■—
11 Narasimhadevan iSkada- 26 pakkal tanacu vankina ma-
12 sa Rudra prityarttham-a 27 ifcai 10 um nel 30 pottiyum ta
j * *13 ka Mahesvara bh.o janam?pa—28 pa mfltbattu k^keiitu?iva—1 « • • \ » ' •
14 nnivikka kkututta bhumi 29 ra kaiiiyyile nirvarttatu *• • ' <w
15 panayamaka vaittu ttani-
( On another side of the stone slab)
( to be read from top to bottom in the original )
3& 1 V(I)ra Narasimhadevarku ayurarogyaaisvaryitham— ^ # maka munru mandalattille pi- <
3 I 2 rant a madhamadatt ila samprad^amayacaravankalaria
*
tapasikal biksal • *
32 5 pannakkadavatu idukku saksi adityacamdravanila ityadi (/)
vy» U. IO 3<*rwi( <vv*
-f°T 
Appendix No* I 
Telugu version of Serial No. 9 •
S.1.1.Vol. V,No. 1180 (A.H.No.299 of 1896)
On the loth. pillar(east face) in the Tiruchuttu
mandapa, Srikurman,T-Chicacolet Dist-V±sagapatam( after 1936)
✓ -  _1 Vira Sri Harasimhyadevaakara vijayarajya sabvatsa-
2 rambulu 1324 agunnemti Fusya sukla paurnnami Ca-
— •* . / ** 3 «• ** » «3 mdravarananu Kasyapagotrulaina ViBnudasa Upadhya-
4 - _ _ 54 yala manumamdu Prayaga Upadhyayala koduku Ka-
- - ” _ 6 -5 limga vyapari Ladde Surathanu tammumdu Hesidasa Na-
# ' 7 8 .  # ; 96 yumdu tamaku ayur aro gy aai svary abhivr ddhiganu
-  -T s -  -  -7putrapautrabhivrddhiyumganu Sri Kurmmanathuni sannidhini a-
.T - * _ io - -
8 camdrarkka sthayamganu akhamdadipamunaku Dirgasi Pola Bo—
; - ii - *' ~ 12 ? ^ j9 yarndu Palla Boyamdu viri gocarananu pettina gorya-
i3  14 15 # * 16. * •10 lu 100 imdulaku neyi nitya adyamti lekkanu emdadi-
17 - ■ is 19 * -11 kini nalgu putlu pamdum lekkanu Sri Kurmmarayani nagara-
-  2012 nu pravesamu ceyamgalaru i dammamu Tirupati
13 Sri Vaisnava raksa ^/)_____ v  »»_________ * __________________________________ «*•______
*The figure of a horse with a saddle and the Telugu numeral
4 above it, are engraved at ithe bottom of this inscription?
plate of theIn the Qriya version the mark resembling Qriya • above the 
figure of the horse with a saddle may represent the figure
of a man. In L*1 the gen*pl*suffix -mkara is Qriya;Cp*S.I.I.
Vol*IVf No* °\eg (an inscription of KapileSS2Eadeva) % N o  \3blL, 
1 years,2 in the yr.,3 who is of the K.gotra,4 grandson,
5 son,6 younger brother,7 Nayaka,8 for himself,9 ganu=for,
10 for,11 of both,12 placed,13 rams,14 for the purpose,15 
ghee,16 in measure,17every yr.,18for,19ten,20they should 
make.
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Serial No* 15 
A Canarese inscription of Virabhadra*
(containing a part of the text of his Telugu-Oriya inscr.cp*S.No .45B;
Epigraphia CarnaticaCMysore Archaeological Series) ,Vol*XI,
(year 1903),No*107 (Page 127,Canarese text on P*17!?^)
On a stone at Malebennnru,Talug-Davanagere,District-
Chitaldroog, Mysore*
Date-A*D* 1516*
(cp*L*5 & L*s 13-16 of the following with 45B)
1 namastunga( * ^
, Svasji /_ /2 kI/ j NSri jayabhyudaya Salivahana Saka varusa
3id&St 1438 neya Yiva samvatsarada Karttika su 12 sulu/Sri. * *
4 ••pati Sri Purusottamasvamiya divyacarananedisya******
*• > _ / «5 va parama-Mahesvara parama-Vaisnava jagalmulakaranaSriPuru* * * t
6 ra Durgaputra trayi-samuddharana vasumdharawa • ka*.*
7 « yyarvamsavalam^bastambhana darmmaraksanayika. •« mu-
8 laparakrama dani •••••«• narapati-caritanum. • •
9 *navasadvani*. janavisranaka* vadavacanapratisamapa*•
10 * s apt amgapr a j a j anas amt ap ab amdhana s anmit r a-hr day anaj^ da
f Vaiva*-
11 .ta-Manu-vamsa-parakrama Yk^aku-kula-pradipa-Ramacamdra-
caritala*
12 karikalakamnyayyadi-biruda-virajita Kabalesvara Maharaja
/  -  __ _  —13 • Srima.. • *bhattaraka rupa-Narayana niranta. • *vidya
14 abhinava-Parasurama jitari samara-nisamka ranaramga Dravil
, - mamdale-15 i svara nava-K andarp avat ar a mahanubhava Gajapati orl
Prataparudra - Ma / _
16 aharayana kumara Sri Virabhadra Maharayaru Maliyabimnnu-
♦This welltamontt known sloka (cp*the beginning of HarsacaritaK» 
is inscribed in L#l&in L*2 up to svasti *
Appendix Serial No • IS (contd*)
» / _ ✓ / —17 ra simeya maduveya-sumkava bittukotta damrma-sasana Sri
18 Krusna Raya Maharayaru sukha-saii&adha-vinodadim ra-
«• ' K P—19 dyam geyutiddali nammma nayakatanake valisida Maliya
• *
20 bemnnuru simea kaluvali Idmgadahalliya-simeya volagagi• « » 4 \  *
21 nammma aramanege Saluvamtha maduveya sumkavanu Sri Krusna
22 raya Maharayarigevu nammma tamde Sri Prataparudra Ma-
^  _  __ _  „
23 harayarigevu namagevu dhamrmavagabekemdu Sri Krusna Ra-* v- • # f
24 ya Maharaya nirupadimda vutthana-dvadasi-punya-ka
25 ladali acamdrarkka sthayiyagi nadeyalimdu sar^amamnyaveT
26 gi bittevu yi darmmakke (*)
• »
29 yemdu bitta maduveya
30 sumkada darmma-sasana/danapalanayormadbye danat chreyo
31 nupalanam danat svargamavapnoti palanadacyutam padam% • %
32 svadattam paradattam va yo hareti vasumdharam sastivarsaC sa)• • • , » * *
33 hasrani visthayam jayate krimi //svadattad (d)vigunam punyam 
34- paradattanupalanam ftrSafasrsrjSngfa J£a ti svadattam nihphalam
mam v  -u33 bhavet // yi-dharmmake sahayavada Bemnnura ••«••• Narasa
36 **yidake mukhyarada Bemnnura* • ♦ stalada Hadadeya kulkaranika
37 volagada kulambiya-Dodi-Gomda Ku.***# Malli-Gomda Nitura-Ba« « »- • * •  • 1 «
38 rama-Gomda Bemnnura-Suri-Setti-Yolagada gaunda-prajegalu
% /I " V- tammo39 lu yekastaragi madidamta darmma-sasana yidake aruatu pida
§40 rut a mma t ay ig e alu pidavaru yl-sasanava tivida silpi#Yiraja /  ^ , Sri—4^L_Sri-Sri-:_______________________________________________________________________
♦Usual final phrasea are inscribed in the gap from L*26 toL*29*
The transcript of the inscrip* is mainly based on the Canarese
text of the journal referred to*6mend part of it in the light of S#No*45B. t\>. s a 3% tv, ho. 13 %
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PART III
A Royal charter recording gift of a 
golden staff*
HailJ On Saturday, the fifth day of the bright 
fortnight (of) the month of Tula (during) the 15th year 
of the victorious reign of Sri Anantavarmadeva, the 
destroyer of the pride of many a foe at the front of the 
battle, whose great prowess lies in the strength of his 
(own) arms, who is like a pillar that supports the Ganga 
dynasty, this is the settlement of the (Royal) charter, 
granted as a favour, in respect of the festive gathering 
at Urajam.
Be it known in respect of Polakhi and Urajam. It 
was due for enjoyment on the part of the people, three 
shares being of Polakhi and one share being of Urajam.
He granted a golden staff with a handle made of .......
to ......during .......  so that at the (festive) gather­
ing of Urajam the (festive) gathering of Polakhi may not 
obtain *........
Vallabha Bhala engraved this command (i.e. completed 
the engraving of this charter) on the 7th (tithi), at the 
place of the assembly in the auspicious presence of (the 
deity?) ....... Saka era 933.
st of villages of the Madras Presidency, Madras, 1933.
P. 212 Polaki, P.214 Urajam.
For the script of this inscription cp:- E.l. IV, P.183
S.l. Ill, P.220 Ind. Antiquary XVIII, P.168.
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SERIAL NO* A
S K K I A L  M O .  1 .
✓A royal endowment to a Math for feeding the St^vlte 
saints of Co$a, Fa£$ya Jlancl countries, its mortgage, 
pfl^t-payment and redemption due to waiver*
411
Ohrt| Hall j On Sunday, the 7th of the dark fortnight 
(of the month of) Karttika, (in the) year) SamvatXXH, during 
the victorious and prosperous reign of Sri Vira Nera- 
Narasimha Deva*
In regard (samaijidhe) to the Baghamara land, measuring 
twelve L$atis (240 acres) of Siddhesvara MathMwhich was 
granted) for offering of food (in charity) in honour of the 
Eleven Kudras and to wish long life to the Great Narasiipha 
Deva, Taparaja Mahamuni executed a mortgage in favour of 
Durga bhatta Acarya (and) he took one hundred and fifty 
m&gthas (75 tolas) of gold from Uttaresvara Nayaka* He - 
Taparaja Mahamuni - paying off 10 madhas of gold and tnirty 
pautis of paddy (rice) - both this paddy and gold - through 
Durga Bhatta to UttaresVara Nayaka made an account or 
calculation* Calculating this money and this paddy and 
gold as capital and Interest it became (altogether) one 
hundred and eighty (160) madhas (due from Taparaja)*
A M  f>2,
W 0 . \ ( C cnrs ek J
When Taparaja Muni attained Siva (i.e. died)9 Tapa 
Cakravarti became the head of the Matfca (lit. master 
of the place)* When Durga bhatta Acarya heard of the 
rasi (Zodiacal sign or the planetary conjunction) at 
the time of birth) of Tapa Cakravarti and of Durga 
Bhaffa Acarya (i.e. of his own), he became friendly 
(towardshim)as they were of the same rasi (i.e. were 
born at the time of the same planetary conjunction).
Durga bha£ta Scarya offered (libation of) water 
in the hands of Tapa Cakravarti (transferring) this 
bajjhamara land of twelve vatis the usufruct of which 
was due to be enjoyed until the amount of one hundred 
and eighty madhas was cleared off (lit. made up - 
kallake)•
This (charitable) offering of food in honour of 
the bleven Rudras should be made for wishing long life 
to the illustrious Vira Nara Rarasimha Deva. This 
(offering) is the offering for the hermits who being 
born in the three countries of Cola, Papaya and Kanci 
and entering the monastic life in all sorts of Mathas 
have become pure in conduct (acarabanta).
May that offering for the hermits endure as long 
as the sun and moon (endure).
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Institution of •Nisatikabhanu-bhoga1. 
(Endowment for offering food to the deity for long 
life of King Nisankabhanu.)
S.I.I. VI. 720.
SERIAL NO. 2.
On Sunday, the eleventh day of the dark fortnight 
of Makara, the Samasta year 8 (?) of King Vira Sri 
Bhanudeva, during the tenure of office of Bhuvanananda 
Mahapatra, steward (pariksa) of the province (dandapata) 
of Kalinga and Sandhivigrahika and also of Hariharananda 
Mahapatra, steward (pariksa) of Kalinga and Sandhivigrahika 
and in the presence of all chiefs and leaders, the
1.
Nisa rlkabhanu offering was instituted for the Amrta-man&hi 
of the deity Sri Narasimhanath, with a desire for the long 
life of the King:- 1
4* Rice (atinca) or cakes (arise)
4 Baghala?
4 Large sweets (Korabada)
1 Jeuta fruits (Jeuta (gha) lu ladika, phalu, etc.)
1 Water (pani) - jar (panl Kalisi)
5 Betel-leaves (panubidiya)
5 Betel-nuts (guvago)
1. AflBrJfta-manahi - nectar food.
2. Jeuta - a tree bearing sourish edible fruits like
mango-steen. Bhasa-kosa.
1 Long garland (Domdamnla)
2 Smell plate and dipper (Patrlpala)
1 A jar for sandelpaste mixed with camphor 
1 A coarse chawri witn three strands, 
for all this (there is supplied) one shelf. 
All this (is) also for daily offering*
No. 1 .
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Grant of two villages by a Kalinga-iPariksa 
for erecting and maintaining Mandapas for deities*S.I.I. VI. 940
SERIAL NO. 3.
a.Haili On Saturday, the 4th day of the dark half (fortnight) 
of Mithuna, Samvatsa (- Jlnka?) year 13 of the victorious
b. reign of Sri Vira Narasimha Deva; there is given by
Jogesvara deva Jena, the steward of Kalinga, and thefor
steward of offerings of Sri Jalesvara/erecting the 
Jagannatha pavilion (Mandapa) of the place of Jihara and 
the Siradvara* pavilion (Mandapa) of the (holy) place of 
god Visnu.
c. Consent (is given) of Vapa (father) of Tadito and of
all the Nayakas including the people of their own village.
In the presence (thauna) of all these people of 
Kalinga (namely) the headman (of the village) (maji) the 
officer in charge of charitable endowment with measuring 
staff, the manager, the governor of the great province 
(Mahamandala), the three boy-servants (bala-lenka), the 
seven officers of charitable endowment or land and the 
principal servants - and in the cognisance of all these 
(there is given) the remuneration of gold - the lease­
hold income due from all the Oriyas (included) in 
Oddapalli and Etarapalli, belonging to Tadito.
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The interest of this gold is for these two 
pavilions (Maudas). May the pavilions (tfandas) last 
for all times* o|No^t.u.Va
The lease of sll the Nayakas, the interest of
*\that gold, the Jagannath Mends and the Mauda of the 
place of Vairavappe - may these lest for all times* 
Consent (is given) of ell the people of these villages* 
May this interest of the gold last as long as 
there is god Narasin&hanath, as long as (their?} years 
last, as long as these Ti llages (lest)*
If people take them away then all the good deeds 
performed by them will go to destruction* The water 
(libation) which they offer to their parents may not 
be fruitful* (na saphala hoijibaka)*
May the deity Sri Narasinj^hanath be a witness to this* 
(Then the imprecatory Sanskrit slokas)*
Gift of gold for the burning 
of a lamp and incense.
(HailJ) On Thursday, (the third ?) of the dark
fortnight of the month of Jyestha?, (in the year)
during the victorious reign of the illustrious Vira
Narasimhadeva there is provided four madhas (of gold)
by the town magistrate? for ••••.«•
Leaving two madhas for (the offering of) the lamp
and incense the remaining two macLhas  .....
•#
He who takes away or causes to be taken away this 
endowment commits an act of faithlessness against the 
deity Madhukesvaradeva,
£
SERIAL NO. 4
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A privet© endowment for offering of food 
to the deity.
(S.I.I. V. 1213. Ls. 7-21)
SERIAL NO. 5,
On Sunday, the 7th day of the dark fortnight of 
Karkataka, in the 4th samvats (- Anka) year of the 
victorious reign of Pratapa Sri Vira naranarasim.ha 
Deva, during the tenure of office of Nara simh Dasa,Pande 
the steward of offerings, there is given by Kuppi 
Sahassmalla for (sacred) offering after the midday 
3 plates of rice 
10 flakes of cake 
22 round cakes (of black-gram)
1 Papua,(a cake made of split pulse )
1 Panukatu, a kind of cake.
For the enduring of this sacred offering as long 
as the sun and the moon endure, he paid to the Treasury 
40 Ganda(-madhas)
2 plates (for putting the offerings) 
visas of 4
4/Bell-metal, (weighing/Visas )
1 Pit-jar for drawing water from the Tub of the 
brass idol
2 Viccu’s? 1 ) * UaUs <+
) so-:, hi-i r.f ut^ r.-eil.s *
2 Kal^vyas? ) 2. Ckury\t»icj sfi c |< j
1. v c t-St-S CL. P. U~t h , T.T)
2 . k P. 163
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No* 5 p•Pm
25 Cows (for an undying lamp) and on© more (cow)
as a present.
Prom these offerings
1# For Visnu in charge of toilet (mandana)• *
(a) Rice, measuring 1 kunea
(b) 15 <cakes of black gram per month.
2. For the Vaisnava assembly?
(e) Rice, measuring 1 kunea
(b) 15 cakes of black gram per month.
3. For the partyYof the head of the establishment
(a) Rice, measuring 1 kunea
(b) 2 cakes of black gram per month.
4. For the two cowherds of the Prakarana(establishment) 
(a) Rice, measuring 1 kunea.
5. and for the Prakarana of Kalinga......
Gift of 100 Cattle etc, for the upkeep of 
two undying lamps,
S.I.I.V. 1156.
On Thursday, the XIth day of the bright half of '
Mesa, in the Samvatsara (Jftnka .?) year 12 of the 
victorious reign of the illustrious (sri) Vira Bhanu- 
deva, during the tenure of office of the officer (Patra)
Sri Purusottamadeva Jena, the steward of Kalinga and 
(also) the steward of offerings of Srikurmma; in the 
presence of all the leading men Including the Council 
of five and others, by Narayana Jena, the chief of this 
village Tulasi there are given to the deity Sri Kurmmanath, 
one hundred cows for the sake of two undying lampsi to 
be given by the temple daily:
1. For the food and salary of this cowherd 6 raanas of rice,
2, For the share of the gardener Kanhai, including food
and salary, 2 mahas and 1 kunca of rice.
3, For the share of Narayana 2 manas and 2 adas of rice.
4. For. thi. ijodjy- -rfceiT*kof^1
•: . thi s * -ory. 1 mana of rice.
For the total of six* he made an entry of 50 ganda 
madhas of gold, in form of Padmanidhi to the treasury of 
the deity Sri Kurmmanath.
So be it as long as the sun and the moon last.
■ •
1 l < a £ o c  '  <^<a<xtcL P. 3 7 / , T 7 ) . j  c y w j e t  z b o J L y  P. < © 3 JL T  2)
SERIAL NO* 6.
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Translation of a Copper-plate inscription of 
Nrsimhadeva IV (A.D. 1384) recording the grant of 
a~village to a Brahmin (a Mahapatra). (The passage 
about the grant only, mostly the Oriya portion.)
Vide J.A.S.B. vol. LXIV. part I. P.149 (1895)
SERIAL NO, 7.
On the expiry of 1305 years of the Saka Era (lit. 
King) when the blessed King Nrsimhadeva, adorned with
the titles such as the Lord of 14^’ worlds, etc., was
*(after preyers) at the Gracious Feet, occupying auspici­
ously the throne in the Kanyamandapa (i.e. the pavilion 
adorned with the carved figures of maidens) in the inner 
palace at Varanasi-kataka at the time of . . . .  
on Sunday, the 13th day of the bright half of the month 
of Caitra, . -during the 8th current Anka year of his own 
reign, and when there were in attendance
1. Gadesvara Jena - the Dvare-pariksa,
2. Landu Sandhivigraha - the attendant in chief (Budha
Lenka),
3. Mahapatra Narendra Cakravarti - the Peurapariksa
(town superintendent) and treasurer,
4. Mahapsfcra Naraharidasa Praharaja (the donee),
5. Mahapatra Sripati Mangalaraja, 
he (the King) addressed as follows:
1. Lord of 14 kinds of wealth acc. to M.M.C. but 
ep. No. 8.
"Paura Sri Karana Svapnesvara Mahasenapati and Vaidya
MahasenapatiJ We shell grant hy (our) seal by means
of a chartered proclamation to Naraharidasa Praharaja,
the village Kinari, (situated) in the northern part of
Kalambho, after marking the boundaries on the four sides,
under the name of Vi j aya-Narasimhapura1
Vijaya-Narasimhapura is the name of the village
Kinari, (situated) in the northern part of Kalabho*
We grant the village as demarcated on the authority
of the Purah Sri Karana Vaidya Mahasenapati, the village
which is valued altogether 900 madhas (-^ tolas) of gold
including the 450 madhas which is the value of the land
lying to the proximity of Rautapada1’ and the 450 madhas
which is the value of the land lying to the proximity of 
1.Candola and which includes the value of the (standing) 
crops*
The eastern boundary of this village (is as follows)
1. Beginning from half of the Vadakankadadanda (which is 
a part) of Bibada-Soladanda (lying) to the west of the 
temple of god Kapilesvara of the village Malse;
2. Including the western half of Soladui (Solatank) of 
village Adala and half of Kankada-lunda danda;
1* Rautapada and Candola are parts of the village 
Kinmari which is surrounded by 14 villages*
3# And including the boundary up to the half of the 
dsnda to the north (uttara) of the wild woodland of 
village Guapadi.
The southern boundary
1. (Beginning from) half of the Danda lying to the 
north of the wet land of Alanda viali (a kind of paddy) 
in the area (lit. circle) of village Bhakharasahi.
2. (Beginning from) half of the highroad to the north 
of the village Vathapada.
3. Beginning from the stone pillar for boats and the 
Kadamba tree on the embankment, which is the dividing 
boundary (lit. at the junction of two boundaries) of 
the vill©ge Vasakhanda.
4. Up to half of the river Gali to the north of the 
village Lankavada.
5. Up to the eastern embankment of the riverside ditch 
of watery moss of village M(u)kulunda.
The western boundary:-
1. (From) the large banian tree of the Kona embankment 
(or embankment at the corner) of Patua-channel which is 
to the east of the village Mukulunde.
2. Beginning from half of the site of the field which is 
the junction of two boundaries, lying to the east of 
village Vokana.
No. 7. p.3.
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3. (From) the western bank of Khajuria Channel of village 
Ssnghads, including the boundary up to half of the high­
road, which is at the junction of two boundaries lying to 
the east of the site of this village.
Northern boundary:-
1, Beginning from half of the Kankada-jflda which is to the 
ivsouth of hlatapur-Sasana, (the boundary extends) up to half
of the Danda, belonging to (or included in) Alaksepada, which
is to the south of village Balapur and up to the embankment 
nnof Rondoidajfde, lying to the south of Attahasa-pura Sasana,
Thus, marked by the four sides, there is the village 
situated in the middle of the northern part of Kalambho, 
valued at 900 madhas. The King has granted the village Kimnari, 
called by the name of Vijayanarasimhapur to Naraharidasa Praha­
raja, for the sake of his long life and for the increase of his 
health, wealth and empire, the village with land and water, 
fish and tortoise, plants and forest, sand and building-sites, 
after making it immune from taxation up to the existence of 
the Sun and moon*
(The closing Sanskrit portion has not been
translated,)
/iL>
Royal grant of two villages to a Brahmin (A,D* 1395)
Piste VI, obv. lines 19-24,
On the expiry of thirteen hundred and sixteen years 
of the Saka Era (lit. King) on Tuesday, the eleventh day 
of the bright fortnight of Vrscika, during the 22nd
current Anka (year) of his own reign, when the blessed
King Vira Nrsimhadeva adorned with titles such as the
Lord of fourteen worlds etc., was, after prayers at the
Gracious Feet, occupying auspiciously (bijaya samaye)....
in the inner palace at Varanasi-kataka and when there were*
with him in attendance
1, Mahapatra Krsnananda, the Sandhivigrahika
2. Mahapatra Landu Ratha ....
3, Mahapatra Gopinatha, the Sandhivigrahika
4, Patra Bhuvanananda, the Sandhivigrahika
5. Patra Siddhesvara Jena
6. Trivikrams, the Dvarapariksa and the Sandhivigrahika.
7.......   the Commander (senadhyaksa).
(The king) announced with the cognisance of Visvanatha 
Mahasenapati, the Srikarana "with (our) royal seal and 
hands (we would grant) land to Devaratha Acarya,”
SERIAL NO, 8.
•••• for the land measuring thirty ’vatie1 (600 acres) 
During the same reign, on Thursday, the 7th of the 
dark fortnight, the 2nd day of Vrseika in his 22nd Anka 
year, at the time of his auspicious presence, after prayers 
at the Gracious Feet, in camp at Devakuta when, by his side, 
there were (in attendance)
1. Mahamuni, the priest and official
2. Trivikrama, the Dvarapariksa and sandhivigraha
3. Somanatha Vahinipati, the attendant in chief (Buddha lenka)
4. Narahari, the Sandhivigraha and the officer in charge of
the palace storehouse and treasury.
(The King) announced (as follows) with the cognisance of 
Visvanatha Mahasenapati, the Pura-srikarana, 
r,Seal bearer, we shall grant to Devaratha Acarya land, as 
a ‘sasana* measuring one hundred vatis (2000 acres) com­
prised .in the two villages Saiso and Daksina Radasoa which 
lie in the district of Madanakhanda of Kosthadesa and 
Athakhanda.
This year on Saturday, the eleventh day of the dark fort­
night (corresponding to) the Sankranti of the month of Mina, 
at the camp of Narayanapura when the King was auspiciously 
returning after offering prayers at the Gracious Feet and 
when there were in attendance
4 2 6
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Plate VI, reverse lines 1-5.
1* Somanatha Vahinipati, the attendant in chief (Buddha lenka)" *
2. Bhuvanesvara, the Sandhivigraha.
3# Laksmsnananda, the Sandhivigraha.
4. Narahari, the Sandhivigraha and the officer in charge
of palace storehouse or treasury.
The King decreed the inscribing (of the charter) with the 
cognisance of
5. Trivikrsma, the Dvarapariksa and Sandhivigraha.
In the same month, there was the following decisive 
decree (of His Majesty) in the presence of Mahapatra 
Gatesvara (?) dasa Sri-candana, the Purapariksa (the 
superintendent of the town?)
,fSe8l bearer, we shall grant to Devaratha Acarya a tax free 
estate surrounded by boundaries on the four sides, consis­
ting of the two villages Saiso and Daksina Radasao with 
the temple and temple land of god Ugresvara in the middle 
in Kosthadesa.
Plate VI, reversejlines 11-20.
The village Saiso (is) in Odamolo Madanakhanda.
(Of this, we grant) three hundred and twenty-two madhas 
worth of share of crown property (Kotha-byapara) including 
the income from the crop.
In accordance with the demarcation effected by 
Visvanatha Senapati, the purasrikarana and Mathi Nayaka^tfce
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Padihatha': .the eastern boundary of the village (is as 
follows)
Beginning from half of the Candraprabha danda (lying) 
to the west of Bhagavati pura Sasana, the boundary (extends) 
up to the ‘Hijala1 (a kind of tree) of the pond Podapoda to 
the east corner of the village Bangariso.
The northern boundary 
Beginning from half of the ‘danda1 (lying) to the north of 
Cidicidivati and to the south of village Bangariso and 
beginning from half of the cattle path lying at the junction 
of the three roads of Brahmana vati, the boundary extends 
up to half of the stream (soi) which is a branch of the 
river Baingani.
The western boundary 
Beginning from half of the bed (soi) of the river Bai^nia, 
to the east of village Radasao, the boundary (extends) up to 
half of the cattle path of Kucia ghai (lying ) to the south- 
corner of the mango-grove on the river bank belonging to
Gopinathepur Sesanon the other side of the river.A
The southern boundary:-
or ?Beginning from half of the cattle path (gohara haragau)*
flying) to the north of Gopinathapur, the boundary (extends) 
up to the northern bank of the river, (including) half of 
the cattle path lying at the junction of three (fields) of 
Bhagavatipur Sasana and Gopinathapur Sasana.
No. 8. p.4.
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Thus demarcated on four sides (there) is one village*
Plate VI, reverse lines 20-26.
In the same district (visaya), there is Radasao*
(We grant) the share of the value of 127 madhas (of gold) 
of the Purusottamaprasada palace of Majhigada (central 
fort area) including the income from the crops* In 
accordance with the demarcation effected by the same person; 
the eastern boundary of this village (is as follows)
Beginning from half of the bed of the Baingania 
river (lying) to the west of village Saiso, the boundary 
(extends) up to half of Rakatapata Danda (which is) to the 
south of the Temple land.
Northern boundary 
Beginning from half of the Raktapata Danda (lying) to the 
south of the Temple land, the boundary (extends) up to 
half of the bed of the river Barago (mod* Bhargavi).
Western boundary 
Beginning from half of the bed of the river Barago (lying) 
to the east of Vijayalaksmipur^ the boundary (extends) up
nto half of the cattle path, lying below the Sudunaghai
bank (embankment) of Gopinathapur Sasana*♦
Southern boundary 
The boundary extends up to half of the bed of Baing&nia 
river (beginning from; half of the cattle path to the west 
of the mango grove on the side of the river  lying to
No. 8. p.6. 
the north of Gopinathapur Sasana.
• Thus demarcated on four sides there is one village.
Plate VI, reverse lines 26-28 
and two words in line 1 of 
Plate VII, obv.
To the 30 vatis of land, as settled by the royal 
charter ( ) belonging to the temple of god
Ugresvar^ situated in this district, according to the 
demarcation effected by the same (person).
The eastern boundary of this village is as follows 
Beginning from the Baingania river to the west of village 
Bsgariso, the boundary (extends) up to half of the cattle 
path on the river bank to the east of village Balia.
The northern boundary 
Beginning from Bohala Danda at the head of the cornfield 
to the south of village Balia, the boundary extends up to 
half of tiie river Barago.
Plate VII, obv. lines 1-5.
The western boundary:- 
The boundary (extends) up to half of the bed of the river
Barago next to (or east of) Vijaya-Lakshmipur Sasana.
The southern boundary;- 
The boundary (extends) up to half of the Rakatapata Danda 
(lying) to the north of village Radasao.
Thus demarcated on four sides there is one village.
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This is the deed of the grant bestowed on Devarath<x 
Acharya, made permanent up to the existence of the sun 
and moon, of the Sasana, demarcated on four sides with
No* 8* p*7.
water, fish and tortoise, plants and forests in the area, 
surrounded by the boundaries on the four sides of land 
measuring 30 vatis and of land valued at 449 madhas 
belonging to these three villages#
together with the land and water, the fish and tortoise, 
the trees and forests, sand and building sites, surrounded 
by the boundaries on the four sides as recorded (above) 
and situated in Dist# Madanakhanda of Odamolo - these two 
villages after making them tax-free as long as the sun and 
the moon last, the illustrious (Kind) Narasimha Deva Varma
Sarma, the Reader of a part of the Kanva recension of the 
Yajur Veda# May there by blessing.
As a part of this Sasana, (-©ttr share? is granted) to
Narahari Sandhibigraha, the keeper of the Copper (plate)
which is his prescribed share as a Mshajana (Elder) of this
village# Half of this belongs to Gurudasa Senapati, the 
engraver of the copper (plate)•
the temple of Ugresvara in the middle, including land and
Plate VII, obv# lines 5-9#
The village Saiso and the village Daksina Radasao^*
bestowed on the Brahmin DevarathCL
trtnc.
1# Besides the villages granted, five other villages are 
mentioned in describing the boundaries*
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A merchants gift of 100 goats for the upkeep of an
undying lamp.
SERIAL NO. 9,
Success, Adoration to Ganesa.
In the Samvatsara called Sarvadhari, during the Samvat 
(year) 1459 and the Saka year 1525, at the township of 
Patana(ura), Risi Dasa (who is) the great grandson of Vyasa 
Upadhya(ya), the grandson of Visnudasa Upadhya(ya), the son 
of Paigu (Prayaga) Upadhya(ya) and the brother of Kalinga 
merchant Ladajiu isuratana (ha$ given an undying lamp to the 
Kurmaksetra.
The feet of Kurmanatha (are) my refuge. The feet of 
Narasimha (are) my refuge. May there he blessing.
(West face)
In the presence of these two - Gopala Bhoi and Pall a 
Bhoi - of Dirghasi, he gave 100 goats. For this purpose 
(or to this place) ghee should be given daily at the measure 
of one ada. Every year entry should be made to the founda­
tion of the deity Kurmanatha at the rate of four ‘putties1
_ /
and ten ‘manas* per year.
May Tirupati, the exalted Visnu protect this charity.
Gift of a Camara and provision for its use.
SERIAL NO. 10,
On Sunday, the full moon day of the bright fortnight 
of Caitra, the 33rd Anka year, in the victorious reign of 
Vira Sri Narasimha Deva, during the tenure of office of 
Gangadhara Dasa Praharaja Mahapatrs, the steward of 
Kalinga, there was given a white Camara with handle made 
of copper by his 1Sistu1 Ganda Sahasamalls, a chief of 
Kalinga and the steward of offerings of Sri Kurmanatha.
For waving (lit. holding) (the Camara) at both the 
incense ceremonies before the deity Sri Kurmanatha, he
provided for (the girl) Vo ;Surasani of Bhadrasani, belong-
\
ing to this holy place,
1 dish of rice daily from the establishment of the ton pie 
15 cakes per month 
30 betel leaves per month.
(He also) gave 10 acres of land to provide money for 
remuneration.
Making this endowment permanent as long as the sun 
and moon exist, he gave a Padmanidhi - 12 Gandamadhas to . 
the treasury of Sri Kurmanatha.
May this rice and cake, betel and remuneration be 
enjoyed and be permanent as long as the sun and moon 
endurei
1. 1** cf 'mn.OC^CL (w*
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SERIAL NO. 11.
A sovereign*s warning to vassal kings 
against misconduct.
No. 2 on the right side etc. of the L 
temple.
On Tuesday, the 9th of the dark fortnight corresponding to 
the Sankranti of Mithuna, Samasta Anka 3^ ear h, in the victorious 
reign of Maharaja Vira Sri Kapilesvara Deva, at the town of 
Krttivasa on the occasion of Worship inside (the temple) both 
Rajaguru Vasu Mahapatra and Bhuvanesvara Mahapatra came and 
caused to be inscribed:-*
In the presence of these two, it was ordered (as follows):- 
"The (vassal) kings that are in our kingdom, Orissa, listen! 
All should, working for the good of the (paramount) King, 
remain each on his good behaviour. (They) should not con­
tinue on the path of evil conduct. If any (of them) engage 
in what is not beneficial to the (paramount) King, he is 
to be banished from the kingdom and all his property 
confiscated.1
Bhitara puja abakasa may signify some ritualistic worship in 
the sanctuary of the temple.
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Royal remission of the duties on salt 
and cowry shells.
No* 3 on the left jamb of tne doorway 
leading to the Audience hell, Jagann&th 
Temple, Puri.
On Sunday, the day of the new moon of Dhanu, Samasta 
1anka year 4, in the victorious reign of Maharaja Sri 
Pratapa Kapilesvara Deva, at the time of beholding the 
Great God at the town of Sri Purusottaraa, Mahapatra Kakei 
Ssntara, Mahapatra J©leavers Sena Narendra, Mahapatra 
Gopin&tha Mangfilaraja, Menapatre Kesi Vidyadhara, Mahapatra 
Velesvera Praharaj©, Mahapatra Laksmana the chaplain, and 
Pattanayaka Damodare, the Mahasenapati, being present, in 
front of the holy feet of the Supreme Lord and with the 
cognisance of Pstra Aganisarma, the Keeper of the Seal and 
the steward of offerings, I the king) said,
nSeal-beererJ fre would inscribe on the door of the 
temple of God Sri Furusottama (the following)
•The tax payable on salt and cowries which is due to 
us on our kingdom of Orissa, I h?ve remitted, I have 
remitted, I have remitted.*
\he) who being a King, violates this, rebels against 
the deity Sri Jagannath."
SSBI.4L N0« 12.
1. The 4th anka, in tne total of tne victorious reign etc* 
(Ep. Ind. XIII, 12)
SERIAL NO. 131’
Endowment of a village by a Kalinga-Pariksa to provide 
offerings of food to the deity on Pausa-pournami.
On Wednesday, the 13th? of the bright fortnight of 
(the month of) VrsVLka, Samasta year 28 in the victorious 
reign of Maharaja Pratapa Kapilesvaradeva the illustrious 
hero, the illustrious Lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda 
( )| in the presence of the chiefs (beherana) during
the tenure of office of Mahapatra Sri Vira Sridasa (text - 
Biresidasa) Sanimigra (Sandhivigraha), the steward of the 
province of Kalinga and the son of Mallinatha Mahapatra of 
Bena ra s a-Kat aka .
There will be offering of food (bhoga-lagi) (to the 
deity) at the time of Avakasa on the occasion of the full 
moon day in the month of Pausa with the provision made by 
him (this) day 
2 pieces 
2 sarasarima?
4 cakes 
4 Puli (cakes)
4 arisa (cakes)
22 ..........
1 .....
2 ...........
22 ...cakes prepared from karpurakanti rice.
1. Cp. Serial No.18 which belongs to Samasta year 28.
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2 Inara (sweets)
2 betel-leaf 
5 betel-nut 
for all these there is the grant of land •••••
(Lines 20 to 24 are unreadable).
Lines 25 - 30.
....will be. This estate is (lit. has been granted) for 
the •bhoga1 (offering of food) for the great deity as 
prescribed above. He who takes this (endowment) away 
rebels against Sri Narasimhanatha. May (the deity) 
Naraslmhanatha protect this villageJ Sri, Sri, Sri.
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No. 13* p.2#
Royal gift of a village for the service 
of the deity Jagannatha
No. 2 on the right iamb etc. Jagannath temple,
Puri •
On Sunday, the day of the new moon (of) Mesa, Samasta Anka 
year 19, in the victorious reign of Maharaja Kapilesvara Leva, 
of great prowess, the hero, the illustrious Gajapati and the 
Lord of Gauda, during the auspicious presence (of the King) at 
the Warrior Repast, while encamping on return^at the city of 
Purusottama, after his victorious expedition against Malika 
Larisa (Malik Padshah, Sultan of Bengal?)9 after the prayer before 
(His Majesty1s) gracious feet of Raghudeva Narendra, the superin­
tendent of the treasury and Mahapatra, the (following) order for 
grant was issued
"I assign the estate Pundariksa Gopa’(or Pundari(ka)ksa gopa) 
for the use of the (deity) Sri Purusottama. ’Whosoever violates 
this, he rebels against the deity Jagannath."
Kelai IChuntia caused this inscription to be engraved.
SERIAL NO* I k
1. The grant of a village or an estate is more likely than the 
gift of a precious garment. There is a village Gopa in the 
Puri district.
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SERIAL NO. 15
(Incomplete)
On Monday, the 3rd of the bright fortnight of 
Simha, Samasta year 22 (?32) in the victorious reign 
of Maharaja Kapilesvaradeva, the powerful, the hero, 
the mighty Lord of elephants and the lord of Gauda, 
the steward of the province of Kalinga ...........
Note , ✓ ,  *(7 - s (KVa.
The letters 1satfa• (hundred) after Samasta in the 
inscription do not seem to be relevant in the context.
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Gift of cattle for providing a lamp 
and incense for the deity 
Madhukesvara (by a Pariksa of Athagarh)
Lines 5-10.
On Monday, the 13th of the bright fortnight of Mina, 
Samasta year 24, in the victorious reign of Maharaja 
Pratapa Kapilesvaradeva, the hero, the illustrious lord 
of elephants, the Lord of Gauda.
Lines 10 - 14.
Ramai Jens, the Pariksa of Athagada provided a herd 
of cows - a herd of milch cows - as a gift, up to their old 
age and death, in order to Institute the burning of a lamp 
and incense for the Holy deity Madhukesvaradeva.
Lines 14-15.
For this purpose, every year (there should be provided
....... ) as long a s ....
Lines 16 - 17.
that time, there will be great prosperity (jeje - jaya jaya?' 
Lines 17 - 19.
He who takes this away, commits an act of faithless­
ness against the Supreme God.
SERIAL NO. 16
44!
Endowment for providing offerings of food to
the deity.
SERIAL NO* 17
On Monday, the tenth day of the bright fortnight 
(of the month of) Tula, Samasta year 25 in the victorious 
reign of Maharaja Kapilesvaradeva (of great) prowess, the 
hero, the illustrious Lord of elephants, the lord of urauda, 
during the tenure of office of Mahapatra Hari Sricandana 
and during the term of office of uurudasa Jena, the steward 
of offerings; he provided offering of food (bhoga) for 
the Avakasa after the morning bath of the deity Sri 
Narasimhanatha.
2 sets round •enduri1 cake 
2 kuncas whitish (sweet) drink.
For this (he) provided (for) bhoga? - at the rate of Rs. 6 
per month (as) the dues of the Bhoga-pariksa.
The person who holding the office of a bhogapariksa 
takes this away - these four sacred offerings (lit. purities) 
along with that - is faithless to the deity Narasimhanatha.
May there be the pleasure of the deity Sri 
Narasimhanatha for this pious endowment (lit. piety).
4 4 2
Provision for the dancing girl and for two 
other maids of the temple#
SERIAL HO. 18
Samasta year 28 in the. victorious reign of 
Maharaja Kspilesaradeva, the mighty the hero, the 
illustrious Lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, 
during the tenure of office of Virasri (text - Bi*si) 
Mahapatra, the steward of the province of Kalinga and 
during the term of appointment of Dukhal Sasamala the 
steward of offerings of Jiara (there will be given) 
from the nine dishes of rice which are the dues of the 
steward
1. To this (?) Samodramankasani, the 
dancing girl for dancing daily 
before the great deity 2 dishes
2# To the flower girl 1 dish
These will work daily before (the image of) the
great god. The steward who takes sway these (dishe
1.of) rice rebels against god Narasimhanatha*
Total 3 dishes
!• or - will be false to*
Royal grant of a village to 140 Brahmins
(This is) for ? (paim) Belapali in the land (sthala) 
or territorial division of Medura1*; this is the gift of 
land accompanied by libation of water with a mark from the 
Royal Hand on the occasion of the full moon (purnnaKali »t •» »
pajirnnami) at Simhabrehala on the sands of the river 
2.Gautami \ after .dividing (the land) from the principal 
crownland in the fdandapataf of Anitobhogyama and in the 
division (khanda) of Karila.
The Sasanas of Jagesvarapura, Belamapura and Pratapa 
Kapilesvarapura are granted to Brahmins of different 
families (gotra) by Maharaja Pratapa Kapilesvaradeva, the 
hero, the illustrious Lord of elephants, the ruler of Gauda 
and the ruler of Nabakoti-Kamata and Gulbarga; dividing 
these three sasanas each into forty sharers and altogether 
into 120 shares and granting the village, together with 
the dry and wet land, (His Majesty) said: nDistributing 
(lit. measuring) the land of the village (among yourselves), 
you are to enjoy (the land along with) the produce (lit. 
paddy or rice) excluding the thirty-six kinds of demands
1. Meeur-a may read Mobura er may be a oorl-bel error fer 
Medura wM -eh may be taken as*”short form of Harigukameduri 
sima of the Skt. portion (cp^ verse No.11).
2* The grant is made on the bed of the river Godavari (Gautant 
but the village or the land is situated to the east of the 
confluence of the Krisna river with its tributary Veni, cp* 
the Skt. verses Nos. 11 & 12 of the grant in Telugu script.
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SERIAL NO. 18 A.
(i.e. taxation); as a Sarvamanya gift.”
444
No. 18 A. p«2«
Notes
For the last sentence cp. the penultimate Skt. verse
of the grant - "avedanani sattrimsa tyaktva kapilesvarah ...
grasanvitam gramam sarvamanyam sada akarot.”
sarbamainna may be translated as Altogether1 or it may 
be translated as !a Sarvamanya gift1.
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SERIAL HO. 19 
No* 3 on the Right jamb,......
The King’s vow before the deity Jagannath to bestow 
all his jewellery on Him and as much wealth as 
possible on Brahmins.
On Thursday, the 12th of the bright half of Karirata, 
Samasta Anka year 31 in the victorious reign of Maharaja 
Kapilesvara Deva of great prowess, the hero, the illustrious 
Lord of Elephants, the Lord of Gauda and the Lord of 
of) NaVakoti-Kamata and Gulbarga.
During his auspicious presence at the bathing pavilion 
at the Southern doorway or chamber, In the town of Holy 
Purusottama the (following) decree was issued for inscrip­
tion fl0h Jagannath, Thou knowest indeed all (things) of 
mine - (both) within and without. Whatever jewellery I 
have, that is Thine, whatever treasure (wealth) I possess, 
other than this, I shall bestow on Brahmins, as much as I 
can. Favour anyone with this kingdom (lit. -patdh of land). 
He (will be) my...... n
A womanfs gift for providing offerings of 
food to the deity.
S.I.I. VI. 793.
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SERIAL NO. 20
' On Thursday, the 10th of the bright fortnight of 
Makara, Samasta Anka year 32 in the victorious reign of 
Maharaja Kapilesvaradeva, the hero, the illustrious or 
glorious Lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the 
powerful, during the tenure of office of Mahapatra,
Gandadeva Rauta, the steward of the province of Kalinga 
and in the presence of the leaders of Kalinga, in the 
village of Pendoru under the authority of Mahapatra 
Bidhana Rautaray and belonging to Amh^ikarani Gandiya,v
the lady of the Jitakara country of the god Narasimhanath 
there are provided for the Kanduli1offering to god Narasiraha- 
natha
1 saskani coin - Biri (bleek gram)
12 saskani coins ? - Anna (rice) ?
pi both and all the Dhupas (the ceremonies of incense) 
provided by the leader (beharane) of Jiyyara,.......
He who takes (this) away and speaks otherwise, is a
traitor to Lord Narasimhanath. He who speaks otherwise, 
his family will become extinct. To this fact, may the holy 
god Narasimhanatha be a witness!
I. . 0\. l<ivycA
Provision for a tiara of flowers for the
deity.
On Sunday, the 11th day of the bright fortnight of 
Mithuna, Samasta year 33, in the victorious reign of 
Maharaja Kapilesvaradeva, the mighty, the hero, the 
illustrious lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, during 
the tenure of office of Lenka Udasa Behera (Venkatadasa 
Behera?), the steward in charge of the temples of Jiara, 
with the desire for the long life of Sumudradihu Jena 
(text - Jana) the administrator of the temple, there is 
provided a crown of flowers of five colours for the 
occasion of the incense-burning ceremony at night in the 
temple of god Narasimhanatha.
For this, the remuneration of the gardener .....
(is provided as follows)
He would be receiving one out of the three 'mudas1 
(balls) of rice, which are due to the administrator of 
the temple.
4 4 7
SERIAL NO. 21
May this pious endowment endure as long as the sun 
and moon. May Sri Vaisna~Va grant protection to this 
charity. He who causes this to be taken away, rebels 
against Narasimhanatha. Sri, Sri, Sri.
Note - One of the verbs in the last line is harai (causes to 
take away) which is most likely a scribal error for harai (takes away).
4 4 8
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SERIAL NO. 22 
Provision of food for a girl? for waving a Camara*
On Monday, the 7th (or 2nd) of the dark fortnight 
(corresponding to) the •Sankranti1 of Karkata, Samasta 
year 33 in the victorious reign of Maharaja Kapilesvara­
deva, the mighty, the hero, the illustrious lord of 
elephants, the Lord of Gauda, during the tenure of office 
of Le...dasa Behera (who is) the steward in charge of the 
temples of the territory of Jiara and during the appoint­
ment of Birudasa Kulua, the steward of offerings, there 
is provided by Vira Nayaka, the treasurer (Kostha-Karana)• 4 %
for (the purpose of) waving the Chowry ......
(She?) is to receive two dishes (lit. balls) of 
rice out of the rice provided by the treasurer.
May it last as long ss the sun and the moon last.
He who takes this away becomes a rebel against god 
Narasimhanatha.
SERIAL NO. 23 
Provision for a crown of flowers for the deity
A A S
On Thursday, the 10th day of the bright fortnight 
and the second day of Karkata?, Samasta year 33, In the 
victorious reign of Maharaja Kapilesvaradeva, the mighty, 
the hero, the illustrious lord of elephants, the Lord of 
Gauda, during the tenure of office of Lenka udasa Behera, 
the steward In charge of the temples of the territory of 
Jiara and during the term of office of Birudasa Khulua, 
the steward of offerings, with the desire for the long 
life of Lenka udasa Behera, Birudasa Kulua provided for 
god Sri Narasimhanatha a crown of flowers of five colours, 
which will decorate the Highest Lord (or the great god) 
throughout (lit. for) day and night during the (periods 
of) Avakasa.
For this, the remuneration is^at the rate of one 
dish of rice to (be given to) the gardener Makia Anatia 
(text - Anataa) out of the 8 dishes (mudas) of rice which 
are due to the steward of offerings.
May this pious endowment endure as long as the sun 
and moon. He who takes this away becomes a rebel against 
the Highest God.
4 5 0
The kingfs resolution before the deity Jagannatha 
to take disciplinary measures against his ungrateful 
nobles, infantry and cavalry.
No. 5 on the left side etc, Jagannath temple, Puri,
On Wednesday, the 4th of dark fortnight of Mesa, 
Samasta Anka year 35, in the victorious reign of Maharaja 
Kapilesvara Deva, of great prowess, the hero, the illus­
trious lord of elephants, the lord of Gauda -
”0h Jagannathi Thus prayth Thy servant. Through­
out the kingdom, I have maintained from childhood, these 
(feudal) lords (or nobles) including the infantry and 
cavalry. All of them have forsaken me, I shall deal 
with them (and) punish them each according to his desert. 
Oh Lord] Jagannath] do Thou judge this fact whether I 
am right or wrong (lit. my guilt or innocence),”
SERIAL NO. 24
Provision for offering of plantains? on the 
Ekadasi day .
On Wednesday, the 8th of .... Samasta Anka year 38
in the victorious reign of Maharaja Kapilesvaradeva, the 
mighty, the illustrious lord of elephants, the Lord of 
Gauda, during the tenure of office of Jalra Kumara-guru 
Mahapatra, the steward of the province of Kalinga and in 
the presence of the steward of offerings of god Narasim­
hanatha the principal 'nayaka1, the principal fpasaitaf,
........  the seal-bearer?, .... . pakadhiprakarana,
pakaprakarana, pravehorana, of the temple.
..... the Lower' Jiara territory of the great God....
This would continuejbig (plantains?) at the rate of 
four, medium sized at the rate of five and .... at the rate 
of ten. All will be sold by Kumuti (a man of the trading 
caste); at the rate of twenty plantains for each Dukani 
coin. This will be offered to god with pouring of water 
in Kumuti sahi whither the god will be taken in procession 
at the XIth day. All this will take place in the presence
of the steward of offerings....... . All this offering is
the endowment or provision of Kumaraguru Mahapatra. He who 
takes this away^(rebels against god Narasimhanath). May 
there be the approval of god Narasimhanatha in this.
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SERIAL NO. 25
452L
King's bequest of his precious jewellery for the 
service of the deity Jagannath (as promised in his 
31st Anka, cp. Serial No. 19)
No. IV on the left jamb, Jagannath temple.
SERIAL KO. 26
On Sunday, the 7th of the bright fortnight of Dhanu,
Samast year 41, in the victorious reign of Maharaja Sri 
Kapilesvara Deva, of greet prowess, the hero, the Lord of 
Nabakoti Karnata and Gulbsrga, the lord of elephants and 
the Lord of Gauda, the king kapilesvara, serving the lotus- 
feet of (the deity) Sri Purusottama Jagannath bequeathed 
out of devotion, the jewelled wrist-ornaments, the two 
jewelled conch-shell and discus for the Gracious Arms and 
the supply of gold for the service of the supreme deity.
Jht>iiaKrouBringing these, there arrived rfaoike Mahapatra, jamesvara
Mahapatra, Visvesvara Mahapatra, Karamu (?Kambu) Mahapatra,
Natha Mahapatra - all these people arrived with Nandi
Mahapatra in charge, and put everything of the 1400 kinds
oflhe
(of offerings and toilet articles)^on the batning pavilion. 
They put the following (objects) (as decoration on the 
deities) according to the prescribed order:- 
8 Jewelled crowns
4 Flower-shaped ear-ornaments attached to Tungala 
84 Pendants? (nisabba Kari?)
2 Necklaces variegated with diamonds and rubies
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12 Rings with different central gems 
8 Pairs (jauli) of pearls 
4 Large necklaces of pearls
4 Chains of ruhies (strings)
8 Pairs (jaulis) of emeralds
5 Necklaces of emerald and' pearls
4 Medals (lockets) (set) with various precious stones
4 ( One string with rubies and pearls or with a ruby-
( parrot (as pendant) along with a three-stringed 
( necklace of emeralds
2 Three-stringed pearl breast-ornaments (uturi)
1 Jewelled necklace
2 . Wrist-ornaraents of pearls
2 (Leaf-shaped) foot-ornaments
12 Pairs of armlets with various lockets
3 Pairs of fcangles (set) with diamonds and rubies 
2 Netted wrist-ornaments
1 Pair of variegated wrist-ornaments
4 Foot-ornaments
6 Pearled bracelets - single ones (pata)
4 Graceful bracelets (Kantikara Kabara? or Kataka)
5 Waist chains welded with gold 
1 Golden jogibra? or jogita?
and many (other) articles e.g. conch, discus, (jewels 
and gold) altogether 192 madhas,1 ......... one .
No, 26 p.2,
1, 1 madha - (approximately) tola.
No* 20 p*3*
King Kapilesvera bequeathed these to JagannathA^
the Great Lord. He who entertains in his mind (the 
idea) WI shall take these away” rebels against Holy 
Jagannath^
4 54
Confirmation of old grants and foundation 
of fresh endowment for the aeity Jagannath 
and his priests.
No* 2 on the left jamb (or side) etc.
•Jagannath temple, Puri*
On Thuradey, the 12th of the bright fortnight of 
Mesa, Sajnpsta ye«r 2 (of the victorious reign) of Maharaja 
Sri Purusottaraadeva of great prowess, the hero, (the illus* 
triou3 lord of elephants), the Lord of Gauda, the lord of 
Navakoti-Karnata ana Gulbarga, the endowment is made by 
Maharaja Purusottama Lev* during his auspicious visit to 
the city of Purusottama.
"I have confirmed the grant to the Supreme Lord, to 
the Sevakas ........... and to the avadana-Sevakas
(i) of the forest countries of agannath*of Sri purusottama 
already granted of old in trie Southern Viceroyalty ,
(ii) of the countries of the Avadana-Sevakas of the South 
and (iii) of the income of the territories as a sacred 
offering to the Supreme Lord.
As for the offerings of Maharaja Purusottpmadeva, the 
present king, the village Madhotil in District Antarodha, 
500 bharanas of rice, 2000 kahans of cowry (and) the 
village Kamalapur - (all) this is granted as an offering 
(bhoga).
SERIAL NO. 27.
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For th© bhoga of the two great deities at the time 
of the bathing and installing ceremony, I grant the 
village Gopapura in the District Baacasa.
He who takes away these endowments and territories 
for offerings, rebels against lord Jagannatha*1
No. 27. p.2.
V.
Royal gift of jewellery for the service of 
the deity Jagannath^
No# 1* Right side, Jagannath 
temple#
On Thursday, the 12th of the bright fortnight (of) 
Mesa, Samasta year 2, of Maharaja Pratapa Purusottama Deva, 
of great prowess, the illustrious lord of elephants, the 
Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga, 
on the occasion of his (auspicious) visit to the city of 
Purusottama (there were presented for the service of Holy 
Jagannatha)
1 couch (set) with gems
1 jewelled throne with a kalpataru made of jewels 
1 jewelled umbrella
1 jewelled bedstead
1 golden broom
2 camaras with jewelled handles.
(There were also)presented by Maharaja Purusottama:
2 jewelled medallions
4 jewelled flower-shaped ear ornaments
2 pairs of armlets inset with gold
1 jewelled fan 
1 head ornament?
1 jewelled mirror
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SERIAL NO# 28.
4 5 8
H
No* 28 p.2.
He who bears in mind (the idea) of taking these
away, rebels against the deity Jagannath?'
\
SERIAL NO. 29
Consecration of a statue of the deity Hanuman 
and provision for worship
On Sunday, the 15th of the bright fortnight (of) 
Mina, Samasta Anka year 2, in the victorious reign of 
Maharaja Purusottamedeva, the hero, the illustrious lord 
of elephants, the Lord of Cauda, the Lord of Navakoti- 
Karnata and Gulbarga, by the command of Sri Jagannath?" 
Mahahatra Kuruma Muduli, the son of Samu Muduli, consecrat­
ing the deity hanumaman at the outer gste, paid Saskani 
Rupees 50 to the treasury of god Narasimhanatha. Prom 
the interest of this, the following are provided (dsily?) 
for the fbhoga! of the deity hanuman 
11 *di1f
21 1puli1 cakes
11 *do1?
Raw foodstuff ^for preparing the above)
3 soles rice
1 sola blackgram
sola ghee
pala? molasses
2 ma.s salt
For the total of ell this:-
1 sweet (sama? (la)radu)
1 savoury rice with pulse (Orea)
2 adu rice (caulu)
Total expenditure within
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No.29 P.2
3 ma and lj adu.
To the Brahmin conducting the worship of this
deity
1 fOrea* dish
i: 1 <3-ul
1 (each of) puli and samalaradu.
For the cook bringing this sacred offering 
1 (each of) pull and Samalaradu.
Deducting a total of 1 he will earn for the treasury
at the rate of (8 annas?) from the sale of (surplus)
offering ilit. purities).
4 6 1
A royal edict exempting the Brahmins of the South 
from the payment of police-tax and prohibiting 
the appropriation of cattle-paths etc. in 
the realm.
SERIAL NO, 30
On Tuesday, the thirteenth (day) of the dark fortnight 
of Margasira, Samasta Anka year 3, in the victorious and 
prosperous reign of Maharaja Sri Gajapati Purusottamadeva, 
the mighty, the hero, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of 
Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga; the (following) edict was 
issued (by his Majesty) at the city of Purusottama:-
"We have exempted Brahmins from payment of the tax 
for the village watchman in (lit. of) (our) southern 
dominion. We have also given up the appropriation of 
water-courses and pasture-lands (lit. cattlepath)."
"He who appropriates this, incurs the sin of having 
appropriated this."
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SERIAL NO. 31
Royal grant of a tax-free estate to a
Brahmin.
Adoration to Sri Jayadurga. This is the deed of 
gift of a Sasana granted to Potesvara Bhatta by Maharaja 
Sri Purusottamadeva, the illustrious Gajapati, the hero, 
the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti-Karnata and 
Gulbarga.
On Monday, the day of the new moon (corresponding 
to) the 10th day of Mesa, (of) this 5th Anka year, on the 
occasion of the (solar) eclipse, on the sands of the Ganges, 
we have made a grant of 11+08 Vatis (28160 acres) of land 
as Purusottamapura sasana (rent-free estate). You are to 
enjoy this land from generation to generation, from son 
to grandson and onward. We have granted the land, together 
with its waters, parks and deposits, as long as the sun 
and moon (endure)•
(Two imprecatory Sanskrit verses)
(May the deity) Sri Madana-Gopala (be) my
refuge(
SERIAL No« 32 
Gift and provision of an undying lamp by a woman
On Friday, the 13th of the bright fortnight of Mithuna, 
Samasta year 3> in the victorious reign of Maharaja Gajapati 
Purusottamadeva, the mighty and the illustrious hero 
(stibira) and the Lord of Gauda, there is given an image with 
an undying lamp by Dagarani-Amikarani (to the temple). For 
this image with the lamp, she has paid to the temple treasury 
60 Saskani rupees in the form of Padmanidhi.
The interest on these rupees (is to be utilised as 
follows)
They would provide from the temple-treasury.• •
3 solas of ghee per day (lit. a day’s ghee at 
the rate of 3 solas) for the burning of the 
lamp as long as the sun and moon (endure).
Sri, Sri, Sri, Sri, Sri, Sri, Sri.
4  63
Provision of a dancing girl for dancing before the deity, 
and of another girl for waving the 
1 Camara 1•
Samasta Anka year 9, in the victorious reign of 
Maharaja Sri Gajapati Sri Purusottamadeva, the mighty, 
the hero, the Lord of Gauda, during the tenure of office 
of Sri Karnamalla Kumara-guru Mahapatra, the steward of 
the province of Kalinga, on Thursday, the 5th of the 
bright fortnight of Karkata, (the following) is provided 
by Lohagala Mahapatra, the steward of offerings of the 
temples of (the territory) of Jiara*
He provided Potasani, the dancing girl of Singu
Sasamali of the 'great order1 for offering service as a 
dancing girl to the deity Sri Narasimhanatha, at two times 
(i.e. both mornings and evening) during the two incense- 
burning ceremonies, on the five festal days.
Having paid to the temple treasury Saskani Rupees 
one score (20) in the form of Padmanidhi he also made 
(the following) provision for her. (She will get) from 
the temple establishment
2- i r rice-dishes (lit. ball)s 
1 OrcS.
1 kunca of curd
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SERIAL NO. 35
A  65
1 Puli-cake
1 ’dukani* coin? from the (pilgrims’?) tray1 per day.
1 vati (20 acres) of paddy-land from village Narua of
Kothadesa.
Receiving all this as her income this dancing-girl 
will serve the supreme Lord. He who takes away or causes 
to be taken away this pious endowment becomes rebellious 
against god Narasimhanatha. May Sri Vaisnava grant 
protection to this pious endowment*
Sri, Sri, Sri.
This pious endowment (made) on Sunday the 13th of 
the dark fortnight in (the month of) Kanya.
Designating herself as the Chowry-bearer (Camara- 
dhari) Amalasani, (the daughter?) of Dusasani will attend 
(on the god), waving (lit. holding) the Chowry during the 
two incense-burning ceremonies at both times (i.e. in the 
morning and evening) on all occasions except the five 
festal days.
No. 33 p.2.
1* tata is a large flat basket where pilgrims were perhaps 
invited to put their donation to the temple.
For her (there will be provided) from the temple 
establishment
2 mudas of rice
1 puli-cake, from the fixed share.
1 dukani (coin) from the tray.
1 kunca of curds, from the fixed share.
She will receive all this as (her) remuneration 
(lit. income).
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No. 33 P*3«
An ordinance prescribing penalties for killing 
in the holy place
HailJ On Sunday, the new moon day of the bright 
fortnight, the 2nd of Karkata (lit. Karkata 2), Samasta 
year 12, in the victorious reign of Maharaja Sri Purusctt- 
amadeva, the illustrious lord of elephants, the hero, the 
Lord of Gauda, the mighty, during the tenure of office of 
Laksimdasa Mahapatra, the steward of the province of 
Kalinga; Behora Vidhanesvara (text - Bihanasara) Mahapatra, 
tne steward of offerings of ithe territory of) Jiara, along 
with the officers of the Ksetra viz. the attendants in 
charge of cooking and the rest, the Reddikaras, and the 
twelve caste-people (pataka) arrived at the (following) 
deci sion:-
All the attendants of the Supreme god, beginning from 
the Brahmins and girls up to the treasurer and ... are to 
continue performing their respective duties of service.
If there is that cause of offence (then) there is the 
King's court (for redress). In spite of the existence of 
the King's court, if a person dies (kills?) by means of 
dagger or poison, then, that is his misdeed,, ftuskarma, 
text - durkama). He commits a sin Hit:, to whom else does 
the sin accrue?)
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SERIAL NO. 34
If he be a Brahmin, his head will be shaven* If 
he be a Sudra (i.e. a non-Brahmin by caste) then his head 
should be cut off; if the person be a woman, then her 
nose and ears should be cut off.
The steward who speaks otherwise with regard to this, 
becomes a rebel against god Narasimhanatha. He should be 
expelled from the holy place....
(This was decided) at the treasury.
To this, (there is) the consent of all - the Steward, 
the Prakaranas, and the twelve caste people (patakas).
4  6 s
No. 34 p.2«
An endowment of a village In exchange for 
another. No. &
Cp. the grant of Samasta Anka year 22 (in the Appendix)
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SERIAL No. 55
On Wednesday, the 10th of the dark fortnight (of) 
Dhanu, Samasta year 17 during the victorious reign of 
Maharaja Purusottamadeva, the illustrious lord of elephant 
the hero, the Lord of Gauda, the mighty, during the tenure 
of office of Balakhidasa Mahapatra, the steward of the 
province of Kalinga and during the term of office of 
Bidhanesvara Mahanti, the steward of offerings of the 
territory of Jiara, this is the decision of the council of 
five, of the five Prakaranas and of the manager (behorana) 
On the authority of the King*s order there is an exchange
t
for the village Mucapalli which was the remuneration- 
estate of Maniki; he (the King) granted him as his remu­
neration, the village Lalapalli of the Sima of Kancamikota 
from the Amrtemanohi territory. He will enjoy this land 
as long as the sun and moon endure.
From the land of this village, he will allow Acaryam 
Kasai Dasa (text - Dasi) to receive the income from two 
vatis (- 40 acres) of land for sacred offering (bhoga).
The treasurer (Kosakara) Maniki will receive the income 
from all the remaining land of this village.
To this, there is the consent of the steward of 
offerings, of the King’s Prakaranas, of the Prakaranas 
in charge of the cooking and the rest.
For this (pious) cause (kannala or Skt. karana) 
(Thou) art (there) 0 » god Narasimhanatha.
(If the reading be achai not achau, then 
For this pious cause, there is god Narasimhanatha.)
SERIAL NO, 56
A Royal edict urging the kings of Orissa to be 
charitable and generous to Brahmins.
No. 4. Right jamb.
On Thursday, the 8th of the bright half of Sirahs, 
Samasta Anka year 19, in the victorious reign of 
Purusottamadeva, the great king, the mighty, the warrior, 
the illustrious lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the 
Lord of Navakoti-Kamata and Gulbarga, during the hour of 
principal audience (lit. leisure) at the southern arch of 
the Gopalapriya pavilion of the royal palace at Varanasi 
Kataka, this edict was issued in the presence of all 
Bihora Mahapatra, Mahapatra, Patras^Sandhivigrahas and 
with the Budha Lenka, in attendance
"Perceiving, hearing and seeing, we are admonishing 
the kings of the kingdom of Orissa, as long as this world 
lasts (endures). All the kings should grant charitable 
gifts to Brahmins. Reflecting calmly and attentively 
they should never subject the Brahmins to service in these 
four things: wealth, woman, life and land (or they should
never deprive the Brahmins of these four things, wealth etc 
If he (the Brshmin) is subjected in regard to (or is 
deprived of) these four things, (then) he commits evil 
deeds •••• makes (false?) pleas. (Or if the Brahmin be
 1
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not deprived of these four things, then he performs 
rites of sacrifice and carries out purification) ....
He who, transgressing the words of advice, acts other­
wise rebels against Lord Jagannathaand suffers from the 
consequence of committing heinous and extraordinary sins. 
Firmly bearing these words in mind, all (ye) follow1our 
instructions.
472.
No. 36 p.2.
1* Repeated three times in the original.
A Royal order prohibiting the use of black 
magic against an officer.
No. 1 Right side, Bhuvanesvar temple*
On Sunday, the 2nd of the Dark half of Tula, Samasta 
Anka year 19, in the victorious reign of Maharaja Purusot­
tama Deva, of great prowess, the hero, the illustrious lord
Iof elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti- 
Karnata and Gulbarga, on the occasion of worship in the 
town of Krttivasa, the (following) order was issued:
He who casts magic arrows at this Visi Behera,cannot 
affect him. After this, he who uses magic^rebels against 
himself and against god Bhuvanesvara, and has been dec­
lared to be guilty of treason.
Visi Behera caused (this) to be inscribed.
The deity Bhuvanesvara.
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SERIAL NO. 37
A private gift of an undying lamp and 
provision for its upkeep#
On Sunday, the third of the bright fortnight (correspond­
ing to) the second (day) of Mithuna, Samasta year 29, in the 
victorious reign of Maharaja Sri Purusottamadeva, the mighty, 
the hero, the illustrious lord of elephants, the Lord of 
Gauda, there is given to Sri Narasimhanatha by Dabala Bisoi 
(text - Bisai) in form of Padmanidhi ? an image with an un­
dying lamp (for burning) in the presence of the god, paying 
rupees 60 as interest to the temple treasury.
As interest on this amount, they would provide from the 
treasury of the temple at the rate of one fadaf of oil daily.
They would provide U putis and 10 ma^ (of oil) per annum. !
He who takes this away becomes a rebel against god 
Na ra s imhana tha.
1
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SERIAL NO. 38
1. See - Serial No. 10
f t
A private gift of an undying lamp and 
provision for its upkeep.
On Saturday, the 8th of the bright fortnight of Simha, 
Samasta Anka year 31> in the victorious reign of Maharaja Sri 
Purusottamadeva, of great prowess, the hero, the illustrious 
lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti- 
Karnata and Gulbarga; during the tenure of office of Sri 
Naraharidasa, the steward of the province of Kalinga, who is 
a Behora-Mahapatra and a Sandhibigraha; and during the term 
of office of Purusottamadasa Mahanti, the steward of offerings 
of the temples of the territory of Jiara;
Purusottamadasa Mahanti has provided an undying lamp to 
burn daily before the deity Sri Narasimhanatha. Providing 
rupees 63 (and) an image with an undying lamp, he endowed
Saskani ....... the interest on which is for the upkeep
of the undying lamp. He paid this in the form of Padmanidhi.
He who takes this away, the undying lamp .............
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SERIAL NO* 59
A change in service in the establishment of 
Arua rice of the temple.
On Thursday, the first of the bright fortnight
(corresponding to) the Sankranti of Vr^ika, Samasta
Anka year 35, in the victorious reign of Maharaja Sri
Purusottamadeva, the hero, the illustrious lord of
elephants, the Lord of Gauda, of great prowess, during
the tenure of office of Prince Prataparudra Deo (and),
during the term of office of Anadidasa Behera, the steward
of offerings; this (arrangement) is (made) for (nimite')
the department or establishment (prakarana)of Arua (rice)#«
The cause of fear (bhayana) has not passed away (na gala)? 
Hence this service (seba). He granted v?) (text - dhila or 
nila) this to Sikhara Nayak of this temple. He will 
manage (calafcba) this service#
(Line 13 doubtful)
He will enjoy this service as long as the sun and moon 
(endure). He will enjoy whatever tax or fees (jisa basana) 
is levied for the temple on the territory for the Arua 
Prakarana#
He who takes this (endowment) away, rebels against 
the deity Kurma-natha.
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SERIAL NO. 40
Line 17 would appear to have been engraved through a 
mistake of the sculptor#
A Hoyal endowment to the deity for observing the 
Nrsimha-caturdasi festival.% W
On Monday, the first of the bright fortnight of Mesa, 
Samasta year 38, in the victorious reign of Maharaja Sri 
Purusottama deva, the mighty, the hero, the illustrious 
lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti- 
Karnata and the Lord of Gulbarga, at the decisive command 
and the rest? of His Majesty (in the presence of) Sri 
Karana Laksmidasa Pattanayaka, the steward of offerings of
the temples of the territory of Jiara,  ....... and in the
presence of Pattanayaka Anants Behora, the three Mallas 
the Mahapasaitas, and the Beharana.
For the occasion of Nrsimha-caturdasi^ of the deity 
Sri Narasimhanatha of Jiara the (following) endowment was 
made by Maharaja Purusottama deva on the 14th day of the 
bright fortnight of Ma^ha, The royal treasury of Kalinga 
is (authorised) to supply (the articles).
20 tolas Al«e wood
5 tolas Camphor
1 bi(sa) Sandal-wood
5 pa(las) (agara(na)
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SERIAL MO. 41
1* Nrsimha caturdasi is^the 14th day of the bright fort­
night of the month of Bai sakha* (Bhasa-kosa).
A l *
No* 41 p*2«
Rs. 100 for offering cold food (for the deity) and
one golden umbrella*
For the ^agara1 observance
10,000 (lamps?)
5 bi(sa) of oil*
20 •khadarala? and
5 ? rupees
Sri Narasimhanatha will be (taken) out (In procession) 
for three days* Cold food will be offered to the deity 
for three days* In this way.it should take place for 
three days as long as the sun and moon endure* He who does 
not do this becone s a rebel against god Narasimhanatha* 
Mangu Maha (is the engraver?)
Sri, Sri, Sri*
A i d
SERIAL NO, 42
A Royal.order prescribing the singing of the 
Gitagovinda in the Puri temple
Cn Wednesday, the 10th of the bright fortnight of 
Karkata, Samasta Anka year 4 of Maharaja Sri Pratapa 
Rudradeva, the hero, the best of warriors, the illustrious 
lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti- 
Kamata and Gulbarga, on the authority of His Majestyfs 
command (it is ordained as follows):-
The Gitagovinda of Bada-Thakura1- this will be played 
at the time of offering of food to the deities. This will 
(also) be played from the close of the evening incense- 
burning ceremony up to (the time of) the principal (dressing 
ceremony)•
The troupe of dancing girls of Bada-Thakura, the
» •
dancing-girls provided by King Kapilesvara, the early troupe 
the Telugu troupe - all these should not learn any song 
other than the Gitagovinda of Bada-Thakura, they should 
not sing other song. No other play will take place before 
the great deity.
Besides this dancing troupe there are four Vaisnava 
singers. They will sing only the Gitagovinda. Listening
7°
1. Bada-Thakura - King Purusottamadeva, father of 
Prataparudra?
to them singing in chorus, the uneducated should 
learn only the Gitagovinda, they should not learn 
any other song.
If a steward causes other songs to be recited
be it known he rebels against (god) Jagannath^J •»
hf
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No. 42 p*2»
4S1
SERIAL NO. 42 A..
On Monday th© (7th of the dark fortnight) (of the 
month) of Dhanu, Samasta Anka year 5 ? of Maharaja Sri 
Rudradeva, of great prowess, the hero, the illustrious 
Gajapati, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Nabakoti- 
Karnata and Gulbarga, during the auspicious presence at 
the city of •••••••
(remainder illegible.)
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SERIAL NO. 43.
A payment to the temple.
On Fri(day), the 2nd of the dark fortnight and 
the 2nd of the month of Mina, (Sama)sta year 8, (in 
the victorious reign) of Maharaja Sri Rudradeva the 
hero, the Illustrious lord of elephants, the (Lord 
of) Gau(da and the Lord of Nava)coti-Karnata and 
Gulbarga
(He?) provided ••••• to the treasury of god 
(Narasimha) natha and paid Rs. 12 as expenditure of 
the temple.
SERIAL NO. 44
©utlcmA royal exhort^for the adoration of the deity 
Jagannatha 1 
S.I.I* VI, No. 654. D.
-485
On Friday the 5th of (Karkata), Samasta Anka year 
12, in the victorious reign of Maharaja Vira Pratapa 
Rudradeva the illustrious lord of elephants.
The world (depends on) the grace of Jagannatha.
a. d  o r e
One ought to or how down at the Lotus-feet of the
deity Jagannatha. - This is the command of the great 
king.
1. Indexed
4«4
SERIAL NO. 45.
S.I.I. VI, No. 654. E.
On Friday Samasta Anka year 15, In the
victorious reign of Vira Sri Pratapa Rudradeva Maharaja, 
the (favour) of Jagannatha.
S*I*I* VI, No* 654. A* (not indexed)
On Friday the 12th of the dark fortnight of Karkata, 
Samasta Anka year 15
The castle of Jagannathaprasada ••••••
S.1*1* VI, No* 654. B* (not indexed)
Karana ......  during the tenure of office of Deha ?
Bahubala (strong-armed) of Sri Pitamaha Maharaja 
Of the deity Sri Jagannatha .
S*I*I* VI, No* 654* C* (not indexed)
  (he) rebels against the Lord Purusottama (and)
against the people* He (along with his) seven generations 
(will be) in the hell?
.....  the steward of (Ja)gannatha ••••••
1* Indexed.
A royal grant of two villages (in Nellore District) 
to a Brahmin.
4 S 5
SERIAL NO. 45 A.
This is the charitable deed of gift of tax free land 
granted to Kakolli Tima Pandit in the victorious reign of 
Maharaja Sri Pratapa-Rudradeva, the hero, the illustrious 
Gajapati, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti-Karnata 
and Gulbarga, (and bearing the titles of) Kaketa Rudra and 
Venkata-Raya.
3 0 ^  T a ^On Monday, the 3rd ef the dark fortnight of Makara,
Samasta Anka year the 19th, while encamping at Velupukonda 
on the holy occasion of ■Ardhodaya* and at an auspicious
place (the king) after a libation of water granted the\
village Vankayapadu in the province of Addanki and the 
village Gundimada in the province of Ammanamboli (with the 
following words):
nI have granted these two villages to you as an 
absolute gift (lit. as a gift of sole enjoyment) remitting 
36 kinds of demand# (or all royal demands). You should 
remain enjoying their usufruct from son to grandson from 
generation to generation, in perpetuity as long as the sun 
and moon endure.1
(An imprecatory verse in Sanskrit)
Note:
catri - Skt# chatrl (a king) or chatrisa (Oriya for 36)
A prince’s grant of a village (called Somavarapadu) 
(in Ongoli Taluk), Dist* Nellore*
SERIAL NO, 45 B,
This is the deed of gift granted to Kakolli Narayana 
Pandita at Kondavida on Thursday, the 15th of the bright 
fortnightjKumbha, Samasta Anka year 23 by Sri Virabhadra 
Raya, the blessed, great prince, eminent in glory, highly 
venerable, a great devotee of Visnu and Siva, resembling 
Narayana in beauty of form, ceaselessly pursuing learning, 
a fresh incarnation of Parasurama, an incarnation of the 
god of love in human form, fearless in battle, fond of 
fighting, the Lord of the Dravida country, the Lord of 
Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga.
The following are the terms of the deed of gift:- 
"We have granted (to you) with libation of water the village 
Somavaram in the Division (Sima) of Addanki, with the entire 
surrounding area (belonging to it), as an absolute gift*
You should enjoy it as long as the sun and moon endure•”
(An imprecatory verse in Sanskrit)
- . 'v  * i*s ’ •• ’*- „  .-«• * • ' '  ''Jr.
r6
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SERIAL NO. 46
A gift of conch-shells with left-hand spirals, 
to a temple.
In the Saka year (....) on Monday, the 5th of the 
bright fortnight (of) Mesa, Samasta Anka year 33, in 
the victorious reign of Maharaja Sri Gajapati Pratapa 
Rudra Deva, the hero, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of 
Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga.
(There were given) conch-shells with left-hand 
spirals belonging to Gautamagotra.
A provision for playing on the flute during 
the bath-ceremony of the deity.
On Thursday the 15th of the bright fortnight (of) 
Simha, Samasta year 34 during the victorious reign of 
Maharaja Gajapati Sri Ru(dra)deva, the Lord of Gauda; 
the flute-player will receive
1. One dish of rice from the porter’s establishment of 
Udasa Mahanti, the porter (japarasi) of the temple 
of Narasimhanatha and
2, One dish of curry from the fixed quota or share.
#
He (the flute player) will play on the flute at 
the time of the bath-ceremony of the deity.
He who takes this away rebels against Narasimhanatha.
4 8 *
SERIAL NO, 47
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3KRIAL NO. U8
An endowment providing for blowing conch-shell 
early in the morning before the deity.
On Saturday, the 5th of the bright fortnight and the 
2nd day of Mesa, Samasta Anka year U2, in the prosperous 
reign of Maharaja Pratapa Rudradeva, the herof the illus­
trious lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of 
Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga and the best of warriors; 
(the following)is provided by Mahapatra Narayana Dasa, the 
steward of the province of Kalinga Afrratc
" •  He will blow conch-shell
before the great deity during the early morning watch.
o
Prom Kuruma Nayaka (i.e. in place of Kuruma Nayaka) (he)
will perform this service. There is a (stretch of) land 
of Obalu Maharaja in the centre (lit. belly - fpetaf) of
DhimatdBLlama (or in the Dhixna-dalama market place 'pentha1).• *
Out of this, he will enjoy (as service tenure) the two 
patches of uncultivated land measuring an acre, as long as 
the sun and the moon endure.
1. doubtful
2. doubtful
f ' ' • - . {«? * '
SERIAL NO. k9 
A deed of sale.
S.I.I. VI, No. 7U8
9 mm mm ^  mm
Hail! On Wednesday, the 13th (tithi) of the bright fort­
night, the 9th day of Kanya, Samasta Anka (year) 3, in the 
victorious and auspicious reign of Maharaja Suvarna-Kesari 
Govindadeva, the hero, the illustrious lord of elephants, 
the Lord of Gauda and the Lord of Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga.
This is the deed of sale executed by the ten Goksi
Reddis - belonging to the higher order of the holy place of 
Jiara - in the cognisance of Gadhadhara Mahapatra.
In our maintenance estate (called) Padarabada there 
is a patch of land, to the north of Rauta grove, to the west 
of Rapitamana grove, to the south of Kanyamahati. This land 
is (sold) for providing a grove for the Great God. The land 
of the old grove, lying untended had become a wilderness (lit. 
full of hills and forests)• For this reason receiving Rupees 5 
(as the consideration) for this land,we have, with libation of 
water, transferred this land to you (permanently) as long as 
the sun and moon endure, together with its treasures, deposits,
tanks (lit. wells) and quarries. If there be any opposition to
this* of (our) kith and kin, of the feudal lords, and former 
owners, we shall deal with it. With regard to
this let not another- accept responsibility. The 5 Prakaranas
A 90
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are witnesses to this. (They are) Narasingha Patra, Singhu 
Pasupalaka, Acea Pasupalaka, Narasingha Pandita and Kulasekhara 
Anagara, so also seal-bearer Krsnama. Narasingha Redi.
r « •
Painda Redi and Bhaga Vana Patra, both are approved witnesses.
Consent (is given) of the 10 Goksi Reddis of the higher 
order.
No# k9 p#2#
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SERIAL NO. 50 
A deed of sale.
S.I.I. VI, No. 778
On Monday, the 13th of dark fortnight (corresponding 
to) the 13th day of Vr^cika, Samasta Anka year h, in the 
victorious and auspicious reign of Maharaja Suvarna-Kesari 
Govindadeva, the hero, the illustrious lord of elephants, the 
Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga.
This is the deed of sale executed by the ten Goksi 
Reddis of the higher order of the Jiara temple, in the presence 
(lit. cognisance) of Sri Karana Patanaeka and Sri Hadu Patanaeka.
In our maintenance estate (called) Padrabada (there is) 
a piece of land to the north of the Kaliarama grove, to the 
east of the King’s highway, to the south of the ditch and to 
the west of the tamarind tree. (The transfer of) this land is 
for providing a grove to the Great Lord. Accepting Rupees 8 
(as the consideration) for that land, with libation of water, 
we transfer that land to you permanently as long as the sun and 
moon endure - together with (its) treasures, deposits, wells 
and quarries. If there be any opposition (on the part) of the 
kith and kin, feudal lords and former owners to the disposal 
and sale, we shall deal with it. No-one else accepts respon­
sibility. To this the 5 Prakaranas are witnesses, viz:
AS 3
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Narasingha Patra, Singhu Pasupaleka, Acea Pasupaleka, 
Narasingha Pandita, Kulasekhara Anagari, and (there is the 
attestation of) the (seal-keeper) Krsnama. Narasingha R*di
i  i #
Painda Redi and Bhagavana Patra - both of them are the 
approved witnesses. Consent is given by the ten Goksi 
Redikaras of the higher order.
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SERIAL NO. 51 
A King’s prayer to the deity Jagannatha • 
No. V. Right side.
On Tuesday, the 3rd of the bright fortnight of
Vrscika, Samasta Anka year U, in the victorious reign of «
Sri Maharajadhiraja Managovinda Sri Govindadeva, the
illustrious warrior, the lord of elephants, the Lord of
Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti Karnata and Gulbarga (and)
of Maharaja Sri Sri Pratapadeva of great glory, of great
1
prowess and the hero of heroes.
On Jagamdhana Mandapa, before (the deity) Sri 
Jagannath^ (the King) prayed as follows'X ou"Oh Jagannath! Without (my) coming in order to behold 
Thy Lotus Feet all else is hell. In regard to the gift of 
the pilgrims whether belonging to this country or to a 
foreign country up to the vicinity of the Vindhya and
Udayagiri Mountains ...........  the Kings...... should
observe........ He who violates this, rebels against
Lord Jagannath^ (He incurs) the sin of murdering a Brahmin
\
with his own hands.”
(Lines 10 to 13 consist of a fragmentary Skt. verse 
which is a quotation embodying a prayer of 
Ramacandra to future Kings for the protection of 
charity.)
1. The conventional royal titles may also apply to 
Maharaja Pratapadeva.
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SERIAL N0» 52
An Officer’s endowment of five 
villages for providing offering of rice
to the deity.
Sri Jagannatha! On Monday the 5th of the dark fort­
night and the 5th of Makara, Samasta Anka year 5# in the 
victorious and auspicious reign of Maharaja Sri Suvarna- 
Kesari Sri- Govindadeva, the hero, the illustrious lord of 
elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti-Karnata 
and the Lord of Gulharga, the following (villages) are 
granted for the offering of rice (bhoga-bhata), for the god 
Narasimhanatha by Mahapatra Balunki Bhanja Haricandana, the 
leader (and) the chief officer(over a squadron)of 700, during 
the tenure of office of Gadadhara Mahapatra, the principal
steward in charge of the offering of rice:-
1* village Robbapali (or Coppapali) of Asvadha (or Asmadha)
of the region of Lakhamara*
2* village Arakotapali of the region of Singaragada.
3» village Uriti of Virakota.
U* village Aranavarama of the region of Dodisala.
5« village Codavaram of the Sima of Tintabl^
We have granted altogether five villages* We have 
given 200 saskani rupees to Araksita Raghu the Vaisnava 
as long as the sun and moon endure, for his serving or 
worshipping the god Narasimhanatha out of the money 
provided for the temple from these villages*
He would be providing (the following) daily for the 
sacred offering of the great deity as long as the sun and 
moon endure:
5 (for) Ribi (?biri - black gram)
10 (for) Anamu (?Annam - rice)
h for curry
1 for curd.
A 96
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(Skt. imprecatory verse)
(I seek) refuge (at the Feet) of Lord Narasimha
SERIAL NO. 53 
A deed of surrender and partition
4 9 7
On Friday, the ll+th of the dark fortnight, the 8th 
day of Karkata, Saraast Anka year 8 in the victorious and 
prosperous reign of Maharaja Sri Govindadeva, the hero, 
the illustrious lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda, the 
Lord of Navakoti-Karnata and the Lord of Gulbarga, this 
is the settlement of the shares of
i. the two establishments (Prakaranas) regarding Arua
(rice).
ii. the establishment (Prakarana) of Pasupalaka (a class
of priests)
iii. Narasimha Fandita
iv. Simhana Bhatta.
The village Undela and the village Bodada in (the 
territorial division) of Odadi (were) our ancient Sasana 
estates (i.e. tax free royal grants). Whereas Haricandana 
Mahapatra has appropriated these by effrontery (we) putting 
a check on that, surrender these two villages with due 
legality to wish long life to the King Govindadeva, - the 
two villages which belonged to us, who discharge the 
priestly functions, having been held in trust for god 
Narasimhanatha. of Narasimha temple of the territorial 
division (Sima) of Odadi - on the authority of ancient 
copperplates and royal authority.
No. 53 p.2.
We surrender this land of the Great God to the Great 
God on the Order of Gadadhara Mahapatra. Gadadhara Mahapatra 
divided up the shares saying "These two villages belong to
the Brahmins...... "
The village Undela (is divided into) 32 shares.
10 shares for the first Arua-prakarana
10 shares for the Arua prakarana of the Pasupalakas
10 shares for Narasimha Pandita
1 (?2)•shares for Opudi Simhana Bhatta.
32 shares Total
The village Bodada (is divided into) 16 ? shares 
1 share (forV' rv* Pasupalaka
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1 share Acea Pasupalaka
1 share Purusottama Pasupalaka
1 share Ballabha Pasupalaka
1 share Sana (younger) Singu Pasupalaka
1 share Rama Pasupalaka
1 share Aeari (skt. Acarya) Pasapalenka
1 share Singu Pasapala
1 share Rangu Pasapaleka
1 share Acea Bhatta|Sson Singu PasapalekaA
1 share .........a Pasapdeka
1 share Rame..sa Pasapaleka (frying of grain)
AS 9
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1 share Narasimha Panelita
1 share 
■§■? share 
1 share
Opudi Singanabhatta 
Bida Narasinga 
Udirugu.•
In accordance with this division (of shares) every­
one will receive the income, each according to his own
to the King’s Steward. If any one would raise objection
t
to the legality of this document he would incur the sin 
of rebelling against God Narasimhanatha. A sum of five 
hundred Saskani rupees will be (paid) to the temple 
treasury from these two estates (i.e. the two villages). 
There is the consent of (lit. from) everybody to these 
terms. There is nothing else to say regarding this.
In regard to this another? (apara) •••• protection.
These two estates ••••
(An incomplete imprecatory Skt. verse.)
share. A maliciously false report(should) not (be made)
5 oo
SERIAL NOS* 5k &  5 U A
A deed of sale 
(Gp* Serial No* 50.) 
S.I.I., VI, No. 700
On Friday, the 11th of the bright (?) fortnight, the 
12th day of Karkata, Samasta Anka year 8, in the victorious 
and auspicious reign of Maharaja Suvarnakesari Govindadeva, 
the hero, the illustrious lord of elephants, the Lord of 
Gauda, the Lord of Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga.
This is the deed of sale executed by the potters in 
service belonging to Tala Jiara in the presence of Krisna 
Mahapatra, the brother of Gadadhara Mahapatra.
There is a patch of land of 12 acres, each acre consis­
ting of 25 Gunthas according to (the measurement by) the 
eighteen cubit staff, in the area of the village Nandacarama,
rour maintenance estate in the reion of Angaligatakholai ofA
Gopalapatna, (lying) to the north of this region and to the 
south of the Thakura grove.
Receiving (due) consideration for this land of 12 acres 
(manas) we, with libation of water, transfer this land for 
the service of the Supreme Lord, permanently, as long as the 
sun and moon endure, with treasures, deposits, wells and
5 o l
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and quarries. If there be any opposition on the part 
of (our) kith and kin, feudal lords and former owners to 
the disposal and sale, we shall deal with it. For this 
no-one else accepts responsibility. To this there are the 
witnesses, Deola Sani^ui-patara, Singhu Pasupaleka, Acea 
Pasupaleka, Narasingha Pandita and Kulasekhara Anagaru.
A royal endowment of villages providing for 
the offering of rice to the deity.
(Imprecatory Skt. verse)
In the Samasta Anka (year) 9 in the victorious and 
auspicious reign of Maharaja Makunda Deo, the hero, the 
illustrious lord of elephants, the Lord of Gauda and the 
Lord of Navakoti-Karnata and of Gulbarga, (the King) made 
(the following provision) for the offering of rice to the 
deity Sri Narasimhanatha:
He provided
for the temple establishment Rs. 1255
for the food called ’amrtakunda* Rs. 3^5» .
for the dish (of rice) Rs. 160
He provided altogether (for
offering of food) Rs. 525
He (also) paid Rs. 525 along with the grant of (the land 
called) Kapapakhimutha in the centre of Anakapali in 
Talajiara of the province (dandapata) of Kalinga.
In the eleventh Anka year of this King he provided (Rs.) 
20 (from the village?) Maigomunipoka? and Rs. 150 as remunera 
tion from the income of the association of service-holders
502.
SERIAL NO. 55
and Rs. 150 from the estate of Talajiara; for the endow 
ment of the dishes of Hariraja Narendra Mohapatra, he 
granted village Sudupaka of Tala-Jiara .......
He who takes away these works of piety and repute incurs 
the sin of mixing poison in a dish of nectar.
5o5
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Appendix No. 2 
Names of three officers of the temple*
V
Balai Nayaka is the officer-in-charge of the 
* -  _Srivyaya-bhandara (the temple treasury for expenditure). • «
Alalu Nayaka is the leading officer for the 
treasury.
Angai Nayaka is the accountant of the store.
5o4
A gift of goats? for supplying milk for 
offering to the deity.
In the Kali Yuga era (elapsed) U477» on Tuesday? 
the lUth of the bright fortnight of Karttika, in the 
29th year of Sri vlra Bhanudeva, there were presented 
17 goats (chaga) by Gurudasa Rauta.
Supplying milk at the rate? o f ...........
He made a provision of Rs. 8 and land of one acre
for the food (bhata) .......
May (it endure) ......
5o5
Appendix No» 3.
The reading of the text is tentative. The impression 
is very much defaced after the fourth line.
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A record of the building of and endowments to 
a temple by a king of Patna (Sambalpur).
Appendix No# 4
OmJ Adoration to Sri Nrslmha. HailJ HailJ 
In the year called pikari, on Friday (corresponding 
to) the full moon day of Caitra, (while the moon was) in 
(conjunction) with the constellation called Hasta, the 
king, Sri Vaijaladeva, the son of Vatsarajadeva, resid­
ing in the town of Patna, built the temple of Lord Bidala 
Narasimha (i.e. the deity Narasimha in the Feline form) 
in the holy place of •••••••• on the Gandhamardana
mountain. He gave a jewelled necklace as a decoration, 
one hundred cattle and the village Lo(h)asimga.
The Sun and the Moon, the Wind, and tbe Fire, the 
Earth, the Waters, the Heart, Yama, the Day and the Night, 
both the Twilights, and Dharma know the doing of a man.
A village Lolsringa occurs in epigraphic records 
(p.81 Orissa in the Making, by B.C. Mazumdar, 
Calcutta, 1925.)
Samasta Anka 19. King not mentioned.
An endowment providing for the service of 
an attendant in the temple.
On Sunday, the 12th? of the dark fortnight of Tula, 
Samasta Anka year 19, during the tenure of office of 
Birabhadra dasa Mahapatra, the steward of the province 
of Kalinga (and) during the term of appointment of G-ada? 
Mahanty, the steward of offerings of Jiara, (and) with 
the consent of the five Prakaranas, for the absolute 
(ekanta, text ekankha) service of Pemai Behora (there
are given) two  .........  from the village Jocapitapalli?
(and also) one dish (muda lit. ball) measuring one mana?
He who takes this away becomes a rebel against (the 
deity) Narasimha.
5o7
Appendix No. 5.
Samast Anka year 22. S.I.I. VI No. 1147.
A grant of land on service tenure to the 
carpenter and stonemason of the temple.
cp. Serial No. 35.
On Wednesday, the 10th of the bright fortnight of 
Dhanu, Samast Anka year 22, in the victorious reign of
......... the hero, the illustrious Lord of elephants,
(the Lord of) Navakoti-Karnata and Gulbarga, there was
....... for the remuneration of Maniki. In exchange
for this, he granted another estate .... (This is)
for the two services of the carpenter and the stonemason 
of the deity (Narasimha)natha. This, in the temple •••• 
(He) granted (the village) Mucapalli (text Mucapali).
In the Anka 22(nd), Bhujabalasimha (text -ngha) Mahapa(tra)
the Steward of Kalinga ......................
of the deity Narasimhanatha (text -ngha-).
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Appendix No. 6. (Incomplete)
Appendix No, 7 
Samasta Anka year 22? S.I.I, VI No. 1161
A stewardfs provision for the offering 
of rice to the deity.
On Thursday, the 1st of the bright fortnight of
Makara, Samast Anka year 22?, during the tenure of
office of Mahapatra Kundalesvara Jena, Gadai Mahasena-
pati, the steward of the offering of Jiara provided the
steward's rice (as follows)
rice (caula) and )
) 2 manas
aplit pulse (ccai? caula) )
ghee 2 solas.
There being (lit. having been) two plates of rice 
for the Supreme Deity (they) will be served to (Him) at 
the time of anointing with the sandal-paste. The steward
will take them, after (lit. causing) the service.
1
He who takes away the food before offering to the 
Deity, becomes a rebel against the Supreme Deity.
5 09
1. amaneha - amhunia - a+ manohl -- food not dedicated 
to the deity. See manohi’in the Index.
5lo
Samasta Anka year 28. King not mentioned*
An edict providing penalties for advancement 
of loans in the holy place without prior 
notification to parents.
On Friday, the 13th of the bright fortnight of 
Vrscika, Samasta Anka year 25, (during the tenure of 
office) of Mulai Jena?, the steward of offerings of 
the temples of Jiara, (and in the presence) of all 
these five Prakaranas and all the money-lenders (lit. 
traders) and Nayakas?.
He who would lend (money) within the Holy place 
of Jiara may do so, after notifying (lit. speaking to) 
the father and mother of the persons who take the loan. 
If anybody advances (the loan) without (this) notifica­
tion and, on non-payment, demands the same>then, he will 
pay a fine of Rs. 100 to the (temple-) treasury.
May the Eight Guardian deities of the world and 
justice (Dharma) be witnesses to this pious edict.
There is the consent of all the people of Jiara (to 
thi s).
Appendix No. 8
On the pillar of a ruined temple^  on the hill at 
Kondavidu, District Guntur.
Grant of a village for fbhogaf to a deity.
^tycL Avtka.
In the t^fe/year) of the illustrious and victoriousa 4 ^
reign and during the tenure of office of Sri Qa.na?
2
Mahapatra, we have granted the village Pan&pasa of
the Daksina^jsahif-Uparagada for (the offering of) the
3
Amrta-manohi i.e. delicious food to the auspicious 
and holy (deity) Narasimhanatha.
He who takes this away commits an act of faith­
lessness against Narasimhanatha.
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Appendix No. 9
1. Sri candana
text - dij i.e. dilu 
3. lit. the food of nectar, the ambrosial food.
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Appendix No. 10.
Sri, Sri, Sri .
Nilamani, the chief Gajapati queen belonging 
to the Atreyagotra Is ever in service of the deity 
Raghunatha.
Appendix Nos. II and 12, belonging to the reign 
of king Mukundadeva, are too fragmentary. Hence they 
are not translated.
In No. 12 the following are noteworthy 
Inst. sg. in - em (1.3)
Abl. sg. In - rum (1.4).
5<3
The following translation of the first part 
of Appendix 13 has been made by Mr* M.S.H# Thompson, 
my teacher and Lecturer in Tamil at the School of 
Oriental and African Studies.
Appendix No. 13
Hail Prosperity! On Sunday, the 7th day of the 
dark half of the month of Kartikai, in the 22nd year 
now current of vlranarasinga Deva, in the monastery of 
Sidhepisvara in the garden of Sri Kittivasam, the 
resident Taparajamunikal gave Durgabhattar, as the 
security agreed upon for the loan of ll+O madai, the 
12 vatti of land given (to the monastery) by the great 
Narasinga Devan for the Mahesvara offering of food for 
the propitiation of the eleven Rudras, which loan not 
having been repaid at the time of his (Taparajamunikal’s 
attainment of Sivaloka, (and) this monastery having 
devolved on Tapacakkiravarti, Durgabhattar has remitted 
the debt of 11+0 Madai, with the pouring of water into 
each other1s hands, on account of their star-born friend 
ship, deeming the original debt to have been discharged 
by the part-payment of 10 madai and 30 potti of paddy 
to his maternal uncle, Uttaresvara Nayakar, into whose 
hand water has been poured#
PART IV
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INDEX
The Index is divided into the following
parts
Pages
1. Proper nouns - deities, persons, 
people (including the names 
of heavenly bodies and the 
names of the months and days) 2 - 1 4
2. Terms of chronology 15
3. Proper nouns - places, things, etc. 16 - 27
4. Verbs and verbals 28 - 38
5. Case-endings and post-pgu pi c • : 39 - 43
6 • Select words 0CO1
7. Some Telugu words 80 - 81
8. Oriya words and some proper names 
in Appendix I (Sanskrit
inscription ). 81 - 84
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Agni&arm£
>Ac5ri Pasapglenka 
Anant aba( r ) mmadeb a 
Ananta BehorS 
AnSidSsa BeherS 
Aprate N£eka
INDEX
of
Proper Names.
(deities,persons,people.)
12.5*
53*10. Standard 0. AcSrya Pa£upSlaka.
A.5 •
41.4 .
4CD.6-7*
48.7 • Cp.mod. 0. name Aparti.
AmbikSrSni Gamdiyasgni 20.8-9.
5c£ya- 1.10.
£c£rija .... 55•6.
icajtext Sce£)Pas£p£leka 49.7,50.6,53*9,5^*9
5cea Bhata ... 53*10.
Ugr e §var adeb a 
Utresara N£eka 
Ud£sa MghSnti 
Odu
8.16,8.52,8.58.Name of a deity.
1.15-16, l.ll-12(Utresvara).Uttaresvara 
47*7*
5*6.a people;=0cLa,a cultivating caste*
♦in . mod.Orissa. Skt Udra or Odra. ND 61.Connected with* the
mod.name Oriya (OdLiyg).The Odas are found in parts of C.P.,name
(£.92,OM)■ly in the district of Chanda,are found in parts of Gujarata
A
wh^ercthey are a wandering tribe of workers. They are mentioned
in old Gujarati literature of 1555 A.D.(Sy - Index)(GLLJ’P. 6\
Cp 181,IX,II,P.18. See Manu X.V.44.See JPASB Vol.15,No.2.
cp K M  , cKcxjn \\/,
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Opudi SinganS Bhaja 55.8,55*11•
KakadS a solar month(Skt Karkataka)19-2,22.4,
35.4,42.2,55.2,54.2-3.Kakada 34.1.
Kak5i(?Kahn5i)S5ntar5 12.2-3• (skt s5manta+r5ja).
*
Kapile&varadeba a deity(god Siva) 7*16.
a king (Skt Kapile&varadeva) .The word occurs 
in 17 inscrips (Nos 1 1 to 26)thrice in 26.
26.4.(Mifcrals reading - Kambu).
Kapile&varadeba
Karamu MahSpStra 
Karkata 44.2,23.5,5-9.
guru
Karnamala Kua(m)ra M. 35.2—3*
NSCrSyana
ii
tt
KSkolli Timm5 Pamditu- 45A.4-5 •
45B. 12-13. 
a lunar month. 1.3* Skt KSrttika.
12.3*(a companion of king Kapila Cp MP.) 
49.8,Cp 50.7,54A.l.
5.10-11.
KStrEa'\
KS.&1 BidySdhara
Kirgyamg
Kuppi- sShasamalla
Kumu'fi
k
Kuruma NSeka
25A.2,25A.3*
a. Soictr . lo -17
48.10.
Kuruuru muduli M.
rnKulasekhara AagSra
29.2-3.
49.7,50.7,54.9-10,
Kymanflthadeba 
KrsySnanda M
a deity(Viggu incarnate as Tortoise) .40.18, 
Skt Kflrmma-.
8.4. Same?as the author of' Sahrdaygnanda. 
Kelgi(?Kelgi)KhunJ;iyg 14.8.
K^Lna 49.2. a solar month,Skt Kanyg.
Kothaghara Sgntarg 14.5 .Read Ko£haara Sntara(pariksS) Klit -
Krisna(text Krirsna)M5h5(n)ti 52 54.3*
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Gamg5dhara d&sa Praharaja 10.4,
Gajapati
Gade§vara JenS
a title of Orissan monarchs.l5.1(with I).
14.1-2 ,15•l(Gajapti),etc.Op SII,Vol.VI,
Nos7J1&753 where it\ is a title of Orissan
kings.In SII,V,No 1025,Cojagangadeva is callg
’lord of 99,000 elephants.
7.6.
Ganesa 9.1.
GajjL^ a sShasa-mam(d)ala 10.5*
Gate&vara-d&sa Srtcandana 8.14.
GadSdhara M. 49.2.52.4,53.6,(53.7),54.3.
GurudSisa Jen§ 17 • 5 •
" SenSpati 8.44.
4.2,
Gurub^a(text-efLoc sg)Thursday. 33.4,56.2(-ei|L) ,40.4,47.5,
Cp also 6.2,20.4,23.5-6. G^Sre in 19.2&28.3.
Goksd RejLikSra 49.2,49.8,50.2,50.8.Redd is a Telugu caste.
Cp Gocchi-kSra -a class of attendants,Puri
templeGojdadgvu Ratu(ya)mkara2o.5-6. of(mkara)G,R.
GopinStha M. 8.4.
11 MajpgarSja 12.5. See MP with regard to king Kapila 
Gobindadeo a king.49.1,50.1,51.1,52.1,53.1,53.5(-tb5kur4
54.1 .
GrubSre
JaganStha
27.2.
the celebrated deity enshrined in the famous 
temple at Puri on the east coast of India 
in Orissa.Skt & Standard 0. Jagann5tha.27.10; 
19.4,29 .2,52.1; 26.14; 12.8,14.8,28.16,44, 5;
56.6,42.9 ;51*8;51.3*
BhoC
Jagarangtha Variant of Jaganngtha.24.2,24.5}
Jamasara M. 26.4. Skt 'Same. Avar a.
Jalasara Sena Narindra M. 12.3 • mentioned on P.47 MP. 
Jale svar a 5*2. a deity.(or a person).
Jog£svaradeva Jeng 5*2.
5IS
5
Jyesta
Tapa Cakrabati 
Tapargja 
TSdito 
Tirupati
Tula
Telamgi
Tribikrama
4.2.a lunar month.
1.19,1.20,1.25,1*20,1.24. Skt -varttl .
1.9,1.14,1.18.
3.5,3.3.
9.16-17. a name of gbd Visnu,a famous holy
of Southern India( in Chittoor district).
' ?10.53 N. 79*8 E.; tiru is the Tamil word
for Skt Sri (Brown). tiru-p-pati =
Tirupati,a Visnu shrine(P.1907,TL ).
17*3,37*2,A.6-7(Tul5).lit.scales, a sign 
of the Zodiac, name of a solar month.
42.5* a Telugu woman.
8.5,8.8, 8.14.
Daggrgnl AmfkSrSni 32.2.
DebalS bisg(?so)i M. 38.6.
Dgmodara Mahgsengpati 12.4-5.
DukhSi Sgsamala 18.7 •
Dugga-bhata 1.21,1.225-Acgya 1.9-10.
Dusg(-khg)sgniro Amalgsgni 33.11 (A.daughter ? of D.)
Debar at hfi^ cgryltya Skt Dat.sg. 8.6,8.10,8.15,8.^8.
Drgvilamamdalesvara 45B.6-7.ruler of the Tamil country.
Cp.A.R. 1918,para 72; EC,XI,P.127(=Ap.l5) .
Dhanu 12.2,26.2,42A.2,55*2. a solar month.
Nandi M. 26.4.
nga)
Karasinghanathadeba(Man.-Id.on Form of Visnu) 25.3,41.12,53.13; 
* Sri- 10& - ’ 38<517.5-6,17.11,39.7;SrfE- deo 35.8; Sri- deo 41.4:A. N
Qp also 52.3V 55.7,41.9,1329-30,53.4,45.5,
55.10,15.28, Nari- 53.5; Naresi(n)ganatha55.8;
(after 13.28) 18.17,29.3,53.5,25.11,52.6-7;
-slmng gnathadeo-21.11-12,cp21•25;-nganSthadea 
34.5 ;-n£fea±en -singa- 47- 14,-sdnganSthadeula
47.5-6; 53 • 4; -simganStadSu 2 • 6-7;-sijpghanatha
.20.15&18dgva 5.11-12;-si(m)ha-carana 9.10;
0i( =Srl)Narasj]phya(ng)thadgva- 20.7-8;
11 M NSrasihyanSthadeva- 20.11 ;
a.Nalsimghanta 3.9** N
(Narasimhadeva-name of several Ganga kings-occurs in varying
Bada # forms),
Naraslnghadeba 1.5-6,Bira Nara N5raslnghad(e)-
ha 1.8,1.26-27; Vira (Na)rasimghadSva 3.1;
Bira Narasinghadeba 4.1;Vira Nara NSrasimgga
deva 5*7-8(c.A.D.1530);Nrsimhadeba 7*3;BIra 
a *
Nr(?=r)simha-8.2;VIra Sri Narasimhyadgva 10.1
(19-3-1307 A.D.)•
Narasimgha D5su PamdySBL-5• 10(cp SII.Vol V,1219 line 4).
Narasingha Pandita 55.8,53.11; -Pandite 49*7,50.6-7,53*3(-ta)
54.9.
Narasingha Patra jg&foibr 49.7,50.6.
Narasingha Redi PaincLa Redi 50.7;-singaredIdI P^LndaredLI 49.8
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NaraharidSsa Eraiiar5ja 7*8,7*10.
" (Samdh±bigraka)8.9,8.13{Samdliibigrah.aka in 8.43).
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It cLSisa Sanibigra-(Behor£ M.) 39.5*
NarSna dSsa M.Kalinga-dandap£ta-parfks£)48.7.Read NSrSyana or 
Narendradeba Cakrabarti7*7. Ngrana.
Ngtha M.
NSrSyana
Ni&amka-bhSnu
Nrsimhadeba • •
Pa£anSe(ka)
Panda ?• •
Pandit abSre • •
Parasurama
26.4.
6.7,-Je^-S 6.5*
a king of Ganga dynasty;-bhoga 2?7'
7.5*tt tt rt tt
(a surname )25*4.
1 1 13.20.
(Loc sg- on Wednesday)8.7~8. 
a S^iirSnic hero 45B.4.
Parihar5namda(Kalimga-parikag-M.-Sandhivigrahika) 2.4.
Palla Bhoi 
PStra
Purusott amadeb a
t t
tt
9.12.
a surname lit. an officer (in Nos6,8,12.
56,52 J.
a deity( agannStha)12.6,14.6,27.3; 
Purusotma 26.2.
a king of 0rissa( A.D. 1467-97) .The name
otc.ur$
19 times (S.No 27 to 41). 
deva JenS 6.3.( a prince ? cp PratSpa-rudra-deu
Jen£40.5 where P. is a prince}.
Purusotama PasapSleka 55*9• 
PrsotmadSsa MShSnti 39.6,39*6.
P^Lgu UpSdhyS 
PotSsSni
i
Pote svara Bha-Ja
9.5.^ay5ga UpSdhySya in Telugu version.
55.6.
31.6 •
Pratgpa-rudra - deba the last great king of Solar dynasty
mentioned in 40.5 as a Governor and 
in Nos 42 to 48 as a king.(Not mentioned 
in 45B which is a record of his son).
The name occurs 10 times (without titles 
in 40).For his titles in 45A and the 
titles'Venkafa-Gajar^aja & Esd£a Pahca- 
Ggudgdhingyaka1 Vide A.R.1921,para 70. 
The Supreme Lord 26.3;PrameAvara 27*4. 
(Skt ParameAvara). For other forms cp
13.26,18.9,23.16,23.23,25.5,33.9,48.8. 
a title(Skt prahara*rgja)lit.the Lord 
of ,prahara*(=aperiod of 3 hrs)7.8,7.10.
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Pramesvara
Prahargja
Bairg.-kua(m)raguru M.25*2-3 .Read Jairg.etc.Skt. -kumgraguru-
(preceptor or tutor to the prince). 
Bti)c(hg) ? a solar month 25.2. Skt VrAcika,O.BichSOi
BaidI Ma(-Mg)hgsengpatl 7*9-10,cp 7*14(-dgsa ?);Skt V^idy^i ,
0. B^pLdya,Ool.O.-Baida,cp Q.name-Baidg •
41.4.
35.2.
53.9.
A.20. Cp mod. 0. title fbholaf.
11.3.
Bglunki Bhafija Hari-candana M. 53«3*Cp MP,P.57.
Bghinf-pati 8.9* an official title( a surname in Ori­
ssa)
B... Pa-fanSeka 
BalakhidSsa M. 
Balabha PasapSleka 
Ballabha Bhala 
Basu M.
BichS. a solar month 8.3,8,751.3 ;cp 13*5,40.4,50.2.
BihSnasara E. Behorane 34.2. Skt VidhSne8yara(Vidh£na+Isvara) 
Bidesi(or Biresi) m. 18.5*
Bidd£( ?Bith5)nasara E§h£(n)ti 35 *5*
BidSnaRautrSya E. 20.10. Standard 0. BidhSna RSuta-rSya.
(BibSda-So 1 a-dandS. 7*16.)
Bisvesvara M. 26.4.
BisgudSsa UpSdhyS 9.4-5.Scribal error for Bisnu.Skt Vignu. 
Bisi BehSra 37*5 &5*
BisvanStha EahSsenSpati 8.6,8.10,8.18.
BidS (?BudS or BaradS)Narasingha PasS. .53*11*
BiraNSe(ka) 22.11. He is an ’Accountant of the Treasury’.
BirudSsa KhuluS 22.9,23*9-10;-KuluS 23*15-14;-Kha;ji5 in SII.
BIrisIdSsa Sanlmigra 13*9-10; a EaESpStra & a son of Ealll-
nStha MahSpStra of BSnarSsI-Kateka •
BucLhS-LenkS 8.9,8.12,7*6;An Official title;see lefikS.
ButhabSre On Wednesday.Skt BuahavSr e. , 3 5 •  2.
BudhabSre 11 ” 13*6,42.2,49.2;occurs in 2 other
e. places.
Benkata-dSsa BehorS(reading in SII for Lnka UdSsa - of this
thesis)21.8. Venkata, name of a hill in 
S.India& a god enshrined in that hill,fre­
quently identified with Visnu.
Belasvara PraharSja 12.4.
B^Lrsnaba Araksita Raghu 52.7*lit Raghu,the V^Lsnava and
helpless(araksita); here (i.e.iin B^irsnaba) 
is an r which is superf luou^ii? ifepalese 
MSS( e.g. ryy athS ) . Cp 18A. 5 for an intrusive r.
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BySsa UpSdhyS 
Brahmana
9.3-4.
a BrsLhmin 8.21,56*5,51*9;30.4,36.5; 
BrSmbhana 18A.5,53.6;cp 34.5*
BhSnudeva
Bhagab&na PStra 49.8,50*7,54A.l.
Bhadr5sani-ra hl$u(?vSu)- Silrgs5ni 10.8. StfrS-sani, the daughter -
in-law of Bhadr SsSni. Skt ¥adh& 6*. beku er 
beu; sSni(Telugu) means a lady,a wife, 
(commonly) a dancing girl.(Brown*s Diet P.ij&jfr
1550) if^ o^ C^TelwcjuL V  a yiri ; wacjavu (kD>,h.ll93) .
name of several Ganga kings of Orissa.2#1; 
BSnudfa 6.1.
26.5; =Bhlma Kara M..?• Bhlma or BhlmSfLs a
name used in Orissa •
(PStra , Sandhibigrahika) 8*5*
(M. , " )2.5.
( " ) 8.15.
(M. )11.5.
/the famous deity at Bhuvanesvara in Orissa. 
Skt Bhuvane svaradeva. 57*5*
5.8.
BhlmSkra M
Bhub anSnanda 
Bhuvanananda 
Bhub ane ^vara 
Bhubanesara 
Bhub ane sr adeb a
Bh%irabappa
Makara
Magusira
MangalabSra
Mangala-rSja
a solar month.2.1-2,20.4,45A.6,52A.2. 
a lunar 11 .Skt MSrga£iras. 50.2. 
Tuesday. 11.2(cp text) ,-bSrem(loc sg.)51*3 
a title.7*8(see footnotes to the text).
Mathi N£eka 
Madh.uke svar a-de a
k
MaliXS Parish 
MallfnStha M.
MahSdeba
Mah&pStra
MahSrSjS
the famous deity at Mukhalingam. 16.9C 
text Eadhukesvara dea) ;Madhukesva(ra) 4.7. 
name of a Muhammadan ruler.14.3-Cp MP,P.44. 
13*7* May be the well-known commentator 
of Skt Classics of the 14-15th century who 
belonged to Andhra-de&a. He may have lived 
for some time in the city of Benaras on the 
Ganges or in Cuttack on the MahSnadi.
On Mallinath ,see P.120,SL •
*
name of Siva.27*7*
a high officer(p5tra),a title,a surname in 
in mod Orissa. 2.3,2.4,7.7,7.8,7.8,7.10,etc 
The Great Sovereign. 11*1,12.1,etc.
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8.19.
MSigomunlCor -nS)poka ? 55*11* (name of a village ?)•
MSgha
Mgfllki
Mithuna
Mina
Mukunda Deo
a lunar month.41.5 ,-punei, full moon day 
of M- 13*12.May read Posa(Skt P^ uiga). 
n.of a treasurer35*7* SbT i\ . 
a solar month. 3*1,11.2,21.4—5*32.2,38*4,
" 11 11 (a fish,a sign of the Zodiac).
This word,among others,is said to have been 
borrowed by Skt from Dravidian languages. 
See KD.
the last independent king of Orissa 55*5“6.
)
Raghu ( Araksita)
11 -deo Narlndra
52.7*
14.5.mentioned in the Tirupati temple inscr.
(Godavari Dist) as Kapila's Governor of
Rgjamnndry(See SII,Vol.5,No.100 -a Telugu
inscr •).
53.10.
On Sunday.26.2,29.2,34.1,38.4;RabibSre l*3-4: 
21.7;RavivSre 2.2,5.9,10.3,14.3;RaibSre 37.2,
53.10-11 (? RameAa PaAu-pSlaka ).RSmn Pasa-
pSJ.e 53.9.
20.10. ^
9.7.
*
Siva (E. Rudra= a group of 11 gods-inferior
*
manifestations of Siva).1.8,1.28.
Cp Reddl(Telugu) name of a caste, a lord; 
-kSra is pleonastic.Cp s£u & s£uk£ra,banker.
i
54.2-3; Reda in 54A. 1-mistake for Redi.
Lakhana Purohita 12.4. mentioned in the Skt inscr. of Gopi-
n&thapur temple, 10 miles N.E. of Cuttack .
Cp VK,P.532.
*
LakhldSsa PatanSeka 41.3-4. a 1 Srfkarana*.
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Raiga Pasapaleka 
RabibSre
RSme.sa ?PSleka
Rgutrgya
Risidfisa.
Rudra ,(EkSdaAa-) 
Redl-kSra
tt M.
LaksmanSnanda . .
Ladqu Surat Sna
34.2.
8.13. a ’Sandhibigraha1.
9 • 6. (text LadL^ uu SuratSna) ; LacLde SurathSnu 
in the Telugu version; =?la£hau(lit fighting,
7 .6-7 . =L. SSndhivigraha(Skt) .Landu Sanimigra
LSndu Rat ha M.
(or Lo*a.}UAoi.s<* bcVNoro. 2.1 } 22. 7  > <{>.2.3.7.
*8.4.’Ratha'is a Brahminical surname in Ori
ssa ,
3 3 . 4  . tCl. £-rovx b<*r t ski*. cxr^do. .
ex. )^W*V\«.C. ( Scrw <4 Py <X.(o[ ^ Y U ^ y a ) ^ ^  B , 9 .
SankrSnti (lit passage or shifting) the point of time
or day at which the sun enters a fresh Zodi­
acal sign(rSAi).22.4,40.4,(also 8.11,B 11.2)*
Sanibar^im (or -em) On Saturday A.8.
SanibSre " ” 3.1-2,8.12,39.3,48.5.
SamabSre 11 Monday, 50.2;
Samudra-diu JenS =Samudra-dheu J.; JenS is the surname of the #
person; Samudra-dheu (lit wave of the Sea) 
appears to be his nick name. The Alternative 
reading1 samudra diudi janS-1 may mean!people 
(concerned with)the lamp or light of the sea« 
This is not likely in the context.
SamodramSnkSsSni 18.11.name of a temple dancing girl;may be
the names M 2 11 11 girls(see text
Sarbba(or Sarwa)dhSrt-, is the name of one of the^9ears ofA
the Jovian cycle.For the cycle of Brhaspati 
see P. 73, ESIP.S^ -WMA U. 7. 0. 2..
(sSna)Singu PasapSleka = S.P.(the younger) ?s§na= small or youngs
53.9.Simha a solar month. 15.5,36.2.
Skt
Sikhara HSeka 40.10. short for (Candra-)£ekhara ITSyaka
Singu PasSpdlaka 49.7;SInghu PasupSleka 50.6; cp also 53.2,
53.10,54.9.
Singha a solar month(Skt simha) 39*3;singa 47.4.
Sidhesvara-matha 1.5.(text -madha).For S. temple and the
deity,see P.93,AO.
Siddhesvara Jena (PStra & DvSra-pariksS) 8.5 .
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Sujra 1.28. Skt SiSrya (the sun);mod Col. 0. suruja.
The inscriptional form indicates that 's^ Crva* 
was pronounced like 1 surja1 whence the further 
corruption 1sujra*.
*
Sudra a non-Brahmin (in the context).Skt sttdxa.34.4.
SomanStha BShinipati 8.9,8.12-13•
SomabSra Monday.31.7-8;loc sg in in Nos 15-17,22,33,41,
42A.46 .
* U,S^oiribSre On Sunday.Skt S-^ ri= sun . 12*2.
*
Svapne£vara (a name of Siva but in the context) n. of a person
7*9 •
*
SinguSgsamala 33 *6.
* *
SukarabSre On Friday Skt SukravSre(loc sg) 32.2.Often
written with S(dental sibilant) as in 44.2,
(Stf- in 44.2), 53.2,54.3,45.4(Sukra-),Suka(ra) 
! # • 45.4.
Srfpati Mangala-raja 7*8* (text after MMC’s reading).
Hadu Patan£e(ka)- 50.2.
Hanumanta-debatS the deity H. 29.3,29.3-4.
*
Hari-srlcandana M. 17.4. Cg. Ap. Ho 9 for Srf-candana.
11 candana M. 53.4. For sri-candana cp 8.14-15.
" rSja Harindra M. 55*12.(-ndra ? in the text ).
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* Srl-K^Orunna (or -Kurma) , The Holy Tortoise (the ¥aisnavite
god at Srikurman in Chicacole Taluk.
-nStha
6.2,10.4; 9*9;6.4,6.9,10.6; -nagare9*16; 
-nStadgba 10.11.
Anka
JugSfoda
*
Sakfibda
Sambata
Samasta
The Anka Cycle of 59 luni-solar years used in Orissa.
’* it begins the year on the 12th BhSdrapada,Suddha.
A singular feature is that, in their notation,the 
years whose numerals end with 6 or 0 (except 10) are 
dropped. When a prince dies in the middle of an Anka 
year,his successor’s 1st Anka which commences on his 
accession to the throne, does not run its full term 
of a year but ends on the eleventh day of BhSdrapada ~ 
Suddha following"(P.38,IC)•
Anke,~in the Anka year , 7*3,8.2,8.7;cp also 55*8,55*
10;
Anka, the Anka yr. used in 10 to 12,14,19,25,29 to 31,
33,36,37,39,40,42,42A,44,45,46,48; Amka in 20; Amkka 
in 45A e.g. 19 sfimkka.
Kali-Yuga Era(Commencement- B.C.3101).Cp Appendix No 3*
The Saka Er5 ( " A.D. 78 ) .A.21;SSke=in the
*
Saka Era,9.1-2;Saka-nrpateh (Skt)etc.7*1,8.1.
Skt Samvat. The Vikrama Era(Commencement-B.C.56).9*1. 
(text meads Sambatu'5
This word is used in connection with the Anka Cycle
of reckoning noted above. It isUe£$her with the term
Anka e.g. Samasta 4 Anka(No.ll) or without it e.g.
Samasta 28(No.13), Samasta 24(No 16).In this context
the popular meaning of the word 1 samasta*,i.e. rall%
is not applicable.Perhaps it means or originally meant 
’completed* or * expired*or ’elapsed*.It occurs 42 times
in Nos 2,11-19,21-27,29-30,32-35,37-45B,47,49,51-55.
Cp also samasthu in 20.
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Proper Names.
( places,tilings )
a
AttahSsapura v 7.29* lit v or t of Atrfch£sa(Siva,n of a nrince,
* see’P.116,HO)
AASla-grSma v 7*17*
Addamki-£imSi p 45B.14.Addamki,now a t in Ongole taluk,Nellore
d, lat 15*49** , long 80*01*1;from Madras N.
185 miles ;0rtgole N.N.W.21 miles;from the sea 
W.28 miles(See MM,Page 16;NM,Page 431).
Addamkki- p 45A.10. Addamkki-damddapSta = A-simA.
AnakApalipeta 55*9* a v or a market place.
Antarodha bise d 27*5* a mod Pergunnah acc. to M.M.C*.
Ammanagtboli- p 45A. 11-12. Ammanabrolu(Telugu) ,now a village,
latl5*35" long 80* ll!t; from Nellore N.N.E.
78 miles,from Ongole N.E. 8 miles,from the sea 
W. 6 miles(See MM,P.606)(See also SE El,XIII, 
12). amma means mother;boli represents prolu 
which means *town* in Telugu.
AlakgapadS v  7*29*
AsvAdha d 5 2 /t$v<xd,h<x *
A
Atha-khanda 8.10 . a territory.
Atha-gada 16.12. an estate in Ganjam.
Anito-bhogyama 18A. 1-2. a *dandap£Ja* or p.
c=country, d=di strict ,p=province ,r=river, t=town, v=village •
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^ 3 0
m
iTra-kotapali-grama v 52*5*
AranSbarama 
A s vet cM*» Q~
Undela ga(m)
Ut ar a-khanda • •
Udayagiri
ii
Uriti gra(ma) v 
UlatapadS-sasana v
Efcarapalli v
Odamola
OdSdi-sfmS p
0dis5-r5jya(-ye) c
v 52.5- 
* 5Z,l*.U
v 53*7•Undela g5(m)e 53*3•
7*11. a territory.lit the Northern region. 
51*4 a hill or a mountain (1) the famous 
hill in the Nellore District of Madras 
which was for sometimes(traditionally 400 
yrs ?) under the Gajapatis( see NM,P.451) 
(2) the mythical hill of the rising sun. 
r 52.5.
7.27.
E 
$•6.
0
OJfSvalli
o • •
KamkadS-joda 
KankadS-dandS 
Kachamiko’fS-sImS p
8.1 7* a division of a t errit ory;Odamolo
8.40 .
53*3,53*4.
56.4,12.6-7; 11*4; Udra-visaya s O^a-vigS: 
0£is&;Eor Udra & Udrade&a cp JRASB,Vol.l5 
No.2 (Article by P.AchSrya). c ^ .  IX  J .  i \ l i .
3*5~6*
K
7*28. a channel lit Grab-channel •
7*16. a water course ;-lund5 danda 7«17* 
55-5 (or-ko*fa-) ;Cp Kasimko-fa(P.20,R0C).
K.<a|o<sx vcWi-w\u,lkot V .
Kapilesarapura(see Prat5pa-K.)
Kany ama- gh5t i 49•3
inKarilanSmS-kliande 18A.1 .the territorial division called Karila. • • • •
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-KarnnSta-
KarpiIra-kSnt i
Kalabaraga
Kalabho
Kalinga
c 18A.5*(text t KarnnSta ?);Skt Karn5ta( in 
Br hat - s amhit 5 c. A.D. 550) (Tamil kar ’black’, 
naddu ’country*) originally denoted the Telugu 
& Canarese people & their language(HJ,P.164). 
See JAHRS,X,P.89*The word occurs 25 times in 
the text in slightly differing forms (cp 
-KarnSmta- in 45A. 1-4).
15.17*a species of excellent rice or plantain 
or betel leaf.
*
inthe compound -Kalabaragesara 18A.6$-Svara)
Gulbarga,now in Hyderabad; 17*19 N, 76*54 E ;
the ancient capital of the Bahmanis of Bidar.
The word occurs about 25 times in slightly
varying forms, 
d 7*11* Kalambho 7*30.
an ancient country or province-^SSf^sponding
to Southern Orissa at present, occurs 19 times
often as a member of the compound ’Kalinga-
dandapSta-’ ’province of Kalinga*1 •
5•4,9.6;2.2,2.4; 15.8-9;20.4-5 ; 18.5,25.2,33*2,^
34.1-2,35.2;15.6 & 7,48.5-6;39.3-4;55*9;10.3;
20.6-7;K-bhandSra 41.6;10*5;cp MM,P. 114 -
’’Modern Calingas are a quasi Brahmanical 
agricultural class in Vizagapatam;...; speak 
Oraiya”.
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Kahcf-deda
KAmalapura
c 1.29-30. (text desa).a territory of S.India
corresponding to the modern city of Conjee-
veram(46 miles S.W. of Madras) & the surround­
ing region. See Conjeveram,P.245,HJ. 
v 27.6 (text has 1 acc. to MELC’s reading). 
KAliA-rAma-tota 50.3.may read -rajS-. a grove.
KAlimgi adj of Kalinga 5.21.
Kinnari-grAma v 7.10,7* 12; name changed to Vijaya-Narasimha-
30
pura; long 86.5Tla"k 20.22-30. acc. to M.M.C.. 
KlttfbAsa-khetram 1.4 mod Bhuvanesvara.
KuciA ghAi
Kumuti-sAhi
Kurma-ksetre.
Krt ib As a-ka£ ake
Ko-«ndLaL^tVdu • * •
KhajuriA joda
Gauda
Gautamagotra 
Gautamf nadl-
8.24. a channel;lit.the stream of kuciA$ a 
serpent-like fish) •
2§jl£ 25A.3*lit the street of the Kumufis •
*
9.7.in the holy place of Kilrmma(SrlkCCrmma).
*
37*2-3.lit at the town of KrttivAsa (Siva)*
A c t  ? .  2 1  , .
KH
7*26. a channel;lit a channel relating to 
date-palm trees.
G
(in the compound Gaudesvara(Skt -&va)-.
occurs in the texts dated after the 19th
Anka of Kapila) South West Bengal.
46*5 -sankha,a variety of conch shell, 
r Godavari I8A.3.
GangA- r Ganges. 31.8
Wl (k< OuUTTtnct
(GadajSta said to occur in 51*6, is not attested in this
• *v,
thesis)•
GStra-kholSi 54.5* a region.
GSli nai r 7*21-22.
GIta-Gobinda 42.8.Gfti-Gobinda in 42.3,42.5-6 .cp also 42.7*
The work referred to may be the celebrated
Skt lyric of Jayadeva of the 12th century,said
to be connected with the Court of Laksmanasena
in Bengal.For the story of the connection of
Orissa and
Jayadeva and his GIta-Govinda with^the Temple
of Jagannath, see the medieval Skt work Bhakta-
*mSIS and a Skt play PfySsa-laharf by Jayadeva
Ed Dr K. Kar , Cuttack.A rival work by Puruso-
ttamadeva, a king of Orissa is known by the name
of Abbi.nava-GItagovinda.
GmdimadS- v 45A. 12.V
Gopapura v 27*9*
GopSla-pStana v 54*5*
GopinSthapSra v 8.23,8.24,8.30,8.30.
Candalo v 7*13*
fiandra-prabhS 8.19-20. a water course.
Candra-bSna 37*3 .(Crescent-shaped ?) Magic arrow.
Ci^iciji bSti 8.21. a garden 
CuSpadi v 7*18*
Co^La-desa 1.29*The country of theCo|ias( a Tamil people).
Cp Coromandal from Cora-mandala.
Codabarama v 52.6See GM,P.29 for a village of the same name. 
Coppapali v 52.4.
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J
JaganStha m. 3.3,3*8. = Jagannatha Manda(pa); text JagatrSta. 
Jagamohana 51*3• The pavilion^ mandapa ) called Jaga-mohana
Jajapalli v 35*5 •
Jayyare c 20.13. in J(i)yara (country) .see Jiara.
JSura-ksetra 49.2. Read Jiara- • In the holy place of Jiara.
Cp 40.14—15JSrua etc.
JSgesarapura v I8A.7 . a tax-free v granted to Brahmins by king
Kapila in the name of his father. The village
seems to be in the valley of the Kistna river.
Jiara c The country round about modern SimScalam is
called JitakSra, Jiara, JihSra, etc and SimScalam
is called Jiara-kgetra. Jiara with its variant
Jiara occurs 13 times,sometimes as a member of
compound words,$.g. Jiara-desa 55.11-12, Jlara-
desa 21.6,Jiara deula 50.2. see Hos 18,22.23,25,
33-35,39,41.
JitakSra-desa 20.8. see Jiara,
JihSra 3*8.-tala-ka 3*2(=sthala-ka^= of JihSra-sthala.
T
fH f  % r~-w.W' J .. .
Tala-Jiara c 25*5-8.lit the Lower Jiara.-Jiara 54.4,55*9&12. 
TSdito
TintSbi-sIma ? 52.5* a territory .(may read TundrSgi-).
Tirupati- t 9*16-17( Tirupati). (in Chittoor District)
Tentuli 50.3 *a variety of tree,Skt tintidf,Tel. CintS •
5 3  5
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DiraghSsi v 9.12. see El,IV,P.514 for DirghSsi & its inscr,
Debakirf a-kataka 8.8.
a,Dodiala bhui(]|L) 52.5* a region.
DrSvilamamdala 45B.6-7. in (the compound D-mamdale^vara).
Daksina RSdaso v 8*11,8.15.
DhlmSdalSma-
Nandacarama
Nabakoti-
DH
48.10. a region .
N
v 54.5.
for the 1st time in 18 The word occurs 2g times; spelling differs |_a
slightly.(Cp I8A .5 with 51*5-4)• It always 
precedes ’KarnS-ya* in the Royal title ’Naba- 
ko£i-Karn£ta-Kalabarage§vara* .This title 
appears once as fNabakoti-Karnn5t£dh££a Kalaba 
rage svar a1 (256.1-2). 2 meanings of the word *
(1) nine crores (2)the country of 9 forts;HUc 
1st meaning seems preferable
Naru£ v 59*8 $ •-* N CLnu. \/£ *** 3-7,
NSrSyagapura-kafake 8*12.loc sg =at camp( =kataka)N. ;N5r£yan-
garh is a village with remains of fortifi­
cations, 21 miles south of Midnapur in the 
Midnapur district,Bengal.
♦For ’nine crores1 cp El,XIII,No. 12 by Barnett; JBORS,XXXII, 
pt. I,P.55 by P.Mukher jee;NI,Copper plates Nos 21-22.In SII,Vol. 
XI pt.I,see No.s 56,58,109fccp KE,XV,P.94);cp SII,IX pt*I,No 245* 
For the 2nd meaning cpIA I,P.555 by Beames & JBRS,XXXI,pt.Ill,
P. 176 by Gr.Ramdas. N-Karn£-fa=9 times 10-mi 1 linned K.(SV,Preface)
J
Patana-ura 9.3 .It occurs as an5-ura-katake . a v or t •
Padibntiya 8.19."belonging to Padihata( a v or market-place).
9 t  S U o ia X D  t <.<x c L  ‘ - fo T cd c h c vo tsT ), <X r c  f a r C d c n l a t i v t  \
PadarabSda- 49.3* a region(or iand)or estate.PadrabSda 50.3*
P5r\dl-desa 1.29. The P5ndya country^ mentioned in A&okan &
Kharavela inscrips) . (text- P-desa).
P5tu5-gh5i 7*24-. a channel( gh5i) ♦ PStua, a Munda tribe in
Orissa.see LSI, 17,P.209.Skt ghStf,0.gh£i( a cor­
roding stream).So lit Tha Pdtua channel or stream. 
Pundariksa-Gopa 14.7. may be a village.
Purus ottama-kat aka the town of Purusottama(= Jagannatha) •
the town of Puri on the sea coast in Orissa.Cp
12.2,14.4,19.2-3,27.2,28. 3,30. 3.
" -pura 31«8“9« an estate,named after the Royal Donor,
modern Gharpada ,15 miles N.W. of Balasore.
" -prasSda 8.26. a palace.
Peydoru v 20.9*
PolSkhi v A. 10,A. 11*A. 14. mod’PdlSki*in Chicacole Taluk.
See Page 212,AIM.
PratSpa-Kapilesarapura-sSsana 18A.7-8*an estate or village
(granted to Brahmins,free of all taxation}^.
named after the Royal Donor j identifiable with
Kapile£varapuram in Ruzvidu(Division) in Kistna
district (See ME,Page 10). There is another
village called ’Kapileswarapuram* in the East
Godavari district(See P.328,ALTO). The religious
formalities of the grant are completed on the
bank or sands of the (holy river ) Godavari 
(Gp the Skt text as “the situation of the land 
to the east of the Kistna river.)
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BathapadS v 7.20* padS=hainlet;batha=pa±n,boil fr. Skt vyath- 
BasSkhanda v 7*20.
B55c5sa-bise 27.8. a subdivision or d(Skt visaya) now a
Pergunnah called BSncSs-bisi acc.to M.M.C.. 
BSingani-nadi 8.22,8.23. BSinganIS in 8.27* lit the river or
stream relating to ’bSingana* or bSigana(egg- 
or brinjal 
fruit).
B5ghamar5 v 1.7* a v  or a region of cultivated land, lit.-
1 Tiger-killing* ,Skt YySghra-m5ra. Tamil version 
reads ’VSghramSrSCvil* ,i.e.in VSghramSra or -mgr 5.
BSygariso v 8.20,8.21,8.23*
BgjjargsI-Ka-feka- 13*6. identifiable with BidSnSsi-Kafaka,i.e.
BSrago nai 8.29,8.29;-nadI 8.34,8.35• may be mod. BhSrgabl • 
Bgrg^asi-Kafake 7*5,8.3;B5ran5sf-Ka£ake in 36.2;li£ in
identifiable with the village Bgghmgra in the 
Puri district, location- long SG’^ ’^ lat 20f.5lf,
(see Survey of India - Map No. 75/' 4/4 )
BgghamSri is the name of another village with 
a hot spring, about 20 miles S.W. of Bhuvanesvara 
For BgghamSri in Ganjam,see P.220 & P.275,ALVM •
Cuttack of Orissa( rather than with the city 
of Benares); Skt VgrSnasI, Oriya BS^Lar5sI,(meta­
thesis) .In Col.O.BSnarSsi(or-t) is used with ref. 
to Benares. See BarSnasi- .
B- Kataka( mod Cuttack) •
suburb of Cuttack, is now a village to the west
of Cuttack. The word may be a corruption of Skt 
VSrSnasi due to contamination with 0.words bids 
& nSsi •
B£lapura v text given after M.M.C.*s reading).7.28.
We expect B&lapura.
, BSlist v 8.35,8.34. lit1 Sandy*(village).
Bijaya-Harasijnha-pur a v named after the Royal dodor 7.10-11,7.12
** -Laksmf-pura v 8.29,8.35®
Bimjha 51*4. The Vindhya (mountain).
Bibada-Sola-danda ? 7*16 • a channel.
BIra-ko£a 52.7* a subdivision of territory.
Belapali v(?18A.l.
Belamapura 18A.7*a tax-free village granted to Brahmins by
king Kapila in the name of his mother, perhaps
it should read BelamS-.
BokanS v 7*24.
BodSda v 53.3,53.5.
BohSla-dandS 8.34. a water-course.• • •
BH
Bhagabatl-pura 8.19. a tax-free brahmin village(sasana)•
5 ' 1 /  • ' -
Bh5khara-sahi v(in the Puri district) 7«19*
Bh^irabappS ? 3*8.
• M
Makulundst v (Puri district)7*22,7.23*
■
Majhighada 8.26. a region lit *the Central fort *.
Madana-khanda d 8.10,8.17,8.40.
Malae , v 7*15*
MSigomunapoka v (?) 56.11.
MSdhotila v 27*5 .
Mucapalli v 35.4.
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Medura-thala (the territorial division of Medura)18A*l
T~\ «. cCaayu ta v\otO "tVu v\ CVvne o \ c\ V. C^ixdLLvtxAa. toiUt-K lOtit-vici Dn^n'c^-
Y . ’5fce ALVM,^ 75.
Yuruja(m) v A.8; Yuru<jamasa( Praia? it ism) = of Y, A. 10 &
A.12; -melem A.14. identifiable with a village 
of the same name in Chicacole Taluk.
R
Rakatapata-dandS 8*228,8.28; a shallow water course( danda);
Rakata-pata (lit blood-grant ) is a post-mortem, 
grant for valour to the deceased* s family.
Randoi danda 7• 29-50* a water course .
R5ut a-p ada v 7•12.
RSuta-tot£ 4-9*5• a grove.
RSdasao v 8.23,8.26,8*56,8.4-2.
RSpitSmaha totS 4-9.5* a grove. Cp. TSOL,Vol*3,P*5. (R5=R5ja ?).
L
LakhamSra 52*4-.a region.
LankSbada v 7*21.*
V
Vamka-padu v 4-5A* 10-ll£ "^or^d^viSage ’VankSyalapSdu, in Chi-
rala subdistrict, Bapatla Taluk,Guntur district 
see P. 22,*Names of towns & villages of Guntur J 
(yr 1927).
Y6lupukomda- 4-5A..7*(a place where the kink, was encamp-
ing)
S
SamghacLS v 7*25*
5 33
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SasakSni Ca(=tanka),a Saskani Rupee(=half of a Fanam or Skt
Panam. Cp 29.3,32.4,33.6-7,50.4,55.13.
Cp.O. *kSni tankS*.
SSiso v 8.11,8.17,8.27,8.41, SSisa in 8.15. On the
left bank of the Bhlrgavi in the Puri dist;
approx.long. 85-56-45, lat.20-10-27 acc to M.M,
C..
Singabrehala 18A.3*(text SI- ).
Sfe SingaragacLa- 52.5- a region( a fort ).
SudupSka-grama v 55«13*
Somabara-grSmam v 45B.14—15. identifiable with SdmavarappSdu
of Ongole Taluk in Addaiki sub-district of 
of Guntur. Serial No.54 in 'Names of towns 
& villages of Guntur f(yr 1927,Madras).
S
Srf-naara-GopSlapriya-jagatl 56.2. a pavilion of the Royal
palaceC at Cuttack).
hex, , xSrfv£st5na*nu (Telugu) fipivdotSaa 3- 45A.8-9.a
(To follow Krtibasa-katake, on Page 19 of the Index).
Komdavrfa- t 45B. 11-12. -re = at Kondauida.Here in writing
11 -re for Komdavida-re ,the scribe seems to follow the
principles of Dravidian orthography.
Komda(rock) + vidu(town). Kondavidu is a village
(lat. 16*-15" , long.80'-17") in Narasaravupeta
Taluk,Guntur dist, (previously in Kistna dist.?)
Cp IA,XX,P.300 for Kondavidu grant(A.D. 1455) of 
Kapila's Viceroy( GajLadeva). For Kondavidu & 
Kondapalli(find spots of O.inscrs) ,see MM,P.207.
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Verbs & Verbals.
42 7achi is,pres.3rd sg 19*5,19*6,40.14—15; achanti 3rd pl;A
achi 3rd sg 24.3.(It is a scribal error for 1achi*)<
acliu 1st pl 36o 4.
The paradigms of this verb are used in Assamese o
Bengali, Maithili,Gujarati and in some PShSri or
Himalayan dialects* It occurs in Jgina Mah5rSstri.
traceable to (1) Skt 5+ksi or ksf(Vedic root = dwell),
BSOS,viii,f:-n5-(2.) *es-sko-ti (0BBL,P.895 & P.1055)* 
stated
abadhSrilS. past 3rd sg 7*8:*$!xSt-9; abadhSrita past part, cp
/\
8.6,8.10,8.14,8.15,8*32; 19*5,41.3,42.2.
a »
Snili ( in posi anili) I braught (up), past 1st sg 24.4; ani
fabsol.26.3; Snima.pres part• 29*6.
Ssi having come, absol. 11.3; SsibS coming, vn 51*4 .
k
karai does pres.3rd sg 18.17-18,36.6;41.12;12.8,14.8,27*11, 
28.17,36.6,42.9,51*8;47*15 515*28;21.23—24;37*4; 
karaim (text obscure) 20.14;
karu pres.2nd sg (non-honour) 19*7* kara imper.sg 36.7* 
past 3rd sg- Sac kal5 1.16,55*8; 3rd pl - kale 26.3&4*
36T- j»
fut. 3rd sg- kariba 40.13-14,40.16,48.14,karibo 35*9,
kereba a variant or dial.of theabove 48.10;cp Prkt keredi(@
128, IP.); fut 3rd sg pl(=honor. sg)- karibe 21.20,35.7;51.7;
1st pi - karibS 12.6; (It seems better to take the last form
,35.15 **
in -b5 like the similar forms in 9.16,29.7 >56.5 ? as example!
\
of future potential participles in the sense of 'it should be
done* or ’one should do1, corresponding to Skt part.s in -tavya)
fut. imperfect 2nd pi - karuthiba 31*12-15; simple passive - kari
54.5;cp 44.3? absol -1.30,7*11,8.53,8.11,50.5;56.3;55*9;55*10;
54A.2;52.7;49.5-6,50.5,54*8;36.7;55.5;49.5,54.8;14.3;29.6;29*5;
53.5-6;32.3,59*9?55*4;10.13?11.6;36.4;36.6;26.2;34.4;49.5,54.7;
karlm - variant of the above- 10.11; -ku kari including 24.3;
Sdikari beginning from or including 7*17(12 times in Nos 7 & 8).
madhyakari including (8 times in Nos 7,8,18A.); *
karante loc.absolute 1.17; infin.(or vn in the Accusative)-
52.7karibSku ; -nimite 5obc2,cp 49.4,50.4,54.7; past part.3*10,34.3; 
7.15,8.19,8.27,8.35;;55*10,51*9,55.15;56.6(pStaka kalSra phala); 
A.9 (daySkarilS patta sthitti) (text daya).
cp 18A.11
causal - karSiba55*7, karSibS fut. part. 1.2§-29, kar5ila-ku 
vn 14.6, karSile conditional part.42.9.
kahai says pres.Jrd sg 20.16-17,54.5, kohai ?(variant of
kahai)20.15; absol.- kahi 55*12; infin.- kahibSku 
55.14.
Wcctc CUwt 5a-00CVG. , 3^ .5".
J kh
khatanti attending pres part. 56.5; khatiba fut.3rd sg 35*12; 
khat ib Sku inf in 55*5*
54 2
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. »£% Verbal n. ^ o *  ^ .
gdibe fut. ^rd sg pi (they will sing ) 42.7*
gh
ghetald took past 3rd sg 1.12;standard O.-ghenild,dial.-
ghitild;for parallel forms see WPL,P.499; absol- gheni 
50.4,54.7,54A.2; ghRsiam ghenim variant of above 49*5. 
gheti - absol. is used in Rdmabibhd,P.9• Cp also 
sutile P.15,ibid.
c
(dial.)
cdutibha ? =jduthiba or jauthiba (it will continue) fut.imper­
fect 3*8; cddtijd scribal error for the above,3*7*
See jd (to go) from Skt root yd .
ch
chddila released past part, or relative part; pdnf chddild -
bhmldana( gift of land for which libation of water
24.4
has bben made) 18A.4;past 3rd pi - chddile; 1st sg -
12.7chddili; 1st pi - chddilu 30.4; chddilu 1st pl$30.4); 
absol.-chddi excluding 18A.10; chdda release vn 14.6.
J
jamti give pres 3rd pi (dial. , standard 0. - dianti or 
dyanti )3*11.
jamlld born past part.; jamlld hoi being born 1.30; see GPS
@ 540 - * jammai weist darauf hin , dass Denominative
zu janman, Pkt. jamma- *; cp Mdrkandeyafs specimen
of ^udhrl Vibhdsd * jamau acchai1 (PS, Chap. 15) (text - 
acchaui ?);jamila cp the resusciated O.form 1janmild*.
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jSnu thou knowest imper. sg 19*4; jSnl be±t it known simple 
passive 42*9,cp gHxni jani A. 10-11;
1st
causal forms - janauachi( text -achf) pres imperf. sg
24.3, janSile - past 3rd sg51*4, oanSi - imperf. part, 
or absol. 14.6.
jSlibSku for illuminating or burning - infin. or acc. of the 
vn fjSliba! 39*7>jSlfbSku 32.5 ; G&lai pres 3rd sg 
causal form of jalaJL.
jibaka will attain (lit. will go) (ka pleonastic) fut 3rd sg
or should attain - fut potential part. 3*115 D&1 (lit. 
having gone ) deducting absol 4.4,29*6; cp 51*4 (yibS-) 
vn; from Skt !to go*, in mod 0. - yib5ka,y5i ,yibS* 
t
tgi (dial. ,standard 0. thSi) exists pres 3rd sg 34.4;*
tauna(being present) imperf. part 3*5; tilS-ku( for ttss 
or inspite of the existence ),vn 34.4; see !thSi*.
c,tiSru-ahu we are advising pres imperf. 1st pl 36.4; the basic 
form or root of the imperf part. ftiSru* is traceable 
to Arabic ; the verb fti£rai! is a denominative from 
the adj tiSra.
we settle^pres pl 49*6,50.6,54.8.
11 j-11 n . h> v es. civt\ t &. 8 .
th
36.3remains^ pres 3rd sg;fut 3rd sg - thiba (context - hoi 
thiba) 23*22; pl - thibe ;thila(text thilo ?)- past 
3rd sg A.13;conditional part.-thile 34.3-4,49*6,50.5, 
54.8;absol or imperf part-12.5,25A.4,34.3,53.7,54A.l
tiba(dial)-fut 3rd sg
tulSu _
■tl.oCo.-vxt a
thai
32
im
thdu - perfect part, (being present)7*7*8*9,8.13; 
thdi (permanent, Skt sthdyl) adj. 8.38, eoC-.sJbawi VA.7.
SCC. t CLC .
thoi-dele put up(compound verb) past 3rd pi 26.5*
d
dekhi-dsiba- coming to see > compound verb—er verbal noun
51.4. (text dehkX- ).
dyanti (contraction of dianti)(rJ}ext- janti ?), they give -pres
past
3rd sg3.11; 3rd sg - dild 9.13,10.10,10.12,26.14,35.5,
38.7(?),55*105(in 9*13 the text is dila;may be a scri-
bal error); dilla in 45A.5 & ddhila in 5*14; deld 50.3;
(hon. sg)
(dild is used in SII,Vol. V, No.ll21);pl- dlle 55*7(
bhidi dlle),26.2; 1st sg - dili 27*9; pi (hon. sg) -
delu 14.7,54.8,delum in 31.10 & 31.14conditional part.-
dele (text jele ?); fut 3rd sg -deba 41.6; pi- debe 38.
* 10,38.12,41.8; 1st sg - debi 19.6; pi -deba7.H,8.11,
8.1 7 ; potential part.-36.4,20.13( beharane debhd);
fut. part. -6.6(deula deba bhdta); vn - 53*6( Mahdpatra-
nka aiga debara);(-ra may be taken as the sign of the
genitive or a pleonastic suffix ) ;d potential part.-
diba 9.14( in the sense of ’should be given*); fut.
imperfect 3rd sg -deu-thiba 52.8;pi - deuthibe 32.6; 
or1st pl(efut. imperfect potential part.) - deuthibd ;
absol.- del 1.16,18A.9,33.7,33*11,38.9,39.8,39.9; 
compound verb- dei parai 19.6; Skt lws -ddna,datta(or 
_______ usually data ) are also used.
dhfld placed,gave,granted, etc( seems to be used in the same 
sense as dild)1.26,32.4,43.6,54-.4,55,9,55»H; dhila -
A.18,49.3;3rd pi -dhlle 29.3,53.7(bdnti-dhlle);dhile - 
33*5,39.9; 1st sg - dhfli 24.4;pl- dhflu 50*5,4-9.6;
(with i ">52.7,53.6,54/$v2'.
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dh
dharai holds,hears pres 3rd sg 28.15; absol - dhari 35*12;
dhari ( a variant of dhari) 56*7; vn - dharibS 22.12; 
inf in.- /dharibSkum 10.7* 
dhilS or dhila placed,gave, granted, etc. .^ast 3rd sg A. 18,
4-9.5; 1*26,32.4-,4-3*6,54-.4-,5 5.9,55*11? pi " dhile in 
55*5,59*9; dhile in 29*5,55*7$ bSnti-dhlle); 1st sg-
dhlli 24-.4-; pi - dhilu 50*5,4-9*6; dhilu 52.7,55*6,§4©
54-A.2.(All these forms are given at the end of the 
last page for comparing with dil£ & the related forms) 
n
n5cib5-ku to dance inf in. 18*10; (cp nScunl or nScanl in 18.10- 
11 ,35*5&6&9,4-2.5.) 
nShi is not pres 3rd sg 53*14-;cp Marathi nShim(sg) ,n5hit(pl
Y^ C^v.ri.Wi.bC 3 Sh - ^ut. 1st. 24-5'iS^ . 0. - vvi’^Tf aUi 4c .
nijojile if you( he or she or they) employ - conditional part.
56*5*
nuhe ( ?R .M. * s reading) is not# pres 3rd sg 19*6; nuhe (
na + hue from na + huai traceable to Skt na bhavati). 
nema he will take (Standard 0. neba ) fut 3rd sg 4-7*10-11;
1st sg - nemi(text neml) 26.14; pi- nem5( may be the 
reading of neml in 26.14); fut 3rd imperf.-neutiba 
21.17-18 (=Standard 0. neuthiba); nebg huanti (text 
nebS humtti)3*10; here the expression means 'those
who (=je) v/ould take* and *neba' seems to be ,as far
a
as the form is concerned, fut. part. ; vn - nemfexe 
(x±h taking)(text nemS-re i*e*in taking) 28.15.
* * « 4 • . 4
_________    J
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P
pffi incurs ±±fc, receives or gets-pres 3rd sg 50*5>36.6,
50.6,54.9,55*13,55*14; fut 3rd sg - pdiba (text p|[iba) 
53.13; * prSipati : p£vai(cp verse No 6 of AK3?):p£ai 
or p5i •
parai I can ; dei p5rai I can give pres 1st sg 19*6. Skt p5ra
^ami,
posianlli I braught up (compound verb) past 1st sg 24.4.
ph
phedi seperating absol 18A.2.
bamdha mor^aged,pledged,past part, (pres 3rd &g bamdhai or
bandhai )1.10; verbal noun - bamdha (embankment ,tank)
7•20y21,7*30,8.30. Skt root bandh(bind)-badhnati(he
or play on binds )S
baiba he will blow fut. 3rd sg 47.11-12,48.9; Skt vSdayati s
Oriya baai ;cp Sktn khSdati Oriya khSai • 
blnti-dhfle divided up (compound verb) past 3rd pl used as 
honorific sg 55*7;Skt root vanf(divideXvayfati =he 
divides ).
Skt vikrl^Sti
bikS sold-past part, from bikai (he sells);bik£ hoiba
will be sold 25A.2; bikS (xb±± sale) - verbal noun 
29.6 .
bihibi I shall deal with-fut 1st sg (text bihTbi)24.5; Skt 
root vi + dhS (vidadhSti) ;past part. vihita#
boild said-past 3rd sg 12.5t18A.9,19.4(hoilS or boilS?);
absol.- boli 53*7; absol. used in the sense fon account 
of1,1 as1 etc. 1.22;(boli or) bolina may be used as a 
perfect parjr.,e.g.in agySm bolina hoile 11.4; vn -
boli (text boll) statement 49*6,50*65 in 1.22 wbere
5AS
35
boli is used as an indeclinable ,the text is*boll* .
Cf. M D 4 ,
brati fr*irirag ilnred abasl ±±x ( perhaps a khs the text reads
brat a which seems to be a scribal error for brati i.e* 
bratai = barttai in standard Oriya) remains,endures, 
exists 1*33; absol - brati 11.5?fut potential part.- 
bratfbSka (with ka pleonastic) 1*34; conditional part.- 
bratile 11*6 ; Skt root vrt (vartate ).
bh
cx-lvU a.
bhallibhS-k^i (?= bhalibS-ku from the denominative verb from
bhala meaning ’good*) to remain well absol. ±&x 5 »1 5 *
4Vw\<vvj -y-t cx d. r t <xU U 5 . k  Oui ' -  J-nr Ccrv» t i ' o C t i L i r n  ■
bh^libhS-k^i to keep (standard 0. bhariba-ku) ±k 5* 14
bhgib5-kaikg establish (standard 0. bhiSiba-ku) 3*3;see below.
bhiSilS arranged,founded,created, past 3rd sg 2.7(text ci5i!5)
6 8c
17,8 (text bhicif(?)15l)5 pi - bhigile 23*14; past part.-
41.5 (Maharaj ankar a bhiSilS) ; absol - bhiSi 55*7(text - 
bhiai dfle); verbal n -bhiS income 55*ll£text bhlS); 
verbal n - bhiSna arrangement or endowment 13*25,
25A.5*
bhrSibhS one should make over or deposit^ fut potential part 
3*10; contracted form of bharSiba .
m
w\ a*r<xti 4-
marai dies pres 3i*d sg 34*4; Vedic^marate, Skt mriyate
maapi having measured absol 18A,10, Skt map ay at i (tea msacsHreE
causative of the root m.5 ,fto measure1,)witsa c^cLj'. 2-■ I o
r
rahibem will remain (or should remain ) fut 3rd pi 11.6;
Assuming the reading (rahibem) to be correct,the
nasal after-sound (AnusvSra) or rather the nasali-
i
sat ion of the last vowelfi.e.e remains obscure. Is the
nasal Q-lement a rol-ie of the n asality in the fut\
potential participle -tavyam ? •
1
langhai transgresses pres 3rd sg 12*7; Skt langhati .
Iggai attaches,clings, pres 3rd sg 3A-.4,37*^5 i
from Prkt lagg-( denominative from Skt lagna ? ). 
verbal n - 15gi,putting on or dressing 23.16,26.5; 
lSgi used as postp. (=for) 23.15»52.8.
ihSilS caused to be inscribed (causative of lihilS) past 
\
3rd sg 14.8,37.5; pi “ lihffile 11.3s Skt likhati, 
caus.- lekhayati •
lekhi inscribed or engraved past 3rd sg A.20; this is a
non-1 past form (Archaic use); verbal n - lekhana 12.6, 
(lekhana karibS ).
s
saril£--£haru from the time of completion ( sarilS lit. comple 
ted or concluded, past 3rd sg ) 42.3 (samjha-dhupa 
sarilS-thSru ); here the postp. -tharu seems to govern 
the entire sentence 1samjha-ahupa sarilS* lit. from 
the time ’the evening incense ceremony has concluded
i.e.from the closing ’k*16 incense ceremony,
5 4 9
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(sSdhya kari ? 53*4-; controlling ? ,Skt sSdhyam krtvst .)
(sikhibe they will learn fut 3rd. pl 42.6(sikhibe),42.8;
42.8 
see sikhibe).
2nd.
listen-imper. sg 11*5 5 absol.-suni(text sunf)
1.22. Su.y,i ; s'uvx*'#? 5 6.3,
« \
42.8;(they will learn - fut 3rd pl)Skt £iksate
550
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suna
* sikhibe
harai
hoi
takes away ,misappropriates, pres 3rd sg 13*27, 
17.9,18.16,23.22,27.10,S!fix§ 50.5,38.12,59.10, 
47*13; alternative forms - har^i 20.1 5,hari 55*13, 
haroi 33*9 &. 40*16 ; simple passive - hari 11*6; 
past. partA(or; relative paxfr* jtxjg. harxia 
verbal n -harila dosa (the sin of appropriation)
= harana-dasa, 30 . 5 , haril5-re (in having mis­
appropriated) used in the sense of fbhSve saptamlj;
53*4 .
becomes pres 3rd sg 23*23-24,33.10, 38.14,h$i 2D.17
past 3rd sg - hoIlS 1.19-20,1.22-23,1*32(in these
three,previously read as ’hoIUS1);
past 3rd sg - hoilg(normal spelling & mod.O.spellin
8.15 13.27,14.6,19.-4,27*6,30*3,36.3,37.3,37^5 5
3rd pl used as honor.sg - hoile 11*4;
fut 3rd sg - hoiba 41.10,42.4,haba 42*7,13.14,
3rd pl used as^onor. sg - hoibe(text bije-)41.10; 
fut imperfect ^sg hou-thiba 41.11;
past perfect 3rd sg 6 hoi-thilS 49*4-5?
pres part.- honta(Archaic) A.12-13;conditional part*
hoile 34.4 ; absol. - hoi 1.30-31(text hoi),5.13(text hoi), 
12.7,I?.9,18.16,21.21,23*22,34*5,41.11,49*4; absol. used in 
the sense of ’verily1 42.6; compound verb with pleonastic ka - 
hSI-jibSka will continue 3*11; in mod. 0. orthography ’hoi- 
yibSka’
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Of the*periphrastic verbal expressions’ such as 
’anugraha karu’(thou faveurest), ’anubhaba kari’(experiencing) 
’palanS karibe’(will observe),’prabesa kale’(entered),etc. 
only the paradigms of the verbal root ’kar-1 ,have been listed 
under the heading ’karai*.
Besides the verbal forms listed in the fore­
going Index, we can easily detect a number of verbal roots
or compound words 
in the formation of nominal stems such as ’rakh-’(protect)
in *rakhuSJa’(text - rakhuv£la), ’khol-Hdig^ in ’GStra- 
kholSi*, * jhal- ’ (brighten or weld) in’kanaka-jhalgi’ etc. • *
It is worthy noting that almost all the vwbs 
occuring in the text are traceable to OIA through the Prkt s.
Note the verbal root *kS$-« (cut) in 'n£kak§na-ka$i'34.5 .
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Index
of
case endings*& postps.*
i
-i(l) finf loc sg bhandara-i 34.6#
u
-u(l) ,fromt abl sg eha-u 19*5*
u(5) 11 bSla-kalu from child-hood 24.4, cp also
bhandaru 32.5 * -bhandaru 38.10, ethu from this
50.6, bhitaru from the midst 52*6, 
e
e •
e (123) in,on ; ending of loc sg of -a stems (coalscing
with the stem which ,apart from the ending, ends in 
’a*,e.g. sam8ya(time)+e = samaye(in time) )•
1 - (lines) 2,2,4,9,30,31; 2 - 2,3,5;3 - 2;5- 9,10 ;
etc.
in, on; endind of loc sg of & stems bSnkiS(a iroyal
seat)+e =bSnkiae (on the royal seat) 7.6.
by,with ; ending of inst. sg of a-stems(coalescing
with the stem which apart from the ending ends in
a staff
-a ); nala( a pole) +e =3&le (by a pole or staff);
\ x 4
7.15,8 -(lines) 19,27,30,31,33; 13.12;18A.i2;§*x** 
31.12;53.12;54.6.
by ; ending of inst.sg (not coalescing i.e.not
joining in sandhi with the vowel of the stem)
Sigya-e (by command)=5igyS-e 29.2,gunthS-e by 1guntha
’ s*
The figures indicate the approximate no.of occurrence-2^*^*
5 52
-eOD
e(12)
e(2)
e(9) an adverbial ending coalescing with the vowel of the
1.28
stem; 5(u)sakamarthapurbbake 1.6;cp 8.25,8.28,8.32,8.34,
8.35,8.38; y§baccandr£rke 31*11. 
e(ll) ending of nom. pl. or nom. sg.(honorific) ; 1 - 1 5 ,2 1 ,
26; r5j5e(=the king) 26.2; 29.2&3(Mah5$Stre); 35*7;
41.9;50.7(ubhae);53.4;53*5;53.7554.9* 
e(8) indicates sg number o r ■. simply 'measure* .
e.g.b3ti(=20 acres) +e =batie (measuring 1 bati)33*8; 
ku(m)cS 33*13; sathie (numbering 60) 38.8; adSe 38.11; 
gotae47*9; khande (one piece) 49.4 & 50.4; 54.8. 
em(4) variant of e (loc.sg.) 1.19,38.2,49.2(gocarem) ,49*3*tf a-s. 
em (1) 11 11 "(inst. sg.) svahastem 5 1 *9 •
k* *
-ki(18$& ee for or to ; 2 .7,5 ,20,6 .5 ,etc. ; this postp.seems
to occur also about 4 times with the spelling kl cpl8.13,
21.15 .
-ku(81)for, to, against ; the postp. -ki is really a variant
81of -ku ; the number includes its occurrence as the sign 
of the infinitive;211,3*11, etc..
-ke(l) to ; kalamttarake (lit. to the interest) 3*10.
-k^i(18) to,for;sometimes it occurs as kai;cp -kk§.i in5*14 ; 
4.4;6.6,6,8,6.9,8.957.14,7*155 8.18,8.27,8.32; 
3.355.11,5*13,5-14,5.15,5*18,5*17,5*18,5.1959.14.
-ko(4) of 9.4,9.5,9.7,9.5.
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40.
** Cp -ka in 3.2,7.29,(5.6 ? & 3.11 ?);-kaika in 7.10.
The postpositions of the pi. number, transcribed below 
as -nha,nk:ara,rfai, etc. are sometimes written as 
and frequently as ff or ^ ,<£%?,S°etc . This orthographic differ­
ence, perhaps, did not stand for any distinction in pronun­
ciation* (this practice has continued up to modern times 
though the first way of writing is approved in mod. Oriya.) r.
In Oriya inscriptions inscribed in the Telugu script, 
they are written as mka ,mkara, mku, etc. and they are trans­
cribed after the Telugu script*
-nka(55) of ,postp.gen.pi.or honorific sg.;1 1*6,12*2,12*5, 
12.6513.10,15.1 1,13.26517.4; etc. .
-mka(l) of , 6*45 cp 20.10.
-nkara(86) of ,postp.gen.pl.or honorific sg.5 1 *^ ,1.12,1.20,
1.33
1.21,1.275 4.I57.I658.I5 , etc..
-nkra(5) contraction of -nkara 513.10,21.10,33.1 ,33.3,33.4.
-mkara(21) =-nkara of the 0.inscrips engraved in 0. script or 
anallied script5 2.3,2*5,2.6,2.753.1 ,3 .2 56.1 ,6.3,6.5
6.9510.4,10.4,10.4-5,10.7,10.11-12520.2,20.6,
20.8,20.1 1,20.165 in 45A.4,-mkaru seems to be a
scribal error(assuming the reading to be correct)
for -mfcara..
-mkkara(9) =the last form with a different spelling;
3.4* 3.5,3.5,3.9,3.9,3.9,3.1055*8,S± 5.10. 
-nku(30) for, to, towards .against 5 normally postp. of the
dative-accusative pi.or honorific sg.5 11.5 5
5 54
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1 15.a8;14.8;17.6;18.17;18A.5,25,16;27.4,27.5,27.10;
29.7;30.4;31.6:33.4;53.9;35*4;36.4;36.5;38.5; etc. • 
-nk^ i(l) to; 1.10# ci -  ^ •
-nke (1) to; 1.16.
th
-th5ru(2)from ; (used as the postp. for the ablative);
sarilS-thSru (from the closing ) 42.3; ehSnka- 
thSru (from these 9 4-2*8.
-■fho(l) from or beginning from; -dSrikS-’fho (beginning 
from the - girl) 34.3*
-•£(h)i (see ti)
t
-tahu(y.)(2) from ; a pronominal postp. lit. or originally 
from him ; 1.12;48.10.
-ti(2) = thi ? ; in *r at ; (£h£ +i) ;18A.3;34.6.
* '“h t f  C. I  )  to • c \  fW  t  . )  *■ *1 . VVt Ok s f c * .  V \ t \ *  . 2 .  6 ,  S  .
2ZL
-m5na( 7) suffix of the nom.pl.(sometimes accusative pi.);
3.7,3.11,26.3,27.4 (?),27.9,42.5,55.13;
-manya(l) , ajvariant of the above but the reading is doubtful; 
3.9-10.
-m5ne(6) Norn pi. suffix used with reference to rational
beings;24.4;34.3;42.5,42*7,42.8;51.6.
_m§Lnan]oi(2$ to; dat-acc. pi ; 24.3;36.4.nouns-m£nara(2) of; genitive pi. of(inanimate beings) 27*3,27.4 .
-m5nank:ara(7) of; " 1 1 nouns(rational beings) 49.8-9;
50.3^^3,51.5553.3,53.3i 53-6;54.4.
5 5 5
42
r
-ra(12$) of ; postp of the gen. sg.(non-honorific or un-
ceremonial, the pl. postp. -nkara being honorific);
1.5s3.3l3.6,3.7,3.8,3.8,3.10; 5.20(?);6.4;32 times
in 7;33 times in 8; e&c..-xare±raf(l) in ; 1 .25*
-ru(17) from ;postp. of the abl. sg 5.15;18.9;18A.2;29.6;
33.8i33.1»,33.13,33.13i35.5,35.6541.7547.6552.6553.13,
53*14555.1 1 ,5 5.12•(Elsewhere -rum also o c c u b s  ).
-re(25) in,at ; postp. of the loc.sg ;(in modern Oriya ,used
sometimes for the instrumental sg in the sense of
’by* or •with*);18.10;19*6;20.9;28.15; 28.15;33.5,33.
12;36.2,36.3,36.5.36.7;38•6,38•11;39•7 ? 42•6,42.8;
45B.12;48.8;49.4;50.4;51.3,51.4553.12;54.6;55.14.
The loc.sg. postp. -raf (cp h5tha-raf in 1.25) may
be a variant of -re •
S
-&a(l). of ; perhaps a wrong Sktism or Prktism; 1.1-2.
s
p*sa(4) of ; perhaps a Prktism; A.10,A.10,A.11,A.12.
h
-hum from ;abl. ending (Archaic); Gtta(text GitI ?)-Gobinda- 
hum ana (other than the G.)42.6.
5 5 6
Note - In this Index,reference is made to the earliest occurre­
nces of the case-endings & postps;for instance ,the 
reference in case of —ru begins with 5 *1 5? this indi­
cates that it does not occur in S.Nos A,1,2,3,4-.
Index
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select words. * 
athara eighteen 54*6.
adS a measure used in Orissa & Madras 6.8,9•14,38.11.
ana-hite =Skt a-hite 11.6.
adisthSne in the establishment or management 17*5,23*10,
35*3,40.7; adistane 22.10;adisthane 39• 3;
Skt adhisthane •• •
adha half 8 - 20,21,22,24,29,50,34.
adha " 8 - 22,23,27,29,31,55.
adhikare in the jurisdiction 2-3 & 5,5*10,6.3,10.4,13.10,52.4;
22.8,23.8,26.4,39.5,40.5-6; 25.3,33.3; adhfkSre 
17.4,34.2; adikare 20.6;x£ adlkare 21.9; athfkare 
35.2;adhikarena 18.6. 
adhikari manager 8.9,8.15; mannana(=mandana)- addhikSri 
the person in charge of dressing 5.17;* 
adhikara-pariksa 22.6-7;adhikara-parIksa 21.7;adik§ra-pariksg
23.7.
anai-brksa-bhui the land of wild trees 7*18; an5i fr.Skt 
anadi (that has no beginning), 
abakasa leisure,hour of audience; 15.13; pujS-abak§se 37*5;
bada abakase 36.2; Skt avakasa. 
apasara occasion,recess,time; apasare 13*13;23.15; Skt ava- 
sara •
abadana income 7.13,8.17,8.26; gift 53-10;-m£na gifts 27*9;
  =aeb^amSnanlm 27 15.? exc luding a some Skt 1w s.
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amab^i new-moon day 12.2;amabai 14.293* ^  (abbreviation) 
in 31.7.amrta-kunda a variety of delicious fooa(prepared with milk
sugar,ripe plantain) 55*8;lit.the ambrosial tray •
amrta-manahi food offered to a deity, lit. nectar food,2.7;
-monohi 55-8; -manahi desa-35 a.Y*'rta.-£HXch+ yP.i3Z£fllL,
rice ,the husk of which has been removed without
boiling 53-2;-prakarana 53-7-
by the food, standard O.-anne. Skt annena.
half (Skt lw)7•17-18,7•18, etc.
1. partial rise,2. the rising of the half-moon,
3. a kind of lparvant.(see Apte's Skt Diet.).The
word in 45A.8 r&fsrx signifies the last sense; 
perhaps
the word means( an especial holy occasion of) the 
partial rise of the Shand-ay sun on a Sunday of the 
month of Magha. cj IE , t>-37.
food 2.8;Skt anna.
=a+landa(devoid of hair or foliage)5in 7 .19 ,it 
may mean a variety of paddy. 55G *
eighty 1.18, asfS 1.24; Skt a&fti £ .
5 58
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arua
arne 
ardha 
ar dho day a
arna
alanda • •
asi
aiga( m) 
Sisa-
aura
Se
K
order,command; 53-6,55.7;cp 44.J;35-4. Skt Sjfia. 
long life 21.11;Sisi- 53-5; Sisya- 23-11-12;5u£a-
1.27-28. Skt ayus •
and 35-7; aura 3-6; mod. 0. au ; cp Hindi a\ir .
income 3-6,29-7*33-13,35-7?- karibe will earn 35*7 
53.12; Skt Sya.
Sge in presence 8.1 5;Skt agre.
agyam order,command 11.4,37*3;Skt a jha .(used in 8.15)•
5c5(ra)banta of pure conduct 1.31;cp Tamil version, 
atha eight 50.4,53.2.
ana other 19•5,20.15 &16, etc.
anati 
Spana
5 59
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order, A. 18; Skt Sjhapti .  C ( f . E 3 . 5 t  ; P-rki.-  aviodu 
one’s own 11.5*
amba-tota mango-grove 8.24,8.31•(hon.sg)our pro. gen. pl. 18A.1(?),53*5,-h 49.3; -ra ourambha
araa-
arisa
i
ichS
tA,utara
uturi
uttaru
ubhae•k-
O
11.4,12.6,36.7,50.3,54.4; -manankara gen.pl. 53*3; 
Smbhe we nom. pl 30.4,36.4,50.6,49.6,54.8.
(arua ?)40*7-8. 
a kind of cake 13*16. 
i
this 10.7; Standard 0. *e’ 
wish 17.11* 
i
this (see i) (Tel. I) 3*7,3*7f 3*H;*6nr4|6.5>6.7$
6.8,6.8,6.8.
ua/r\<i ? 3. ?> .
north 49.3,50.3; Skt uttara (also used in Nos ?&8). 
any thing to put on or wear on the upper part of the 
body;a kind of ornament; 26.8. 
after 8.12; cp 5*11*
both 49.8,50.7;ubhaya (skt lw)used in 10.7,20.13. 
o
that 33.6 (may read e)
S (vvtacv* ( u j-q w i ^ bU WNcrwdJya t e * * .  J>'toviw vin S ^  ^ s  &  uiU< *  u/v» ^ 4«viC* i *wiouvh. ~&£w 2^.(4 • OK**! W#S. 1(9 few.* V3
okku one A* 12; cp Telugu oka or okka ; standard ()• eka.
otva- ? wet 7.19; Sfefc ardra-; mod. 0. 1 odS* • cf »!*•^ 5 •
oreS a food prepared from, rice 33.7; in standard 0.
1oria1 is used farafor a special preparation of rice
cp BK, P. 1174- where the word is sp[ quoted as used 
*
by SSralSdasa.
0. v>iv\cL erf t a x  o r  c e ss
ohora1  ^also., and; 30.4-; iaod. 0. ahuri; aur-i in Bhojpurien. in|HrS,P.155 ) 5 standard Hindi aur -(^ ur) 5 for h in
ahuri cp pujdh&ei i a- cook er priest) s puj5ri ;
Skt pgjglcffipf • In colloquial G-. ,oheriT searns to he
used as a variant of 1 ahuri T. oWa% a c < p U ^ u ,t< w )c f  nd ,A -
k
(-ka a pleonastic suffix cp etaka 29.5,bratib5ka 1.34 ).
ka(u)thi-karana accountant of the treasury 22.10-11; Skt - 
kostha, standard 0. kotha 
kaudi money lit. a cowri shell (formerly used as money);
1.16;kaudl ( ,f 1 ) 27*6;see JASB LXI ,P./*3.
kamsa hell metal 5*14-.
8 . 8 ,
kataka town,camp,cantonment; 8.12t
katakdi expedition, encamping; 14.3*
kati-mekhala a girdle or waist chain 26.11.
kanthi-mala a neck-lace 26.7». . .
kanya-mandapa a pavilion sculptured with figures of maidens
7.5 •kapura camphor 2.10; kapuru 41.6; Skt karpHra. 
kdms&Skamada price 54-.7; from mc± qimat of Arabic origin.
1 3 to«• <aJerrcL  o c c u r  s  w \  "tWfi, ferrwx '  O a r u  vv» a, lvst<  oj- "tcvX 'CS cXccct CCSS€-S ^  
ia /v \o U > U -s <1 e 4 . Sc oLct-U e^\><Krr<x. 4-C w spte. O r i v j a  i*^tsV~Lpti< rv\ fy\-e.a.~r L /cp  fcMA-r "A of- N a-r a vyika i v oLoObtot A *3), 13fj ,
5 S 0
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kalantara interest 1.17,32.4,38.8,39-8;-ku for the interest
,t
kaluma
kalisi
ka.
29-3,38.9-10; kalamtara-ka C?-ku) 3-6; kalam- 
ttara-ke 3-10; kalamtta 3-7-
a kind of tree 7-30; Skt Kadamba; Prkt kalamba 
cp Pischel @ 244 • 
a jar 2.10;Skt kalasa ,kalasi . 
abbreviation for kahSna ; 1 kahana =16 panas , 
1 pana=20 gandas, 1 kxaS ganda =4 kadSs ;
Skt karsSpana (?).
kana-phula a flower-shaped ear ornament 26.5-fcf28.8;*kana- 1 
in 26.5 is doubtful • kantikara-kataka ? bright (lit. lovely) armlet 26.11.
kuhca a measure 17.7; cp 33-13; kumcca 5-17,5-18;cp 6.7«
kumbhara-seba dasa j ana ten people serving as potters 54-A.2-3* 
kurmbhara-nfjogf the serving potters( correct - kumbhara ) 
(Skt kumbhakara-niyogi) 54.4. 
kere-patra sale-deed 49.6,50.5,54.8; Skt kraya-patra . 
kodie one score,twenty; 33-7;(said to be of Munda origy
kona corner 8.20,8.24;Skt kona.. * * •
kosikare treasurer, hon. sg of kosikSra 35-7;Skt kosa-
a
krapadraka medal?26.7 ;Skt &  St. 0. kapardaka.(= <*. co^ tx<)
ksetra.
ksura-mahara dagger and poison 34.4. mahara or mahura seems 
to be a desl word, 
holy place 10.7; Skt lw. 
kh
false & malicious 53*12.
lit. relating to date palm 7*26; Skt kharjilrlya .
khaca
khajuria
or quota
khei an attendant’s share from the food offered to a 
deity 33.13|53.13;47.10;from o. khS-(eat) ?. 
kheta paddy field 8.34.
kh amnia (text khambhS ?) ditch ?.22; fr. Skt khan- (?).
g
gau(m) = gau , village A.11.
gaccha a tree 7.24 (gacha),50.3-4; Pali - gaccha (a shrub). 
See PTSD
gada a ditch ,a sloping low ground, 50.3*
gamda-mSda (= gamda-mddha) a gold coin higher in value than 
a madha 10.12,cp 5*14(where the Skt word 'niska1 is 
used for gamda i.e.gamda-madha; gamda(Telugu) lit. 
means big. (madha =about half a tola),
garabha-bhitare on the bed or bank (of the river) 18A.3*
g£(m) village 8.25f8.31,8.36,8.37;53*5,53*6; -ra 18A.9,
35*7; gSe (=gie) 53*3(3 times), 
ga short for gae (see below), 6.9,7*13,29*5*
gSe total 18.13,29*5,29.5,29.6,52.6,53.8,55.9*
gai cow 5*4-6*
gdlu- disobedience 53*4;fr. Oriya g51a( cheek), Prkt galla ?;
with 0. fgSluS*(disobedient) cp 1cheSy*(colloq.Eng.)•
gu(va)ka betel nut 2.9; gun in 13.19*gutta lease 3*6,3*7;(of Telugu origin).
guda lgurl , molasses 29*4.
guntha a measure of land used in Orissa & Madras 54.6;
(1 / 25 i.e. 25th part of an acre - in Orissa-). 
go-fi(-ta) a piece , a measure,a dish of food of a particular
measure,(go.is sometimes used as a short form). 
23.20,cp 21.14 & 17(gothre') *
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For go£i (= a dish, of food e.g. rice of a particular
measure )cp 18.9,18.12,18.13,18.14;55.8,55*12; for gotii.e.oneused by itself (in the form gotie) or after a numeral 
(generally used with reference to things)cp 13*18;26.13; 
28.13;32.3;39*8;41.7; for distinction between 8©ti (»ti) 
and get a ,see L! Indo-Arien ,P.166; 
goru cattle 5*5*
goharS narrow path or lane 8.24.
gySti (=gy5ti) kinsmen 49.6;50.5;5^ *8;Skt jhSti; Skt jha is 
pronounced as gya or gya in Oriya,Bengali,Bhojpuri(see 
PFB,P.201).
gh
ghara 19*3; IE* ^hovo- see •
°PghSi a corroding stream 8.24-; Skt ghStl (that which has an 
imp act-1gh&t aA ) 
ghl ghee 9.14; ghiu 29.4,32.5; 8kt ghrta ; cp ghiu in Bhojpuri
(p p b,p .139).
ghoda-banijSra horse dealer 9.8; Skt ghotaka-vSnijyakSra; 
for banijSre nom. pi. see BhSgabata X.21.49*
c
caa(m)ra 35*12; -dhari bearer of the cSmara 35*11 
cauda sa 51*9; -£ata 1400 26.5;Skt caturda£a-£ata.
cakalia (text cakaliS ?) pertaining to a circle(Skt cakra) 
of land 7*19* 
caturudesi 41.5; Skt caturda§I.
catri ! (= chatriSi ) 45A.14. cp. 18A.10 for 3.6 royal demands).
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catri may mean a king ,Skt chatr!;so catri avSdana- 
lunnu = royal demands.
capara&I(text japarasf) a messenger or other servant; so called
from his wearing a capras( a badge or buckle )KD 47* 6-7 • 
cSula rice 29.4,29*5; in DH cdulS; cp Skt tandulam.
camu- dial, for ch§mu(see chamu) ;may read chamu or ksamul8.9&14
cari four 4.3,26.4,36.5,17*9; c§rf 42.7;cara 9*14;catvSri(Skt)c&lisa (text cSlisa ?) 8.37;8kt catvarimsat5St.O.cSliSa.
cSsa cultivation co carsani( cultivator^ )in Yedic
’  * J\Index -Macdonnel & Keith.
-nolciSri-sa-cSlisa four hundred forty-nine 8.37?
ciari occurs in Marathi,Old Hindi,Old Gujarati(ODBL,P. 
t Sa-pamcSsa four hundred fifty 7*12-3*
ch
cha six 6.6,17*8;££t sat .
chati parasol,umbrella;diminutive of chatS • 41.6.
chatisf thirty-six,-aba^ ana =36 royal demands( Svedana) 18A.10. 
sat-trimsat • cp
chSmu- auspicious presence 42.6,48.8,51*5*53*12;Sktsanmukha .
See 18.9,18.14.
iKache li- sat a one hundred goats 9*13;cp Skt chdgal!^  5 in SII^ V,Ho. 
1180(the Telugu version) 1 gor#yalufis used.
jag at I pavilion, terrace as in ISMnaara Gopala-priya jag at I 
36.2; Skt jagatf means * earth*,'world*; so semantic
change - narrowing - , see Language by Bloomfield,P.
426 .
Jana people 5&A.3;Skt Jana .
JaparS&I see caparasl •
J£u(m)li pair,twin 26.7;Skt yStmala +1 (fem. suffix).
a pl. suffix denoting entirety or multitude;
rSiJaJSke throughout the kingdom 24.3;(used in Assa­
mese )'
waking( used as the name of a oarticular festival)
41.7.
value, salary 7*12,7*14,8.37j Jfta-desa 35*4; Jfta(Tel. )1 
whatever 19*6(text Jasa?);Skt ygdr£a;cp 0. kisa • 
who 12.7, 13*27,17*9 etc .; JShSku whom,whomsoever, 
acc.sg. 19*7; Jaha-ra whose gen. sg. 53*12; Je J£h5 
every one of his( or her) own 24.5,34.3* 
whatever ,of whatever number or quantity,pronominal 
adj.1.32,11.4,19*5,35*7,(Jete k51a as long as)36.3; 
cp Siete yavat •
t
a title,a surname,(lit. or originally a prince as 
opposed to JemS fa princess1) 3*2,8.5; 40.5('prince*)• 
if 3*10.
a channel 7*28;cp Jori( a river) in the Kandha dialect
G&
j(h)ari a small pitcher,a tumbler with a side spout cp.kSpu-
jari 5 .1 5. 1
Jhal£i, welded adj. 26.11.
t
tankg a rupee( a silver coin)17*8,33*7,38*9,49.5,50.4, in
No.55(5 times);cp.32.4;38.10;39*8,39*9,54A.2; "In the
Lahore coinage of MahnrSd of Gazni A.D. 1027-28,we find
on the Skt legend of the reverse,the word -pankS ..." 
Hob son-Job son •
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- J5ka
Jagara 
Jit a 
Jisa
3e
Jete
Jen£
Jebe
Joda
Skt tanka£ a stamped coin ,Prkt tanka ,see ND,P.2.4l.
As for the suggestion of a Central Asian origin(Mong­
ol )
of the word , see C & M .
-fh
thSkura a god,a king; tSkuru(dial)(= a king) in 2*6;-£h§kura 
(with ref* to Purusottamadeva,the king ) in 41*2,
( ” ” M Kapilesvaradeva, 11 11 ) in 42*4,
( 11 ” *’b Govinda deva , the 11 ) in 55*5;
cp the word ±snc ’bada-th£kura’ in 42*3,42.4,42*5; 
in 42*3,thSkiira-bhoga means offering to the deity •;
Skt thakkjacra , an idol, ajdeity, an honorific title;1
11 thSkura fr. Prkt thSkkai or its possible variant 
thakai (exists) M LSI,IV,P.31,f«n* ; 
fem.- thakuranl (usually a goddess) •
d
dShSnSbarta sankha conch-shells with left-handed spirals;• •
46*5; Skt daksinavartta sankha •
diu ? (= dheu) lit. wave in Samudra-diu JenS. (samudra-diu • « « #
lit. the wave of the ocean)w]?±ch appears to be the 
name of a person,perhaps his nick-name; JenS is a 
surname; 45*5 •
t
ta a particle which gives emphasis or a sense of contrast; 
19*4; see ISI,V - Part 2,P.381 -’Expletive additions’;
in Oil
this -particle occurs also in the 16th century Kindi 
(Avadhi); see£ Padumavatl by Lakshmidhar ,P.254.
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ta&a bank or side (of a river)7»22,7»26;tada 8.33.
or st.
tamSpadS. ? cppper-plate , ( mod. 0. tamba-patei ) 55*4.
tamba-benti^ith handle made of copper) 10.£ • 
tali (dial.) place 3*8.
tali (" ) plate 5• 12,5.14;Skt sthSH.
tSta a flat basket or tray 33.8,35,13;cp tattam(Tamil)
a plate.
tgra- monosyllabic mystic incantation 37*4.
tiuna curry 52.8; cp timanam in DN.
tiguni dudu kumca (1) a measure for milk thrice as big as 
a teuhca (2) a three-fold coarse chowri; cp.- 
11 kunche (Tel) - a brush, a 1chauri’ made of 
peacock’s feathers11 Brown ,P.287;cp ,!duddu(Tel) 
n. the pericap (of a lotus), ear- ornament
■+ • . t
adj. coarse” Brown, P.601.
8.371tini three ISA.8, etc.; tin! 3*4; tini 1.30; tinni
A. 11. Skt trini (Neuter pi.),
tini sa baisa 8.18.
ti-mundi the junction of three terminations(lit.heads)8.21-
22.
tiri^sa 8.37;trisa..? 39.7; trimsa 8.32;Skt trimsat.nom. *
tu thou pronoun 2nd p . sg. (Skt tvam) 19 • 4,19 • 7 5
dat.
pl.-(tu)mbhe 18A.2;(accjpl.- tumbha-nku 49.5,50.4; 
colloquial - tamunku(text tamilkum) 54A.2; gen.sg-""
(1) toho 24.2,51.4*02) tohoral9.5;
cp tohara ’your* in Bhojpuri ( P P B , P .  143X sGrBL,P.16 ) .
tumgala (text tumgala ?) ana ornament 26.5-0.
tiftla the 3rd 'tithi1 of the fort-night 51*3;
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tete soar many or so mucfi ; tete k£la so long 36.4;sea 4oto, 
(tentuli tamarind 50.3 )
tot5 grove,tope; 8.24,8.31,49.3,49.3,49.4,49.4,50.4,/
54.6,54.7; cp Telugu tota •
»
todhara a kind of ornament for the anklet or the wrist;.  7
ratna todhara-mana 26.3; mukuta todhari (or dhodhari)
26.8;j£li - (netted 'todhara') 26.8.
tol£-jala-bhumi(text bhumi)i.e. tolS bhumi(high land reclaimed
from jungle) & jala bhumi (wet land = paddy land) 
cp. (raised land)
18A.9; Skt tolita-bhumi; see tails & tola-badi in BK .
trimseka (text trlhseka ?) thirty (ka pleonastic ?).
d
danda-pata province or viceroyalty cp. 2.2;13*8;20.4;damdda-
p£ta-loni 45A. 10,45A. 11-12; loni(TEHJGU) = *in( post­
position; see para 143(lonu) in Arden's Telugu Gram.; 
Skt danda-pat^a = the expanse or jurisdiction (pat^a) 
of authority or control (danda); cp^ Williams- Skt Lexi-
% a
con,P.614, r jpS-t* * 
danda water course 7• 18,7• 20,7• 29;8.20,8.21,8.28,8.28,8.34, 
8.36; -gopatha-harana appropriation of water course 
& cattle path (pasture land) 30.4; cp DU ,P.41 - 
d for this word (=road). 
dandoasi tax for payment to the village watch-man (danda-pS&I)
(='chowkidari tax') 30.4. 
domda-mala(St. O.-dhanda- ) a long garland 2.10.; danda(Tel.) n 
a garland,adj. large, cp. Brown's Diet. P.574. 
dalama food-stuff(before cooking), raw materials 29*4.
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dasa ten 1.13,9.15(dasa),55*7*; dasami 17.3•
dahi 35.7,52.8,cp 35.15; Skt dadhi.
diam 27.6; Skt deva.
dipa lamp 9*8; akhamda dipa a perpitual votive lamp 5*16,
6.5; dipu-dhumpa lamp & incense 4.4; for dipa (dlpai 
-pratimS , akhanda —  etc. cp 6.8,32.3,52.4,38.7, 
59.7,59.8,39.10 .
du5 ? (dial.)two 3*7.
du§ra-parlksa a guard at the door 7.6,8.5,8.8,8.14. 
dui two 17.7,26.3,48.12. etc.; dui 1.14-15,£x£fi,6.5etc;
duyi(5*20)• 
dukSni see dokani 35*8.
dupa (dial) incense (text dupo ? ) 20.14.
duhinkari of the two 11.4.
deu cp. 2.7(X deu-);40.5; Skt deva.
deula temple (deula ? as read by M.M.C. in 7*16,8.16,8*38).
6.6 , ( " 11 " ” " " " 12.6 ) ,22.6, 
23.6,43.?, 55.7; cpjklso 35.12;40.10;52.6;55*13; 
3fi.4|35.6;38.7"*8;32.5,38.10;41.7; deola 54.9;deuli 
(printed text - deull) 8.16,8.28,cp 8.32.
dedha one and a half 1.11.
1.30,
desa contry 53.6,53.13;dese loc sg. 1.30; de§am£nara
of countries 27.4. Skt deSa.
a double coindokSni a variety of coin525A.2,33.13 ;(do = two ?); for
kSni see C & M ,P.395(d)-398. 
dorohS a rebel ;doroha(Skt droha) + 5( a variant of 0.
suffix -iS0;text - dorehS in 34.5;also in 17.10, 
23.23,41.13;cp 47.14.
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do-simS junction of two boundaries 7*25>7*26; -nta 7*20.
doda fault 55*15; -adosa 24.6.
dvSra-mamdo pavilion (in front) of the door 5*5;Skt mandapa •
dh
dhSna paddy 1.17,27*6,35.9; skt dhSCnya.
dhdpa incense cp 16.10( -dhilpu), 10.7,33*12; 33.5521.12-13.
Op 4.4.
n
na negative particle 11.6.,36*5,etc..Cp. no in 42.6.
naa sa nine hundred 7*14,7*31*
?
nai river 7*22,8.25,8.29,3.31,8.33; -kula(-la )8.53;
-tada 7*22; -p5ri 8.23; Skt nadi ;cp 8.22,8.23,etc. 
nadapa oil 38.11; used in SII,X. No*704(Telugu inscrip.),
line I5;'cp also SII,V.No. 1028 •
nabara palace 7*5;nabare loc sg 8.3,8.26.
narka hell 51 # •
nale by a bambo pole 54*6•
nSeka central gem of a necklace 26.9* Skt nSyaka.
naka-k£na nose and._ears 34*5*
nSa-pathara the stone pillar for roping the boat 7*21. 
nScuni dancing girl 33*5,33*6,33*9;nacuni 18.10-11;
nScani-mana pi. 42.5* Skt nrtya 0. nSca • 
nSta dancing , a dramatic performance 42 - lines 3,4,6,7,
9;cp Skt nataka( a drama),na-£a (an actor), 
nati grandson 9*5; Skt naptr ; cp Vedic nap St, Batin nopot
whence mod.Sag. nepot-iesi;&ee SB under nephew;nati 
used in Asokan edicts;n5ti in Bhojpuri(PPB,P. 172).
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niti daily 38.10,39.7; Skt nityam.
settlement
nirne (text-nlr?) decision,34*3;cp 55*3,53.14;cp 45B.14;
\
Skt nirnaya.
nirimaila-bika- sale of 'nirmalya1(sacred offering) 29*6;
cp nrimSlya 1 7*9.
nuna salt 29*4; a variant of luna(Skt lavana);cp Iona
in 12.7; the interchangeability of initial 1 with
c •
n which prevails in mod. 0. goes back toA.D.1470
'X
as evidenced by the inscriptions, 
nodaka a pendant 26.6.
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niti duty 18*10; Skt nfti .
pachima 49.3 ; Skt padcima ;cp pacchima in Kharavela inscr. 
line 3 •
pahca-parakarana the establishment or management or council
of 5 members 49*7;cp 35*5 & 50.6; .the names of
5 prakaranas mentioned in 49.7 &- 50.6-7.
pahca-parbe during the 5 Parva days e.g.the full moon day,
the new moon day etc.33*5,“paraba 33.12.
flowers ofpahca-barnaphula-cula^a crown of 5^ colours 21.13,23-16.
pamcSdi the council of five 6.3-
pa lie as a
pahcisa twenty-five 54.6 Skt pahca-vimsati.
pata one piece,one of a pair 26.10.
pata a document or charter,a deed of gift; 8.17,31*7;
pat ale a 8.39; patt§ 45B.15 ;patta-sthitti A.9.
Skt patfcakam C a leaf , a plate ),0. patS . 
pSta- (text patS ? ) chief .principal 3.5;Skt patta.
padiS fallow land, field 7.25,48.12,49.4-; Sfct patita ;
cp 0. ufhiS ( cultivated) ,Skt iiwftXfcxxxx utthita .
\> 0 ^ c U - kcxtVvcx , ve jc re o e v ij-a fi*  9  • I 3  i  S l* J - . v  c*X i k ck^ XJcx .
-pana a suffix denoting status, qualijfy 53*4;Vedic -tvana;
in Old Gujarati -panaum (cp S.V ,P.28); in Bhojpuri 
-pan (cp PPB,P.446).
(pa)na ? 55-7*
panS drink ; apandara pana a kind of drink lit. ejwhiti^ ]
or yellowish drink 17*7; Skt apandura(-dara) panakam. 
panda ? a priest 13*20;cp PamdyS (a surname) in u5.10. 
pratipa 54.1; Skt pratipat( new moon day).
patri-pala a small tray or plate. & a dipper or a spoon 2.10;
St. 0. pStxI-pala • 
padma- lotus , -nidhi a variety of gold coin ? stamped
with a lotus mark(lit. lotus treasure)32.3; padma- 
nidhi Sasakani kodie tankS = padmanidhi equivalent 
to 20 SaskSni rupees 55*6-7; -rupena in form of 
padmanidhi 6.10,6.1239*9? padma-pSda lotus feet 
i.e.graceful or auspicious feet 26.2,44.3,45.3,51*4. 
pSnu-vidiya betel leaves (or betel packet);St. 0. pSna Skt 
parnna ( a leaf); vidiya(Tel) betel & nut. 
pappua (text papua) cake made of split pulse 5*12; pappu 
(Tel) split pulse of any kind • 
paratada wristlet 26.10; (pra + tSda ). 
paraba $±.%of 27*6,33*5 ; Skt parvan.
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a steward ,an inspector, a supervisor ^superintendent
a governor ; occurs sometimes with slight differen-c ©
in Ispelling ; 2*2,2.4,3*2,5*9*6.2,10.3>10.5>13*8-9, 
22.7,
14.5,20.5,21.7,34.6,35*3,42.8,53.12 . 
up to 5 1.5 .
an officer in charge of !£s5 pasSya fSkt prasSda 
i.e.”land set apart for the maintenance of the 
village artisans or for religious and charitable 
purposes ", see P.752, GD ; mahS- the chief 'pasSits 
5.5*3*6 ;25*4; pasSyita used in Canarese inscription 
Ho 113 of SII,Vol.XI,pt. I; cp gantSita , sebSita 
with -ita affix • 
pasupaleka a temple-priest who attends to the dressing of the 
idol 50.6 ; cp 5• 20;49.7? 53.2,53*7-8,53*10;54-.9; %
St. 0. pasu-p&laka ; may be a corruption of Skt vesa- 
palaka , contaminated with Skt pa^u-?cgx pSlaka • 
pSim ? for postp. 18A.1.
pSika-rauta infantry & cavalry lit. the foot-soldier & cava­
lier 24.3; Skt padStika-rajaputra; cp RSuta-pacLS 
in 7*12;rSuta used in Gujarati . 
pakadhi parakarana 25 «5; Skt pSk5di(?)-prakarana ;cp 35*8. 
pakha side 7*12,7.13; Skt paksa;Prkt pakkha.
t
pahca five 49.5*53*13*
pant water 1.26; pani 5*15*18.12-13,pSnl 18A.4;-sila(text
sill ?) water moss ,cp Skt &^xvSla, 7*22; -khammS 
water pit 7.22; -chSdllg in 18A.4 & -ccadS in 45A.9 ; 
Skt chard- Prkt chadd- 0. ch5d- . See
5 7 3
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oarIksa
parijante 
pasgxta
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p St aka sin 36.6; ati- a very heinous sin 36.6; mahS-
heinous sin ,one of the 5 hemnous sins such as 
killing a Brahmin , drinking of ' sura' ( a spirituous 
liquor ), theft, etc. ; pSteka Col. of pStaka( which 
is a ts i.e.tatsama; 55-14. 
pSda-palaba an orn&nent for the foot; 26.9; pallava( an armlet 
pSna see after 'padma* •
pSlata exchanged 35-4.
pahanti-pahare during the watch of early morning 48.9* 
pSdxhuda anklet cp.26.10; cp ghuta(the ankle), 
piys (dial) cake 10.9,10.13;St. 0. pi^ha . 
brass 5 -15.
a measure of grain 9-5;St. 0. p^uti . Cp 1.13. 
full moon day 13.12; p^urnamf .
pitala- 
puti 
punei 
pub a 
purunS
easteiftn 8.20 ; Skt pSrva.
49.4
old 42.5 ; Skt purSnaka ;cp also pur St ana •
Cp 27.3 -
puli a kind of cake 29-4;cp 29.6,33-13, 13-16.
peta central area lit. belly 48.11 .
poo son -13.8; pou 29-2; St. 0. pua .
pokhuri pond 8.20.
poro- (Skt p^ura) ; -pariksa 7-7; -Sri-karana 7-9,7-14;
8.9,8.18; porSdhikarana 4.2. 
prabardhamSna bije rSjye 30.2; prabradhamSne ... 1.2; cp.
Udyotakesari's inscr. on Khandagiri (El,XIII,P. 
165);cp also El,III,No. 2 & No.21).
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(in Telugu script) 
pravesa (dial) entry 6.10;St.0. prabeSa cp pra(be)§a 9*16;
Gol. 0. parabesa in52.6 •
priksS contraction of* parfksS 18.16.
ph
phalam(!EKl) produce 45A.15; phala-bhogjra usufructuary 1.23 
phSla
pbula
Baisnama • •
bae
bada
(text phala-) share, division, part; 6.7,6.8 . 
flower 18.12; -cula a tiara of flowers 21.13, 
23.17; Skt phulla .
a devotee of Visnu r42.7;Skt V&Lsnava •
expenditure 29*5,43*7;Skt vyaya.
higher 7*24, 
great, principal, senior, large; 1*5,7.16, 25A.1,
\
42.3,42.4,42.4,50.2,50*7; -samparadS 49.2,49.8,
c 50.2,50.7).
bandiS an ornament for the fore-head or for the ear;
28.12 ; fr. Skt vindu ( a drop)? • 
bara gacha the banian tree.
baratana remuneration 2 1.1 5,23.18,5 5*H;bartana 10.1 3,
-desa maintenance estate 49.3; ba(r)ttana-basS- 
ku for charging remuneration 10.9-10. 
barasa year 3*9 ,-ku per annum 38*1 1 ; -ku barasa } from
year to year 52.6; barsa 9*14; Skt varsa • 
balS 0o(dS) pair of bangles 26.9;Skt valaya,0. bal£,
Malayalam * valS 1 • 
basata site ?.25,cp 7*26; cp Skt vasati O.basti .
basSjja tax,imposition,dues,(verbal n.) 1 7 .8,2 1.16,
23*118,40.14-1 5,47.8; &eule - 33*7,33*12;pariks§— io • o • •
feSti
$ flute player
bai(£ si flute 47.12; baiCm^f-kSra 4-7*12-13;Skt vam&i .
balsa twenty-two 8*18; Skt dvSvimdati.
baiham (=bahia) arm,branch 8.22;bahu+ia ;Skt fcahu
bSghalS (?) (a variety of food ?)., 2*8.
bankia a royal seat, a slanting chair 7*6 •
a measure of land in parts of southern India
including Orissa (1 bSti usually amounting to
20 acres in Orissa ) 1*7,8.11,8*32,8.37,31*10;
batie measuring 1 bati 33*8.
garden 7*36,8.21;Skt vatI •
twelve 1.7,54A.2; -pataka 12 castes 34.6,-pateka
34-.3; -bati 1*25; -mana-ra v of 12 acres 34-.6*
from childhood 24.4;cp Skt bala-kala • 
i.e. bSla-lenka boy servants (junior attendants) 
3*4—5;see lenka •
( may read bahija) external 19*4;Skt bShya ; 
cp ’bSiji handi 1 in 1 ChamSna-Sthaguntha* (0.novel 
armlet 26.9*
9
bahuda-katakai return-camping i.e.encamping on return 14.3 ;
bahudg adj. or noun ;pres.3rd sg.bShudai • 
bijaya-rajya-sambatsara (probably refers to the Anka vr) A.6. 
bijaya-rSjye in the victorious reign 12.1,36.2,45A.4(-rSjyS) 
bije rSjye ll.l,14.2,19.2,24.1,30.2,51.2(-rSjyem^ 
; bije rSije 15.4,17-2,22.3,23.3-4,25.1-2,32.1-2
54.1 3^7.2,38.3,59.2,40.3,41.2,44.1,45.2-5,47.5,
bije r§iye 18.3-4;bfje r&ije 21.3-4;bije rSje 
4.1,16.7;
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bati.
bar a
bala-kalu .  •
balemkka.
bahija
bahuti
bije subha rajye 49.1;bije subha r5ije 50.1,52.2,53* 1>
55*0; bije bije subiia raje 54.2.
bijaya-samaye at the time of presence or visit( used with
reference to kings) 7.6,8.3-4,8.8; bije samae 16.4,
27.228.5,42A.2,; bije smae 19*3; cp bije kari SsibS
samaye (while coming auspiciously) 8.12; bije karibS
is used in the sense of doming* or ’being present*
in respect of deities,kings or very respectable persons.
bidiya betel 10.9 & 13; (see pana ); cp bidiS (RamabibhS,P.3)•
bitarake without 42.7 vyatireka. 
in ^
bidyamane being present i.e. during the presence (of)3.5-6;
cp 25.5;13.11;20.7 . 
bibhaa wealth 24.4 ;Skt vibhava.
biri black gram 20.12,29*4; St. 0. birhi,Skt vrlhi (grain), 
bisa poison; -dela pateka the sin of giving poison 55.14.
Skt visa ;(in Skt bisa means lotus stalk), 
biye (text bfye) victory 1.2;usually written ’bije* ;Skt -
vijaya ;St. 0. fcfcgg bijaya; cp rSiye(=r£ije i.e.rajye) 
in 18.3-4; y(of this thesis) = % (of LSI,V.pt.2,P.379). 
budha-lenka the old or senior ’lenka* ;see lenka. 
bui(m) (dial) land 48.13; St.0.bhui •
befeasdha arrangement lOlll; Skt vyavastha ,St o. byabasthS, 
Col.O. bebasta. 
bevShSru manager 3*4;see next.
beharana manager,leader,chief; 2.5,6.g,20.7;beharane debha
(=deba ?) i.e.’beharana* will supply 20.13;cp 20.6-7(Ka-
beharana);prabehorana 25.5 ;behorene 41.4;
*beti ? <x fsTesevxt, 5 . /€ ;* S4■ cx-v^ck ck 0- - IrU-eti
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behora-mahapStra (text -ma-) the chief & high officer, 
a particular officer of higher rank 56.5,52.2-5;
(cp 56.5 for different classes of officers);behar§ - 
mShSpatra 53*2; deula-behera 2 1.1 5; deula-behora 21.9; 
Skt vyavaharana & vyavahSraka O.beherana & behorS 
bojhya (=bhojya) enjoyable A.15; -reaves***!- ski.. GocU^ a', 
bygpara work,dealing,engazement; 8.17-18;bygparl trader 9*6; 
brihi paddy,corn; 7*13,8.17,8.26; see biri •
bh
bhairo-dvare at the outer gate loc.sg. 29*3?Skt bahir-dvare;
UVW OL”V\ «. oI n/OL TOl)
for 'the Outer Gate1 at Simhacalam , see MM
N (bhamdara in 6.9) 
bhandara treasury,store room 6.9,7*5^7.13,10.11,45.5; -i loc.sg
54.6; -ku acc.sg. 29*5|29*7; cp 58.8; bhandaria store­
keeper 7*7; cp Skt bhandagara & bhSndagarika. 
bharana a measure of grain 27*6;1 bharana=480 seers •
(1 seer = 105 tolds).
r
bhSI brother 9*7,54.5; Skt bhStr ,cp bh§yi (P.146,PPB).
< •
bhSga-nirne settlement of shares,terms of partition 53*3; 
including
(bhaga tsjs. its abbreviation 'bha* occurs about 22 times). 
bhSta rice (cooked) , 6.6,6.7,6*8-9,6.9,18.9,25.18-19,25.20, 
25.20,47.8; -goti a pot of cooked rice of a particular 
measure 18.12,18.15,18.15-14; 47.9(bhata gotie =one pot 
of cooked rice); Skt bhaktam ; -pitha rice & cake 10.15; 
-baratana food & salary 6.6,6.7; -bhoga offering of rice 
rice 55*7;t>hatu (dial) 5*11,5*17,5*19,5*20;bh£ta-ka 
(ka may be pleonastic) rice ,produce 18A.10.
57 8
* BrSmbhana- Brahmin 18A.5;for Bambhana see CII,P.248),see P.
names
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bhrfa building site 8.4- ;St.O. bhrfS. t € S.~t - Wvi. <x- ?
inner
bhitara inside, ;-puja-abakase on the occasion of worshipping
inside 11.2; bhitare loc.sg. 48.11,55.3,54.5*50.3; 
bhitarem loc.sg. 49*3; bhitara- inner 7*5 *8*3>8*9f8. 
13; Skt abhyantara ad3-. internal,inner;-gb ±«t-er-{rSB)-* 
bhumi land (occurs about 14 times with varying spellings)
cp ±2 1.7 & 23? Skt bhumi, 0. bhui (occurs 22 times 
usually without nasal sign)cp 13*20,7*9,35*6 etc.• 
(Bhumi-bare on Tuesday (the day of planet Mars) 30.3;Skt
bhumi (the planet Mars)), 
bhoi head-man,leader,a surname 9*12,9.12;Skt bhogi.n(the 
head-man of a village), 
bhoga enjoyment,usufruct ; -kariba he will enjoy 40.13-14; 
-karaiba you should enjoy 18A.11; for 8 kinds of
4
bhoga see-El ,XIII.12 -Barnett, 
bhoga offering to a deity,food offered to a deity;2.8,5 .13* 
etc.(occurs about 14 times);cp also the following- 
bhoga-desa ;an estate the income or produce of which
is for ’bhoga1 27*9-10,27*4; bhoga-bhSta rice offer­
or to be offered 
ed to a deity 52.3 ;bhoga-parIks5 superintendent
of offerings 5 .9,6.2 etc.( occurs 20 times with 
variation in spelling );cp bhdmgek^i for bhoga 5.11 
bhogobhattS an inventory of articles 26.5; cp bhogabata 
(dial)(material description) in Bhasa-kosa
m
maji (?=maji) 2.5 ;see maji; judging from the context 
it does not seem to be a corruption of ’madhya1
which occasionally means in 0. ’also’(the sense of 
inclusion developing from Skt ’madhya’).
6 7
majhi middle -ra^of the middle (area) 54.6;may "be a scribal 
error
for -re which is used in 50.A- and which means !in the 
midst of*;Skt madhya.
-mamce (?=mahce i.e.maficS) a stand ,a platform ;Sktu- maHftah . 
or mahcakam .
mathSmathe in all sorts of /  •mathas*(monasteries) 1 .5 1*• • ^ %
madha- ( St. 0. matha) 1.5•
3*7’#mamdo- pavilion 3.8,3.8; -la (? pavilions) 3*6. 
madyanna(dial) mid-day 5*11; St 0. madhyShna . 
madye (text in Tel,script - mady§) (?=madhye or madhya)2• 12. 
madhya ts.used about 5 times ; -kari including 7*13;8- 16, 
also in lines 17,26,38,38; 18A.9,18A.10; cp Sdi-kari
commencing from 7*17,7*21 etc.(occuBS 12 times in 7
& 8).
madhe (=madhye ) 29.5* 
mana mind ; -re in mind 26.15? manera (=manare) 28.15.
manahi enjoyment,pleasure 26.3; bira-monoi-bije-samayg
samae^at the time of attending rThe warrior’s repast* 
14.4;cp amrta - 2.7( ’manahi*); amrta-monohi 55*14;
in 0. monohi generally means food Offered to a deity, 
a royal meal; cp Skt mana-Spa attractive or pleasing 
(lit.that which pleases or satisfies the mind );cp 
also Pali manapa w.anctbak0L . j - w*o^£Wt- s5r. ^
marakata emerald 26.7,26.7;Skt marakatam •
m&ipf (may read mSipS) a woman 34.5; a de&£ word.
majana- bathing, bath; -bele at the time of bath 47.11;
-mandape at the bathing pavilion 19.3;Skt mSrjanS
maji head-man 3.4,6.4;m0iju 10.5*
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madha a measure(ofgold & other precious metals) weighing
about half a tola ; 4.4,4.5,7*15,7*4,8.27,26.12-1$;
perhaps a gold coin weighing about half a tola ;
1.11,1.13,1.17; ganda- a gold coin higher in value5.4 cpthan a madha ,described as a fniskaT(Skt) in 5*14.
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mana a measure= 1 acre 6.6,6.7,6.8,9.15,10.10,54.6;
m&neka one mana 6.9; b£tra mana-ra of 12 acres 54.6
maninka ruby 26.7,26.8 thiramaninkl made of diamond and ruby
26.9; Skt mSnikyam. mSnica man A.13;cp 20.7&H where Ci stands for S(r)I (?). ma£a-pita Iws 3*11; 'bapa-mg1is used in another inscr.(Ap.8)•
mana^damda lit measuring staff (may mean Ta surveyor) 3.4.
mala neck-lace( necklace) 26.6.or hilly countries m51a-desa forest countries 27*3;(mala fr. Dravidian\
m£li gardner*florist 6*6;21.15,21.18.
).
mahamamdliku governor of a great province 3.4;dialectical
for 0. mahamandalika or maha-. .  .
mahdmunl the great sage 1.9,1.14; St 0. mahSmuni •
(misg mixed adj 2.10 ).
nuim X 1st Pers. pronoun 19-6,24.3,24.5; acc.sg - mote 
24.4; gen.dg.- mohora 19-4,19.5,19.7,24.6 ;see ambha 
etc.
mukabila!-re in presence 36.3; cp mukavala presence or confro-
nting( HP,P.587) ;one of the few words^of^^lrso^rabic^ 
origin .
•pearl 26.8.
'\
mukuta
munda • . head 8.;>4;-k£ti beheading 34.4;mundane ? shaving 
of the head 34.4. (of Munda origin ? ).
mudaratha seal-bearer 5^ -A.l; Skt bdM ct mudrahasta . 
mudala (l)seal3das2CEEK 8.32; mudalena (Sktism) by(royal ) 
seal 3rd sg 7*10; e mudalefthis inscription 14.8; 
mudale for inscribing or engraving 19*4;
rvnu< ioLta . (T t lv x c ^ u ) -  o r d e r  err ccvvxmo avxeC c.{-. T D ,  I o o Q
( 2 )  seal-bearer > mudale Seal-bearer ! voe.sg cp
8.10,8.14,8.15i12.6; cp 8.6;(2nd meaning doubtful).
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mud a a portion , a lump of food of a particular measure
cp ’bhata muda 8 ru* from 8 portions of rice 23«19 
bhata muda 33«7; bata muda tl 3 ru gothae lekhSe 
at the rate of 1 portion from the 3 portions of 
rice 21.16-17; mudda(Tel) n. a lump,mass,see Brown 
mudi ring ? nana-n£eka-mudi yrings with different central
jems 26.6» Skt mudrikS. • 
mudrahasta seal-bearer 12.5 >49.8,50.7•
mula principal or capital as opposed to interest('kala-
ntara1) 1.17? Skt mula;(mula=chief cp 52.4 ). 
mule through, with,under the charge of, postp. 25A.2,
48.7-8; Skt mulena (inst.sg ). 
mula kotha-desa-ru from the principal crown(lit treasury) land 
18A.2;cp Skt koatha. 
medha arched gateway 36.2.
meru tada bahuti , armlets with central gems or armlets made 
of gold ( meru =central gem or gold) (tSda & bShuti 
are different kinds of ornaments for the arm)28.9- 
cp 1tSda* in Avadhi(P ,Page 251). 10#
J^elana (Sp R_°o. melana) a gathering,a festive gathering A. 8 9> me±ajla^m
m^pLtra paksa friendly party 1.22 
monoi Setmanahim) •
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yetha-ki
yehi
for or to this 9*13 •
this (Demonstrative proCii-)9«15;St.O. ehi
ya(m)uli
yatri-
$
(St.orthography- y a u l i )  pair; yamala(+ 1 ).26.7.
(may read j&uli). • pilgrim
( reading fr. -£he 2nd impression) 5 1*5 ; previous
reading - jgtrl ; Skt yStri .
yabaccandrarke as long as the sun & moon (endure) 31.11;
Skt ySvaccandrSrkam • 
ye who ; - apang-ra each one of his own 11*5? this
is often written as je (see je);cp also 30.5 
ye (?),37.3 ye (?), 37-4 ye (?), 39.10 (y)e ; 
Skt yah • With regard to the reading *ye* of
S. Nos 30,37, see the remarks following the 
text of S.No 11.
rakhuSla
rana-ramka . .
(text rakhuvSla) keeper 6.5-6. 
eager for battle 4-5B.6; Skt ranka wretched ;
Gol. 0. ranka means fvery fond of1,’keenly 
desirous of *; in VIrabhadra’s Canarese inscrip 
tion (EC. XI,P. 127,line 14) read ranka for 
ramga .
ratna jewel ; - Kalapa-taru singhXsane ix throne with a
j.(i.e.jewelled) Kalpa-taru 28.4; - k§na-phula
j. flower-shaped ear-ornament 28.8; - khata
j. couch 28.5; - chati r j. parasol 28.4; -drapana
j. mirror 28.1 3; - padSrtha jewellery 19*5 ;-palanka
j. bed-stead 28.4;-bicana j.fan 28.11;-padaka
j. medal 28.8; -benta caa(m)ra chowry with
j. handle 28.5; - makuta j. crown 26.5; (in 19*5
text - ratana );Cp Skt khatva , paly anka, vya j anakam ,
vrntam.
rahani nemaining ,( adj) ; surplus ; 4.4-5.
r£ija-jake in the whole kingdom 24.3-
rauta a cavalier,a surname in Orissa 7-12; Skt rSjaputra 
Cp PS 4.1 ; paika-rauta 24.3;Rauta-rSya (text EX 
Rautraya) 20.10; rauta-tota 49.3 • 
raeguru king's preceptor or chaplain 1 1 .3* 
raccha a road (? raccha) 7-20,7.26; Skt rathy5(fem.) fr.
ratha ( a chariot), 
raja- (Sanskritic form as member of a cdJ) -d§nda public 
path or high way 50.3;-droha rebel against the king 
3 7-5 ;-prakarana king's officer (?) 3 5.8;(text para­
karana) ;-sadana king's court 34.4,34.4 «-pramane 53*4. 
raj£ king 11.6,12.7; 11.4;rajamane kings 36.4,51.6;
rajanku 1 1 .5 ;raj£mananku 36.4;rajanka 55.10;r£j Ankara
35-4; raja-pariksa 53-12* 
rSjye during the reign 8.7,11-4, etc. (see bije rSijye).
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ratira-dina night and day 23*14-15; St.O. r£tra-dina • 
rSsi a sign of the Zoiac; 1.21 (text r5sl) ; "The
Tndi an Zodiac is divided as in Europe into 12 
parts , each of which is called a rS£i or sigh "
IC . The rasi of a person is determined by 
the position of the sum with reference to the 
12 rSsis(such as Mesa,Vrsa etc.) at the time of 
his birth • £«< vt Av>tc qui.ti64 of 3-y\cU<* - rytlL .
1
lggi see under the verb *15gaif ;lagiheba , l£gi kar5ib5
etc. are used with reference to deities ,kings 
in special senses; 1candana-15gi!(anointing with 
sandal paste) is used in a Telugu inscription 
(SII,Vol.Vi .No. 105$. 
le£ bharuja frying of grain 53*1 1 ; modern 0. Ii5 bhajS ;
Skt laja wetted grain , 1505h pi. parched or
fried grain ;iskt verbal root bhr00-,pres 3rd sg-
\
bhrjjati (roasts or fries ).
lekhae at the rate (or number or quantity )of 18A.8,
2L.17, 29*6-7,32.5,38.11,5^*6 ; lekhai 9*l£;lekha
9* -15; lekSe 23*21;cp. Telugu lekkanu (in number);
Skt lekha (writing).
lenka an attendant , a surname now in use in the Khanda-
yat caste of Orissa; 7*6,8.9,8.12; lerakkS 3*5,5*55
occurs in Telugu and Marathi and is used in
Canarese inscrip. No.104 of SII.IX.pt.I;cpSII.X. 
520-21-22;SII.V.1028,1030f 
Iona salt 12 .7 ;Skt lavana;mod 0. luna or nuna.
5 * 5
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vamsa-ksaya extinction of family or dynasty 20.1 7* 
vapa (dial) father 3.3 ;this is perhaps to be pronoun­
ced as *bap3’;cp daya (=day5 ’kindness) in
A.9;Skt vapt5,St.O. bStpS ,Col.O. bapei • Vccjaa. vvx<^
l r - c  " t u  €  v \  c\YV A  e  cr(- CL S  C V i  CT)
vahtokkara (dial) their ,of them 3* 10; St. 0. ’tahSnkara’ ;
cp the remote demonstrative pronouo ’u f(orl o )
in Bhojpuri (SGBL.Page 20 of part 2 ) ;
this ±s seems to be lost in modern Oriya . *
viccu (Tel) (a. ‘ball Of thread ) 5*16.
vijaya-rajya victorious reign 3*1,5*8,6.10.1; cp bijaya-
rSjya- in A.5-6;in every one of these inscriptions
this expression is followed by the word* samvat- 
one of 
sara* or its variants .
vije-rgije samasthu 32 Amka 20.3;vije r£ije( =vi jaya-r3jye)#
vidyamane while being present loc.sg. 6.4.
visya a measure of weight 5.1 5 ;St. 0. bisS •
vlra hero 3*1>5*7*6.1,10.1.
veti ? a present 5^16; St O. bheti • t
(v&Lsnava ? 3*3)cp. Vasnama 5*18 , B&Lsnava 9*17*
sateka one hundred 1.18; sata+eka •
sasana command, edict proclamation;royal charterl; an area
or estate of rent-free land granted to Brahmins 
by royal charter,a Brahmin colony charitably esta­
blished by royal charter ; (next page for reference)
*This is the only form of the pronominal base *vaha* or* 'uha* 
in the text; cp ’vaha’& its forms in Avadhi (P.316,Padumavat5!
7-11,27,29, 58-11,19,23,29,fife.50,so,355 5 1.6-75sasaneka
8• 16;-bhumi 31.9;sSsana 18A» 7,7,8;53.3;-ku 18A.8;
sSsana-desa 53*3*
sitala (text sitala in 41.10 & sitala in 41.6) adj. used as
a noun ; cold food or uncooked food (as opposed to
hot & cooked food)e.g. wheat fried & sweetened •
*
siba bliss,the god Siva ; - praptem 1.18-19. 
distu (dial) deciple,subordinate ? adj.usedas a noun 10.4;
Skt ,sig£a( same in St. 0. ) the elite • 
sukra bright adj A.7? ( due , be bright ,Avesta - suxra ) • 
Buddha bright (foirtnight) lit. pure 10.2;su.(=du) 34.2. 
drShi year 3*1,14.2,17*3,& 22.4,26.1,29.2,32.2,33.2,40.3-4,
42A.2,44.2,45.3,45A.6,45B.10,47.4,50.2,51.3,52.2;
13.5, 36.2,drShi 11.1,12.1,21.4,23.4,27.2,30.2,34.1,39.3,42.2,
48.4,
43.4,46.4,54.2; £rahii 24.2,41.2,53.2( ?)5 SrShih 49.2;
drayini 5.8-9; sShi(=srahi) 38.3; drSi(? or drai?) 1*3, 
18.4,
19.2 cp text , sra 25.2
srShi 8.11,10.2,37.2; prati srShi 9.15(srahi),16.15 ; 
srai 20.3-4; sra(hi) 2.1; sarSi 35*1; sra. £.1; 
srShi - a form of loc. of the Apabhramda derivative 
from Skt sarad in the sense of'year'.cp Persian s51
which is the same word # &arad becomes in Apabhramda 
saraa(cp. Pischel @ 355). This would have a locative
saraahi.Then sifter contraction etc. srShi( frequently 
written in Oriya * dr Shi*) .(This note is based on DR.
Barnett *s communication);see JRAS(19 17) p.132;
JA.XXIXj P*222;XA.XXXIX.P• 224-; IA.XXV sP. 285;cp Marathi 
*sarSi' harvest time etc.(see Molesworth ).
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£rl~ fortune,gloryjgrace,prosperity etc.; is often 
prefixed to the names of deities and persons, 
especially kings or to the names of persons asso­
ciated with them or to the names of things pertain- 
ing to them $ 1.4,l.l,1.26;2.1,2.6;3*l,3*2,3*2;etc: 
—karana 8.6f 4-1*3,50*2 etc.;-Kurmma 6.2,10.4,— ndtht 
deva 6.4-,6.9,10.6; cp 10.1l(-Kdrman£ta - )j&;cp9.16; 
-Candana a title 8.14-15; -carana 7*5»8.3,8.8,8.12 
12.5; -Jaya-DurgS- a goddess31*l-2;-naara 36.2; 
-B^isna(ba) 33*10, -B^isnava 9*17;-v5stananu(Tel)
4-5A.8-9; -haste 18A.4-; -hastena(Skt) 8.6; etc •
s
s(u)kala bright 38 *4-; Skt &ukla.
sakala-mSjana-abakasa ? the !avaka^aT of morning bath 17*6;
usually there are 3 ,dhdpas* and 5 *avakasas* in
a temple; Skt sakSlah( adj. kalena saha vidyamdnah)
Oriya 1 sakala1 (morning)(forenoon) ;cp bik£la(* *
afternoon )•
sankha conch-she 11 4-6.6,4-8.9; Skt sankha#
samjha dhupa lit. evening incense 4*2.3; Skt sandhyet-dhdpa.
satsu ? (scribal error ? for satva i.e.sattva) 3.9*
sanamata consent 3*4-,3*9,34-.6,4-9.9,50.8,53*14-,54A.3;-kSra 
consent 35*8, here -kara is a pleonastic suffix
after the analogy of T svi-kara*} angi-kSra* ;
Skt sammata;cp O.sanmukha fr.Skt sammukha .
santaka a sign or symbol;srl-hasta-santake by Royal Sign-
Manual 18A.2-3;see JRAS(1900).548 & PTSD(santaka = 
belonging)•
5 8 8
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sappala (dial) fruitful 3*H;St.O. saphala •
sabada-kala always 3*7,5*8;Skt sarvada ;(the same collocatic 
occurs also in Nepalese );cp Gol.O. ’sadd-sarbadS’
(=always ).
sabu all 36.4? 35• 7; ( saba 20*14) ; sabua 3*10;sabuhS 3*6; 
sabuhem 11*55 sabuhe 24.4; sabuhe (?) 36.7;sabihem
U-r t o-fKc pi* d42.5;(in these the pl. ending e is a-spaiir at ed;cpmod.
0. 1 sabhie’);saburu abl.sg. 53*14; s abut im( ?=sabut him) 
loc.sg. 51*4; Skt sarva. 
sabha-sthalf (?) in the place of assembly A.19* 
samae 12.2;Skt samaye •
samamdhe in connection 1.8-9 Skt sambandlii^ e . 
samala-radu a kind of sweet 29*6;cd mod.O. fladu! or ’laddu’. 
samasta all adj. 2.5,5*3,5.5,3*7,6.3,19.4,26.5,54.3,34.6,36.2, 
36.3,36.3,36.6;Skt samasta(=sam+as+ta),’put together’ 
cp samasta or Samasta used in connection with the Anka 
system of reckoning.
or partysamparadS religious school or order or sect; 42.4,42.5,42.5 ;
bada- 55*5,50.2,50.7; sampraaS 55*10;Skt sanrpradSya; 
(occurs in line 31i*e. line 2 of the 2nd part- in the 
'Tamil version of Serial No I ). 
sammukhem(? sanmukhem) in the auspicious presemce A. 19. 
sambata year 1.2-3*
sanrvatsa year 3.1,5*8; samvatsara 6.1; samva(m)tsara ? 10.1-2; 
Skt samvatsara.
(sarana protector 9.9-10;saranah 9*10;text- Parana & saranah) 
Skt £aranam.m
sarata (?)condition 34.5; (of Perso-Arabic origin ?).sarai see srahi • cp.sari proximity 5 1.4—55Skt parisara .
sarbasa all property 11.6 5 Skt sarvasva.
sarbam£inna( or -nna) a Telugu idiom meaning 1 altogetherf ;
in the context ,it does not seem to be a derivative
or corruption of Skt sarvamSnya i.e. an absolute &
tax-free gift; 18A.10; Tsarbamanya kari f(cp sarva-
manyamganu in 4-5B. 16-17) is used in Kecala(i.e.
Kechala) Cop. plate cp JAHRS, TI pt. I •
saanta- noblest or lord  ^ 24-.5; Skt sgmanta •
saksi witness J.12,20.19,50.6,54-.9; saksi 4-9.8,50.7*
s5cchi witness 4-9.7; tbh i.e.tadbhava or derivative fr sSksf
(in mod. 0. saksi is pronounced as sSkhi fade and
ksura ( a razor) as khura , but churi ( a knife)
is commonly used ; cp xfoxra ±&x ksur§ in 54-.4- ).
satu (dial) seven 3»5;Skt sapta •
sSthie sixty 32.4- ,cp 38.9; Skt sast^ i .
ssina young,small adj.53»9; cp Telugu oanna • cf hx>.
simgara toilet,dressing ;xbada - principal dressing ceremony
4-2.4-;Skt i§rngara .
slmS territorial division 52.5 ;cp *simSf(text sim5) in
4-5B.14- where it seems to be used as an equivalent
of 1 dandapSta* cp 4-5A.10.
sima boundary ? - lines 6,15,19 etc ; 8 - 19,20,etc.
catuh - 8.25-26 . 
su short for suddha or sukla 19*2,20.4& ,(used about
12 times ).
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sukla bright (fofct-night ) 6.3,13«5(sftkla ? ), 21.5;
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sukala 16.8, 15*5 suka(la) ,23.5,28.3,38.4, 51»5»qi -1?-"!/" qIq Ty  ^ •
cp 26.2 ; sukia (?) 36.2 ; Sukala 47.^5;
£ukla 45B. 11; Skt # &ukla. 
sukritamSna good deeds, merits 3*10-11; Skt sukrta ;(-mSna
0. pl# suffix). 
sutS chain ,string 26.13 •
sunS gold lJ5»1*17,3*6,3*6(sunna) ,5*7,3*10,6.10; etc .
- m5rj(j)ani pata one piece of golden broom ?®*5; 
cp Skt marjanl fr. mrj- (to brush or cleanse) ;
cp Skt suvarna • 
subarna-danda golden staff A.17 ; cp SH.YI.105l > L e n t .  -  g  > 
presentation of silver staff 
se he (Skt sah,Pali so, MggadhI Prkt se ) 12.7,14.7,
18.16,20.15,23*22,27*10,28.16,33*9,34.5,36.6,36.6,58.i 
12,40.18,41.12,42.9,^7*13,51*8,53*12,55*13; 
se'that1 19*5,19*7 ? ,34.3,54-.4; se (added expletivel^ 
in 42.7,42.8; sehi(se+hi) 37*4-; tS-sahite with that 
17*10; tShS. that neut. acc. sg 19*6,19*6; tShS-ku 
to him 34-• 5,34-• 4-(kShaku or tShSku ?)?37*4-;t5ha-ra 
his gen.sg. 11.6. 
senSdhyaksa the general or coinmander of the army 8.5*
b5hinf-pati( commander of a particular detachment or 
part of the army) ,mah£senSpati( the commander-in-chief) 
also occur.
sebaka attendant 24.2;-mane p1.34.3;-bhia income of attendants
55*11*
seba service 34.3,4-0.11, etc.;Skt seva. 
sdvata white 10.6; Skt sveta .
soi bed of ajstream or a stream 8.22,8.23,8.28,8.29,8.29,
8.31,8.35; op mod.O. sua(current); Skt srotaaxBEr + i_ ;
in Skt there are 2 words - srotam & srotas .cf wic -Svot^a .
sola a kind of acquatic plant;-dui(lit. sola-take) name of a
pond or lake 7*17; -dandd ; Skt hrada ,0.daha
(by mwtim metathesis), duiii (a small lake), 
aboutsola a measure of 3 1 chattaks* 32.5(text sola) ,29*4-(text sold) 
(perhaps of Telugu origin ). 
sthai permanent 4-9.550.5; sthahi 54-.75 sdhdyi (dial) 10.11,
sdha(yi) 10.13;stai 5*13; staida permanence,perpituity 
(Skt sthdyitva) 6.11; cp stayiganu(Tel) permanently , 
sddyiganu in 4-5A.16;Skt sthayf . 
sthanapati the lord or master of the place or establishment 
5.19; Skt sthana-pati • *•-
svadesf belonging to one's own country ( as opposed to 'para- 
desi*)5 1-5. 
svara- voice 4-2.8.
svasti hail,lit. prosperity 3*1; svasta in 1.1 is a scribal 
error for svasti.
h
hada boundary ? 54.6;cp sarahada in 54.5 $ used in mod.O.
in the sense of boundary or boundaries)(lit. sarahada
. = chief boundary);of Arabic origin.n&aS. a wass >, a.
hdtha- hand 1 .25( text hatharai in the hand) ; 19.6(text 
hathare in the hand );Skt hasta ,mod.O. hata.
5 9 2
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hSra necklace 26.8(text ratna-hare a jewelled necklace),
hi a particle denoting emphasis 56.5,4-2.7;Skt hi.
hijala (text hijala ?9 a kind of tree growing by water-side,
8 .2 0 .
hida ridge 7«25?( a desl word).
hir§- diamond 26.9;Skt hlraka .
SOME 
TELUGU WORDS
in 0.inscrips or in Oriya cum Telugu inscrips.
(Words with Telugu affinities(e.g.tota) are not listed here).
anubhavimcidi you should enjoy 45B.18; anubhavimcci enjoying
participle 45A.17 ;cp Skt anubhava( experience).
amdula of these 45A.14-15;-la is the postp.for gen.pl. cp.
para 2o8 ,Arden (1937)*
ura village,township 9*3**
KsCkolli Timg Panditulaku to K.T.Pandita 45A.4-5;(0.Panditanku)
11 UarSyana " n K.N. M 45B.12—13* (la pi.ending
Gamdalu (=Gan^.a-mSdhas) (sg. Gamdamu) 5*14.
gSryalu(gSralu) cakes of black gram pl.(sg. gare) 5.18,5.19-20. 
-ganu adverbial suffix eg.sdSyi-gSnu permanently 45A.16 , 
dhSr5purwakam-ganu 45A.9;cp also 45B. 16-17. 
Gumdimada-nu to (village) GumdimadS 45A.12.
catri Svedanalu-nnu royal(? chatrI)demands 45A.14;cp 0.Index, 
punyakalana at holy time 45A.8.
mani yistimi having remitted,we have given 451.14;m£ni(absol. ). 
mi your 45A. 15 ;mfru(text miru) you 45A. 13.
osi yistimi (text osi yintimi) we have given 45B.17;read (p)os
etc.
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phalam produce 45A.15;Skt lw.Cthis word to be placed after
r, • rt • \ /-s punyak£15na )rSlula of the king gen. sg.(honorific) 2.1. * •
remdu two , remdunnu to both 45A.13*
yf*0 this 45i:i2.
simaloni)45B.14.
nSivaotgna -?9r.
Velupukomda-katakgy^-ni while encamping at Velupukomd.a45B.10. 
vratikedi you should remain 45A.17;fr*Skt root vrt; signifying 
the sense of Skt varttitavyam and 0. bratibS&a 1.29* 
(The last 2 words should precede 'sfmSloni* ).
Index
of
fOriya words & some names of persons and places etc. occuring
in ther Skt. Copper plate grant of king Nrsimhadeva II
dated Saka 1217(=A.D. 1295) ;find-place:Kenduapatna,Cuttack* 
JASB.LXY(1896),P.229. (
(The figures against the words indicate the serial No of line
Anke in the Anka year 3.
AmnSi n.(=name)of a p.(=person)(coppersmith of Purusottama—
pura market) 25• 
usthall ?Sanskritised from O.'uthuli1 li;fr who rises i.e.
removes his workshop after the market is over 25 •
Edara n of a v(=village) 6.
Kailo n of a v 16.
K3&KantapSdi- n of a market place 24 ( 4-cxJ- - k  a.r>"ta |>o»-<aL*.‘ l/\ O-tti
i.e. iovi t vv <a . tUe VviafKt| |s(oitx orj. (^avita )
Komati(Tel.) a man of a particular trading caste 23*
KhandasShi n of a v 12; sShi =a street.
• •
Gang5-Narasingha-pura n of a *sasana*21.
guntha a measure of land(= acre)9,13,14-; 1 gunta =
2756 V 4. sq.feet in Madras(cp NI ,P.715)-
gohari a low and narrow footr>ath,a cattle path 9,14.
0.
GhodS-pala n of a v (that which tends horses;cp gopgla) 12.
CandradSsa n of a p who was a Karana(& a surveyor) 16.
JhSda-khanda n of a forest region 23;xDaksina- 23;jh§da(forest
DerS-bisaya n of a district or subdistrict 6.
Tailanga(or Talanga) n of a v 7.
tSmbrakSra coppersmith 22.
i'ucadS n of a v 23*
danda shallow water course , a cattle path 7 ,7 ,1 1 ,1 2,1 3,
16.
Dhittu Bel£li n of a p who was a betel dealer 24;cp VellSla
P.62 of HBL .
nala a measuring staff,a pole 6,11,16.
batika a measure of land(=20 acres) 9,10,13,14.
Beda-pada n of a v 12,18.
Beda-pura n of a v 25*
Bhlmadeba sarmg. 11 of a p ;he is the donee of', the grant and a
a high official (in charge of princes) 5* 
BhIma-N6r§yana-pura n of a v 11. 
maccha fish 23*
MadSi n of a p (the tinker of Beda-pura)25•
MahSdeba Belali n of a p who is the father of Dhittu & a betel
dealer 24.
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MSrtku Sresthi 11 of a p ( a Komati by caste)23;he is the father
of PurSi & grandfather of llari( ?NorI) 23*r24.
mSna(Skt) 0. m5na ,an acre 9,10,15,14 etc .
MSli-pura (=M£li-pura in 0.) 11 of a v7(mali =gardener).
Remun£-kat ake at the camp or town of Remuna(5 miles W. of Bala
sore ) 3*
YannSdi n of a p ;he is a cpppersmith( 1 tSmbrakSra’ ) ;
seems to be the Sanskritised form of Oriya
* anSdi1 meaning * dull’ } ignorant* etc. supposed
to be a corruption of Skt 1anarya’(Non-Aryan) 22*
YallllanStha n of a p ; he is a pni-est ■( sebgyafr). .& the keeper
of the copper pi. grant 21; ’yallal at correspond^
to algra in Oriya) is ultimately traceable to
Tamil ; 1 Alvar - from azh(Tamil) ,to be profound-
Title of the 12 ancient devotees of Visnu and• •
generally a Vglsnava title1 (see P.22 of MM ).
mSahasainalliya belonging to Sahasamalla;7~8;cp O.SSsamaleJor
Sgmala ' ).
Sibadgsa NSyaka n of a p ( a ’puro-srlkarana) 6.
SunSilo n of a v 11,17*
Svanga-visaya n of a subdistrict 11*
*
Saka-batsare in the Saka era l;’This era is extensively used
in over the whole of India and in most parts of
South India, except in Tinnevelly and part of
Malabar.... The expired years are in use in most 
parts of India’ 10 •
£eb£yat- a temple priest 23; cp 1sebSita - a hired priest
a trustee or manager of an endowed temple1 BD ; 
cp sewSite - attendant (der.sewS) ND;cp O.khandS-
ita,gant5ita etc (page 105>0GMAL-2nd Vol.).
Ste^s Jo U. a 'v'istoJi'w. -for ' Ser>S c<rr~r«4-
1  1  V
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Hall PrahlSda Muda-la n of a p £a-— oeal keeper > 3-4.(0.Half-)!, 
hfda a ridge 8 .
597
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FROM THE INDIAN CALENDAR BY SEWELL & DIKSHIT
5 9 8
X
(Cp. p. 1489 Nellore Inscriptions)
1. Mesa• VaiSakha April - May
2 • Vrsabha• Jyestha • • May June
3* Mithuna Asadha • June July
4. Karkata•
1 _Sravana July August
5. Simha• Bhadrapada August - September
5. Kanya ASvina September-October
7. Tula Karttika October - November
8. VrScika MargaSirsa November -December
9. Dhanu Pausa• December - J anuary
10. Makara Magha January - February
11. Kumbha Phalguna February - March
12. Mina Caitra March April
NOTE ON REGNAL AND ANKA YEAR
599
11
The Anka cycle is of 59 luni-solar years. Its 
months are purnimanta, hut it begins the year on the 12th 
of Bhadrapada-iuddha. The year changes Its numerical 
designation every 12th day of Bhadrapada-iuddha. (See 
p.38, The Indian Calendar.) "The years dropped - the 1st. 
possibly, the 6th, 16th, 20th, 26th, 30th, 36th, 40th, 45th, 
50th, 56th.,f The following table gives a comparison between 
the Regnal and Anka year:-
Regnal year Afika year Regnal year Anka year
1 1 6c 2 (normally) 25 312 3 26 323 4 27 334 5 28 345 7 29 355 8 30 377 9 31 388 10 32 399 11 33 4110 12 34 4211 13 35 4312 14 36 4413 15 37 4514 17 38 4715 18 39 4816 19 40 4917 21 41 5118 22 42 5219 23 43 5320 24 44 5421 25 45 5522 27 46 5723 28 47 5824 29 48 59
^oo 3
ORIYA INSCRIPTIONS IN SOUTH INDIAN INSCRIPTIONS, 
VOLUMES V & VI, PRIOR TO A.D. 1568
31
S.1.1. Vol. V (9 inscriptions).
' J • 1
No. In S.I.I. V. S.No. in thesis
1006 16
1119 46
1132 4
1152 40
11561 6
1161 48
1176. 9
1213} 5
1244 10
S.I.I. Vol. VI (40 inscriptions). 
No. in S.I.I. VI S.No. in thesis
654 44 & 45
697 55
700 54
701 -2 54A
703. 29
720 2
748 49
749 53
778. 50
793 20
895 33903 35
908 -9 38
927 52
940} 3
1078
1089 13
1145 Ap. 10
1146 Ap. 121147 Ap. 61148 Ap. 11
1149 47
1. Inscribed in the Telugu script.
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No* in S.I.I* VI
1150
1151
1152
1153 - 54
1154
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160 
1161 
1162
1163
1164
1155
S*No* In thesis
21
18
17
25
15 *Ap. 5 
23 
22 
34 
32 
Ap. 7 
41 
39 
43 
Ap. 8
6 o2
3 2
Details of the places where the inscriptions 
were found with the Serial Numbers and 
Numbers in the Appendix noted under the 
__________ names of the places.
1# Urajam (village), T. - Chicacole, D. - Ganjam.
(viOU))D . - V I 7. 0L<3||o<*.tavn
A
CL*
2, Baptla (town), D. - Guntur.
\
18A
3* Bhuvanesvara (town), D. - Puri
I, Ap. 13 (Tamil)
Bhuvanesvara, Lingaraja temple
II, 37
4• Garhapada (village), D. - Balasore 
31
5. Gudimelapadu, T. - Ongole, D. - Nellore 
45A, 45B
6. Kenduapatna, Kendrapa(Ja, D. - Cuttack 
Ap. 1
7* Konarka temple, D. - Puri
Ap. 2
8. Kondapalli, lat. 16 37f, long. 80 351, Bezwada,
fil - Kistna
44, 45, also 2 short fragmentary inscriptions)
9. Kondavidu, lat. 16 15f, long. 80 171, a ruined
temple on the hill, T. - Narasaravupeta,
D. - Guntur
Ap. 9
14
6oJ
10.
1 1 .
12.
13.
14.
iO
-  2 -
Malebennuru, T. - Davanagere, D. - Chitaldroog, Mysore.
Ap. 15
Mukhalingam, Mukhalingeivara temple,
T. - Parlakimedi, D. - Ganjam.?
The temple is sacred to Siva.
4, 16, 46
Narasimhanatha temple, Borasambar 
Zemindari, D. - Sambalpur, about 
20 miles S.W. of Padampur, a few v*LU$ 
from Borasambar, is at the source 
of a tributary of the Anga.
Ap. 4
Puri (town):-
Trimali math - 7 
Sankaranandamath - 8
Puri, Jagannath temple.
12, 14, 19, 24, 26, 27, 28, 30,
36, 42, 42A, 51
Pottangi (village), Potesvara temple,
T. - Ichchapuram, D. - Ganjam.
Ap. 3
Simhachalam (village and hill), L.N. 
temple, D. - Vizagapatam, lat. 17 46*, 
long. 83 151.
2, 3, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 
29, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 41, 43, 47,
49, 50, 52, 53, 54, 55.
Ap. 5, Ap. 6, Ap. 7, Ap. 8, Ap. 10,
Ap. 11, Ap. 12.
Remarkable temple, dedicated to the 
Varaha incarnation of Vi^u, improved 
by ancient kings of Orissa, picturesquely 
situated in a wooden glen containing 
springs and cascades*. W.7 miles from 
the sea. The Hanumanadvara (gateway) is halfway up the hill.
1 (Canarese)
1
1
12
27
7
54
6o4
-  3  -
16* Srikurmaa (village}* lurraeSvare temple*
T. -  Chicacole,*D. -  Dan jam* le t *  18 18 •* 
long. 84 03* * N i t  3 a lia s  from ths N t ,  
8ast~ftouth-Sast 7 a lls s  from Chioacole. 
temple* formerly Salva* changed In to  
Valsnava by Ramanuja*
8# 4* 0| 10* 40| 48 
Ap* 14 in Talogt
Total number of 
Inscriptionsi
Hot*t T. - Taluk, 0. - District, V. - Vlllag*. 
Ap* - Appendix.
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